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1868 CR 1600N • Urbana, IL • 217-469-8000

Located between Urbana & St. Joseph on Rt 150 in Mayview.

BUY • SELL • TRADE
Reloading equipment & supplies • Firearms
Consignmeng Firearms . . . SAVE MONEY!
Ammunition • Clay targets • Gunsmithing • Gun safes
STOCKING FACTORY DEALER:
Beretta • Caesar Guerini
Cooper Rifles
Glock • Benelli
Kimber (Master Dealer)
Smith & Wesson • And many More Brands Available

Special Buys on Most Guns in Stock!

Pistols, Rifles, Shotguns . . . We’ve Got It All!
PREMIER BUILDERS OF PORTABLE BUILDINGS

OFFICE & DISPLAY LOT OPEN AT:
310 N. MAIN ST., BENTON, IL 62812

Call for Super Low Prices on
Quality Built Cabins, Sheds & Garages!

618-927-0533 • sheds@kkportablebuildings.com
www.kkportablebuildings.com

1-800-786-7111

For a limited time, get Suzuki Extended Protection, Instant Savings and attractive
financing on select Suzuki outboards from 25 to 350 horspower. See your
participapting Suzuki Marine dealer for details or visit www.suzukimarine.com.

1.
Six Years
of Protection
at no extra charge
on all new outboards
25 to 350 HP.

2.

3.

Instant Savings
of up to $800
on select models.
See your dealer
for details.

Attractive low rates
on all new
Suzuki outboards
(OAC).

14x28 Utility Garage

16x28 Barn Garage

16x32 Barn Cabin

12x16 Quaker Cabin

14x28 Lodge Cabin

101 W. Commerial St.,
Carterville, IL

NEW LOCATIONS:

519 S. Washington St.
DuQuoin, IL

REPOWER
FINANCE

The Phowler Boat Company
1701 Main Avenue, Clinton, Iowa 52732 | 563-242-8969

FINANCING AVAILABLE • RENT-TO-OWN

These are limited time offers. See your participating Suzuki Marine dealer or visit www.suzukimarine.com.

SZ_2QPromo_HlfPGAd_APV.indd 1

14x24 Utility Cabin

3/7/18 10:19 AM
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To learn more and see just why we’re the #1 boat in catfishing visit our website www.seaarkboats.com

THREE BEDROOM COTTAGES

972 King Creek Rd., Benton, KY 42025
info@kingcreekresort.com
Office: (270) 354-8268

RESERVATIONS CALL: (270) 493-0076

These Deluxe 3 Bedroom, 2 Bathroom Lake Front
Modular Homes with central air conditioning and
heat are only 40-50 yards from the lake. Enjoy
the beautiful panoramic lake view from the huge
decks with tables and deck chairs. Each cottage
has a large living room with large screen TVs. Also,
1 Queen size sleeper sofas, a dining room, full kitchen with a breakfast bar
and are nicely equipped with service for 8.

3 DAY MID-WEEK SPECIAL

Get 5% off your stay or 5% off a boat rental (Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday Only) • Call for Short-Notice Specials
Crappie and Bass Fishing Guides are available
Boat & Jet Ski Rentals- Deck Boats, Pontoons, Bass Boats, Crappie Boats,
Paddle Boats, Water Toys and so much more.
Kentucky Lake Offers Some of the Best Crappie and Bass Fishing
in North America, Give it a Cast!
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YOUR LOCAL POOL CARE & SUPPLY EXPERTS.
PEORIA, IL • 1519 W. Pioneer Pkwy. • 309-691-7510
MOLINE, IL • 1572 36th Ave. • 309-764-4674

www.CentralPool.net
All prices good while supplies last.

THE ULTIMATE PLATE, ALL-WELDED, ALUMINUM BOAT

ALL-WELD, CUSTOM-DESIGNED PLATE BOATS
WORK & FISHING BOATS
Jon Boat • Flat Bottom • V-Hulls • Model Bow
Tunnel Hull • Aluminum & Steel Trailers • Landing Craft

INFRARED SAUNAS - ONLY $999
With Stereo,
fits 2 people.
Great for
losing weight . . .
melts the
pounds right off!

LOTS OF ABOVE GROUND POOLS!
In Stock . . .
Great Prices!

OQUAWKA DEALERS:

Ferris Boat & Motor
Savanna, IL • 815-273-1150

Ted’s Boatarama
Rock Island, IL • 800-540-3254
J&J Marine
Quincy, IL • 217-223-1716
Quillers Outboard
Hamburg, IL • 618-232-1218

Check out our
IN GROUND,
DO IT
YOURSELF
Pool Kits!
ALL HOT TUBS & POOLS ON SALE!

OQUAWKA BOATS & FABRICATION, INC.
1312 East State Hwy 164, Oquawka, IL 61469

(309) 867-2213 • www.OquawkaBoats.com

CENTRAL POOL SUPPLY

Pools, Spas, Saunas, Accessories & Supplies

SUZUKI • EVINRUDE • HONDA
EXPERT BOAT MAKERS
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Canterbury Tales

The mushroom season was a big
disappointment for us this year, coming
back from Florida to Illinois was really
based on finding a few messes of those
sinful tasty to die for fungus. I turned Cathy
on to them 36 years ago and she fell in love
with morels and I hope with me as well.
I have heard very few people had the
chance to get any and if they did darn few.
Orion Briney from Browning could find a
mushroom in the desert but this season he
too had a heck of a time. He eventually
found a few in the bottoms along the
Illinois River. The lack of rain and warm
temps made this the worst season that
I have ever experienced. I’m sure there
were other years in the past that were
bad but this year gets the blue ribbon for
being terrible. I guess will have to wait
till next year to enjoy one of nature’s best
offerings. I heard you can buy them for $20
a pound in Idaho with 60 cents a pound air
freight. They only ship large amounts due
to shipping costs. That means 100 pounds
would cost you around $2600, I love

Published monthly by: ABEAM, LLC

Deadline for ASO editions is the
10th of each previous month.
Please send only digital media files.

Email: asoandyb@gmail.com
READ ASO ONLINE IN
2 DIFFERENT FORMATS!

ASOMagazine.com &
ASOMagazine.net
SUBSCRIBE TODAY ON PG. 6!

mushrooms but not at $32 a pound. I’ll just
wait till next year but oh do I miss them.
He told me they usually pick a 100-pounds
per day and if they don’t it’s called a bad
day, sure.
This time of year, is my favorite,
because it’s warm. Here in Illinois I enjoy
those little get away places where we go
to recreate. Whether it’s a cabin on the
lake, a cottage in the woods or a camp
ground at your favorite place it’s why we
identify ourselves as outdoorsman. We
can all trace our outdoor beginnings to
someone usually our folks. In my case it
was my mom and dad who got the seed
planted a long time ago. We always had
a cabin at the end of Spring Lake State
Park not far from the Pike Hole. A lot of
you know where that is; if not it’s at the
very end of the lake on top of the hill next
to Clear Lake Hunting Club.
Dad built a cabin in 1962 on top of
Durang Hill. Before that we had an old
house boat built out on an old boiler tank
out of a steam boat on the Spring Lake
bottoms. It was here where I learned to
swim, fish and explore the river bottoms. I
even met a sweet little girl named Marilyn.
We fished and swam in the drainage ditch
like there was never an end to summer.
We all would like to go back to one place
in our past and relive it and this is mine. It
was a time of innocence where we would
sit along the lake at night and listen to the
crickets and frogs, wondering where life
would take us. What great memories at
the cabin barefoot most of the time living
like Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn.

Fishing with a cane
pole and a can of red
worms was as high tech as
we got. Surprisingly it seems
we caught more fish with that primitive
gear than we do with this new stuff.
Tanned like a berry with no cares in the
world except when mom was calling us
for dinner. A lot of the time bluegills and
catfish were on the table that I caught.
This is what life is all about, I feel sorry
for those who have missed these types
of things for they are why I get up every
day. Wouldn’t it be nice to relive those
wonderful times we had as kids. We may
be getting older but those old memories
will
last
f o r e v e r.
Be sure to
take those
kids
and
grandkids to
your special
place
so
they know
what makes
you tick.

MOSER’S

Harry’s Great Grandpa Jake Graf

Quality Shoes Since 1918

Published by ABEAM, LLC. ABEAM, LLC is not responsible for
any injury received as a result of information or advice given.
Contents do not reflect the opinions of ABEAM, LLC.

SHARE YOUR OUTDOOR
PHOTOS WITH ASO!
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Protect Your Home
Away From Home
Taking the comforts of home with
you on the road is great. Make sure
you’re covered for the unexpected,
before you leave the driveway.

2027 S.W. Adams St., Peoria, IL • (309) 674-4400
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9am-5:30pm • Sat. 9am-4pm
www.MosersShoe.com

15% OFF
ALL RED WINGS!

Style #435
Waterproof
Oil/Slip Resistant

Style #912
6” Leather Upper
Electrical Hazard

3510 West Willow Knolls Drive, Peoria
309-682-2400
82 East Fort Street, Farmington
309-245-2800
www.dempsterinsurance.com

continued on page 8

Gebby’s
Family Restaurant

736 E. War Memorial Dr.
Peoria Heights, IL
(309) 685-7811

DAILY HOMEMADE
LUNCH SPECIALS
Serving

Also Safety Toe Styles From Rockport,
Florsheim,Thorogood, Ironage, Reebok

Breakfast
and
Lunch
6 A.M. to 2 P.M.
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Cope Marine
is the Midwest’s
Boating
Headquarters!
Cope Marine • O’Fallon
1725 W US-50
O’Fallon, IL 62269
888-276-0847

Triton 17 TX

Cope Marine • Table Rock
15711 State Hwy 13
Branson West, MO 65737
417-272-1277

Triton 20 TRX

LUND 1875 Impact Sport

Giant selection of new and
preowned boats in stock…
Great Factory Rebates
& Big Savings!

www.copemarine.com
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
ICE COLD BEER!

On Rt. 9 at the Danvers Y, Danvers, IL 309-963-8300

WATCH ASO TV • Sat., June 30 at 5:30pm
On WTVP, PBS Channel 47

See previous shows on our YouTube Page!
YouTube.com/ASOMagazine

Call Toll-Free 1-877-778-HUNT(4868)

or Mail payment & form to: ASO, 201 Gloria Parkway, Washington, IL 61571

$

DON’T MISS AN ISSUE!
12 BIG Issues! only $1895
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Phone___________________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________________________
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BLACKENED CRAPPIE
Blackening Spice:
3 tablespoons smoked paprika
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon onion powder
1 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 teaspoon ground black pepper
1 teaspoon dried ground tyme
1 teaspoon dried oregano
½ teaspoon garlic powder
½ lemon, juiced
1. In a small bowl combine all
of the spices
2. Press a heaping tablespoon
of the spice mix onto each
fillet so that both sides are
liberally coated
3. 
Allow the fish to sit
for 15 minutes at room
temperature prior to
cooking

4. 
In a large skillet, heat the oil over
medium high heat
5. Once the oil is almost smoking, add the
fillets and cook for 2 to 3 minutes each
side
6. Sprinkle with lemon juice and transfer
the fillets to serving platter

Grandma’s

RECIPES
ELLEN COURTNEY

CRAPPIE ETOUFEE- CAJUN DELIGHT
2lbs Crappie fillets
1 cup butter
2 cups onion, chopped
2 cup celery, chopped
1 cut up bell pepper, chopped
1 tbsp. flour
1 cup green onion tops, chopped
Salt to taste
Red pepper to taste
1. Melt butter in skillet
2. Add onion, celery bell pepper, simmer
until tender
3. Add flour and stir
4. Add green onion tops and soy sauce and
stir
5. Lay fillets in pan
6. Cover with sauce
7. Simmer until fish flakes when pricked
with fork, about 10 minutes
8. Serve over fluffy cooked rice

BROILED CRAPPIE
2lbs Crappie Fillets
Italian Dressing
1. Rinse fillets in cold water, pat dry with
paper towel
2. Dip fillets in Italian dressing
3. Place in baking pan or dish with at least
2 inch sides
4. Broil 4 or 5 inches from flame until done
5. For larger fillets, remove from broiler
after 3 or 4 minutes. Turn carefully,
brush with Italian dressing and broil
until done (fish will flake easily with a
fork when done)

Gloss oil finish, checkered walnut, engraved lowprofile steel receiver, mechanical tripper, Inflex recoil
pad, Invector-DS Chokes, over under shotgun

Citori 725 Trap

BT-99 Plus
High post ventilated rib, ported barrel, grade III/IV
walnut, adjustable comb, PachOctoberr recoil pad,
silver nitride finish steel receiver

G.M. Bartelmay Guns Inc.

Raised cheek rest, semi-beavertail forearm with finger
grooves, gloss walnut, gold accented steel low profile
receiver, ported barrels, HiViz Pro-Comp sight,
Invector-DS chokes.

M,T,W,F 9am-6pm • SAT 9am-2pm • Closed TH & SUN • Open Anytime By Appt.

Central IL Browning Headquarters • 911 W. Jefferson St.• Morton (309) 263-8032

TREMONT SHELL
Best Prices on Gas • Convenience Store
Pizza & Sandwich Shop

COLDEST BEER AROUND

Gas Pumps Open 24/7!
OPEN:
Weekdays:
4:30am-11pm
Weekends:
4:30am-12am

Citori 725 Field

Citori 725 SPTG

Ported Barrels, fiber optic bead, gloss oil finish, checkered
walnut, engraved low profile steel receiver, mechanical trigger,
Invector-DS Chokes

(with credit/debit purchase)

Get ‘ya some Agatucci’s Pizza Tonight!

309-925-4217

TREMONT OIL COMPANY
“Your Small Town Full Service Station”
TREMONT OIL FEATURES:
PROFESSIONAL, DEPENDABLE,
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE WITH
VERY REASONABLE PRICES.

FIND SUPER LOW PRICES ON ALL TIRES!
TIRE PURCHASE PRICES INCLUDE INSTALLATION, ROAD HAZARD
& LIFETIME TIRE ROTATION. FULL SERVICE GAS!

Route 9, next to CITGO in Tremont, IL

309-925-2251 • gibby@dpc.net
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Harry Canterbury, cousin Bobbie
Griffith and Old Friend Mike
Molleck at Spring Lake Cabin 1967.
Pepper and Tally are the dogs
There is a picture of my Great
grandfather Jake Graf holding a model
97 Winchester which he bought in Pekin
Illinois about 1900. He was from Basil
Switzerland on the German border. He
came here for a number of reasons, but his
biggest reason was Freedom. In Europe it
was not common to own firearms. He had
this picture taken when he was a young
man and sent the pictures home to show his
folks his new shotgun. I barely remember
him, he gave me a quarter when I was 6
years old when he was on his death bed.
He loved America and never went back to
his birth place. He became a constable in
Pekin and ended up as a Truant officer for
the Pekin school district. He hunted and
fished all his life and even killed an Elk
out west. He was one of the rescuer’s for

Great Grandpa Harry Canterbury
the survivor’s and helped recover the dead
off of the Columbia. It sank on the Illinois
River in 1918 after it hit a stump. The loss
was huge 88 people died on the fateful
night. WTVP has produced a special on
the Columbia sinking and Jake Graft is
mentioned in the show.
He had a great life in America and many
of the old folks in the Pekin area remember
him still today. He knew what real freedom
was, a thing we all take for granted.
Don’t let your guard down for there are
people in Chicago and other areas in America
who want to take your gun freedoms away.
They are working hard to erode your gun
rights. Don’t let pictures like this be called
the good old days. Fight them the best way

1470 Spring Bay Rd. • East Peoria, IL 61611
(309) 822-8146 • www.peoriaskeetandtrap.com
TUESDAYS - WEEKLY YOUTH SHOOTING PROGRAM
THURSDAYS- WEEKLY TRAP LEAGUE

you know how. Joining the ISRA is one way
you can preserve your rights to own firearms.
Call them at 815-635-3198.
Now a Red Nose memory from a long
time ago but not forgotten. Food was the
second biggest thing at the club. Of course
shooting ducks was why we were there
but food played a big part. I could never
understand why some duck clubs have
no shack or even a trailer to get out of the
weather or cook something. To each their own
but a cabin is a real intricate part of the hunt.
This memory was one I heard many
times and thought it needed being told.
Our old shack was not very big, about
12 x 8 old contractors shed from Peoria.
It didn’t have much but did have an old
laundry stove made in 1885 which I still
have in my possession. A table and some
chairs and shelves to put stuff on. It was
meticulously cleaned every year from top
to bottom repainted and taken care better
than most houses.
My great grandfather Harry
Canterbury a livestock dealer at the Peoria
Stockyards came with grandpa and dad for
a shoot. One of grandpa’s best friends was
a guy named George Hediger a prominent

June 2018

insurance agent in Peoria Illinois. George
was a gruff guy and my dad could not
figure out what his dad saw in George.
They were cooking duck and Harry was
sitting in the old shack waiting for dinner,
Great grandpa Harry was your typical
Victorian type guy very proper and a true
gentleman. Old George said Harry do you
like your potatoes hole or mashed. Harry
said well George I like them mashed.
George took his fist and hit them and said
will that work. Harry didn’t know what to
say but ate them anyway. George was that
way and there are other stories about him
I could tell but they would make you blush.
Oh what characters they were and what
fun they had.
As I said join the ISRA to protect your
gun rights. Remember Illinois has Free
Fishing Days June 15-18 allows everyone
to fish without a license for those days.
Great time to take the kids and grandkids
out for a fun day of fishing. Be sure to pack
drinks and sandwiches so all are happy
Keep your powder dry and Your Worm
Wet Harry

The Shack

Black Top Inn

10956 N. Manito Rd., Manito, IL • 309-545-9980

Home of the 1/2 pound Burger, Ice Cold Beer & Good Spirits!

JUNE 30 - “KLAYS FOR KIDS” ST JUDE FUNDRAISER
HOURS: THURS 11AM -DARK • SAT & SUN 11 AM - 4 PM

MARIETTA
TAP
Hours: M-F@ Noon • Sat @ 10am • Open Sundays
Your Friendly Neighborhood Tavern…
Where It’s Easy To Enter…But Hard To Leave.
We Feature The Best Drinks In Town & The Coldest Beer Around!

“Where good friends & good times get together”
Stop in For a Cold One This Upcoming Season!
112 W. Coal St. • Marietta, IL 61459
Eddie & Lorrie

926-6901

Rocket Tire has been giving customers the highest
standards in sales & quality service for over 50 years.

300 Edmund St. Peoria, IL

(309) 676-0124 • RocketTire.com
Open: M-F 7:30am - 4:30pm • Sat. 7:30 - 11:30am
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ANDY’S CHRONICLES
asoandyb@gmail.com

Well it has been quite the month. All
winter I waited for that first taste of spring.
All I could think about over the last couple
of months is I need some crappie fillets
and mushrooms for dinner. Usually its easy
pickins for either one, but this year has
been a little unique. First, I like to get the
crappie fillets out of the way so I can
dedicate at three weekends to finding
those great tasting fungi. My wife had
been after me to get the boat on the water
and it seemed like it was never going to
happen. I saw where people where
catching some crappie on Clinton Lake and
I thought if we don’t get there soon we
may miss the spawn. I knew it just wasn’t
time for the morels to be popping so I
decided it was time to hit the lake. I knew
I wouldn’t have any trouble finding people
to go since that is all I have heard for the
last three weeks is “when we are going
fishing?”. I made a couple of calls and sure
enough my friends Al and Tim were
chomping at the bit. I like to get up early

and hit the water around day break and I
could hear in Tim’s voice, he wasn’t very
excited about getting up and leaving at
5:00am. Being a second shifter it was not
his favorite time of day, but on this day, he
actually arrived a few minutes early. I was
figuring I would have to start blowing up
his phone to get him out of bed but the call
to the lake was enough to get him up and
moving. As we all set off for a day on the
lake everyone was anticipating a great
day. We rounded up our minnows and to
the boat ramp we went. Thinking everyone
and their brother would be on the lake
when we arrived I was wrong. There were
a few boats already on the water and there
seem to be a bass tournament going on but

Al and I with some nice crappies

KELLY SEED & HARDWARE CO.
BIRD SEED, FEEDERS, HOUSES & BATHS
Wildlife Plot Mixes • Wildlife Plantings • Deer Clovers
Buckwheat • Japanese Millet • Proso & Pearl Millet
Sorghum • Sunflower Seed
~ NICE SELECTION OF PRAIRIE GRASSES FOR FILTER STRIPS ~

It seems she became more interested in
naming the minnows than putting them on
the hook. It didn’t matter to me as long as
she was content and happy. She likes
being the minnow girl and we could
definitely keep her busy. It seemed Leah
had the hot hand for awhile and she
continued to put fish over the side of the
boat. She was happy to say the least. After
fishing that spot for a few hours, it was
time to see what else we could find. At our
next spot it was more of the same. A few
keepers every now and then but many fish
were just under the 9-inch limit on Clinton
Lake. We eased around every brush pile
and it seemed there was a few fish on
every one. We used minnows about two

other than that I didn’t see many crappie
fisherman. As we loaded the boat in the
water we headed to one of our favorite
spots on the lake to see if we could fill the
live wells with some nice crappie. When
we set up on our location it didn’t take but
a couple of minutes for the first 10-inch
crappie to come over the side of the boat.
All I could think about was getting enough
crappie for dinner and off to the woods I
would go to find the mushrooms. As we sat
in this location for a couple of hours we
were catching several
crappies. It seemed we
would catch two to three
non-keepers for every keeper
but that didn’t bother me any.
Of course, my other goal for
the day was to make sure the
wife and Ella caught a few
crappies to keep them fishing
for the day. As anyone
knows, for an eleven-yearold that isn’t always easy.
Ella would catch one or two
and the become the minnow
fetcher for a while before
Tim, Al and I with some of the crappie from
she would go back to fishing.
Clinton Lake

The Hialeah
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Goofy Ridge, IL
Video Gaming • Food & Spirits • OPEN EVERYDAY
Breakfast Served 5am-1pm Mon-Sat & Sun til Noon
MENU SERVED ALL DAY!
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Chronicles . . . continued
feet under a bobber and that seem to do
the trick. Al did use a jig under the bobber
and it really didn’t to make a difference
either way. As long as you had your bobber
by a log or brush you would be getting a
bit. Throughout most of the day this
continues as we were getting closer to a
limit of fish. The ones we found full of eggs
were released for future harvest. As the
day was coming to a close I could see
everyone was getting tired. We considered
trying to hang out until the evening but as
5pm neared we were already to head for
home. Clinton Lake is about an hour and
fifteen minutes from home and we had
some fish to clean. It was such a beautiful
day we did get a few sprinkles but for the
most part you couldn’t have asked for
better weather. We arrived at the boat
ramp and loaded up and headed for home.
When we arrived back home we started
cleaning fish. As we were cleaning fish I
received a call that they had started to find
some mushrooms. I knew I would have to
hit the woods in the next couple of days to
kick off mushroom season. As Tuesday
rolled around I thought I better get to the
woods to see how things were progressing.
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I always know the first time out for the
year consists of me going to a few of my
spots that I always find the first mushrooms.
When I arrived at the first couple there
was nothing. As I looked at the forest floor
I realized there just wasn’t enough
moisture for it to be good yet. The may
apples were just coming up the leaves
were just starting. The ground was
cracking because of the lack of rain. It
seems the last three or four years it hasn’t
been the best. I have found 6 to 8 pounds a
year over the last couple of years, but it
used to be that if I didn’t find 13 -15 pounds
then it wasn’t a good year. I have this crazy
thing about finding them then making sure
all of my family and friends get a taste of
spring’s heaven. After spending about four
hours that day looking in the woods I
managed to find what I call pinky nail sized
mushrooms which are really great tasting,
but all they do is tease you. I knew these
little mushrooms weren’t going to feed my
family, but it was going to give us a taste
and make me want to hunt them even
harder. As the week went by we received
some rain, but I just wasn’t hearing much
about people finding many mushrooms.
Wasn’t sure if people were being quiet
because they are finding them or if this

Complete Auto Repair
of Domestic &
Foreign Cars & Trucks
FostersAutoService.com
TWO GREAT ILLINOIS LOCATIONS: PEORIA & BARTONVILLE!
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was just becoming a
poor
year
for
mushrooms. I tried to
wait a week between
going and the weather
had
been
warm
enough. I had been
watching the soil of
the temperature to
gauge when my next
trip would be. Once the
ground temp is around
55 – 57 that is usually
a good indicator that
there will be some
fresh morels as long as
I nice mess of fish for the fryer
we
have
some
course, I was working on this issue of the
moisture. One concern I had was that an
magazine, so I didn’t have a whole of extra
old timer once told me if you get two
time to make to the woods but if your going
80-degree days in a row that it will burn up
to go, you have to when the time is right
the spores and the season will not be very
and I thought the time was now. I decided
good. At this point it seemed we went from
to get up early one morning and hit the
45 degrees to three consecutive days over
woods just after day break. All of my
80 and one day it was almost 90. The
friends were working, and Al wanted me
ground temp went from 54 one day to 61
to get some mushrooms to bring over to
two days later. I figured we were going to
dinner on Friday night. I said you supply the
find the mother load of mushrooms. My
fish and I will supply the mushrooms. As I
thoughts were they were all going to pop
hit the woods I was there only a couple of
at once and it would be a short season but
minutes and I found one fairly dry
a good one. Once again, I was wrong. I am
mushroom. As I worked my way up the
starting to think all of my years of hunting
south side of the hill I found a couple more
these morels I have learned nothing. I
in a patch then another 50 yards I found a
actually pride myself in finding mushrooms
few more. Thinking to myself this could be
to give away to people who don’t have the
one of those great days of picking
property or time to go. This year I was
mushrooms. I roamed the top of the hill
afraid I would be letting people down. Of
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and it seemed I would find one or two here
than another one or two there but just
wasn’t finding the patches of mushrooms I
was used to but at least I was finding
them. After working the ridge it was time
to hit some honey holes to see if I could fill
the bag. Unfortunately, all of my old haunts
didn’t seem to produce much. Again, I
would find one or two but not the 20 or
more I was used to. After spending a good
four and half hours walking the woods I
was ready to call it quits. I ended up finding
35 but it took a lot of walking to find that
many. It was plenty for me to take over to
dinner and left everyone get their fill, but it
wasn’t enough for me to keep eating them
for a week or two like I am used to. We had
a fabulous dinner and my next thought is
give us some rain and humidity and we
should have some good size yellows on the
way. As a week passed Al, Tim and I
decided to try our hand one more time for
mushrooms. This was actually Mother’s
Day but my wife didn’t care as long as she
had mushrooms to eat. We headed out
early in the morning to beat the crowds
and so we could get home to spend time
with our loved ones. For years I have heard
people say they find mushrooms on
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The elusive Morel Mushroom
Mother’s Day every year and I am not one
of them. Usually, I have more than enough
mushrooms by the first week of May that
my season is over. Not in this wacky year.
As Al, Tim and I entered the woods that
morning I was fairly confident we would
find a couple of pounds a piece at minimum.
As we started walking the woods I soon
realized that may not be the case. I was

finding nothing in placed I have been
finding them over the last 20 years. Had my
spots finally dried up or is the weather
messing with the mushroom season. We
spend several hours looking for mushrooms
and in my bag was six total mushrooms.
Unfortunately, Tim and Al arrived back at
the truck with a big goose egg. To say this
mushroom season has been weird is an

understatement. I am actually very curious
how others have fared this year, but this
just doesn’t seem to be the year of the
mushroom for me. I may try to get out one
more time but my confidence isn’t too
high. Maybe the fishing season will be
better!
May your sunrises and sunsets be magical!
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From the Desk of:
Rich Pearson,
ISRA Executive Director

The ISRA
Open House is
on June 16th.
This is a great
opportunity to
get your whole family involved and spend a
day at our Range! Factory representatives
from major manufacturers will answer your
questions about your favorite firearms. A
small fee for ammunition will be required;
admission and parking are free. See details
on page 117 and at: isra.org
As predicted, there is a whirlwind of
anti-gun activity in Springfield. The only
breath of fresh air was the Governor’s
Amendatory Veto of HB1468. Now we
have to make every effort to prevent the
Amendatory Veto from being overridden.
We need phone calls to the members of the
Illinois House asking legislators to support
the Governor’s veto.
SB2387, the Firearm Disposition Bill,
passed the Senate, but has not passed in
the House. This bill came courtesy of the
guy who shot up the restaurant in Tennessee
and the father who gave the firearms to him.

The father knew this kid was prohibited. If
this bill becomes law, whoever receives the
firearms has to sign an affidavit swearing
they will not give the firearms to a prohibited
person. The affidavit must be given to the
Illinois State Police and the County Sheriff.
Stupidity costs us all.
In the last few weeks the topic of
Artificial Intelligence, and how dangerous it
may become, has been in the headlines. The
reason Artificial Intelligence is so dangerous
is because it does not make decisions based
on history, beliefs, ethics, morals or values.
My term for all of this is a moral core. There
are people who have no moral core who
act just like Artificial Intelligence. These
people can be identified by their disdain
for God, patriotism, nuclear families and
any other part of the fabric that makes the
United States great. To give you an idea of
what it would be like to be ruled by Artificial
Intelligence, one only needs to look at Chuck
Schumer, Nancy Pelosi, Maxine Waters, and
Hillary Clinton – it’s scary alright!
You may not have seen this on the
national news May 17th, a School Resource

TREESTANDS

Officer took down a 19 year
old ex-student at Dixon High
School. This comes at a time
when many want to do away
with school Resource Officers,
which is a dumb idea. In my early
days, I worked with one of the first School
Resource Officers; Officer Steve Brienen
eventually became McLean County Sheriff. I
was there and I know how effective he was.
He saved lots of kids. The situation between
School Resource Officers and the school
should be a partnership, not an adversarial
relationship. Many think the world would
be a pleasant la-la land if we were just nice
all the time - it just isn’t so. Children and
young people are always in search of limits,
discipline, trust and love. Weakness is not
in the equation. I will admit to you that you
need to have both the knack and balance but
that becomes almost impossible when you
have out-of-bounds parents, chicken-hearted
school boards and administrators.
The election of Oliver North as
President of the NRA is just what the
organization needed. I am elated. There
are already media and some people taking
potshots at North. The L.A. Times called
him a gun runner and then some. Members
are whining about his past. There are a

few people out there who have said they
were going to join the NRA but they are not
now. That is a lot of baloney; they were
never going to join. Soldiering is a tough
business and not for the fainthearted.
Lieutenant Colonel (Retired) North did
the job the United States asked him to
do and was raked over the coals by the
milquetoasts in Congress. Oliver North is
a leader who is well-spoken and sees the
world as it is, not like the Pollyanna types
who view the world through rose colored
glasses while wearing blinders.
Every member and every gun owner
needs to get behind NRA President North
and understand we are in the battle of our
lives to save the Second Amendment. This
is not a muffin baking contest.
My wife Genee and I attended the NRA
Annual Meeting in Dallas, Texas. As always,
the exhibition hall at the NRA Annual Meeting
was fabulous. If you have never been to a NRA
Annual Meeting, you need to attend one. This
year’s number of attendees was 87,000+.
A few weeks prior to convention the
Mayor of Dallas asked the NRA to move their
(our) annual meeting somewhere else. Of
course, it would not be possible because it
takes 3-5 years to plan big events. I am sure
the Mayor was just pandering to the antigun crowd when he made that suggestion.
Well over a $100,000,000 will be spent on
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everything from meals, hotel rooms, and
all that goes with national events. Dallas
Mayor basically shot himself in the foot.
Next year NRA Annual Meeting will be held
in Indianapolis. The ISRA will have a booth
there. If you intend to stay overnight, book
your hotel rooms now; several hotels are
already sold out.
One of the most enjoyable features in
the exhibition halls was the gun collector’s
corner - great gun collections and history.
Of course there were several collections
that revolved around the Texas Rangers,
including photos of these guys. You could
tell by their pictures that these guys did not
mess around. If you were a bad guy and
ran into Texas Rangers, I would guess your
career might come to an abrupt end.
On Tuesday, May 1st, SB337-SFA2
passed out of the Senate Judiciary
Committee with a vote of 7-5-0. SB337-SFA2
turns into SB1657, the draconian Gun Dealer
Licensing Bill. This is an example of the one
hour posting notice in action and how quickly
things can happen. This battle will rage on.
May 31st ended the Spring Session for
the Illinois General Assembly. Even though
the Session ends, the battle will not end.
The 2018 elections are going to be hard
fought. In Illinois, the future of the Second
Amendment is literally at stake. Justice
Kennedy is hinting about retiring, so the
same is true on the national level. No gun
owner better stay home for this election.
You may not be aware of the county
sanctuary movement in Illinois. Several
counties have declared themselves as
Sanctuary Counties for Gun Owners.
Jefferson County has joined Effingham,
Iroquois, Saline, and soon, Perry County.
This is push back for the recent attacks
on gun owners in the General Assembly.
Bills such as SB1657, HB1465, HB1467,
HB1469 and others that are about to come,
are clearly aimed at law-abiding firearm
owners and have nothing to do with the real
problem. If your county is considering such
a resolution, please let me know.
On a sad note, the United States, Illinois
and the ISRA have lost Joseph I. Brown, one
of the greatest of the greatest generation.
Joe was 94 years old, a high power shooter
and Second Amendment defender. When
Joe was 88 or 89, he was one of the plaintiffs
in the Ezell v Chicago case. We will all miss
you Joe. Hopefully, 9 or 10 people will step
forward to take his place.
April 25th, the ISRA held one of our most
successful Illinois Gun Owner Lobby Days
(IGOLD) in recent years. Thanks to all who
attended and the gun groups who joined in.
The weather was beautiful. The attendance
was about 2500. In fact, we had to ask for the
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mezzanine of the Bank of Springfield Convention
Center to be opened for extra seating.
At the Springfield Convention Center,
we heard Legislative updates and several
excellent speeches. Both Senator Bill
Brady and Representative Allen Skillicorn
were great. We also listened to two
young people, Kaleb Huddleston (age 15)
and Jacob Vandermyde (age 18); they did
an outstanding job. Kaleb pointed out
that many in his generation are Second
Amendment supporters, and Jacob, a
young three gun shooter, let us all know
that youthful shooters are responsible and
should not be banned from shooting just
because they are not yet 21.
I reminded everyone that we are fighting
to protect our rights so these young people, and
others like them, can enjoy the shooting sports
and the Second Amendment, just as we have.
Each year, I have the privilege of
watching the IGOLD March from the podium
on the Lincoln Steps. This year’s march
was astounding. Senators Neil Anderson,
Jason Barickman, and Dale Fowler all spoke;
Representatives Monica Bristow, Jerry Long,
Margo McDermed and Reggie Phillips also
spoke. We then went into the Capitol and the
Stratton Building to deliver Lobby Day cards to
legislators. Coverage of the 2018 IGOLD was
the best it has ever been, with ABC News out
of Chicago, NBC Channel 20/Springfield, Pool
Camera and Crew Broadcasting, as well as all
the major TV networks. At 3:00 pm, we met
in the Capitol Building rotunda for a few final
thoughts and then began winding our way
home. Later on, it was announced that the
override of SB1657 would not happen because
the votes were not there. It was a successful
day but we all know this is not over.
We are fighting, as Representative
McDermed so aptly put it, the hysterically
uninformed, or in some cases, the
hysterically misinformed, which is deliberate
on the anti-gun side. Either way, it is going
to be a long tough fight.
The ISRA Range has booked Massad
Ayoob for classes. MTG presents Massad
Ayoob’s Mag-80 class from June 6-10,
2018. To register for this class go to www.
midwesttraininggroup.net.
Thanks for your membership support!

SATURDAY, JUNE 16, 2018
NRA DAY OPEN HOUSE
AT THE ISRA RANGE
Check out ISRA’s website at www.isra.org!
Follow the ISRA on Twitter and Facebook.
Give the gift of an ISRA membership.
Not an ISRA Member? Join Today!
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THE FORGOTTEN SEVEN
By Norman V. Kelly

The truth is that over the past thirtyfive years I have discovered numerous men
and women that were either born here or
lived here in the Peoria area that went on
to accomplish things that in many instances
made them famous. I did feature stories on
them and to this day I still write a series of
stories called Child of the City. The seven
men that I want to tell you about will all
come together for the first time in an article
I entitled The Forgotten Seven.
Every one of them at one time in their
lives was called a hero because each of
them died in the line of duty. For most of
them, we here in Peoria buried them with
appropriate honors, and then allowed
them to slip back into obscurity; and that
is how they became forgotten men. As I
discovered them, wrote and lectured about
them the process of getting their names on
monuments took close to two years. I am

proud to say that they are on the monuments
in Peoria, Springfield and the National Law
Enforcement Memorial in Washington
D.C. They are now listed along side their
comrades who made the ultimate sacrifice
in the line of duty.
Theophil “Joe” Seyller: Officer Joe,
as he was known here in Peoria in 1894
was the first Peoria Police Officer to die in
the line of duty. While serving an arrest
warrant the man he was trying to arrest
pulled a weapon on him and during the
scuffle four slugs ended up in the chest
of Officer Joe, killing him instantly. Local
folks wanted to hang the man that shot the
officer; but cooler minds prevailed, and an
immediate murder trial was arranged for
Hausel Hopmeyer Sr. The trial was held
in Peoria’s old court house and when the
verdict came back ‘Not Guilty’ for murder
of the officer a near riot broke out in
downtown Peoria, Illinois. Officer Joe,
Badge Number 9, was buried with honors
and forgotten. Well over a hundred years
later his name was added to the monument
to our fallen officers at the city hall.

Please send
us your
hunting &
fishing photos!
Email to: asoandyb@gmail.com
or text them to: 309.437.2247

Constable Arthur Smith: At one time
Peorians elected 5 constables to augment
our police force and Arthur Smith was one
of the most popular of that unique group.
On June 12, 1922 he was patrolling out
near the area we now call Sterling and
Nebraska. He walked up to two cars
that were parked in the dark along side
Nebraska. Suddenly multiple shots rang
out killing him instantly. Since he was not a
member of the Peoria Police Department he
was buried without honors and forgotten.
His name is on the monument we have
here in town for the Peoria Park District
Officers and is also on the Washington and
Springfield police monuments.
Charles E. DeBolt: On a hot July 4,
1924, Charles DeBolt was on duty as a
motorcycle officer for the Peoria Park
District. Being the Fourth of July, it was a
busy time in the city and especially around
the river and the Peoria Parks. Chuck, as
DeBolt was known was on duty patrolling
the Grandview Park area and looking for
speeders since the place was packed with
picnickers and sightseers. He saw a touring
car loaded with young men whiz by him
and he took off after it. As he sped along
his front wheel began to slide on gravel and
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down he went. He found himself airborne
just before he collided with the edge of the
hard road. He lived briefly but died before
medical aide got to him. His name is on the
Peoria Park District Monument, Springfield,
and Washington, D.C. Police Monuments.
David W. Gaul: On August 4, 1937,
David Gaul was on duty in Bradley Park,
sitting on his motorcycle under the shade
tree near the tennis courts. In those days
the parks were crowded and busy with
folks wading in the creek, picnicking,
and watching baseball games. Gaul was
watching a group of kids and calling out
to them to be careful crossing the road,
when he heard the sound of a car coming
at a high rate of speed. He got off his
cycle and walked out to the middle of the
road to confront the car. A 1930 Coupe,
being driven by a young man, struck the
officer tossing him some 30 feet into the
air. Officer Gaul died of multiple injuries
on the way to the hospital. His name is
on all of the previously mentioned police
monuments as well.
Charles E, Barden: The last week of
August here in Peoria the temperature had
been at the highest for the year 1938. On the
24th of the month some clouds rolled in with
the promise of rain. Officer Barden was on
duty at Glen Oak Park and was having
trouble with his motorcycle. He drove over
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to the State Police maintenance building
there on Knoxville and had it fixed. He drove
north on Knoxville to check it out and on the
way back his kickstand began banging on
the highway. He looked down to check it,
when he looked up he was off the roadway
and out of control in the gravel. The last
thing he saw was a huge dump truck parked
in front of the State building. He slammed
into the massive grill and impaled himself…
killing him instantly. Barden had been on the
job for 6 weeks when he died.
The monument with these four men’s
names on it can be found on North Adams
Street at the lower entrance to Grandview
Drive. The monument was dedicated and
placed under the lighted American Flag in
what seems to be a perfect location. My
personal complaint is again these men are
forgotten since the Park District has not
chosen to honor them annually on Memorial
Day. The City does have an annual ceremony
for their officers and firemen, but the Peoria
Park District ignores those that have fallen
in the line of duty. That, my friends is a
damn shame.
George Henry Ellis: George was born
here in Peoria, Illinois in 1875 and as soon
as he was old enough he joined the United
States Navy to see the world. On July 3,
1898 he was a Chief Yeoman on board the
USS Brooklyn during the blockade of the
Spanish Fleet moored within the harbor
of Santiago de Cuba during the Spanish
American War. The Spanish ships made a
run to open sea and were annihilated by
the U.S. Navy. In that sea battle the only
sailor killed was George H. Ellis; he was
later buried in Brooklyn, New York. The
United States Navy not only buried him with
honors they named a small battleship after
him. It was designated DD-154 the USS
ELLIS. As far as I can tell that is the only
naval ship named after a Peorian. Thanks
to Mayor Jim Ardis, Steve Sonnemaker
and the Peoria County Board I hope we will
dedicate a plaque to this Peoria hero in the
spring of 2018.
PFC Lester B. Zimmerman: It was
by chance that I found out that Bernard
Zimmerman was not on the Korean
‘monument’ inside the Peoria County
Courthouse. I just happened to read
about the death of Zimmerman and was
going over the names on the Vietnam list
and the Korean list and I did not see his
name. It turns out that not only was PFC
Zimmerman killed during the Korean War
from Peoria; he was actually the first one
reported killed in that war or police action
or whatever it was later designated. I
spent four years in the United States
Air Force during that time and believe
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me it was important to those of us that
served. I later spoke at the Memorial Day
ceremonies and I had Bernard on my mind
while I was there. I am hoping and praying
that this Memorial Day the new Vietnam
and Korean Monuments will be dedicated
there in the court house square not far
from the WW1 and WW11 memorials.
Call Steve at the Peoria County Clerk’s
office and find out how you can contribute.
It still irritates and saddens me when I look
out and see the sparse crowd that shows up
each year. Hell, it is also ungrateful and UnAmerican that all of us cannot take a few
minutes once a year out of our texting and
smart phones to honor our fallen heroes.
Bernard Zimmerman was sent to the
Pusan perimeter in Korea about six weeks
after the war started. Zimmerman was
just a young kid who grew up in our area,
fresh off the farm and into the Korean War.
I think his sister speaks for a lot of us, at
least those that attend these ceremonies,
when she said, “We can’t dwell on this and
remember every day, but it is wonderful to
do it at least on Memorial Day.”
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A GRANDSON’S LOVE
By Norman V. Kelly

As much as we as parents love our children there is a time in our lives, if we are lucky,
that grandkids came along. We flashed their pictures; we followed them in sports and in
school and bragged about every move they made. This love, this bond is strong and if we are
lucky it lasts a lifetime. We have been disappointed by them, distraught and worried, but that
love saw us through and the next thing you knew we were going to their weddings.
My Grandson, Sam, told me he wanted to show me something. He began unbuttoning
his shirt and being a typical grandfather I was worried that he had some injury or illness.
Instead he looked at me and said, “What do you think of this?”
I was speechless. Finally I said, “Is that a real tattoo?”
“It sure is Paw Paw,” he said with a smile, “and it will stay right here over my heart
forever.”
After he left for home I wondered what on this Earth he could have given me that would
have meant more to me than for him to carry my name next to his heart. Of course, the
answer was…nothing.
Editor’s Note: Norm is a Peoria Historian and a monthly contributor
to ADVENTURE SPORTS OUTDOORS (asomagazine.com)

Editor’s Note: Norm is a true crime
writer, author and Peoria Historian.
He is a monthly contributor to
ADVENTURE SPORTS OUTDOORS see
at: ASOMagazine.com
Contact Norm at:
norman.kelly@sbcglobal.net

SPRING IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!
X590

XUV835R

$1,000
1
off

NEW XUV 835R COMES
WITH HEAT & AIR
CONDITIONED CABS!

THE X590 OFFERS ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION,
POWER STEERING, POWER LIFT...ALL AT A GREAT
PRICE!

3.9% Financing for 60
Months*9a

FLIGINGER'S OUTDOOR POWER CENTER
1900 S MAIN
MORTON, IL 61550
309-266-5928
*
Offer ends 2/28/2018 1 Offer ends 02/28/2018. Prices and model availability may vary by dealer. Some restrictions apply; other special rates and terms may be available, so see your dealer for details and other ﬁnancing options. Available at participating dealers.9 3.9% APR is for 60 months only. For consumer use only.aSubject
to approved credit on Revolving plan, a service of John Deere Financial, f.s.b. Some restrictions apply; other special rates and terms may be available, so see your dealer for details and other ﬁnancing options. Available at participating dealers. Prices and models may vary by dealer. Valid only at participating US Dealers.

A0E02BYCU2N65753-00043406
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WHO IS YOUR HERO?
By Mike Roux • www.MikeRoux.com

About once a month
I read an article
about someone who
meant the world to
the person writing
the piece. All too often these words and
sentiments are written and published after
the person has passed on. I would like to
take a couple of minutes to recognize a man
who shaped my life while he is still around
to enjoy it.
My childhood was very near perfect.
I tell people I grew up like Beaver Cleaver.
Mom and Dad were both college graduates
with great jobs. I mention this because in
the late ‘50’s and early ‘60’s that was pretty
unusual for a small town in SE Missouri.
The man who taught me to deer hunt
and fish was very busy raising a family. But
he somehow always found time for us to
spend many weekends a year in field and on
the stream.
It is important that I bring up streams
because fishing for rainbow and brown trout
in the crystal clear Ozark Mountain streams
was one of our favorite things to do. State
Parks like Montauk and Bennett Springs
were great weekend camping destinations.

We would regularly take our morning’s catch
of trout and get them in the smoker so they
would be ready and perfect for supper.
This man also taught me the fine art of
snagging spoonbill catfish below the dam
at Clearwater Lake. They were some of the
biggest I had ever seen or caught at that time.
These prehistoric looking monsters were also
extremely tasty the way he prepared them.
Other fishing adventures took us to
Courtois Creek. There I learned the very
specific ways to catch big smallmouth
bass and goggle-eye. Again, when this
gentleman put knife to fish and then fish to
pan, the results were amazing.
This very generous man also knew his
way around the deer woods. He taught me
marksmanship with a .30-.30. He taught
me to track and read sign. We spent hours
scouting and planning for opening day each
season. And, as always, the reward at the
end was a great venison meal and even
greater fellowship.
But this fella taught me much more
than just hooks and bullets. This great man
taught me how a real man acts. He not only
showed me how to respect nature, but more
importantly how to respect and treat my
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fellow man.
He led by example and
stressed respect for women
and for my elders. Time
and time again he corrected
me when I fell short of his
expectations of me. For that
I am very grateful.
One of the most critical
lessons I learned from
this guy was watching
his concern for those less
fortunate than us. His wife
was a teacher of mentally
handicapped kids and he
would welcome them into
The author is proud to say that Glen Roux was and
his home with open arms
remains
to be not only his role model but also his hero.
and a huge heart. He was
(Photo by Mike Roux)
an awesome friend to them.
He served his community in a couple
Without a doubt the
of crucial capacities. For decades he
thing I am most grateful to this man for is
was the Chief of his town’s volunteer fire
the love of Jesus Christ that he instilled in
department. Later he was elected to the
me from a very early age. I can remember
County Ambulance Board and served there
when he was Sunday School Director at his
for several decades.
Church and how he encouraged everyone to
With all of this being said about
share in the Good News.
this man who shaped my life, gave to me
His character is above reproach and his
unselfishly and made sure I grew up to be
compassion for others is second-to-none.
a man of integrity and character I have but
He served our country in the Army and
this to say to him right now; Thank you Dad.
continues to be very proud of his service in
I love you more than you even know.
the 1ST Armored Division. He even had a
son born at Fort Polk, Louisiana during his
time in the Army.

• AMISH BUILT •

Competitive Prices & Free Garage Design Consultation!
See Website for more photos, info & a dealer near you!

700 Mill St. • Arthur IL • 1-800-447-0561
www.CoachHouseGarages.com

PEKIN BASS
& BOW

FULL LINE OF BAIT,
TACKLE, RODS & REELS!
BOWS
Mathews • Mission
Bear • PSE
CROSSBOWS
Ten Point • Mission
Wicked Ridge
Barnett • PSE

Everyday Low Prices! OPEN: Mon. – Fri. 8-6 , Sat. & Sun. 8-4

1304 Derby St. Pekin, IL 61554 • Call: 309-347-3334

MIDSTATE COLLISION REPAIR
703 Smith Street • Mackinaw, IL 61755
SHOP: 309.359.4661 • CELL: 309.208.4661

www.midstatecollisionrepair.com
Insurance Work • Auto • Refinishing
Truck • Welding • Fiberglass
Towing/Recovery Service
4x4 & Rollback Wreckers
SPECIALIZING IN:
Marine, Fiberglass & Gelcoat Repair
Paint Work on Harley Davidson
Frame & Unibody Structural Repair
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THE ILLINOIS DNR
DIVISION OF FISHERIES:

With a lot of spring/summer
fishing tournaments and
events in Illinois coming up,
check out the reminders on the I Fish Illinois
website regarding use of Tadpole Madtoms
(often called “willow cats”) for bait in Illinois.
https://www.ifishillinois.org/invasive/
madtoms.html

KNOW YOUR BAIT!
Walleye tournaments are hitting the
water in Illinois, and a recent trend is using
Tadpole Madtoms (Noturus gyrinus, a small
catfish species) to lure walleye from the deep.
Can I do that in Illinois?
When fishing in Illinois waters, it is
important to know a few things about using
Tadpole Madtoms. These are a plentiful small
catfish species, rarely exceeding 5–6 inches,
that are collected throughout Illinois, mostly
associated with shallow wetland habitats of
streams and rivers.
As a catfish, madtoms are scale-less fish
with barbels that resemble whiskers. They
may have many local names, but are

commonly called “willow cats” when used as
bait in northern states. The Tadpole Madtom
are noted for having poison in their dorsal
spines, which if stepped upon may induce
bee sting-like symptoms. Tadpole Madtom
is on the Approved Aquatic Life Species List
for possession in Illinois; however, it is not
permitted to import this species from Great
Lakes states (e.g., Wisconsin and Minnesota)
without testing for a fish disease called Viral
Hemorrhagic Septicemia (VHS). A certified fish
health lab can issue Fish Health Reports based
upon laboratory test results that IDNR then
can review and permit them for importation.
Currently, IDNR has not permitted or reviewed
requests for any Tadpole Madtoms to be
imported from these areas.
While imports from non-Great Lakes
states are allowed without VHS permitting,
IDNR is unaware of any imports from those
states, aquaculture facilities in Illinois that
may culture Tadpole Madtoms, or bait stores
that offer them for sale.
It is legal to capture Tadpole Madtoms by
hand or angling from the wild and use them as
bait while on the water. There is no possession

Roland Rich Ford, Inc.
Route 122 East • Delavan, IL 61734

309-244-8249

VALUE PRICED VEHICLES!

2016 Ford F150 Platinum, Supercrew, 4x4..................................... $49,000
2016 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $32,220
2016 Ford F150 XLT, Supercab, 4x4............................................... $32,380
2015 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $32,700
2015 Ford F150 XLT, Supercab, 4x4............................................... $30,570
2014 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x4.......................................... $32,460
2014 Chevrolet 1500 Silverado LT, Crewcab, 4x4......................... $27,330
2013 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x4.......................................... $27,660
2012 Ford F150 Harley Davidson, Supercrew, 4x4........................ $29,440
2012 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $28,830
2012 Dodge Ram 1500 Sport, Quad Cab, 4x4................................ $28,340
2011 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x4.......................................... $24,230
2011 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x2.......................................... $25,640
2011 GMC 1500 Sierra SLE, Crewcab, 4x4.................................... $25,570
2010 Ford F150 FX4, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $22,250
2010 Ford F150 XLT, Supercab, 4x4............................................... $14,880
2009 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT, Crewcab, 4x4.................................... $15,770
2008 Ford F150 XL, Regular Cab, 4x4............................................. $12,870
2008 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x2............................................. $16,550
2008 Ford Ranger XL, Regular Cab, 4x2........................................... $7,860
2007 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x4.......................................... $16,670
2006 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $14,230

LARGE INVENTORY OF PREOWNED TRUCKS, VANS AND SPORT UTILITIES
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limit; however, bait buckets, livewells, and
bilges must be emptied upon leaving water at
the ramp. In Illinois, it is illegal to take Tadpole
Madtoms with other methods, such as seines,
throw nets or minnow traps, and LIVE fish taken
for bait (such as minnows, sunfish, crayfish,
and Madtoms) cannot be transported between
water bodies. Illinois does not further restrict
the use/possession of Tadpole Madtoms as
bait in Illinois. Bait dealers may need additional
permits to buy/sell these non-minnow species,
be prepared to document sources of this bait,
and should contact IDNR at DNR.Aquaculture@
illinois.gov for further guidance.
Please note that while Tadpole Madtoms
are legal to possess, Northern Madtoms
(Noturus stigmosus) are a state-listed
endangered species in Illinois. Freckled
Madtoms (Noturus nocturnus) are a state-listed
endangered species in Iowa. Neither of these
would be legal to possess in the state, or on
their portions of water, where listed. Northern
Madtoms are found in far eastern Illinois
in the Wabash River Basin and tributaries,

while Freckled
Madtoms
are found in
the
Upper
Mississippi
River Basin
and tributaries,
including the Mississippi, Illinois, Kaskaskia,
Ohio, and Wabash rivers and tributaries. Both
of these endangered species have an upper lip
that projects beyond the lower one. Tadpole
Madtoms’ upper lip does NOT overhang
the lower one. If you are unable to properly
identify these species, Illinois DNR suggests
not possessing them.
To prevent the unintended stocking of
baitfish and introducing invasive species into
waterbodies, it is suggested to follow three
simple steps: REMOVE, DRAIN, DRY! EVERY
TIME! BE A HERO-TRANSPORT ZERO. www.
transportzero.org
Any live bait should be dumped into the
trash after a day’s fishing and not stocked into
the water.

The photo at left and below is of the Tadpole Madtoms (Noturus gyrinus). At right is
the Freckled Madtoms (Notourus nocturnus), which is listed a state-listed endangered
species in Iowa. and is not legal to possess in Iowa or on any portion of their water.

Year-Round Fishing Special $269

NO LIMIT ON CATFISH OR BLUEGILL!
P.O. Box 187 • Samburg, TN 38254 • info@eaglenestresort.com
www.EagleNestResort.com

1-877-EAGLE-01 • 1-731-538-2143

SEASONAL FISHING SPECIAL

MAY 20TH, 2018 – MARCH 17TH, 2019
3 DAYS & NIGHTS STARTING ON THURSDAY
$269.00 PER PERSON
All packages are per person plus tax. Minimum of 2 people. No pets allowed.
$75 Deposit per person required. (Deposit is non-refundable)
All packages include Lodging, Boat & Motor, Bait, Gas & Ice.
Complimentary cookout twice weekly during prime season.
Guide Service Available!!!
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BAIT UP JARS REVOLUTIONIZE
LIVE BAIT FISHING

June 2018

May 15th, 2018, COLUMBUS, OH - Stale water, cumbersome containers and lost bait
are deal breakers for anglers who prefer to use live bait. Fortunately, these dilemmas don’t
stand a chance against the groundbreaking design of Bait Up floating basket technology.
Simply put, there’s nothing on the market like Bait Up. Instead of fishing around
inside the jar, bait is easily retrieved with an innovative floating basket design. For a
water change, unscrew from one end and dip into a water source. Retrieving bait is just
as easy; flip the jar to unscrew the other end and the interior basket will rise, bringing the
bait straight to the top. The dual-lid is only one of the many features that make Bait Up
jars the obvious go-to for anglers, including:
• Crystal clear bait chamber to easily view bait type, quantity and water clarity at a
glance
• Change low oxygen water with a simple dipping motion
• Keep live bait healthy and alive longer
• Tough, durable plastic construction
• Perfect for use with minnows, sand fleas, leeches and havermites
• Shoulder strap for convenient carrying
The Bait Up jar was designed with one endgame in mind: to make fishing with live
bait better. And it’s done it. With a plethora of specialized features, Bait Up is sure to see
versatile application. According to the official site, they’re perfect for:
• Wading and walking-compact and lightweight construction
• Ice fishing-no fishing around in freezing water for bait
• Kayak and canoe fishing-easily retrieve bait in rough waters

While a Bait Up jar will definitely make a great present for angler dads with Father’s
Day right around the corner, it’s the perfect gift for any angler all year round.
Available for purchase at www.bait-up.com . For more information on the Bait Up story,
visit www.IdeaBuyer.com.

Join the 33rd Annual Mattoon Bagel Fest
July 17th – 21st, 2018
Mattoon, IL

When the Bagel Factory was new to the Midwestern town of Mattoon, owner Murray Lender
hosted a free bagel breakfast for the City of Mattoon. That was the beginning of the
local love affair with the bagel and the beginning of the Bagelfest. Today the breakfast has
evolved into a several day festival that celebrates the best of the Mattoon community.

Join us for the music, the food, and the fun!

More info on the web at www.mattoonbagelfest.com
You can find us on Facebook and Twitter!

Contact the Mattoon Tourism & Arts Dept.
1718 Broadway Avenue
Mattoon, Illinois 61938
217-258-6286 • 800-500-6286
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IDNR NEWSBITS:
MAY 2018

Firearm Deer Permit Applications:
Resident and non-resident deer hunters
can apply for the second lottery drawing
for 2018 Illinois Firearm Deer and
Muzzleloader-only Deer permits. The
deadline to apply for the second lottery is
June 30. For more information, check the
IDNR website at https://www.dnr.illinois.
gov/hunting/Pages/DeerHunting.aspx
Stratton Lock and Dam Open
for 2018 Season: The IDNR William G.
Stratton Lock and Dam on the Fox River in
McHenry has opened for the 2018 boating
season, as of May 1. Through Sept. 30,
the Stratton lock tenders will operate
the facility seven days a week from 8
a.m. until midnight. From October 1-31,
operating hours will be 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.
daily. The lock is closed for the season
each year from Nov. 1 through April 30.
Don’t Bother Wildlife Babies:
Spring brings new life to the landscape
in Illinois, and it is a season when people
may come in contact with young wildlife.
Young animals are often left alone while

their parents are away searching for food.
Do not touch or move young animals
unless you are absolutely sure that it is an
orphan or severely injured. Many species
return to their young near dusk and dawn.
A young animal that looks well-fed with
bright eyes and clean fur or feathers is
probably not orphaned. If the animal does
need help, contact a wildlife rehabilitator
for advice. Find contact information
on the Living with Wildlife in Illinois
website:
http://web.extension.illinois.
edu/wildlife/professionals.cfm#rehab
Camping Reservations: Spring
and summer are great times for camping
in Illinois. Make campsite and shelter
reservations for many IDNR sites online
through the Reserve America website at
www.reserveamerica.com.
Bowfishing Fest May 19 at Des
Plaines SFWA: The Illinois’ Bowfishing
Festival and Conservation Shoot at the Des
Plaines State Fish and Wildlife Area boat
access area is scheduled for Sat., May 19.
The all-day festival will feature bowfishing

BUILDINGS TO MEET YOUR STORAGE NEEDS!
• LAWN & GARDEN SHEDS
• PORTABLE GARAGES
• PORTABLE CABINS
• PORTABLE STORAGE SHEDS
Free Delivery Within 50 Miles from Point of Purchase

Visit us online at: www.diamondbuildingsllc.com
or Call One Of Our Authorized Dealers Nearest You!
Affordable Auto Repair..........................................................Bartonville, IL............309-642-6776
Affordable Homes & Buildings............................................Bloomington, IL.........309-808-6834
Carnes Trailer World..............................................................Pittsfield, IL................217-242-0180
Diamond Dave’s......................................................................Cottage Hills, IL.........618-258-7999
Diamond Dave’s......................................................................Greenfield, IL.............618-258-7999
Home Town Mowers Plus.....................................................Springfield, IL............217-670-1582
Jerry & Sons Towing..............................................................Central City, IL...........618-532-2052
Morgan’s Storage...................................................................Marshall, IL................217-826-5885
Needmore Store LLC..............................................................Louisville, IL..............618-308-2886
R.P. Lumber Co. Carlinville....................................................Carlinville, IL.............217-854-4702
R.P. Lumber Co. Jacksonsonville.........................................Jacksonville, IL.........217-245-5511
R.P. Lumber Co. Litchfield......................................................Litchfield, IL...............217-324-2016
Ray Justice..............................................................................Decatur, IL..................217-412-1552
Shed Solutions........................................................................Princeton, IN.............618-294-9494

instruction and ranges, fishing instruction
for kids with supervised rod-reel fishing
opportunities, fish cleaning and cooking
demonstrations (with free samples of
delicious fish), and activities for children
and families. The Conservation Shoot
bowfishing tournament – coordinated by
the Bowfishing Association of Illinois – will
target bighead carp, silver carp, grass carp
and common carp. Bowfishing enthusiasts
can register for the tournament by email at
baibowfishing@yahoo.com. Festival hours
are 10 a.m.-5 p.m., with free admission
and free parking. Des Plaines SFWA is
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located just off I-55, approximately 8
miles south of I-80, at the I-55 Wilmington
exit #241.
Two Rivers Family Fishing Fair:
Mark your calendars and join the fun at
the annual Two Rivers Family Fishing Fair
at Pere Marquette State Park near Grafton,
IL on Sat., June 9 from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. The
free event features fun for children and
families. For details, call 618-786-3323.
Free Fishing Days: Illinois Free Fishing
Days are scheduled for June 15-18, 2018.
For more information on fishing in Illinois:
www.ifishillinois.org

Father and son Asian Carp killers.
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A HUNTER’S DREAM: THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PEAS AND DEER
By Agscribemedia

JUST ASK ANY RURAL GARDENER
WHAT NOT TO PLANT WHEN
YOU HAVE HUNGRY DEER IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD. THE MOST LIKELY
RESPONSE WILL BE PEAS.
That significance of that relationship
between peas and deer is not lost on a
growing number of savvy hunters who
are now using the succulent annual as
the primary buck attractant in their food
plots. Mark Turner of Turner Seed Co,
Winchester, Kentucky has watched the
popularity of peas, as food plot fodder;
grow, as the word on its effectiveness has
spread across his state. “Even though we
increase our orders every year we have
trouble keeping everyone supplied,” he
says. “We’ve got customers who put in
food plots every year who are crazy about
these peas.”
It doesn’t take long for the word to
spread says Turner. “These hunters talk to
each other,” he says. “If something works

for one pretty soon they are all trying it.”
Turner attributes much of the legume’s
new found popularity in Kentucky to the
fact that the high demand seed he carries
is not a conventional public variety like
the purple flowered Austrian winter pea.
Instead, his pea, a white flowered plant,
is a proprietary variety with specific
characteristics that make it particularly
effective in food plots. “My customers say
that the number one thing that puts these
white flower peas ahead of the others is
palatability,” says Turner. “I have been told
that the deer will walk straight through a
stand of Austrians to get to these white
flowered peas.”
He notes that his sales reflect that
sentiment. Since Turner began carrying
the white flower pea the demand, for the
Austrian winter pea that he also carries,
has plummeted. “That is primarily due to
the popularity of the white flower peas,” he
says. “Like the deer the hunters definitely

Charlie’s Cycle Supply
“Specializing in 4-stroke Service”

MOTORCYCLE & ATV REPAIR ON ALL MAKES & MODELS!

Complete engine rebuilding, parts & accessories

Over 35 Years Same Location!
RR1, Rt. 78, Toulon, IL 61483

309-995-3319

MOTORCYCLE
TIRE SALE!

Archery Pro Shop,Bow &
Crossbow tuning & repair,
Indoor shooting range
Custom Concept Arrows, Bait &
Tackle, Pool Hall & leagues,
Bar Video Gaming,
RESTAURANT IS NOW SERVING
LUNCH & DINNER TUES - SAT
& BREAKFAST ON SAT & SUN

Larry Pollack
615 W. Truitt Ave. • Chillicothe, IL
Closed on Mondays.

(309) 274-WOLF (9653)

WolfHollowArchery.com • wolf@mtco.com

have a preference for these new peas.”
Two of the most commonly available
white flower winter peas are Nutrigreen
by Frost Master and Whistler. Turner
distributes Nutrigreen.
THERE ARE PEAS AND THERE ARE PEAS
So what makes white flowered peas
more palatable than purple flowered
peas? For plant breeders, who are involved
in developing strains of peas specifically
for livestock forage, the question is more
than rhetorical. It is common knowledge,
in that research community, that the
reddish purple coloration in the flowers,
stems and leaves of specific pea plants
is due to the presence of anthocyanin,
a pigment producing flavanoid that also
contributes to that plant’s bitterness.

“The less anthocyanin a plant has the
sweeter it is,” explains pea breeder Kurt
Braunwart, Progene Plant Research of
Othello, Washington. “While the color
itself doesn’t affect the flavor the chemical
that creates the color does.”
With this knowledge Braunwart has
spent the last two decades selecting
for light colored plants with little or no
anthocyanin. Initially his work focused
on producing high quality forage for the
beef industry. “With cattle sweeter feed
means higher intake, higher weight gain
and more profits,” he recalls.
But when his licensees and
distributors, several of whom sold
product to hunters and outfitters, began
receiving glowing reports on the white
flower’s ability to attract the big bucks

AC Beer and Bait
Expanded Craft Beer, Wine and Liquor Selection • Beer • Liquor • Wine • Soda
Ice • Snacks • Live Bait • Tackle • Roll Your Own Tobacco
Hunting & Fishing Licenses & Stamps

820 S. Main St., Lewistown, IL

(309) 547-1094

By Casey’s on Rt. 24 • Andrew Whitsitt, Owner
FORMERLY DINK’S

Expanded Bait Shop,
Several Sizes of Minnows
Now Available &
Much More!

309-694-4867
www.mwfco.com

829 E. Camp St. • E. Peoria, IL 61611
mwfco@sbcglobal.net

FRIENDLY
CUSTOMER
SERVICE IS
OUR #1
PRIORITY!

FOID CARDS & CCL Applications

OPEN: Tues.-Fri. 10am-6pm • Sat. 10am-4pm • Closed Sun. & Mon.
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Braunwart began enhancing other plant
qualities favorable to wildlife food
plot establishment. Among these; now
incorporated into his most recent pea
releases are rapid establishment, vigorous
regrowth and enhanced winter hardiness
for stand longevity.
PROOF IN THE PUDDING
One of the first to recognize the
potential of white flowered peas in
game plots is Luther Wannamaker of L.B
Wannamaker Seed and Wildlife Center
located in St. Mathews, South Carolina.
With a customer base that extends from the
Carolinas through Florida Wannamacker
has gained a well deserved reputation as
one of the country’s leading authorities on
growing wildlife food plots. “Our Wildlife
Center is located in the center of South
Carolina where the deer density is very
high,” he says adding that his locale
offers an ideal venue for evaluating new
products. “We test everything to see what
deer like the most.”
For Wannamaker white flower peas
were long overdue when he first starting
carrying them in 2006. “For years I have
been hearing complaints that the Austrian
Winter Pea wasn’t as attractive to deer
as we had always hoped it would be,”
he says. “With this new pea we have no
problems getting the deer to eat them.”

In addition Wannamaker sees the
frost hardiness of the white flower winter
pea he carries as another important
attribute. “The spring peas we’ve tried
are too easily killed by the cold,” he says.
“We need something that is tough enough
to get us through the hunting seasons and
into the late winter and early spring.”
Charlie Smith of River City Seed,
Little Rock, Arkansas is also impressed
by the palatability and frost hardiness of
the white flower winter pea. As both a
vendor of wildlife seed and an avid deer
hunter Smith is well acquainted with
establishing viable food plots in his state.
“I put out some significant food plots on
my personal land and my lease,” he says.
“The number runs anywhere from 16 to 18
over the season.”
STAYING POWER REQUIRED
Food plots are normally planted
in August and September in Arkansas
after the real hot weather has subsided.
“Bow season begins in October, muzzle
loader in November and the modern gun
season runs through December with late
bow season going on into the middle of
February,” says Smith. “Not only do we
need peas that the deer like to eat but
they also have to have some real staying
power.”
He notes that this winter was a real

Carter’s Gun Shop, Inc.
Your Northern Illinois Gunsmith • Antique To Modern
Firearms Repair A Specialty • New Rifle Barrels Installed
Same Location Since 1951
202 W. Comanche • Shabbona, IL 60550
cartersgunshop@aol.com
Open: 8am-12noon & 1pm-5pm • Closed Sunday & Tuesday

815-824-2354

GCR Tire Center

Bridgestone NEW LOCATION!

Firestone

1861 Knox Co. Hwy. 9 • Just off Rt. 34 • Galesburg, IL

We Provide Excellent Quality for
All Cars, Trucks, Trailers & RV’s
• Complete Tire Service
• Wheel Alignment
• Professional Repairs

• Brake Service
• Shocks & Struts Suspension
• Road Service

Specializing In Hard to Find Tires For Your 4x4 or ATV

Phone: (309) 343-1141 • Fax: (309) 343-3490

test of the white flower pea’s ability to
tolerate particularly harsh weather. “It
was an exceptional winter with a lot
of snow and ice and a whole lot of cold
weather,” he says. “And those peas are
not only survived but are still growing and
were about knee high as of April.”
This is good news for Smith and
others interested in maintaining a healthy
deer population. He points out that
while the primary goal is to keep food
plots viable during hunting season there
are some definite advantages to having
plants survive through the winter and
produce new growth in the spring. “These
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Mark Turner of Turner Seed Co,
Winchester, Kentucky has watched the
popularity of peas, as food plot fodder;
grow, as the word on its effectiveness
has spread across his state.
food plots can go a long way to helping
the deer make it through the lean times
before everything else greens up and the
browse gets started,” says Smith noting
that deer are still probably munching on
his white flower pea vines as we speak.
Photos by Agscribe Media

LETZ
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And So
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NEVER FORGET OUR DAILY LESSONS

TedNugent.com • facebook.com/tednugent
I thought for sure
I would tumble out
of my stand the way
my body was trembling
and quivering so violently. Without a doubt
the biggest buck of my life was standing
statuesque not 15 yards in front of me
on full alert, head up, cocked, locked and
ready to rock!
And so was I!
His big, radar ears were erect, moist
nose in the air, eyeballs bulging in a fullon gonzo attempt to find the source of the
overbearing electronic predator Tedator

death-rays zapping the South Texas
puckerbrush all around.
I’ve been here so many times before,
and under these trying conditions, it more
often than not does not end well for this
old stinky Rock-N-Roll bowhunter.
SpiritWild VidCamDude Kris Helms and
I knew this predator-prey game all too well,
and we reciprocated in kind with a deadly
stealth response of our own, determined
to get an arrow into this giant beast’s
pumpstation come hell or high water!
It’s not like I was caught off-guard, for
I live to never be off-guard, especially when
bowhunting South Texas on the amazing 777
Ranch outside Hondo, Texas with legendary
professional hunter Jeff Rann.
Talking about “target rich”! I was
sitting in what may very well be the trophy
whitetail deer mecca of planet earth, so we
knew darn well what we were getting into.
But this test of nerves went on forever.
I know; we always believe our deer staredowns go on forever, but this time, it really
did, and I was determined to win this
standoff no matter what.
This giant old buck had enough headbone to push the mystical 190” mark, and I
called on all my lifelong killer instincts and
hard learned bowhunting lessons to get
the job done.
I reminded myself over and over again
to breathe. After 10 minutes, I continued to
force myself to ignore the mass of antler

FRANK’S REAL BAIT SHOP & TRADING POST
Cold Beer & Wine • Soda • Ice
Groceries • Live Bait & Tackle
Adult Movies & Novelties
CORNER OF RT. 3 & RT. 149 • GORHAM, IL 62940

618-763-4217

409 Grand Tower Road • Grand Tower, IL 62942
On the Mississippi River • Hwy. 3 (Halfway between IL 146 & IL 149)

618-565-1064 • Your Hometown Store!

Every morning serving biscuits and gravy and fresh doughnuts!
Buffet Pizza made fresh the way you like it! Order yours today!
Sub sandwiches made to order or meats/cheese by the lb.
Hours: 6am-8pm 7 Days a Week
Open until 9pm during the Summer

See You at the Corner…THE CARDINAL CORNER!

and drill my focus right into the crease
behind his foreleg.
Finally, when his head pivoted ever
so slightly away, I began my lifelong Zen
muscle-spirit memory archery draw and
shot sequence with all the determination
I have ever mustered.
Then the bow jerked, and my zebra
arrow flailed meaninglessly to the ground,
landing sideways under the buck.
I’ve never done drugs in my life, but
right there and then it became crystal clear
to me why some people may indulge.
I knew immediately
what had happened
in spite of the dizzying
hysteria surrounding this
mind-boggling, spiritshattering bowhunting
blunder moment.
After sitting in the
chair of my quadpod for
long hours that morning,
I
had
eventually
slouched back, slumping
to be comfortable. When
the buck first appeared

so close, I hadn’t dared to lift myself up into
shooting form, certain the wary beast would
detect even the slightest of movement.
Throughout the long wait for a hopeful
shot, I remained in a slouched position, and
when I finally made the decision to shoot,
I made the terminal mistake of attempting

SESSER SUN MART
CONVENIENT DRIVE THRU
COLD BEER & LIQUOR • ICE • SNACKS
HUNTING & FISHING LICENSES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Sun - Thu: 6am - 11pm • Fri & Sat: 6am - 12am
203 W. Franklin • Sesser, IL • 618-625-5858

OPEN 7 DAYS 6AM - 9PM

CARDINAL CORNER

by:

Archery
Check
Station!

PEORIA FLAG
& DECORATING
Central Illinois Flag Headquarters!
Decorations For All Occasions,
Exhibition Decorators
920 E Glen Ave. Peoria Heights, IL 61616
Call: (309) 685-8989 • www.PeoriaFlag.com
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to draw back my bow in what can best be
described as an anti-archery form, slumped
body condition.
Using a back-tension/thumb release, I
somehow triggered it at half-draw and the
arrow spilled harmlessly to the ground.
It’s not like I am not aware of how
critical archery form is for proper arrow
control, but after that long, nerve-wracking
wait, I foolishly began my draw in a slouchy,
hunched over condition, and the buck laughed
all the way into the Texas neverlands!
Well doggone it anyway!
I took the expert advice of master
archer/bowhunter Randy Ulmer many
years ago and rotate my use of various
mechanical release aids to maintain
maximum awareness of shot sequence to
help manage my lifetime of on again off
again dreaded target panic.
Had I used my wrist-strap triggerfinger release where my finger would not
have been near the trigger, I would bet
you anything that buck would have died
that morning. But with my right hand and
thumb wrapped tensely around the trigger
mechanism on my back-tension/thumb
release, my slouchy body allowed my hand
to compress and touch it off at the most
inappropriate moment.
I have made many painful and

13th Annual Original
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oftentimes heartbreaking mistakes and
miscalculations in my hunting life, but the
most important thing to remember about
mistakes is to learn from them and do
everything in our power to make sure we
do not repeat them.
With many months ahead of us before
deer season opens, now is the time to look
back on those mistakes and review the
gory details in order to pound them into our
memory bank, and practice ways to remind
us how to never make them again.
A few days later I was able to
implement my lesson learned and arrowed
a dandy 777 Ranch whitetail monarch from
the very same stand.
The ultimate reminder of that earlier
tormenting morning is the photo of my
hunting buddy J. Alain Smith holding that
monster buck that I missed that he killed
two days later. I am very happy for him, but
I could have been even happier!

YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO HELP
SEND THIS DESERVING YOUNG MAN ON A
WEEK LONG TRIP TO WASHINGTON D.C.

TedNugent.com
or facebook.com/
tednugent
AUG. 2-3-4, 2018

218 West 1st St. • Bath IL
For Info Contact:
Betty Deford • 309-546-2957

OriginalRedneckFishin.com
Lots of Kids’ Events!

Costume Judging just prior to each Heat at registration tent.
Admission: $3 per day or $5 for both days (Kids 0-15 FREE!)
All net proceeds will be donated to Illinois Homeless Veterans.

112 East High Street • Hennepin, IL 61327

815.925.7216

www.hennepinmarine.com

ALL ACTIVITIES ON RIVERFRONT
Thursday, August 2nd
Saturday, August 4th
3-5pm: Kids Free Fishing Tournament
6-10pm: Karaoke/DJ

6:30am: Breakfast at the Bath Fire Dept. (menu T.B.A)
10am-noon: Sign in for 3rd Heat
11am: Honor Guard Ceremony
12:30 pm: Little Miss & Master Carp ages 2-7
Friday, August 3rd
3rd Heat: Noon-2pm
10am-Noon: Sign in for 1st Heat
2pm-4p: Sign in for 4th Heat
1st Heat: Noon-2pm
2pm-6pm: Sequoia Drive
2pm-4pm: Sign in for 2nd Heat
4th Heat: 4-6pm
2pm-6pm: Redneck Singing Competition provided 6pm: Redneck King & Queen Carp Contest
by Whiskey Driven Live Entertainment 7pm: Raffle winners & Awards for the day announced
Open to all ages, Prizes!!
8pm-Midnight: Forced Country
2nd Heat: 4-6pm
* Carp tasting on Saturday Afternoon
7pm: Awards for the day announced
Redneck Fishing Tournament brought to you by:
Betty Deford:
8pm-Midnight: Backstabbin Betty
309-546-2957
BettyDeford00@gmail.com

Call us Today for Closeout Prices on
All Remaining 2017 Models!
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SHADOWS
ON THE WATER
AND IN THE WOODS

HOW MANY
FISHING POLES
YOU NEED
ANYWAY?
by Dave Shadow

davidsha@consolidated.net
I’ll bet the question; “How many
fishing poles do you need anyway?” has
been battered around many garages
and “man caves” since the cave men
discovered the art of angling. The early
anglers may not have had garages and
bass boats, but they definitely had “man
caves”. The problem arose when they had
to share those humble abodes with those
of the opposite sex. Then the accumulated
numbers of lures, poles, and other fishcatching apparatus became obvious and
the questions arose.
Hopefully we now have our “man
caves” or garages etc where the vast
numbers of rods, reels, lures, and
associated tackle isn’t a constant
reminder to our spouse. Actually, I’m so
blessed in that regard that I’ve heard that
old question from many people but not

from Rosie. She is super understanding
and has several rods of her own. She also
has so many cute little trinkets and tools
coupled with her sewing and quilting that
it might be a close race of numbers if we
compared.
In retrospect I’d have to admit to
having considerable number of rods and
reels and other tackle. I haven’t counted
for years but I’ve probably got between
forty and fifty rod-reel combos or parts
thereof. And I just couldn’t do without
any of them. They all have a purpose, and
many have memories attached that make
them irreplaceable. I’m now thinking
that I probably need to go look into the
Cabela’s catalog for another one since
many of mine don’t fit into the new styles
that are now popular.
The species of fish that you ply your

Old, Rustic Building Materials Available at…

BARNS N BOARDS
Barn Siding • Planking • H& Hewn & Sawn Timbers
Dirk Fox • Morton, IL • 309-253-1317
www.barns-n-boards.com • dndfox@aol.com

Gas • Pizza
Subs • Burgers
OPEN:
Mon. – Sat.
5:30am – 10pm
Sun. 6am – 10pm

Located on Hwy. 24 in
Downtown Astoria, IL

309-329-2929

skills against certainly has considerable
effect on the types of rod and reel that
you need for that task. Also, the fishing
technique that you select in order to
present the lure or bait to the fish makes a
big difference. For instance, if you fish for
bluegill close to the shoreline you might
get by with a very light duty rig or even a
cane pole rig.
However, if you expand your selection
to other species and casting techniques
then more and different rigs are required.
The same rig could probably be used for
perch and crappie if you “still fish” but if
you cast lures for those species another,
more sophisticated, rig is needed. The
small lures used for these small pan-fish
cannot be fished effectively on heavy
tackle. Rods and reels for this task should
be rather light duty rods and reels that
can cope with the light lures.
Stepping up a notch to America’s
favorite fish, the largemouth bass, the
whole picture changes again. Not only
does it take heavier tackle to handle the
bigger and harder fighting fish, but many
differing techniques in lure presentations
and lure weights make several rods-reels
a necessity. If you’re a worm fisherman,
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you need a good sensitive rod with ample
“backbone” to set the hook quickly when
a bite occurs. If you’re a spinnerbait
angler also then that one rod just doesn’t
“get it”. You also need a rod with more tip
action and less “backbone” to allow for
accurate and low-stress repeated casting.
The lighter tip action will result in less lost
fish due to the “forgiving” flex in fighting
that monster bass.
Then you probably also find it
necessary to chunk some crankbaits now
and then. This would require a longer and
more flexible rod to gain more distance in
casting and improve fish landing efficiency.
Casting crankbaits on a worm rod results
in excess stress, poor accuracy, and lost
fish. Then we all find an opportunity to fish
heavy cover now and then with heavier
jigs and/or worm rigs. One of the most
accepted and accurate to accomplish
this is by “pitching” or “flipping”. These
techniques require heavy tackle and heavy
line. The light-duty rods and reels just
won’t hack it! When you pitch a jig into
a brush pile and have only a few feet of
line between you and a large “green” fish,
it takes fast thinking, good reflexes, and
good tackle to be consistently successful.
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This is some of the most fun you can have
with your clothes on.
I don’t know just how many rigs the
above would justify but this only scratches
the surface of our needs. What if we want
to go musky or pike fishing and maybe
do some ice fishing. The above question
actually has an answer. THE ANSWER TO
THE ABOVE QUESTION IS: “Maybe just
one more.”
TOURNAMENT
RESULTS:
The
Cumberland
Bassmasters
fished
Vandalia Lake last weekend for their
third tournament of the year. They were
again greeted by cold, chocolate water,
resulting in a small weight-in. ---- “Big
Fish” Tom White of Greenup continued
his “hot streak” and caught the big bass
of the day again as well as winning
the event. His two-fish total weighed
in at a whopping eleven pounds plus.
---- 2nd place went to Ray Hingson of
Montrose with four fish and 3rd place
was captured by Mike Epperson of
Mattoon. The next event will be on
Borah Lake near Olney Illinois. Hopefully
the water will warm and clear up a bit.
For additional information contact Pete
Shanks: peteshanks@yahoo.com.
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ILLINOIS CONSERVATION FOUNDATION
ANNOUNCES RECIPIENT OF 2018
CONSERVATION ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

SPRINGFIELD, IL – The Illinois Conservation
Foundation (ICF) today announced the
selection of Preston Launius of Sesser as
the recipient of the 2018 Conservation
Achievement Scholarship. The Sesser-Valier
High School senior will receive $2,000 to
apply to specified college expenses.
“The Illinois Conservation Foundation
is pleased to award the 2018 Conservation
Achievement Scholarship to Preston Launius
for his academic efforts in the classroom, and
his community service efforts in and around
his hometown of Sesser in southern Illinois,”
said Wayne Rosenthal, chairman of the Illinois
Conservation Foundation Board of Directors
and Director of the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources. “Thanks to the donors who
make the program possible, the Conservation
Achievement Scholarships are one way in
which the ICF is able to recognize and reward
the hard work on conservation stewardship
and natural resources protection being done
by youth in Illinois.”
Preston Launius is an avid outdoors

enthusiast, who enjoys fishing and hunting.
He is also a longtime member of the
Sesser-Valier High School Outdoorsmen
Club. One of the club’s primary events
each November is joining the Corps of
Engineers in hosting a special deer hunt for
people with disabilities at Rend Lake. Club
members construct hunting blinds prior to the
hunt, and camouflage the blinds by cutting
invasive autumn olive, helping control the
troublesome plant. Club members then assist
participating individuals during the three-day
hunt, providing a worthwhile experience for
the disabled hunters. Preston also improves
fish and wildlife habitat using discarded
natural Christmas trees, and he and other
youth hunters target coyotes to help protect
and expand populations of rabbits, wild
turkeys and deer.
Preston Launius plans to attend Rend
Lake College in Ina, Illinois, and hopes to
pursue a career as an Illinois Conservation
Police officer.
“Congratulations to Preston Launius

on being selected as this year’s scholarship
recipient, and thank you to all of the donors to the
Illinois Conservation Foundation’s scholarship
fund,” said Eric Schenck, ICF Executive Director.
“Over the years, the Conservation Achievement
Scholarship program has been able to provide
more than $100,000 in support to the academic
and career endeavors of young conservationists
in Illinois.”
Applicants for the ICF Conservation
Achievement Scholarship program must be
outstanding high school seniors in Illinois
who have demonstrated effective, voluntary,
long-term dedication to the preservation,
protection, enhancement and/or promotion
of Illinois’ natural resources. Other criteria
also apply. For more information, check the
ICF website at www.ilcf.org.
For information on donating to and
supporting the Conservation Achievement
Scholarships or other ICF programs, contact
the foundation at 217-785-2003, or donate
online at www.ilcf.org.

5700 W. Plank Rd.
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(309) 697-4723
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DEEP WATER BASS
STRATEGIES

Tremendous Fishing Awaits Anglers in the Depths

By: Colby Simms with Ray Simms & Dereck Dirschuweit
Photos by: The Colby Simms Outdoors Team
www.ColbySimmsOutdoors.com
Most black bass fishing today is done in
fairly shallow water. There exists, however,
another realm in the world of bass fishing,
a place where few anglers visit on a routine
basis, but a zone that can harbor not only
numbers of these fish but some true beasts
as well, and this magical place is deep water.
On virtually all bodies of water, at least some
percentage of the bass population will use
deep water for at least a few months of
the year. On some bodies of water though,
the majority of bass will utilize deep water
areas for most of the year. Regardless of
which bodies of water we choose to pursue
our favorite quarry on, to be consistently
successful throughout the year, we must
familiarize ourselves with the tactics used to
haul bass from the depths.
*Waters & Seasons: Clear waters, or
clearer water sections of stained lakes and
reservoirs, are the locations where deep
bassin’ tactics are at their finest. Usually the
clearer the water, the more bass will utilize
deep water for long periods. Depth provides
security, and clear water fish tend to be
spookier than their dirty water counterparts.
Clear water bass may use deep water the
majority of the year. Smallmouth and spotted
bass tend to hang deeper than largemouth
do, but truly deep water can harbor some of
the biggest bucketmouths in the lake.
Bass in all waters can use deep water
throughout the year, but the dirtier lakes,
those with a moderate to heavy stain, will
hold a larger population of shallow bass.
Exceptions to this have a lot to do with the
time of year and water temperature. Summer
and winter are the best times of the year for
a deep bass hunt. Extremes in temperature
move the fish to deep structure and even
cause bass to suspend. When temperatures
surpass eighty degrees, or drop below fifty,

it’s time to expect to find a good deep-water
bass bite on any lake, just remember that
the clearer the water, the deeper most bass
will hold throughout the year and the sooner
they’ll move to extremely deep water.
The term deep can vary from lake to lake. On
slightly stained water lakes with clear sections
and a maximum depth of just over seventy feet
or so, such as Kinkaid Lake in Illinois, deep is
anything over about fifteen feet. Large swamps
and back water bayous throughout the south,
and a great many farm ponds and small lakes
that speckle the Midwestern portion of the
country have a maximum depth of fifteen to
twenty feet or less, and so the eight to tenfoot depth zones or even shallower can be
considered deep water.
On a clear reservoir such as Missouri’s
Table Rock Lake where the depths drop to
around two hundred feet, it takes at least
thirty to forty feet of water or more to be
considered deep. In the eastern basin of Lake
Erie near Buffalo, New York, twenty feet of
water or more is thought of by many as deep
water, while deep water bass fishing takes
place on Wisconsin’s Chippewa Flowage in
water over fifteen feet.
*Location:
Most of the time,
bass in deep water
relate to structure.
Points, humps and
holes, creek and
river
channels,
vertical
bluff
walls and steeper
sloping
break
lines will all hold
bass. The best
structures have
The author shows
cover on them. that smallmouth bass
Timber, stumps, love deep water too.
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brush piles, boulders and chunk rock or shelf
rock provide great cover for these predators
and their prey as well. Natural lakes in the
north and a growing number of manmade
waters throughout the Midwest have native
or nonnative aquatic vegetation that can
grow in surprisingly deep water. These weeds
and grasses make perfect ambush locations
where predator fish can lie in wait for their
unsuspecting prey. Some bass will also school
up and suspend in the water column over deep
water, where they commonly hunt schools of
pelagic baitfish such as shad.
Maps and electronics will greatly aid in
the search for deep water bass. Maps can
get you into the right areas by showing the
available structures to target. Once on the
structure, a sonar unit will help to pick out
the spot on the spot, or a unique feature or
features on the structure that will likely hold
the most fish, and GPS gets you back there
quickly on the return. Sonar is also great for
locating those schools of cruising bait and
bass in open water. Deep water is a frontier
that all anglers can benefit greatly from
venturing into, and it’s a great place to target
big bass during much of the year.
*Presentation Styles: A variety of
presentations work in a various depth, but
deep water bass fishing usually involves slow
retrieve speeds. Most lure options for deep
water actually require a slow or moderate
retrieve to keep the offering in the strike
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zone. If sinking lures are worked too fast,
they won’t stay down. With floating/diving
styles, a retrieve that’s too fast often causes
them to veer off to the side and they won’t
attain the maximum diving depth. It is true
that speed can be a powerful trigger that we
lose when targeting deep bass, but moderate
and slow presentations can be effective too.
Many times, the neutral or negative mood
of a fish will cause it to respond better to
a slower approach, but even active and
aggressive bass can be tempted with a slow
presentation, especially when it is a large
one. Long bill crank baits, heavy spinner
baits, big jigs, and heavy spoons or weighted
plastics are all effective.
*The Size Factor: Lure size plays into
the factor of deep water bass fishing in
a major way. The fact that we have to get
our offering into the strike zone of bass that
may be positioned far beneath the water
surface naturally means that we must often
use heavily weighted lures to do so. Heavily
weighted lures get us down to the fish
without wasting a lot of time and allows us
to stay there and maintain contact with the
bottom, which can be a critical aspect of
the system. Even when choosing lures in the
floating/diving spectrum, the deeper running
lures are also the largest lures.
While there are times, when employing
downsized presentations is the most
effective way to proceed, often times,

big presentations, even far oversized
presentations are just as good a choice, if
not better. There goes a theory that big baits
catch big fish, and this is certainly true at
least for a good portion of the time. Bigger
bass feed less often that smaller bass do,
and therefore when they do want to eat, they
usually want a substantial meal. What this
all boils down to is more weight gain with
less energy spent. This might not be the best
advice in our world, but it certainly makes
perfect sense if you are a bass.
*Get Out There: God’s great outdoors,
and the magnificent creatures He’s created
for us to share this world with, like the bass,
await us in the wild. It’s a place where we can
literally restore our very souls, from the stress
and problems of this overly civilized and overly
complicated world today. Let the real world,
the natural world, give you back what’s stolen
away in your day to day, and don’t forget to
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take advantage of a little deep-water bass
fishing when you Get Out There…

Left: Guide and tournament champ Ray
Simms with a monster largemouth taken
slow rolling deep water with the Colby
Simms Outdoors Hatchet Spin shown.
Right: Internationally renowned fishing pro
& media personality Colby Simms displays
a nice bass from the depths.

COLBY SIMMS is a multiple-time bass & muskie tournament champion & multipletime circuit championship title holder, a record holding fishing guide, award winning
national network TV personality, popular radio personality, a famous international
public speaker, and an internationally renowned award winning writer. He’s
Founder & Owner of the Colby Simms Outdoors group of businesses offering a free
online magazine, American made lures, media services, professional promotions,
sponsorship opportunities, seminars & public appearances, as well as guided trips
& fishing vacations in the United States, Canada, Mexico & Costa Rica, through
COLBY SIMMS OUTDOORS at: www.ColbySimmsOutdoors.com or 618-521-0526 /
573-358-5948 or colbysimmsoutdoors@hotmail.com and follow him at:
www.facebook.com/ColbySimmsSportFishingPro .

H&H Fish & Seafood
CARRY OUT OR DINE IN!

FRESH, FROZEN OR FRIED:
FISH • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN
Scored Buffalo, Catfish, Walleye,
(Fish Fried by the Pound), Flathead,
Jumbo Frog Legs, Alligator, Clam Strips,
Fantail Shrimp, Calamari, Breaded
Oysters, Smoked Fish, Turtle,
Chicken Wings, Gizzards,
HM Tenderloins & More

Winter Hours:
Tues – Sat 12:00pm – 6:00pm
Closed Sunday & Monday
401 E. Dearborn St., Havana, IL
(across from McDonald’s)

309-543-0062

“A SALES & SERVICE MARINE DEALER”
1640 N. 12th St. • Quincy, IL
jnjmarine@jnjmarine.com

www.jnjmarine.com
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By Bob Park, Owner/Maker
Raptor Premium Spinnerbaits
(309) 694-1774
This month we are going to break
down the basics of my favorite lure… the
spinnerbait. As most of you know I have
been designing and making spinnerbaits
for quite a few years now, and I have
gained a unique appreciation and
understanding of what goes into making a
“Good” spinnerbait and what makes a bad
one. In my humble opinion, the spinnerbait
is the most versatile lure in your tackle
box. They can be your primary fish catcher,
a search bait for covering vast areas of
water, or a follow-up bait for a missed
strike on another type of lure. They work
in warm or cold, clear or muddy, shallow
or deep water and can be fished fast or
slow or any speed in between! And in any
of the types of water conditions not listed
here or retrieves not mentioned as well!
They are a great lure for experienced
anglers who have well developed fishing
skill sets as well as a particularly good
lure choice for beginning anglers. Since
spinnerbaits are amazingly weedless and
snag proof they will come through a mess
of wood cover almost as well as a Texas
rigged worm and don’t require any special
skills to use… just cast it out and wind it
in. It can and will catch fish on most any
outing! But, enough of that and on to the
basics… Blades, wire, skirts, and hooks!
Blade Shapes and Sizes:
Willow - Long and narrow in shape
and rotate fastest with lowest water
displacement of all blade types. Flash better
than other types of blades as well. Best
choice for fishing fast speed and in deep or
clear water where a more subtle blade is
needed. Sized #1 ( .75”) through #8 (3.75”).
Colorado - Short and round in shape.
Slow rotating blade with a high-water
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THE BASICS OF THE
SPINNERBAIT
displacement giving it a definite “Thump”
that willows lack. Best used when fishing
shallow or muddy water when the added
vibration acts as a trigger for strikes. Sized
#0 (.50”) through #7 (2.0”).
Indiana – Medium length and width,
with a “tear drop” shape, combining the
characteristics of the Willow and the
Colorado. Doesn’t spin as fast as the Willow
and doesn’t thump as much as the Colorado.
Sized #0 (.55 inch) through (#6 (1.6 inch).

other pattern imaginable.
Blades can be smooth, hammered,
ribbed, striped, or spotted. These
enhancements are meant to increase the
amount of flash or even lessen the amount of
flash that the blades make. This modification
is up to the preference of the angler. I
feel it is more of a confidence enhancer
for the fisherman than an actual physical
enhancement, but that’s just my opinion as
I prefer smooth blades exclusively.
Lure weight and wire sizes:
Common lure weights include: 1/4oz,
3/8oz, 1/2oz, 5/8oz and 3/4oz sizes.
1oz, 1.5oz, 2oz and heavier are less
common and used primarily for fishing
deep water or very fast retrieves.

Double Colorado Blades
(BBQ Chicken)
Common wire sizes include: light wire
(.030 to .032 inch), medium wire (.035 inch)
and heavy wire (.040 inch and heavier).
Spinnerbait wire selection affects the
amount of vibration the lure produces and
transmits from the spinning of the blades.
Light wire vibrates the most and the heavier
the wire, the more dampened the vibration
produced, but is considerably stronger and
more durable. Light and Medium wire, in
my opinion, get more strikes compared to
heavy wire but are in turn not as strong

Double Willow Blades
(Ghost Minnow)
Blade Colors:
The most common are solid colored
blades in Nickle/Silver, Gold, Brass, Copper
or anything from White, Chartreuse, Red
or Black . Sometimes found in multiple
color patterns like Firetiger, Clown, or any

25 Thunderbird Circle
Litchfield, IL 62056

(217) 324-6031
www.actionpwrsports.com
Like us on Facebook @ Action Powersports Illinois
,

*Offers vary by model. Rebate and finance offers valid on select 2014–2018 new and unregistered models purchased
between 3/1/18–4/30/18. See your authorized dealer for complete details. **Rates as low as 2.99% APR for 36 months.
Examples of monthly payments required over a 36-month term at a 2.99% APR rate: $29.08 per $1,000 financed; and
with a 60-month term at a 5.99% APR rate: $19.33 per $1,000 financed. An example of a monthly payment with $0
down, no rebate, an APR of 2.99% APR for 36 months at a MSRP of $12,299 is $357.62/mo. total cost of borrowing of
$575.16 with a total obligation of $12,874.16. Down payment may be required. Other financing offers may be available.
See your local dealer for details. Minimum Amount Financed $1,500; Maximum Amount Financed $50,000. Other
qualifications and restrictions may apply. Financing promotions void where prohibited. Tax, title, license, and
registration are separate and may not be financed. Promotion may be modified or discontinued without notice at any
time in Polaris' sole discretion. WARNING: Polaris off-road vehicles can be hazardous to operate and are not intended for
on-road use. Driver must be at least 16 years old with a valid driver's license to operate. Passengers, if permitted, must
be at least 12 years old. All riders should always wear helmets, eye protection, and protective clothing. Always use seat
belts and cab nets or doors (as equipped). Never engage in stunt driving, and avoid excessive speeds and sharp turns.
Riding and alcohol/drugs don't mix. All riders should take a safety training course. Call 800-342-3764 for additional
information. Check local laws before riding on trails. ©2018 Polaris Industries Inc.
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Hooks, Trailer Hooks and Trailer Baits:
Hooks sizes are usually appropriate to
the size of the lure. A 1/4oz spinnerbait will
have a 2/0 or 3/0 hook as a general rule
of thumb, where as a 3/8oz lure will sport
a 4/0 hook and the 1/2oz and 5/8oz and
larger have the 5/0 hooks and so on up to
the big 1oz to 2oz lures with 7/0 or even 9/0
hooks! I have a few Musky lures available
from Raptor Premium Spinnerbaits that
come with a whopping 11/0 Owner hook!
The use of a trailer hook is a matter
of personal choice… although they
will increase the number of hook-ups,
they will also make the lure much less
weedless and snag proof. I prefer not to
use a trailer hook and produce all of my
Raptor Premium Spinnerbaits with either
Owner cutting point or Owner needle point
hooks which by themselves, increases the
*CURRENT SPECIAL*
Used units as low as $1800
8x20 - One Trip hooksets
“New” and allows the fisherman to use
Units in stock at our Peoria yard
the
spinnerbaits as they are, naturally
Willow/Indiana tandem
Short Arm Colorado $2,850snag proof and weedless.
plus tax & delivery
(Spot Sticker)
(Green Smallie Special)

and durable. Wires also come in both
Long Arm and Short Arm styles. Short arm
spinnerbaits are more compact and come
through cover like weeds and wood better
than the long arm types, but the long arm
spinnerbaits produce more vibration and
are better choices for open water with less
cover. Additionally, long arm lures work
better in muddy or stained water where
more “thump” is desired.
Skirts:
The skirts come in a wide variety of

colors, some are one solid color, and some
may be multiple colors. Sometimes a few
strands of Mylar or Holographic material can
be added for extra flash. Silicone or rubber
account for the vast majority of the spinnerbait
skirts used, but I have several I have made
with deer hair, or better known as “bucktail,”
skirts. Many of the skirts I use on my Raptor
premium Spinnerbaits are made special with
a silicone material called “Bio-Flex” and come
in a multitude of different patterns to mimic
various types of prey.

STORAGE CONTAINERS
20 FT & 40FT NEW or USED

BUY OR RENT

MOBILEMAXX.COM
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Trailer baits are also an option up to the
preference of the fisherman. The sole purpose
of a trailer bait is to “bulk up” the appearance
of the lure as well as add a bit more motion.
Trailer baits can be as simple as a few extra
strands of skirt material, or even a curl tail
grub or plastic crawfish. I have been known to
employ a 4” plastic finesse worm on occasion
for a trailer bait, and it has worked well for a
look fish rarely see!
So, as you can see, the spinnerbait
is a very “basic” lure and can be made
or modified to a wide variety of fishing
conditions or needs. So, if you are looking
for some really great spinnerbaits, give
Raptor Premium Spinnerbaits a try. They
can be purchased over the counter at
Route 24 Gun and Pawn in Bartonville,
IL or can be ordered directly from me at
rps@mediacombb.net or by calling me at
(309) 694-1774…until next month, Good
Luck, Good Fishing and see you on the
water somewhere.

ILLINOIS FREE FISHING DAYS,
FATHER’S DAY WEEKEND JUNE 15-18
8x10 8x15

For
more 8x40
information go to
8x20
www.dnr.illinois.gov/
calendar/pages/
illinoisfreefishingdays.
aspxand don’t forget to
send all of those great
pictures with Dad to
ASOAndyB@gmail.com.
Maybe you can be on
the next cover of ASO
Magazine!

CALL TODAY!
309-697-6299
MODIFICATIONS AVAILABLE:
DOORS & WINDOWS, LOCK BOX
VENTS, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC
108 N. Commerce Pl. Peoria, IL 61604
309-697-6299 Mobile-Maxx.com

EVERGREEN LAKE & COMLARA PARK
GREAT FISHING:

• Muskie • Crappie
• Bass
• Saugeye
• Catfish • Bluegill

AND MUCH MORE. . .

Todd Hodgson
217-473-1009

Gary Hodgson
217-81-7975

• Bait & Tackle Shop
• Camping
• Boat Rentals
• Concessions
• Swimming
• Multi-Use Trails

13001 Recreation Area Dr.,
Hudson, IL 61748
(10 miles N. of Bloomington/
Normal off I-39)

BAIT SHOP
Mon-Thurs: 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. • Fri-Sun: 6:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
BOAT RENTAL
Mon-Thurs: CLOSED • Fri-Sun: 6:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
STARTING MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND WE WILL BE OPEN
6:00 A.M. – 6:00 P.M. SEVEN DAYS/WEEK.

309-434-6770
www.McleanCountyIL.gov/parks
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TOP BAITS FOR
CHANNEL CATFISH
By Walt Matan

When a channel catfish tugs on your line
you might experience one of two feelings. The
first would be joy, because not only do you
have a great fighting fish on the end of your
line, but you have a fish that you can put on the
stringer and take home to eat!
The second feeling might be disgust,
because that ugly looking fish has invaded your
walleye spot or ruined your favorite bass lure.
The fact is, channel catfish are
everywhere, and I like to fish for them every
chance I get. I’ve got a supply of filets in the
freezer ready to fry up with Cajun spices
and if you don’t want to fish for them, that’s
great...more for me!
But what is the best bait for channel
catfish? Well, truth is, it varies according to
time of year and location, but here is what I
have found to be effective; dip bait, cut bait,
crawlers and live minnows.
Live minnows work for a lot of freshwater
species and catfish are no exception. I like to
use minnows as a search bait. I’ll put them on
a jig and pitch them around cover like fallen
trees, piers, shoreline edges, drop offs and
“catfishy” looking areas on lakes and ponds.
In rivers it’s upstream of obstructions like wing
dams and fallen trees. Other hotspots are
shallow flats near deeper holes, below dams
and tributaries entering the main channel.
Since channel catfish are bottom
feeders, a jig and minnow work better than a
bobber. Most of the time I’ll use the lightest
B-Fish-N Tackle H20 jig possible, color isn’t
important, so I’ll use unpainted ones which
are cheaper. If you slide the hook up through
the minnow’s mouth, out the gill and hook
it to the back just past the dorsal fin, the
minnow will stay “locked” in place with the

“keeper” of the jig wedged in the minnows
mouth. This allows you to pitch it everywhere
that catfish may hide.
For minnow pitchin’ I’ll use a Rippin
Lips medium light action spinning rod with
a Shimano 2500 series reel spooled with
20 pound Hi-Vis Power Pro braid...super
sensitive and super strong!
I like to fish crawlers two ways. The first
is with the spinning rod set up as mentioned
above. I’ll pinch a crawler in half and slide the
nose up an H20 hook until the “keeper” locks
it into place. The second way is to use a slip
rig with a sliding weight and a 1/0 Rippin Lips
Circle Hook. To rig, slide a slip sinker on the
line and tie on a barrel swivel. Snell the circle
hook to a length l2 to 18-inch 20 pound mono
and then tie the other end to the swivel.
The slip weight system is tied to a Rippin
Lips SuperCat medium light casting rod with
a Ming Yang MC500 and 30-pound Supercat
mono. This is a great set-up for bank fishing
and when anchored in a boat. Make a cast and
weight 10 minutes for a strike. If you don’t get
any action check your bait and recast. Work an
area thoroughly and you’ll be rewarded.
Cut bait is big channel cat bait! Savvy
anglers will use whatever bait is available on
the water they are fishing. Cut shad, skipjack,
sucker and carp are popular choices. A
cutting board, a sharp knife and an old rag
are needed. Cut the bait into chunks or steaks
according to the size channels available. For
instance, when I’m after fish up to ten pounds
on the Mississippi river, I like 1-2-inch shad
chunks. On the Red River in North Dakota
we’ll use chunks 3-5-inch sucker chunks.
The best hooks to use for cut bait are
Rippin Lips Tournament Grade Circle hooks.

I’ll use 3/0 and 5/0 on the shad chunks and
7/0 and 8/0 on the larger sucker chunks.
A catfish will set the hook on himself on a
circle hook. The rod needs to be in a holder
and when the rod loads up from a fish, begin
reeling...that’s all there is to it. 95% of the
time the fish will be hooked in the lips for an
easy release if necessary.
Dip bait is the most effective bait for
catching mass quantities of catfish when
fishing from the bank or when you are
anchored up in a boat. The reason is that
the smell of this bait will call fish in from a
distance. Just as a good hunting dog will use
it’s nose to sniff out it’s quarry, a catfish relies
on its whiskers to smell, taste and point it
towards an easy meal.
Rippin Lips makes two great dipbaits;
original cheese formula and Bold and Bloody.
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You need to pre-mix it with a stick to get a
good gooey consistency and then dip a catfish
tube worm into the jar and mix it around. It is
designed to melt and disperse into the water,
so the catfish will smell it. You’ll know right
away if a catfish is around!
Well, there you have it. If you want to
catch catfish, give these baits a try. Rippin
Lips Supercat medium light channel catfish
rods are specifically designed for using dip
bait, crawlers, cut bait and live bait. Team the
casting models with a Ming Yang MC500 and
a spool of SuperCat 30-pound mono and you
will catch all the catfish you will ever want!
Walt Matan is the product developer for
Rippin’ Lips, Custom Jigs & Spins and
B-Fish-N Tackle. He lives in the heart of
catfish country on the Mississippi River on
the Illinois/Iowa border.

Tall Timbers Marina

532 N Schrader St, Havana, IL 62644

Illinois River mile 120.3 LDB is located behind Bellrose Island

Open: Fri. & Sat. 12noon-9pm • Sun. 12noon-8pm

(309) 543-2562

Come Party on the Water!
Enjoy 12 Craft Draft Beers
Pizza, Hamburgers,
Hotdogs & More!

Stop by to spend the
day or night…Transient
Slips Available!
Gas available: 91 Valtec,
no ethanol

a division of

rippinlips.net

www.rippinlips.net

See our entire product line:
customjigs.com
402 Westcor Drive
Coralville, Iowa 52241
800-831-5535
fax: 319-545-3474
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MISSOURI’S SPRING TURKEY SEASON ENDS
WITH NEARLY 35,800 BIRDS HARVESTED
By Lucas Bond

JEFFERSON CITY, MO – Preliminary data
from the Missouri Department of Conservation
(MDC) shows that turkey hunters checked
34,055 birds during Missouri’s 2018 regular
spring turkey season April 16 through May 6.
Top harvest counties were Franklin with 760
birds checked, Texas with 732, and Laclede with
657. Young turkey hunters harvested 1,729 birds
during the 2018 spring youth season, April 7-8,
bringing the overall 2018 spring turkey harvest
to 35,784.
This year’s harvest total is down 17%
from last year’s overall spring turkey harvest of
43,339 birds.
MDC Turkey Biologist Jason Isabelle

indicates that a drop in harvest was not unexpected
given the poor production in recent years.
“We’ve had very poor production the last
two years,” said Isabelle. “This resulted in
fewer two-year-old gobblers and a lot fewer
jakes this year.”
He noted that it is common for jakes to
make up over a quarter of the spring harvest
following years of good production. The last
two years, however, jakes have made up just
13% and 15% of the harvest.
“Low numbers of jakes in the spring
harvest the past couple years just confirms what
we learned from our summer brood survey;
we’ve dealt with some very poor hatches in
recent years,” said Isabelle.

DEER PROCESSING AVAILABLE!
810 Deal St. • Highland, IL

618-654-3813
korte-meats.com

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
Variety of Bratwurst, Variety of Burger, Breakfast Sausage, Polish Sausage,
Variety of Salami, Variety of Salami Sticks, Bacon, Bologna, Hot Dogs,
Jerky, Summer Sausage and Snack Sticks

In addition to poor production, Isabelle
added that less than ideal conditions during the
youth season and opening day of the regular
season impacted this year’s harvest as well.
“Winter-like conditions made for a tough
start to the season,” he said. In addition to its
effect on hunting, Isabelle notes that the late
spring also impacted the timing of turkey flock
break-up and nesting this year. “The recent
poor production and this year’s late spring
made for a challenging 2018 spring season.” He
indicated that he has corresponded with several
colleagues in neighboring states that reported
lower spring harvests this year as well.
With the hunting season over, Isabelle and
other MDC staff have been preparing for the
summer brood survey which is used to determine
the success of the hatch. Isabelle is hoping turkey
production will reverse its current trajectory.
“Unfortunately, poor hatches have reduced

turkey numbers in many areas of the state,” said
Isabelle. He notes that fluctuations in turkey
numbers are to be expected. “We’re going
through a tough stretch right now like we did
during the late 2000s. Because nest success and
poult survival are the primary drivers of turkey
population trends, we’re going to need some
better production to help numbers rebound.”
Get more information on spring turkey
harvest numbers by county at: http://on.mo.
gov/1jjz7Ew.
The 2018 spring turkey season had two nonfatal hunting incidents. One turkey hunter mistook
another hunter for a turkey and another hunter
accidently discharged a round into his foot.
For more information about turkey hunting
in Missouri, visit https://huntfish.mdc.mo.gov/
hunting-trapping/species/turkey.

2018 Top
Harvest
Counties were
Franklin, Texas
and Laclede

BUZZY’S TACKLE
Quality Tackle • Fishing Permits • Live Bait • Hunting Permits

208 N. Lincoln Dr. • Troy, MO 63379

OPEN: Tues - Fri 8am - 6pm & Sat 8am - 3:30pm
Drop off during Archery season: Sunday 9:30am-10:30am & 7pm-8pm and Mondays 8am-10am
Check Facebook for Weekend Hours During the Seasons!

(636) 528-4060

OPEN:
Mon.-Sat.
at 7am

When you think batteries…............THINK

BATTERIES FOR:

DEEP
CYCLE

Car, Truck, ATV, Marine, RV, Camera, Camcorder, Cellphone, Cordless Phone,
Watch, Keyless Entry, Scooters, Medical, Alarm, Drill Pack
& Many More. We Also Carry Blem & Reconditioned Batteries.
We Offer Fast Installs & WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR JUNK BATERIES!
We Accept:

Open: M-F 8am-5pm • Sat. 9am-1pm • Sun. Gone Fishin’
4041 W. Outer Rd. • Arnold, MO 63010

1-800-455-0206 • 636-464-8688
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MDC JOINS MULTIPLE PARTNERS
TO RESTORE NATURAL HABITAT TO
ST. LOUIS CITY’S O’FALLON PARK
By Dan Zarlenga

ST. LOUIS, MO — Visitors to St. Louis
City’s O’Fallon Park may be seeing some
changes soon, including some that will
make the busy city park a more natural
place to be.
The Missouri Department of
Conservation (MDC) recently entered a
partnership to restore natural habitat
to O’Fallon Park through MDC’s Back to
Nature St. Louis Grant. This grant provides
funding for habitat restoration and/or
reconstruction on a public park property
in St. Louis County or City through a
competitive application process.
The grant opportunity is offered every
three years and selected recipients can
obtain up to $75,000, distributed over a
three-year period. As part of the agreement,
recipients are also expected to invest funds
and resources into the project on a 75/25
basis.   Applicants can meet the 25% match
requirement through direct funding or inkind contributions to the project.
The result of the agreement is the Back
to Nature in O’Fallon Park project. The goal
of the project is to revitalize and enhance
the park to improve the visitor’s aesthetic
experience, facilitate nature enjoyment, and
enhance nature programming opportunities.
As the historic park serves as an anchor
for northside neighborhoods, several area
partners are coming together to cooperate
on the project, including the City of St.
Louis Parks Department, Brightside St.
Louis, North Newstead Association, and
the O’Fallon Community Development
Organization. Additional partners include
Missouri Botanical Garden, YMCA, Boys and
Girls Club, and Forest Releaf of Missouri.
Back to Nature St. Louis funds will
support the following activities over the
next three years:
• 15 acres of invasive species removal,
such as exotic bush honeysuckle
•
Forest stand improvement and native
plantings
• Two acres of prairie management and
expanding prairie area by an additional
two acres
•
1.5 acres of native plantings to help
retain and control rain water and runoff
issues

•
Community outreach efforts to help
obtain public input and raise awareness
of the improvements
•
Offer
training
workshops
for
neighborhood volunteers
•
Facilitate volunteer workdays to help
accomplish the goals of the project
•
Provide teen employment, career
exploration, and job skill development
for local students
Restoring native habitat is one of
MDC’s major goals, to enhance the quality
of life for people, and establish important
islands of habitat for native plants and
wildlife in urban areas.
“Providing
opportunities
for
communities to connect to nature is a
priority for MDC,” said MDC Community
Conservation Planner Josh Ward.
“Restoring and creating these natural
environments in urban areas like O’Fallon
Park is as much about connecting people
with nature, as it is about improving urban
wildlife habitat.”
MDC anticipates the initial stage of
the project, including removal of invasive
plants, to begin later this spring. This is
the necessary first step to lead the way for
the restoring of natural habitat to the park.

Back to Nature at O’Fallon Park is part
of MDC’s continuing effort to work with
and for Missourians to create a better
environment for people and wildlife. For
more information on other community
conservation funding opportunities in the
St. Louis area, go to https://tinyurl.com/
ydephpw5.

Over the next three years, visitors
will see improvements in St. Louis
City’s O’Fallon Park. MDC is
teaming up multiple partners to
restore natural habitat and bring
more wildlife to the historic urban
park through the Back to Nature
St. Louis grant.

BACKWATERS MARINE
4136 Pontoon Rd. • Granite City, IL
sales@backwatersmarine.com

618-931-0919 • www.backwatersmarine.com
Our Prices Won’t Be Beat On War Eagle Boat, Motor & Trailer Packages!!!
War Eagle 648 LDV with 25hp Evinrude E-TEC Tiller: War Eagle 648 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate
Floor, Navigation Lights, Bilge Pump, 25hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . . $9,600.00
War Eagle 860 with 50hp Evinrude E-TEC Tiller:
War Eagle 860 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate Floor, Navigation
Lights, 50hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . . $14,695.00
War Eagle 754 with 40hp Evinrude E-TEC: War
Eagle 754 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate Floor, Navigation
Lights, 40hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . .$12,795.00*

OPEN: M-F 10am-6pm
Sat 10am - 5pm
Other Times By Appt.

WE DELIVER ALL OVER THE MIDWEST! WE WON’T BE
UNDERSOLD . . . CALL US TODAY!
Custom, All-Aluminum Duck Boat Blinds & Flotation Pods!
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MDC APPROVES FISH SALVAGE REGISTRATION FOR 2018 UPPER
DURING JUNE AT SCHELL LAKE MISSISSIPPI WATERFOWL BLIND
By Bill Graham
DRAWINGS OPENS JUNE 2
Schell City, MO – The Missouri
Department of Conservation (MDC) has
approved a fish salvage plan as Schell Lake
is drained during June 2018 at the SchellOsage Conservation Area in Vernon County.
MDC is preparing to drain the lake as an
early step in the renovation of the wetland
management pools and water control
structures. This project will improve the
wetlands for waterfowl habitat, improve
the fishery at Schell Lake, and reduce longterm flood damages.
Schell Lake will begin to be drained
June 1 and is expected to be emptied by
July 1. Most of the fish in the lake are
expected to be released into the nearby
Osage River. But some fish may be stranded
in pools of standing water.
To minimize wasted fish, an emergency
fish salvage order will be in place from
June 15 through June 30. The emergency
fish salvage order will allow anglers to
use both regular and alternative methods
to harvest fish. Examples of alternative
methods include seining, dip net, gigs,
and bowfishing. However, during this time,
anglers must still abide by other statewide
regulations including daily and possession
creel limits and any fish removed from
Schell Lake during this emergency salvage
may not be possessed on any other
waterbody of the state or banks thereof.
Starting June 1, all boating will
be prohibited on Schell Lake for safety
reasons. Fishing of any kind will be

prohibited at the lake starting July 1
until lake renovation and fish population
stockings are completed. All or portions of
the wetlands, including waterfowl hunting
areas, will be closed once construction
begins, until completion of the project.
Schell Lake will be closed to fishing three
to five years. The construction project is
expected to take up to two years. Then it
will take two or three more years for fish
to be stocked and grow into a population
strong enough for a sustainable fishery.
The upland areas, Atkinson Lake, and
ponds at Schell-Osage will remain open to
normal birding, hiking, hunting, and fishing
activities during the project.
MDC for several years has studied
long-term challenges for wetland
management at Schell-Osage. The planned
construction will reduce costly flood
damage and improve marshes and Schell
Lake for wildlife and outdoor recreation for
decades to come. MDC in 2004 kicked off
a Golden Anniversary Wetlands Initiative
to make improvements on the state’s
five oldest wetland management areas.
Schell-Osage is the last wetland on the
list to receive renovations.
Outdoor enthusiasts can follow plans
and work progress via a web page that will
be periodically updated by MDC staff. Also,
those interested in the project can sign up
for updates via email by visiting https://
short.mdc.mo.gov/Zqu.

THE SHOTGUN SHOP
GUNSMITHING
• Choke & Mechanical
Specialist
• School Trained,
20+ Years
• Best Recoil Pads

• Improvement of Turkey,
Match, Steel Shot
Performance
• Stop Bruises

P.O. Box 212 • Arnold, MO 63010

636-282-4379

Interesting Articles & Detailed Work Listing at:

TheShotgunShop.net

By Dan Zarlenga

ST. CHARLES, MO — The Missouri
Department of Conservation (MDC) will open
registration for blinds on the Upper Mississippi
Conservation Area restricted waterfowl
hunting zone from June 2-17. All blind site
draws will be conducted electronically. The
random electronic drawing to award the
blinds will be held June 19. After the drawing
is performed, successful applicants will be
notified via email. Applicants may only be
assigned to one blind site. From June 22-30,
those applicants may choose up to three coregistrants to occupy the blind site with them.
All applicants need to obtain proper
hunting permits, a conservation ID number,
an email address, and a phone number to
register. In addition:
• All applicants must be at least 16 years old
•
Those between age 16 and 64 you are
required to have a current annual Resident or
Nonresident Small Game Hunting Permit and
a Missouri Migratory Bird Hunting Permit
• Any honorably discharged military veterans
having a service-related disability of

sixty percent (60%) or greater, or was a
prisoner of war during military service, or
any member of the U.S. military currently
assigned as a patient to a Warrior
Transition Brigade, Warrior Transition Unit,
or a military medical center, will only need
a Missouri Migratory Bird Hunting Permit.
• If age 65 or over Missouri resident hunters
only need to have a Missouri Migratory
Bird Hunting Permit
For more information, call the Upper
Mississippi Conservation Area at 573-8985905, or the MDC St. Louis Regional Office
at 636-441-4554.
For more details, to register for the
drawing, and view interactive pool maps of the
blind sites, go to https://tinyurl.com/yc7jmr57.  
The Upper Mississippi Conservation
Area includes federal lands along the
Mississippi River north of St. Louis. These
federal lands include Pools 24, 25, and 26
and consist of 87 separate tracts totaling
12,500 acres between Melvin Price Lock and
Dam and LaGrange, Missouri.

OFFERING EXCITING
AND
MEMORABLE TRIPS

from a few hours to an
entire day in length, on
the clean and beautiful
Kankakee River - some
of the best fishing and
canoeing waters in Illinois!

Trips available 7 days a
week & we can
accommodate large groups!
REED’S CANOE TRIPS
907 N. Indiana Ave., Rt. 50
Kankakee, IL 60901

reedscanoetrips.com
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RETURN OF THE MERAMEC
RIVER BROWN TROUT
by Bill Cooper

Avid St.
James,
Missouri
angler Lyle
Staab began my love affair with brown
trout over 40 years ago. In the mid-1970’s
Staab’s photograph appeared on the
front cover of an outdoor magazine. He
held a brown trout that weighed almost
15 pounds. Staab caught the behemoth
brown from the Meramec River in the
Missouri Ozarks.
I have been searching the cold,
free-flowing Meramec for a brown trout
of those proportions ever since. I’m still
searching.
The Meramec River became Missouri’s
first Trophy Trout area in 1974, shortly after
I became superintendent of Maramec
Spring Park. Maramec (note spelling)
Spring is the first major tributary to flow
into the Meramec River, doubling its size
and lowering the temperature by several

degrees. The brown trout fishery was a
new and exciting idea. However, Missouri
fisheries biologists still had much to be
learn about managing brown trout.
Regulations allowed for the use of
live bait for those early browns. Most
disappeared quickly because the fish
swallowed live baits causing release
mortality to be high.
As evidenced by Staab’s colossal
catch in the mid-1970’s, a few browns
from the original stocking did survive to a
ripe old age.
The Missouri Department of
Conservation instituted a Red Ribbon
Trout Area on the Meramec River in the
1980’s, with more restrictive regulations.
Only lures and artificial flies could be
used, increasing the number of fish which
survived after being caught and released.
The Missouri Department of
Conservation continued releasing brown
trout from 8-to-12-inches once a year

in the fall. Most fly fishermen regarded
the browns as being rather finicky.
Regardless, anglers knowledgable about
brown trout continued to catch them over
the years. But, none the size of Staab’s
1970’s catch was ever reported.
During the summer of 2014, brown
trout fishing in the Meramec River took
a turn for the better. A onetime supply of
browns up to 15 inches were stocked in
the river as a result on an experimental
program at Maramec Spring Hatchery.
Brown trout were used to help control
parasitic crustaceans called copepods,
which attached themselves to the gills of
rainbow trout. Brown trout were placed at
the heads of raceways and acted as biofilters. The copepods attached themselves
to the brown trout but could not complete
their life cycle on brown trout, like they
did on rainbows. The result was fewer
parasites to attack the rainbows.
The brown trout were held in the

Cardiac Mountain Outfitters
owner Damon Spurgeon is adept at
catching Meramec River browns.
pools longer than normal and as a result
grew larger than the normal 8-to-12inches used for stocking. They were
subsequently stocked in the Meramec
River in the summer of 2014.
“The experiments were a success,”
said biologist Jen Girondo. “Now, with
Maramec Spring Hatchery supplying a

A Great Year To Catch Cats And Crappie With B’n’M.
Three “Silver Cat Magnum” Rods for hauling in the heaviest
catfish, and our exclusiveline of “Duck Commander”
Crappie Poles and Rods.
Snag ‘em while they’re hot . . .
at your local retailer or at
www.bnmpoles.com

Post Office Box 231, West Point, MS 39773
Toll Free: 1-800-647-6363 • Voice 662-494-5092
Office Hours: 7 am - 5 pm CST
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limited number of brown trout, fish will
be stocked in smaller increments, but
at multiple times in the fall. This will be
done to maintain the appropriate number
of brown trout needed in the hatchery
raceways to keep parasites in check.”
Upon learning about the releases of
browns into the Meramec River, I began
my in-the-field research, with my fly rod in
hand. I knew browns do not like intense
light, so I picked a dark, blustery day to
fish in late November. The results were
astounding.
I located a long deep hole and cast
a weighted sculpin pattern on a sinking
line into the cold, clear waters. A jolt
reverberated up my rod on my very first
cast. A broad fish rolled to the surface
and the sound of my 5X tapered tippet
snapping echoed down the gravel bar. I
was on to something.
With a very good feeling, which only
a lone angler on a stream full of feeding
browns can feel, I tied on a heavier tippet
and methodically began catching one
brown trout after another. The fish were on
a feeding spree and it didn’t seem to matter
what pattern I used as long as it presented

a big profile I could get down deep.
Sculpins, crayfish, mohair leeches and
big streamers accounted for the majority of
the browns I caught from two deep holes
over a three-hour period. On more than one
occasion a second brown trailed the first,
attempting to rob it of its prized meal.
I landed well over three dozen browns
before the feeding frenzy waned. Too, I
enjoyed another dozen or so hookups and
three more break-offs. The fish struck with
a vengeance as if they were ravenously
hungry. The brightly colored fish averaged
about 15-inches, with only two falling
under 14-inches. Several broad, fat 17inch males fell to my offerings and I am
confident the break-offs involved larger
fish. Obviously, a few browns larger than
15 inches had been released. Perhaps
a few of them will survive to the double
digits weight class. I will keep hunting.
In March of 2018, I spent four hours
on the Meramec with spinning gear. I
tossed a small gold spoon and hair jigs
I tied myself. It was a cloudy Saturday
morning and numerous fishermen were on
the river, just below Maramec Spring Park.
I hiked passed them, putting a quarter mile

distance between us. I enjoyed relative
solitude on the river and landed 59 brown
and rainbow trout in 4 hours.
The Red Ribbon Trout Area on the
Meramec River extends for 9 miles from
the Highway 8 MDC Access, south of St.
James, to the Scott’s Ford MDC Access,
off of Hwy 8, just west of Steelville.
The 9-mile stretch contains a variety of
aquatic habitats, with long pools, riffles,
drops, turns, jams, rock rubble and deep
pools. Most of the bank side is in heavy
vegetation with an abundance of logs and
undercut banks.

The Meramec River may also be
accessed through the James Foundation’s
Maramec Spring Park, when it is open.
Anglers need to be aware of the separate
regulations for fishing in the park and on
the Meramec River.
For further information about fishing
the Red Ribbon Trout Area of the Meramec
River log on to: www.mdc.mo.gov .

Spoons are great lures for
catching Meramec River browns
on cloudy days.

Big streamers are effective on the
brown trout of the Meramec River
in the Missouri Ozarks.

Family Club with Lots
of Activities for Kids!
Fishing Tournaments,
Playground, Camping
& Banquet Facilities!

…is the Premier Outfitter in the Area!

CALL our knowledgeable staff for help with all your hunting and fishing needs…
Large supply of hunting, fishing & marine equip.
Special orders available at no additional cost!
Lots of Firearms & Discounted Bows!

NEW LOCATION: 3250 Fields Dr. • Bettendorf, IA 52722

563-243-4696 • RandRSportsInc.com

SOLD & INSTALLED
LOCALLY BY:

GREG’S

GARAGE DOOR
Sales & Service
Insured
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Open to the Public for delicious
evening meals on Tues & Fri.

MEMBERSHIPS
NOW AVAILABLE!
VIDEO GAMING!

Peoria Sportsmens Club
6404 Bass Rd. • Manito, IL
309-545-3007
Open Daily: 12noon-10pm

MEL’S SPORTING GOODS
• Custom Built Bowstrings
• Pro Shop
• Indoor Range
•N
 OW SELLING

FIREARMS!

618.662.8663
2218 Court St. • Pekin, IL 61554 • 309-347-8610

520 S. Elm • Flora, IL 62839

Rt 50 to Flora, Main St. South over tracks, right at 3-story Self Storage

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 10am - 7pm
Sat 9am - 3pm
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1ST
KAYAKING
OF
THE
YEAR
2018
By Crystal Routley
Our first Kayaking adventure for the year
started something like this. I was at work.
I had noticed it was the warmest day
we’d had yet. A whopping 83 degrees!
I landscape. So 83 degrees is nothing
to worry about. But I digress. I received
a text from my youngest. ‘Can we go
Kayaking when you get home?’ Since I
was on my lunch break I sent the reply
text. ‘Sure we can. If you ask Aunt Tammy
for permission.’ It’s never to early to teach
them to get land owner permission. Even
if it is family.
So my day continued and I didn’t
receive any more text. When I got to my
truck to head home I called. “Did you ask
your Aunt?” I asked my daughter. “Yep.
Sure did, Mom.” I smiled. I loved hearing
the excitement in her voice. We were
simply going to my Aunt’s lake to paddle
around in our kayak’s and they were over
the moon excited! “Well you better find
life jackets and sunblock.” “Okay, Mom.
Bye.” I hung up and started my truck for
home. Now I was excited! As tired as I
was from work, I was excited to get the
girls out there and into mother nature.
The girls didn’t know it yet, but they
were about to do some more learning
along with kayaking. They had already
learned about getting permission. I knew
there would be other opportunities to
teach this afternoon. But first things first.

Upon arriving home I saw they had indeed
they had found two life jackets. One for
the 11 year old that was almost too small.
One for the 13 year old that was almost
too big. I almost laughed, but I held back.
They were both wearing swimming suits.
Yep swimming suits.
Holding back my laugh I asked,
because really, who wouldn’t ask. “Are
we going swimming too?” “Well, Mom.
We figured we could go kayaking and
swimming!”
Remember we are in Illinois in spring. Not
even May yet. So I smiled and nodded
in agreement. “Good Idea! I better get

my flip flops.” So we loaded the kayak’s
and the beach towels and flip flops in the
truck. In no time at all, we were off!
Arriving at the lake we saw, that
not only was it warm, but windy too. The
water looked choppy and the wind was
blowing towards us. ‘This aught to be fun.’
I thought to myself. You see I had thought
the girls would try to paddle against the
current and quickly give up. Boy was I
wrong. They paddled back and forth not
far from the bank. Around and around
they paddled. Splashing each other with
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water that was…..REALLY COLD!!! ( or
so I was told) Squeals and happy laughter
followed.
Soon it was “Hey Mom! Can we go all
the way across the lake?” They asked
hopefully. This, as they saw it, was a great
adventure! As I saw it, was an exhausting
adventure. First we would have to paddle
against the current with choppy waters.
All of us inexperienced. Me terrified of
boats. I’m getting better, but still just
as terrified. Oh what an adventure! At
least that’s what I kept telling myself. I
didn’t want my fear to invade the fun and
experience the girls were getting.
So with the words ‘Suck it up Sally.’
Stuck in my head, I gave in. How could I

EXTREME TERRAIN VEHICLE SOLUTIONS

ARGO DIRECT
Call Mike: 618-588-4444
8565 Rt. 260, New Baden, IL 62265
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say no? Let’s be honest. I could use the
exercise too. So shrugging my shoulders I
said. “Okay. BUT, Since we only have two
kayaks’, I will go with one of you while
the other wait’s here with Aunt Tammy.”
They started to argue and I gave them the
sternest ‘MOM’ look I could muster. The
arguments died. I smiled and lowered
myself into the kayak. It wasn’t far enough
out in the water. So before I could get out
and readjust, my youngest tried to help by
pushing. We all laughed as she struggled
to push the kayak further out. I leaned
forward. ‘Helping.’ It literally moved not
an inch. Still laughing like fools, I showed
mercy and got out so we could readjust it
in the water.
I wasn’t sure if it was me or the kayak
moving. I seemed to be shaking a little. I
soon forgot about that because my oldest
daughter was taking off across the lake
leaving me behind! “Wait for me or you
can go back to shore!” I shouted, a little
panicked now.
“Okay Mom!” She slowed down and let
me catch up. So then we had to race! We
couldn’t just drift, because of the wind and
current. So why not race! Now that I had
swallowed my fear and caught up to her.
The return trip was quite a bit easier.

We could drift, with the wind
now at our backs. Reaching
the shore, the kids switched,
and off we went again. Again,
getting exercise I needed
but sure didn’t want, after
working all day. Again it went.
We raced across and drifted
back to shore. Where I went
to relax with my Aunt and
chat a bit, leaving the girls
to play and explore, as only
outdoor kids can. Splashing
and squealing commenced.
They searched through rocks,
looking for buried treasures.
Soon we were brought a
cute, little, soft shell turtle to
inspect.
This poor little turtle was
inspected thoroughly and
everyone had to have a look. Then he was
carefully put back into the water, where
he promptly swam back to shore. “Why
won’t he swim back out?” The girls asked.
“I wouldn’t swim out where the big fish
are either, if I was that small.” I reasoned.
Later, after dinner we researched more
information about those cute little turtles.
We learned these turtles love to burrow

WEBB’S VALLEY VIEW CAMPGROUND
OPEN APRIL 1st - OCTOBER 31st
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in the sand and mud. Maybe that’s why
the little turtle wouldn’t swim out into the
lake. These turtles can lay as few as two
eggs or as many as 100.
I love the times when the girls are able
to just be kids and explore the world
we share with mother nature. It was an
afternoon full of splashing cold water
and two sisters enjoying each other. An

afternoon of just simply being kids. No
electronics in hand. No distractions. If they
learn to respect it. If they learn to enjoy it.
If they learn to nurture it. If they learn to
responsibly harvest it. Then maybe. Just
maybe we will leave a better earth than
we have been given. After all, isn’t that
what we are all reaching for?

SPRINGFIELD’S PREMIER BOAT SERVICES

New • Used • Financing Available • Certified Technicians

RV & Tent Camping
Full Hookups
Quiet, Beautiful & Easy to get to!
SCHEDULED MUSIC WEEKENDS!

Roughneck 1860

309-547-3183

17632 E. US Hwy 24 • Lewistown, IL • 2 miles east of Lewistown on US Hwy 24
LOCATED NEAR EMIQUON REFUGE & DICKSON MOUNDS

Enjoy 315 Acres! Call Ray Gamber to get your membership today!

GAMBER COVE

With over 10 well-stocked fishing lakes, miles of
hiking trails, berry picking, mushroom hunting, swimming
pool, shower house, shooting range & club house.
Camping: Full Hookups or Primitive • Near Victoria, Illinois

309.879.2490 • 309.696.0172

www.GamberCove.net

BOAT SHOW
PRICING &
REBATES
AVAILABLE ON
ALL LOWE BOATS!

Lowe RX1756

Lowe Retail Rebates till 7/31/18

Rebates available up to
$1000!“Lowe supports
the Military:” Military
discount on all
boat packages.

Lowe 1648M Rivoted Jon Boat

2525 N. Grand Ave. East
Springfield, IL 62702
Toll Free 888-235-1059 • 217-522-2408

EastSideMarine.com
esmboats@aol.com
SEE US ON FACEBOOK!
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BARKER BROTHERS WIN PMTT CAVE RUN
VITAMINERALS SPRING SHOOTOUT
On April 28th & 29th the first
tournament of the 20th year and of the
2018 Professional Musky Tournament Trail
season, Vitaminerals Spring Shootout was
held at Cave Run Lake near Morehead,
Kentucky. The nearly 200 anglers were hit
with a combination of a cold front, dropping
water levels, very unstable weather leading
up to the event and topped by the muskies
in the process of spawning for a tough bite.
The lake was 3 feet above normal levels
and the 57-degree water had two to threefoot visibility. Saturday also added to the
tough conditions for fishing because of high
winds up to 25 miles per hour which made
it difficult to fish some of the spots because
of poor boat control.
The exciting start to this year’s trail
had a team that was in 10th place on day
one with a 31.25-inch musky catch another
musky on Sunday that was 38 inches and
win in a come from behind fashion. The
two anglers, brothers Tim and Brian Barker
both locals and residents of Morehead, Ky
and their first PMTT tournament ever. The
Barker brothers bested the field of 95 teams
by working black jerkbaits in shallow water
and Bondy jigging baits 15 feet down in the
water column, around baitfish pods in the
standing timber.in their first PMTT, and the
win which was worth $15,000 along with
two beautiful trophies.
In second place with a 42.25-inch
musky which was the big fish of the
tournament worth $500 were Chris Riebe
of South Elgin, IL. and Matt Snyder of
Tower, MN. These to anglers used Lungen
Lures .22 long and .22 short crankbaits
that were perch and chartreuse in color
while trolling just outside and on top of
standing timber that had lots of baitfish. In
third place were Darrel and Lance Seasor
of Ashland, Kentucky with a 39.75-inch
musky caught while jigging a chartreuse
Bondy jigging bait in 14 to 20-foot depths in
the standing timer that had baitfish in the
area. In fourth place with a 39-inch musky
were Jason Ritchie of Stanton, Kentucky
and Scott Salchi of Wellington, Kentucky.
These two anglers caught their musky on
a small Slammer Crankbait while working
the lure off of a shallow shelf and bringing
the lure into deeper water. In fifth place
rounding out the top five was Joe Restivo
of Indiana and Bob Vandermeer of Toledo,
Ohio with a 38.50-inch musky caught on a

lemonhead colored Slammer crankbait. The
two anglers said that they had caught their
musky in cooler water than they had found
anywhere on the lake, early in the morning
in two feet of water. Under mostly sunny
skoes, there was a total of 18 muskies
caught at this year’s Vitaminerals Spring
Shootout at Cave Run which was a very
slow bite for a tournament that had 95
boats competing.
Tournament director Tim Widlacki
thanked all of the PMTT’s fantastic sponsors
especially Vitaminerals for sponsoring
the tournament and Morehead Tourism
for hosting the event. Also, Ranger Boats,
Mercury Marine, Musky Hunter Magazine,
Eagle River Area Chamber of Commerce,
Keyes Outdoors, Chaos Tackle and all of the
associate and contributing sponsors. Please
let these fine people know that you appreciate
their promotional efforts in support of fresh
waters most challenging fish and those
extreme anglers who chase her on the first,
best and only truly national professional
musky tournament circuit, the PMTT.
Our next event will be in Eagle River,
Wisconsin the Mercury Marine Summer
Challenge on June 23rd & 24th. We hope
that you will continue to follow the results of
this exciting musky season. To obtain more
information on becoming a member of the

PMTT, or to view event photo album, please
visit them on the Web @ www.promusky.
com or call PMTT office @: 815-478-4092.

Top Ten Place Finishers

Tim Barker with one of their two
muskies that they caught in the
Cave Run event a 38inch muskie.

Brian and Tim Barker
First Place Winners

Trading Post
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GET YOUR ROUTE 66
KICKS AT LAKE
OF THE OZARKS
by John Neporadny Jr.

The nostalgia of Route 66 continues
to captivate summer vacationers who
want to cruise the legendary old highway
through the heart of the country.
The old popular song “Get Your
Kicks on Route 66” can certainly apply
to bass anglers who want to cruise the
interstates that roughly follow the old
highway that was decommissioned in
1984. Bass anglers can follow the same
route highlighted in the National Lampoon
movie “Vacation” in which Clark Griswold
takes his family from Chicago to Los
Angeles to visit Walley World. However,
the side trips you can take will be to some
of the top bass fishing spots in the country
rather than Clark’s zany misadventures
off the beaten path to visit Dodge City or

Cousin Eddie in Arizona.
One of those stops for bass anglers
close to the old Route 66 is at Lake of the
Ozarks. While travelling on Interstate 44
through Missouri, stop at Lebanon and
head north on Missouri Highway 5 for
about 25 miles to reach the Lake of the
Ozarks. The 54,000-acre lake was the
largest manmade reservoir in the world
when the dam across the Osage River
was built in 1931. The lake has been the
site for Bassmaster Central Opens and
Invitationals throughout the years and
former Bassmaster Classic champions
Denny Brauer and Guido and Dion Hibdon
honed their skills while guiding and
competing in tournaments there.
Thousands of boat docks lining the
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lake’s 1,150 miles of shoreline provide
excellent year-round cover for largemouth
and spotted bass. The lake lost most
of its natural cover when the standing
timber was cleared before the lake was
formed but anglers and dock owners are
constantly filling the lake with new cover
by planting brush piles throughout the
impoundment. Summertime bass are also
attracted to the lake’s steep bluffs, creek
channels, humps and points.
The best summertime bass patterns
at the lake include working 10-inch Berkley
Power Worms in brush piles 15 to 30 feet
deep and running deep-diving crankbaits
or dragging Carolina-rigged creature baits
on main lake points, channel drops and
humps.
Recreational boat traffic is extremely
heavy on the lake during the summer, so
visiting bass anglers should try fishing
early and late in the day. Fishing after
sunset is excellent throughout the summer
as it usually takes around 20 pounds to
win night tournaments.

The 15-inch minimum length limit for
largemouth bass imposed by the Missouri
Department of Conservation (MDC) has
helped produce consistently good bass
fishing for more than three decades. In
recent MDC electrofishing surveys taken
on two arms of the lake, the percentages
of keeper bass ranged from 15 to 24
percent.
For information on lodging and other
facilities at the Lake of the Ozarks or to
receive a free vacation guide, call the
Lake of the Ozarks Convention & Visitors
Bureau at 1-800-FUN-LAKE or visit the
Lake of the Ozarks Convention and Visitors
Bureau web site at funlake.com.
For copies of John Neporadny’s
THE Lake of the Ozarks Fishing Guide
call 573/365-4296 or visit
www.jnoutdoors.com.
Reprinted with permission from
Bassmaster Magazine.

Don’s Hide-A-Way Tavern
WE’RE EASY TO FIND & HARD TO LEAVE

Rt. 9 • Mackinaw, IL

309.359.6118

CHICAGO STREET RENTALS

1909 N. KICKAPOO STREET • LINCOLN, IL 62656 • OPEN: MON-SAT 7:00AM - 5:00 PPM
Rental Equipment for Homeowners & Contractors!

Earthmoving, Forklifts, Concrete & Masonry, Cleaning & Maintenance, Air tools & Compressors,
General Construction, Lifts, Scaffolding, Industrial Tools, Trenchers, Lawn & Garden, Do-It-Yourself
DEALER FOR:

(217) 735-2422
www.ChicagoStreetRentalsllc.com
In the heart of historic Menard County, IL,
RiverBank Lodge offers a unique and
memorable lodging experience. Located
on the southern edge of Petersburg,
Illinois, on the banks of the Sangamon
River. We are very close to Abraham
Lincoln’s New Salem State Historic Site,
as well as the Jim Edgar Panther Creek
State Fish & Wildlife Preserve.
24 Guest Rooms, Lounge and Great Pizza!

RiverBank Lodge

522 S. 6th St. • Petersburg, IL

866.459.3040 • 217.632.0202
www.riverbanklodge.com

Mon - Sat: 11am - 1am • Sun: 10am - 1am
FREE WI-FI • COZY SMOKING BEER GARDEN • PACKAGE LIQUOR
BEER • SODA & ICE AVAILABLE TO GO • ATM
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!
FREE SHUTTLE WITHIN 20 MILE RADIUS! CALL FOR DETAILS: 241.5219

On Beautiful Lake Sara
Fishing • Water Sports • Golf
Family Fun • Reunions
Business Meetings • New Rooms
Anthony Acres on Lake Sara has Great Fishing for
Largemouth Bass, Channel Cat, Crappie, Bluegill,
White Bass & Walleye!
For More Information Call:

(217) 868-2950
Or Write To:

P.O. Box 1371 • Effingham, IL 62401

www.anthonyacres.com
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WOO’S
CORNER
BY WOO DAVES

Fishing is wide open across the country
with bass chasing almost anything that
moves. I have been thinking about many
trips I have taken in my Z20 Nitro over the
years and June is one month that I have had
probably my highest percentage of good
trips. It seems to me that the weather is
more stable, you have less wind, and the
bass cooperate better on a daily basis than
any other time.
Most of the spawn is over unless you
are far up north. The bass are feeding and
they can be found in shallow to mid-range
depths which makes for some good fishing.
The shallow break lines are between 8 to 12
feet and now is when they really come into
play. This is when you pay close attention
to your Raymarine Axiom and follow the
break. Once I establish the depth the fish are
using I follow the break with my Axiom and
try to keep my lure in that range as much as
possible. In other words, I don’t look at the
bank but watch and follow that line with my
MotorGuide on a slow speed that allows me
to gain 10 to feet ahead per cast.
There are several techniques that work
well with crank baits, Zoom worms and top
waters are my favorites. Bass are starting to
school up and you can catch numbers on a
spot. You can also catch a lot of loners this

time of the year and I look for these a lot. Once
I find that magic depth I will use a Zoom Old
Monster worm in green pumpkin, plum, or
water melon/red on 10lbs. Bass Pro Shops’
fluorocarbon line with an 1/8 bullet weight or
Bass Pro Shops’ shaky head and cast ahead
on the break line. I don’t work it a lot, just cast
ahead and let it go to the bottom, work it about
two times, reel in and repeat. Most of these
strikes come before your worm ever gets to the
bottom. I use a 7’3” Johnny Morris Carbon
lite rod to make long casts for the hook setting
power. This is also a good time to throw a
Zoom grub or swim bait. Just swim it back to
the boat. One thing I have learned about swim
baits is all you have to do is alternate head
sizes for depth and speed for what the bass
want that day.
Crank baits are good, year around but this
is my favorite month. Again, the bass are in
the 8 to 12 ft. range and they like fat baits that
wobble like the Bass Pro Shops’ XPS deep
crank which runs about 10 feet deep. Shad
colors are the best day in and day out. You want
to look for shallow humps and shallow ledges
in major creeks. Again, I’m looking to follow
the creek channel with my Axiom from the back
of the creek all the way out looking for breaks
especially if they have stumps or bait. Find the
bait, you pretty much find the bass.
Top water lures like the Zoom wake bait,
Bass Pro Shops’ XPS Slim Dog or Zara Spook
are hard to beat. These baits will draw big
bass up from 10 feet with no problem. Many
times, I have caught a limit early in the day
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and gone to top water
and got the kicker fish
I needed to do well in a
tournament. Bright sunny
days or cloudy days, it
makes no difference.
I’m generally not looking
for a lot of bites but one
or two quality fish and
some days you can catch
the mother lode sticking
with top water all day.
I’ll tell you this, when
you get that blow up, it
sends chills through you.
Always keep a wacky
rigged Zoom trick worm handy and if a fish
a Zoom 8-inch lizard also works well. Bass tend
misses your bait, cast the trick worm in the
to hang just outside the beds and you need to
area and you will catch a lot of those bass. You
make long cast to be successful, so stay back. If
can also skip a Zoom fluke to the area, skip it
you can locate 7 or 8 beds you can rotate them
a few times to create surface motion and then
several times during the day and do well.
just kill it, let it sink and the bass will gobble it.
Good luck fishing and may God Bless
Docks are also a good pattern as they
you and your family. Please be sure to thank
offer cover and shade for bass that have come
a soldier for a job well done. Visit www.
off the bed. If you had late spawners they will
hendrickcars.com for a tow vehicle.
move their fry around
docks for protection.
Wacky rigged or Zoom
shaky head trick worm
my choice here.
Last but not least
are bream beds, as this
is a major source of
food for big bass. June
is the month for bream
to bed. I will swim a
Zoom frog or throw
a wacky rigged trick
www.woodaves.com
worm around beds, and
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AVOIDING TICK- AND
MOSQUITO-BORNE ILLNESSES
SPRINGFIELD – As the weather warms up,
we’re starting to see ticks and mosquitoes.
The Illinois Department of Public Health
(IDPH) is reminding people about simple
precautions they can take to avoid bites.
“Ticks can carry diseases like Lyme
disease, spotted fever, and ehrlichiosis,
while mosquitoes can carry West Nile
virus,” said Illinois Department of Public
Health (IDPH) Director Nirav D. Shah, M.D.,
J.D. “These diseases can cause anywhere
from mild to severe illness, and even death
in some cases. To protect yourself from
both, use insect repellent that contains
DEET and follow some simple precautions.”
According to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention, disease cases
from mosquito, tick, and flea bites have
tripled in the U.S. during the 13 years from
2004 through 2016. Reported cases from
mosquito and tick bites in Illinois have
increased by more than half (58%) from
2005 to 2016.
Ticks: Many tick-borne diseases
have similar symptoms. The most common
symptoms can include fever, chills, aches
and pains, and rash. Within two weeks
following a tick bite, if you experience a
rash that looks like a bull’s-eye or a rash
anywhere on your body, or an unexplained
illness accompanied by fever, contact your
doctor. Early recognition and treatment
of the infection decreases the risk of
serious complications. Tell your health care
provider the geographic area in which you
were bitten or traveled to help identify the
disease based on ticks in that region.
A fairly new virus called Bourbon virus
has been associated with tick bites and has
been found in a limited number of cases
in the Midwest and southern U.S. People
diagnosed with Bourbon virus disease have
symptoms including fever, fatigue, rash,
headache, other body aches, nausea, and
vomiting. They also had low blood counts
for cells that fight infection and help prevent
bleeding. Some people who were infected
later died.
Ticks are commonly found on the tips
of grasses and shrubs. Ticks crawl? They
cannot fly or jump. The tick will wait in
the grass or shrub for a person or animal
to walk by and then quickly climb aboard.
Some ticks will attach quickly and others
will wander, looking for places like the ear,
or other areas where the skin is thinner.
Simple tips to avoid ticks bites include:

• Wear light-colored, protective clothing—
long-sleeved shirts, pants, boots or
sturdy shoes, and a head covering. Treat
clothing with products containing 0.5
percent permethrin.
• Apply insect repellent that contains 20
percent or more DEET, picaridin, or IR3535
on exposed skin for protection that lasts
several hours.
• Walk in the center of trails so grass, shrubs,
and weeds do not brush against you.
• Check yourself, children, other
family members, and pets for
ticks every two to three hours.
• Remove any tick promptly by
grasping it with tweezers, as
close to the skin as possible
and gently, but firmly, pulling it
straight out. Wash your hands
and the tick bite site with soap
and water.
Mosquitoes: The most
common mosquito-borne illness
in Illinois is West Nile virus. West
Nile virus is transmitted through
the bite of an infected Culex
pipiens, or “house” mosquito.
Mild cases of West Nile virus
infections may cause a slight
fever or headache. More severe
infections are marked by a rapid
onset of a high fever with head
and body aches, disorientation,
tremors, convulsions and, in the
most severe cases, paralysis or
death. Symptoms usually occur
from 3 to 14 days after the bite of
an infected mosquito. However,
four out of five people infected
with West Nile virus will not show
any symptoms. People older than
50 are at higher risk for severe
illness from West Nile Virus.
There are some simple
precautions you can take to Fight
the Bite. Precautions include
practicing the three “R’s” –
reduce, repel and report.
• 
REDUCE - make sure doors
and windows have tight-fitting
screens. Repair or replace
screens that have tears or
other openings. Try to keep
doors and windows shut.
•
Eliminate, or refresh each
week, all sources of standing
water where mosquitoes can

breed, including water in bird baths,
ponds, flowerpots, wading pools, old
tires, and any other containers.
• REPEL - when outdoors, wear shoes and
socks, long pants and a long-sleeved
shirt, and apply insect repellent that
contains DEET, picaridin, oil of lemon
eucalyptus or IR 3535, according to label
instructions. Consult a physician before
using repellents on infants.
• REPORT – report locations where you see
water sitting stagnant for more than a
week such as roadside ditches, flooded
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yards, and similar locations that may
produce mosquitoes. The local health
department or city government may be
able to add larvicide to the water, which
will kill any mosquito eggs.
Additional information about ticks
and mosquitoes can be found on the IDPH
website. Contact: Melaney Arnold- 217-5580500 or Melaney.arnold@illinois.gov
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SUMMER PRESSURE
By Daniel Vinovich

Summer is here! With the warmer
weather, the ice out comes along with
the dreaded boat pressure. Yes, everyone
has been chomping at the bit all winter
and a little crazy. Sportsmen spent a
little more time than usual sitting in the
chair with the ice not leaving the lakes ‘til
mid March. The banks of the lakes are
starting to look like the Rose Bowl parade.
Boats after boats are pounding the shores
looking for the first Bass, Crappie, or
Muskie of the year. The ramps are choked
with those smooth sportsmen. You know
the ones that work on their motor on the
ramp, forget to charge their batteries, and
even forget to put the plug in their boats?
All of this means one thing, pressure,
pressure, and more pressure. It gets to
the point where, unless you can go during
the week, you might as well not go at all.
That sounds like a great plan. Hit the lake
Monday thru Friday. The only problem is a
little thing called work. The bosses don’t
treat boat pressure as well as a broken
arm or the flu. Although, some of them
might if you invite them along, but for
the rest of us, it means we have to deal
with it. The pressure, I mean. I know
everyone says to me, “you are on the
water every day, so don’t start it.” This is
true. I get the lake to myself a lot of the
time, but being a guide means you take
the business when you get it. So, guess
what? I will be out there on the weekend
with you. The only thing different that
separates the guides from everyone else
is I have to produce fish, or I don’t get paid.
My son made me realize that griping does
not help. He used the same line on me as
I used on him, “JUST DEAL WITH IT!”
Pressure is all around us. In fact, we
can solve one of the boat pressure problems
by looking at how we deal with pressure
in our daily lives. Get that order in now.
That job has to be done today. I don’t care
how you do it, just do it! Pressure generally
moves us away from the source of the
threat. Starting to make sense? Look at
football. The pressure is coming from the
strong side, so the quarterback scrambles
to the weak side. Fish relate to pressure
the same as us. No, they don’t stop for
a beer after work. They move away from
the pressure. Think of it like break time at
work. You don’t sit at your desk and have
a donut. You leave the area. We head to

the lounge, take a walk, or just step outside
to clear our heads. That’s how fish relate
to boat pressure. They don’t move far, but
they generally move.
Let’s look at 3 different bodies of water
and how fish deal with the boat pressure.
1.) Rivers - Rivers are generally
packed on the weekends, especially
when the Walleyes and Sauger are biting.
Having won a lot of river tournaments,
my partners and I have a simple system
to locate fish that have been moved from
a stretch of river that has been hit hard.
We don’t change our presentations that
have been working. We move, not far,
but we move. The first move is usually
downstream. Try starting your trolling
pass about 300 to 400 yards down from
where you last contacted fish. If you hit
one right away, move a little farther down
on your next pass. If we make a couple
of passes downstream without a hit, we
move to the other side, directly across
from where we were hitting them before.

Ready to Launch
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Still no fish contacted? The next move is
upstream of the pack. This is a long shot,
but it does happen. Like I said, we move.
We don’t change the depth we are fishing
or the presentation. If we still have not
found them, we go back to the area we
started and make a shallow pass. If we
still have not found them, we move to the
channel and make a deep pass. I will bet
you find the fish in one of these places.
Just like us, fish don’t have to move far to
avoid pressure, but you do have to move.
2.) Large Open Lakes - Powerton
would be a prime example, along with
any of the open rocky power plant lakes in
the state. These types of lakes are really
simple. Take a look around after you get
in the water. You will most likely see a
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parade of boats on every shore line. Since
the shore line is the main source of cover
in this type of lake, it will get pounded
heavily. The fish don’t have a lot of moves
available to them, so it is simple. Move
about 30 to 40 feet off the shore line.
Remember, the fish were using the shore
line for cover, so when they move off,
they will be using the bottom for cover.
Therefore, we must move to a little heavier
jig or a deeper crankbait to contact these
fish. Don’t change the color you were
getting them on, just move a little deeper.
When the boat pressure lightens up, the
fish will move back shallow to hug the
cover again, so go back to the shallower
cranks and lighter jigs. Having a big
Tracker boat with a lot of rod storage, I
try to keep three crankbait rods and three
jig rods with different depth cranks and
different weight jigs at the ready.
3.) Shallow Lakes - Shallow lakes
or lakes that resemble one big flat are
probably the hardest to consistently
produce fish when there is a lot of boat
pressure. The main thing to remember
when fishing these types of lakes is the
cover is everywhere, the shoreline, the
main basin, and even the fingers. Cover
is the key. For instance, you have been
hitting fish on the shoreline or over open

water flats. As soon as boats hit the
water, the fish disappear. Once again,
they will move away from the pressure but
there are boats everywhere, so where can
the fish go? They go to the cover. Bass,
Muskies, and even Walleyes will move
deep into the cover. Most of these types
of lakes will have large dense cover areas.
They may be pads, cabbage, or wood.
These will be the key areas we need to
get into. I don’t mean fish the edges but
get in the mess. Choose baits that are
tailored for these areas. A lot of the time,
you can stay with the same baits. You just
can’t cast as far, and you have to be a lot
more accurate with your cast. I may have
been using a crankbait, working it back to
the boat very slowly in the open water. I
stay with the same crankbait in the cover,
but usually give the bait a lot more erratic
action. Since a fish does not get long to
look at the bait, I want the bait to look as if
it is going to get away if the fish does not
eat it now. This is often a reaction strike,
so we need to keep all of our hooks very
sharp. In fact, I will often upgrade those
hooks to the next size larger in hopes of
getting a better hookset. Another way to
fish these big open flats is by getting the
baits out away from the boat. The best
way to do this is by trolling with boards.

I use the Off-Shore Tackle in-line board.
This board is designed to work without
a mast, so anyone can use it for trolling
with a little practice. I always go to the
boards if I don’t contact the fish in the
cover because sometimes the fish don’t
hit the cover when pressured, they just
scatter out all over the lake. The boards
let me cover vast amounts of water in
a short time. This makes my job a little
easier locating the scattered fish. Another
way to keep these pressured fish biting is
by keeping with the same type of bait but
upsizing or downsizing. For example, let’s
say I have been catching fish all week on
1 oz. rattle baits. The weekend comes,
and there are now 25 boats fishing the
flat using 1 oz rattle baits. I don’t move
to the cover until I know the fish have, so I
will start by switching to either a ½ oz bait
or upgrade to an even larger bait or even
switch brands. Even though the baits are
similar in size, they give off a different
sound and vibration. Sometimes, this is
all it takes for them to turn back on.
Don’t get your panties in a bunch
next time your favorite spot is packed
with boats. Use this to your advantage.
Most people say, “They just aren’t biting
today.” I beg to differ. Most of the time,
they are still there, and they are still
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biting. Just keep an open mind and fish
the fishermen, not the fish!! Like my old
buddy, Bob Johnson, used to say, “WE
GOT ‘EM TRAPPED UNDER WATER AND
THEY HAVE TO EAT!”
We had great ice out and spring
Muskie fishing this year. My clients and
I hooked a lot of Muskies. The biggest
topping the scales at just over 30 pounds.
The big females are off the spawn and
hungry, so if you want one last shot at
them before the water gets too warm and
we shut down, give me a call at 309-2678309, or by e-mail at trolling@mtco.com.
THE BUCKTAIL BITE IS ON!!!
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SURECAN INTRODUCES
DUCKS UNLIMITED GAS CAN

Patented spill-proof design is DOT, EPA and
CARB certified

MEMPHIS, TN – SureCan Inc. introduces their new
Ducks Unlimited Edition gas can product line built
for the outdoor enthusiast with innovative spill-proof
technology. It’s the first gas can of its kind with DU’s
Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades camo pattern.
The DU SureCan features a rotating spout and
thumb release trigger which allows the flow of fuel
from the bottom of the can, so gravity does the work.
SureCan prevents awkward lifting or tipping of
the fuel can to dispense fuel, keeping you from spilling
gas on your hands or feet. SureCan vents under the
safety trigger release handle, which provides for a
smooth flow of fuel during the dispensing process.
SureCan is designed for durability. The handle
provides a comfortable grip during use and the fuel
can comes with a one-year warranty.
“The Ducks Unlimited Edition SureCan is perfect
for waterfowlers who depend on their machines to get
them to and from their blinds, so having an easier to
use gas can that won’t leave them smelling like gas is
a no brainer,” said Trent Woolsey, SureCan’s director
of marketing. “The patented flexible rotating spout and
thumb button make SureCan the safest, easiest to use,
and most convenient gas can on the market.”
SureCan has been certified by the DOT,
EPA, California Air Resources Board (CARB) and
Underwriters Laboratory of Canada.
“SureCan is a great fit for our Ducks Unlimited
Corporate Partner Program,” said Jeremy Smith,
DU’s director of corporate relations. “The design of
this can is impressive and you can tell protecting the
environment is a top priority for SureCan. Making
these cans an DU Official Licensed Product makes
perfect sense. This innovative can will help protect
our natural resources as well as allow consumers to
directly benefit DU’s wetlands conservation mission
with each purchase.”

SureCan’s Ducks Unlimited
Edition gas can is currently
available in a 5-gallon (18.93
liters) size with the 2-plus gallon
(8.33 liters) can available soon.
For more information or
to order the SureCan Ducks
Unlimited Edition, call 801-8270500 or visit www.surecanusa.
com/ducks unlimited.
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RED EAR FLYFISHING

By Kevin Wright

When it comes to fly fishing for panfish
it is the bluegill that typically comes
to mind. Not they are easier to catch,
especially if you are after the big bulls,
it’s the access to the fish, making them
an easier target. There is one member
however that gets less attention because
they are more difficult to catch, especially
with a fly rod.
What do we know about the redear? Well, first and foremost they are
lovers of deep water. This very fact is one
of the determining factors why many fly
fishermen do not target the red-ear. Most
would rather chase bluegill, a much easier,
shallow water target. Techniques are also
easier and the gear simpler.
There are times when you can catch
red-ear in shallower water, that being
in the spring when some will mix with
bluegill during the spawn. Red-ears prefer
to spawn in water deeper than bluegill but
often times will mix in when the bluegills
come to shore.
The spring will often be the only time
that you will catch red-ears on the surface.

Rarely will they take a surface fly or popper
but during the spring it is possible to nab a
few when your main target are bluegills.
Since red-ears, or shellcrackers as
they are often known (for there love of
snails which they are able to crush the
shells with specialized “teeth” on their
gills arches) love the deeper water, a
simple floating line is often out of the
question. You have to get the fly to the fish
and that calls for a full sinking line. Sinking
tips with long leaders will work depending
on the depth of the fish as sinking tip can
get your fly down several feet but a full
sinking will get better results.
Full sinking lines have various speeds
in which they will sink. In many deep lakes
and ponds a faster sinking line will get the
fly down quicker. These of course will be
more difficult if you are fishing waters with
heavy vegetation.
We have already disclosed that
shellcrackers love snails, making them one of
their primary food sources. But they also love
a variety of other food sources like snails,
worms etc. So, there is no need to try some

kind of snail fly for targeting red-ears.
Bait fishermen love using red worms
for deep water red-ears. With that in mind
one of my favorite flies is the San Juan
worm. It won’t have that wiggly gob of
worm effect, but it does resemble a worm.
Look for the fish to hit on the drop and work
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it back slow. Blank ants with a spot of red
are also attractive as are cricket imitations.
Not many fly fishermen specifically
target red-ears, but it can be done. Just
remember that they are lovers of the deep
and that you will have to make a few changes
from your typical shallow water techniques.
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AM I WORTHY?

By: David Herschelman
My right eye fixed
on the bead at the
end of the ventilated
rib was solid. In slow motion a red tinged
head appeared over the apex of the ridge
only twelve yards distant but it vertically
paralleled and was partially blocked by the
small diameter tree between us! At this
distance any impediment to the shot charge
would ruin my pattern, he moved slightly to
his left blocking his head in entirety! Should
I risk movement? No – at this distance any
movement would be noticed, and his head
would disappear for good!
Two days earlier my set up was on
the edge of a timber patch bordering a
cut cornfield. This location had produced
many birds over the years and was my
first choice this morning. My tree calls
elicited a booming gobble from the giant
valley to my East. It sure sounded like
my old nemesis from last season when I
succumbed to defeat over many attempts
to gain success over this old Monarch!
Sure enough, he moved away to the
North announcing his intention as he
moved! No need to call any further, he
probably recognized my mouth diaphragm
induced noise. I should have used a
call never previously worked even if it
were over a year ago since he had heard
my calling. I waited until quitting time
with no success but thoroughly enjoying
the morning activity. “Give up and go
elsewhere tomorrow morning where
success would be easier to obtain.” I
thought. Far too ignorant to admit my lack

of skill, I vowed to return the next morning.
The next morning, I was in the same field
waiting to hear his gobble. Cloudy and
windy conditions were not to my liking but
still the eagerness to do battle was driving
me on! Nothing for what seemed like an
eternity. Finally, I broke and gave out a
loud series of yelps with another mouth
call than previously used. A gobble broke
through the wind giving away his location.
I crawled and climbed over the downed
locust trees and ravines eroded on the
steep hillside separating us in an attempt
to be in position if his lady friend elected
to bring him in a southerly direction a
fifty-percent chance! Remarkably, I got
to within one hundred yards of them and
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decided to move no further. His gobbles
then sounded further away and once again
I was dejected. I crept further to the north
but decided to wait for the duration if he
elected to backtrack in this deep valley.
At noon, surrender was again
accepted, and I climbed the steep hill
out of the valley. Smart enough to enter
any field slowly – I was rewarded with
the sight of my antagonist in full strut
not more than seventy yards distant
with the sun now highlighting his skills
in choreography practiced to perfection.
Was he alone? No hen was visible but
surely, he would not put on a show alone?
I dropped down and got ready – hoping for
good luck! The magnificent bird swayed
back and forth as he reduced the distance.
He seemed vulnerable but due to maturity
on my part – the distance was not within
my range of confidence and I withheld my
shot. He left my line of sight. I panicked
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and let out a loud mating cackle but was
rewarded with a gobble from a distance
confirming my defeat again!
The next morning, I would be in
the valley hidden well before dark and I
vowed no call would emanate from my
person for the duration of the hunt. The
overnight Northeast wind was not to my
liking, but it was not strong enough to
alter my birds’ roosting pattern, or was
it? Leaning up against a tree ready for
action the tree call of a hen was heard
only yards away. Great, where is my Boy?
Suddenly, his voice boomed from across
the valley on the hillside protecting him
from the wind! He would surely come
to this hen behind me and I would be in
perfect position! After an eternity, he
left his roost and began strutting on the
clear wooded hillside across the valley.
Thereafter, he left in an Easterly direction
away from me in true to his nature form!
Knowing better, a stalk was initiated –
up the clean wooded hillside to near the
top – I could make out his gobble in the
field to the east and then his movement
to the north. I slipped below the lip of the
drop off and followed his gobble. I made
the prediction he would move back to the
west in the valley he occupied leading
back to my original hiding place. I silently
slipped ahead and below his line of sight
awaiting his next gobble to triangulate my
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ambush to perfection!
Using a tree for breakup and lying
on the ground with barrel in position, I
waited!
Back to my earlier description, with
his head hidden – I knew he had eyes
to see around trees and I was sweating
like a convicted petty criminal being
sentenced to a week-long “Mother-InLaw” Convention! Would I be defeated
again after such a rich opportunity! Still
I held! He moved revealing his head
clearly – the brain to trigger pull request
seemed in slow motion when finally, the
charge initiated ending his reign! A tinge
of remorse was felt over this finality – he
had earned my ultimate respect!

Dawnna Beason with a nice Illinois River Catfish
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HOOAH! DEER HUNTS FOR HEROES 2018
EVERGREEN LAKE FISHING OUTING.
By: Bob Park

The local organization, HOOAH (
Healing Of Our American Heroes ) sponsors
numerous events throughout each year
focusing on providing Outdoors related
activities for wounded American Soldiers at
no cost to the Soldier. These activities help
these soldiers heal Mentally and Physically
via the outdoors. All the activities are

carefully coordinated to best suit the needs
of the participating Soldiers by enabling
them to adjust to their individual limitations
and allow them to participate to the fullest
extent to overcome the limitations their
wounds have imposed upon them. This
helps the Soldiers to build self-confidence
and increase their physical strength thus

HOOAH 2018
AUTOMOTIVE • TRUCKS • BOATS
Computerized Diagnostics

allowing them to heal by exposure to
the outdoors which encourages mental,
physical and spiritual wellness.
All transportation, lodging, licensing,
tags, food and specialized equipment is
provided at no cost for all events. No hunting
or fishing experience is necessary as the
Soldiers are paired up with experienced
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guides who walk them through every step of
the way and end up with great friendships
being made. This year’s 2018 fishing outing
on Evergreen Lake was held May 8-11 and
dedicated to the memory of SGT Joshua P.
Rodgers the local Soldier from Bloomington
who lost his life in service of our Country
while deployed in Afghanistan in 2017.
Deb Park, a member of ASO Magazine staff
had decided several months ago to make
and donate a handmade quilt to HOOAH
to be raffled as a fund raising item for the
organization. This quilt ended up being
dedicated in honor of SGT Rodgers and was
going to be given to the Soldier’s Mother

Deb Park and SGT Rodgers parents and quilt
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Quilt Label
at the Meet and Greet Dinner held Tuesday
evening May 8th.
A special quilt label was created and
attached to the quilt prior to presentation
and Deb was on hand to personally gift
the quilt to SGT Rodger’s Mother Vonda
Rodgers. As can be expected it was a very
emotional moment for both women, as well
as all present!
There were 11 Soldiers honored at this
year’s Fishing outing and each was paired
with a local fisherman who donated the use
of his boat and time guiding the Soldiers
for three days of fishing on Evergreen Lake
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HOOAH Soldiers
in a kind of Tournament style format. After
all, Soldiers and Fishermen all love a bit
of friendly competition! All the rods, reels
and tackle were donated for these Heroes
to use and keep as well! A good time was
had by all and several hundred pounds of
Crappies were caught and filleted and
sent home with the Soldiers following the
outing. Wednesday night there was a fish
fry for all involved and another dinner was
attended by all again on Thursday night
following day two of the “Tournament.”
Friday afternoon featured an Awards
Banquet with the final weigh-in results and

more fellowship and comradery before the
Soldiers flew home to their families.
I personally had the opportunity to
accompany my wife Deb to the Wednesday
night fish fry and being an Army Veteran
myself, it was an honor to interact, meet
and talk with the wonderful and brave men,
who have given so much for our Country
and asked nothing in return. There will be
four more outings in the coming months
at various locations throughout Illinois for
more fishing, and hunting opportunities for
these Wounded Heroes. Anyone wishing to

donate their time, merchandise, or financial
assistance can contact coordinator Tom
Huffington at 309-830-3313, online at
Hooahdeerhuntforheroes.com, or by email
at HOOAHDeerHuntforHeroes@aol.com, or
you can reach them by mail at:
HOOAH Deer Hunt for Heroes
PO Box 351 • Stanford, IL 61774
This is a great organization doing great
things in honor of those who have made
great sacrifices so that we can all live free
in this the greatest Country on Earth.
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GOOD HUNTING BOOTS CAN
MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE
By Jason Houser

There are a lot of things that can make
or break a hunt. Many hunters think of shot
placement, how the guide service was,
weather and more. Many do not take into
consideration what hunting boot they are
wearing on their feet.
I recently returned from a public
land hunt at Land Between the Lakes in
Kentucky near Kentucky Lake. To say
that good footwear was important is an
understatement.
I can only guess how many miles we
walked in the days it took for me to fill my
Kentucky turkey tag. And, it was no walk in
the park either. On this hunt I chose to wear a
pair of Renegade GTX Mid from LOWA boots.
We did a lot of running and gunning
to get on the birds. Walking over uneven
terrain, crossing small streams, and
experiencing mild temperatures, these
boots were perfect.
Normally, I like to break my boots in
before trekking through the woods miles
from another pair of boots. Not doing so is
only asking for sore feet and blisters.

After trying these boots on for the first
time, I felt comfortable enough to wear
them hunting the next day. Weighing in
at 2.44 pounds, these leather boots proved
their weight in gold as we were on all feet
all day long, day after day.
So, how does LOWA explain the
Renegade boot? “Since 1997, the Renegade’s
acclaimed fit, comfort and versatility have
set the benchmark for multifunction boots,
winning millions of fans who’ve worn
Renegades for practically every outdoor
activity, including hunting in moderate
terrain. With our signature DuraPU™ midsole,
MONOWRAP® frame construction and a
full-length stabilizer for stability and support
underfoot, Derby cut vamp design for an easy,
accommodating fit and a VIBRAM® Evo
sole for sure-footed traction, it’s no wonder
that the Renegade GTX® Mid has been our
best-selling style for over 20 years. Durably
waterproof/breathable.”
The hunt finally came to a success when
I set up on the edge of field to intercept
where I thought one gobbler was about to
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stick his head in the open. To my surprise,
not one gobbler came out of the wood line,
but eight of them.
After the gobblers seen the decoys, they
made a mad dash to meet the new ladies in
the area. That proved to be a fatal mistake.
Lining up the crosshairs of the Hawke
crossbow scope, I settled the scope for a
30-yard shot and squeezed the trigger of my
PSE Fang LT. With a thud, the gobbler took a
direct hit, and died almost instantly.
A lot of things went into making this
hunt a success. Pre-scouting, quality turkey
habitat, good calls and decoys are normally
what hunters think of when it comes to
being a successful turkey hunter. But, first
and foremost you need to protect your feet
or you will not be on them long enough to

get a shot off.
There are a lot of quality boots on the
market for hunting. Depending on your
needs, maybe a pair of rubber boots might
be better suited in wet conditions, insulated
boots in extreme cold, or a boot with good
stability when hunting in moderate terrain.
Do your homework to find out what is best
for you, then research the different boots
that fit your needs.

The Renegade GTX Mid from
LOWA fit the author’s need on this
turkey hunt.

The author managed to take this nice
gobbler while hunting near Kentucky
Lake using his PSE Fang LT
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This report represents some events
the OLE handled over the weeks of
Dec. 16-31, 2017; however, it does
not include all actions taken by the
Office of Law Enforcement.
Northwest Zone – Captain Laura Petreikis
District 1 – Sgt. Tony Petreikis (Counties:
Carroll, Henry, JoDaviess, Lee, Mercer,
Ogle, Rock Island, Stephenson & Whiteside)
CARROLL COUNTY
While conducting compliance checks on ice
fishermen on Pool 13 of the Mississippi River,
CPO Palumbo discovered a Freeport fisherman
fishing without his fishing license in possession.
The subject was also wanted on a failure to
appear warrant, and he was placed under arrest.
JODAVIESS COUNTY
CPO Beltran cited a man from Cook County for
the unlawful take of a white-tailed deer. The
investigation stemmed from a bullet found in
the carcass of the deer at a local meat locker.
The deer was tagged with an archery tag.
OGLE COUNTY
CPO Beltran investigated an Oregon, Illinois
man for not properly checking in his deer during

the firearm deer season. It was discovered the
man had killed two deer and had only one tag.
He went to the store and purchased a second
tag after the kill. The man was issued a
citation and three warnings for the violations.
District 6 – Sgt. Phil Wire (Counties:
Boone, Bureau, DeKalb, LaSalle, Putnam
& Winnebago)
DEKALB COUNTY
CPO Murry got a report of individuals snagging
fish below the Morgan Street Bridge in
Rockford. CPO Murry observed the snagging
violation; and while approaching the violators,
one subsequently snagged a small catfish. The
individuals had two fish on a stringer that had
already been illegally taken. Both individuals
were cited for the offense, and their fishing
equipment seized as evidence.
LASALLE COUNTY
CPO Filipiak was informed of an individual
archery hunting on the complainant’s property.
The individual was identified and arrested for
trespassing and hunting without permission.
CPO Kaufman conducted a night patrol in
Starved Rock State Park. He had been informed
by park security that during the previous night
several individuals were hiking the trails after
dark. Everyone must be off the trails by dark.
While on patrol, CPO Kaufman saw moving
lights coming toward him. The group was a
family with two small children, and they had
gotten very lost on the trails. They were using
the flashlight on their cell phones to find their
way through the darkness. CPO Kaufman
escorted the family back to their vehicle. No
enforcement action was taken.
District 7 – Sgt. Scott Avery (Counties:
Fulton, Henderson, Knox, Marshall,
McDonough, Peoria, Stark, Tazewell,
Warren & Woodford)

TOM’S GUN SHOPPE INC.
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HENDERSON COUNTY
CPO Reid responded to a call about an owl
entangled in trout line string. It took CPO Reid
over an hour to carefully remove all the string
from the owl’s body and talons. The owl was
surprisingly cooperative during its rescue, and
it did not attempt to resist.
TAZEWELL COUNTY
CPOs Van Zant, Gerrard, and Lazzell arrested
three subjects for transporting uncased firearms
in a vehicle, furbearer hunting during the closed
season, and hunting without permission.
District 9 – Sgt. Eric Myers (Counties:
Adams, Brown, Calhoun, Greene, Hancock,
Jersey, Macoupin, Pike & Schuyler)
PIKE COUNTY
CPO Weishaupt conducted deer enforcement.
Two deer hunters from Arkansas were checked,
and neither hunter had signed deer permits.
One of the subjects was wearing a blaze orange
camo hat. Written warnings were issued.
SCHUYLER COUNTY
No activity reported for this county.
District 10 – Sgt. Chris Stone (Counties:
Cass, Christian, Logan, Mason, Menard,
Morgan, Sangamon & Scott)
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
CPO Barnes investigated the illegal take of an
all-white deer, and an Edinburg subject was
cited for the violation.
CPO Snodgrass investigated the unlawful
take of a white-tailed deer. He found that
the subject had taken a deer without a valid
firearm deer permit. Appropriate enforcement
action was taken.
SANGAMON COUNTY
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CPO
Snodgrass
conducted
waterfowl
enforcement. A compliance check was conducted
with a group of hunters, and it was found one
subject did not possess a valid HIP certification.
He was issued a written warning for the violation.
Northeast Zone – Captain Brett Scroggins
District 2 – Sgt. Eric Schreiber (Counties:
Kane, Lake & McHenry)
KANE COUNTY
CPO Davis arrested a male subject on nine
counts of falsification of records. The subject
created a fictitious point of sale account to
circumvent a child support block. Three deer
were illegally harvested.
LAKE COUNTY
While checking pheasant hunters at Chain
O’Lakes State Park, CPO Winters came across
a subject who was unlawfully hunting with a
shotgun capable of holding more than three
shells. The subject was issued a citation.
CPO Kelley cited a Wyoming resident for
hunting over bait. The man was attempting to
use pumpkin as bait but had not completely
removed the bait before hunting the stand.
MCHENRY COUNTY
While kayaking down the Lower Fox River, CPO
Knop observed several groups of waterfowl
hunters. Compliance checks were done; and
one of the hunters, who was not a resident of
Illinois, did not have the required nonresident
hunting license, state waterfowl stamp, or HIP.
CPOs Davis and Kelley cited a hunter for
shooting over the roadway. The shotgun shell
wad landed approximately 10 feet from the
squad parked on the roadway.
District 3 – Sgt. Dave Wollgast (Counties:

217.376.3344
SW Lincoln • Emden, IL
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Owner: Terry Roberts • Over 18 Years!
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Police . . . continued
Grundy, Kankakee, Kendall & Will)
GRUNDY COUNTY
Sgt. Wollgast found a group of waterfowl
hunters on Heidecke Lake who were failing to
keep separate limits of ducks. The importance
of keeping separate limits was explained to
the inexperienced waterfowl hunters. Two
days later, CPO Anderson checked the same
group of hunters on Heidecke Lake, and one
of the hunters was found to be over his limit
of mergansers. Enforcement action was taken.
WILL COUNTY
CPO Reid checked a group of waterfowl
hunters in a cut bean field. During the contact,
CPO Reid noticed a significant amount of
whole kernel corn scattered throughout the
decoy spread in front of the blind. Citations
were issued for waterfowl hunting over bait.
It was also later determined the hunters
unlawfully received permission from the
farmer to hunt, despite the actual property
owner’s wishes. Written warnings for hunting
without permission were also issued.
CPO Reid stopped an individual that was
hunting small game along a BNSF railroad track
right-of-way. The hunter claimed he believed
the railroad tracks were “public property.”
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Enforcement action was taken for hunting
without permission, and the hunter was given
information on public land hunting in the area.
CPO Reid investigated the unlawful take of
two white-tailed deer. It was determined
both deer were shot without permission from
private property, across property lines. One
deer was also taken without a valid permit,
and the other deer was not properly reported.
Citations were issued for deer hunting without
a permit and unlawful take. Written warnings
were also issued for failure to report and
hunting without permission.
District 4 – Sgt. Jed Whitchurch (Counties:
Cook & DuPage)
COOK COUNTY
CPO Ausmus conducted sport fishing
compliance checks along Lake Michigan
harbors. He cited two Chicago men for an over
limit of perch and issued a written warning for
fishing without a license.
CPO Ausmus conducted sport fishing
compliance checks at Navy Pier. CPO Ausmus
cited a Chicago man for unlawful possession
of an over limit of yellow perch. The angler had
19 yellow perch and was still fishing.
CPO Ausmus checked a female from Downers
Grove and a male from Elgin while they were
fishing at Navy Pier. They were found to have 38

yellow perch in their bucket, and the female did
not have a valid fishing license. The female was
cited for the license violation, and the male was
cited for the over limit of perch. All fish were
seized and released back into Lake Michigan.
CPO Stanbary conducted fish enforcement
along the Lake Michigan shore. Four written
warnings were issued to fishermen for no
fishing license in possession.
CPO Stanbary cited two fishermen along Lake
Michigan at the North Slip for an over limit of
perch. The two fishermen had a bucket that
contained 46 perch. The two could only legally
possess 30 perch.
CPO Stanbary located a fisherman at Navy
Pier who was over his daily limit on perch.
During the compliance check, the fisherman
started throwing fish into the water. The CPO
stopped the fisherman and retained the rest of
his creel. The man was nine fish over his limit,
and a citation was issued. The extra catch was
released back into Lake Michigan.
CPOs Thornley and Snodgrass conducted
sport fish enforcement at the North Slip in
Lake Michigan. CPO Thornley observed a
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man, fishing with a pole and a white bucket
at his side. CPO Thornley asked the fisherman
how many fish he had caught. The fisherman
stated he was going to throw the smaller
ones back when done. CPO Thornley advised
it was illegal to do that and inspected the
white bucket. Several smaller sized fish were
in the bucket. CPO Thornley counted the perch
and determined the fisherman had retained
49 yellow perch. The fisherman was issued
multiple citations for the unlawful over limit of
yellow perch, and he was issued a civil penalty
of $136. The fish were seized, photographed,
and returned to Lake Michigan.
CPO Thornley completed a fish compliance
check of an individual on the west side of South
Lake Shore Drive. The man was walking with
a pole and a white bucket in his hand. CPO
Thornley asked the fisherman how many fish he
had caught, and he said he caught a few. CPO
Thornley asked the fisherman where his fish
were located. The fisherman pointed to the back
seat of his white Toyota, and he opened the door
to retrieve the bucket. CPO Thornley observed
several smaller sized fish in the bucket. As CPO
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Thornley was speaking with the fisherman, he
saw the same style bucket through the glass
of the hatchback. CPO Thornley asked the
fisherman if he had any fish in the bucket located
in the trunk. The fisherman stated, “no.” CPO
Thornley requested the fisherman remove the
bucket from the trunk so he could inspect it for
fish. CPO Thornley removed the lid of the second
bucket and discovered it also contained fish. CPO
Thornley counted the perch and determined the
fisherman had 65 perch. CPO Thornley advised
the fisherman he was 50 over the daily legal limit
of 15 perch. The fisherman was issued multiple
citations for over the limit of perch, and he was
issued $200 civil penalty. The fish were seized
and returned to Lake Michigan.
CPO Thornley was completing a fish compliance
check of an individual on the east side of South
Lake Shore Drive when he noticed a man
walking south on the sidewalk wearing a black
jacket and carrying a white bucket with a yellow
rope in both hands. A few minutes later, CPO
Thornley noticed the man returning to the slip
area with the same bucket, but it was empty.
After completing his compliance check, CPO
Thornley received a call from CPO Stanbary.
CPO Stanbary stated a fisherman walked up to
him and reported a man wearing a black jacket
and carrying a white bucket had been making
several trips to his vehicle. The fisherman in the
black jacket left the slip area and walked past the
CPO’s squad. The fisherman walked to a silver
Toyota van. CPOs Stanbary and Thornley walked
behind the fisherman. The fisherman opened
the front passenger door and placed the white
bucket on the floorboard. A compliance check

was initiated, and the fisherman was asked how
many fish he had caught. The fisherman stated,
“a few”. He then removed the bucket from his
vehicle. The bucket contained five yellow perch.
As CPO Stanbary was talking to the fisherman,
CPO Thornley observed a blue cooler on the
floorboard in the back of the van. CPO Thornley
asked the fisherman to remove the cooler so he
could inspect it for fish. The cooler was half full of
water and contained several yellow perch. CPO
Thornley counted the fish, and it was determined
the fisherman retained 38 yellow perch. The
fisherman was issued two citations for over limit
of perch and was issued a $92 civil penalty. The
fish were seized, photographed, and returned to
Lake Michigan.
District 19 – Sgt. John Williamson
(Counties: Champaign, DeWitt, Ford,
Iroquois, Livingston, Macon, McLean,
Piatt & Vermilion)
DEWITT COUNTY
Sgt. Williamson was patrolling the Weldon
Access area of Clinton Lake when he observed
a truck parked in a no hunting area. As he
approached the truck, he saw a man standing
outside the truck at the driver’s door. The
man opened the back door, leaned inside,
then closed the back door of the truck. Upon
approach, Sgt. Williamson asked the man
what was in the backseat. The man stated,
“nothing.” Sgt. Williamson asked to see in
the backseat of the truck, and the man opened
the door. Sgt. Williamson asked if he had a
weapon, and the man stated he did. The man
moved a plastic tote that brought a cocked,
uncased crossbow into view. When asked
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about the crossbow, the Gibson City man
stated he was getting dressed out of the wind
and cocked the crossbow before putting on
his heavy clothes. He stated he knew it was
wrong, but he was just going to drive a couple
hundred yards after it was cocked. A written
warning was issued.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
CPOs Sanford and Wright conducted a deer
permit investigation. One individual was
found to have tagged multiple deer with
another’s permit. The individual was issued
three citations and five written warnings for
the violations. Another individual was issued
a written warning for allowing another to use
their firearm deer permit.
LIVINGSTON COUNTY
CPO Graden responded to a personal injury
hunting accident. The deer hunter fell
approximately 16 feet to the ground from a
lock-on tree stand after the cables broke and
caused the platform to fall out from under him.
He was wearing a safety harness at the time of
the accident; however, the accident occurred
as he was climbing onto the stand’s platform.
He had not secured his safety harness to
the tree prior to the accident. The tree stand
was old and exhibited penetrating rust on
the platform, frame, and support cables. The
hunter sustained a broken left foot.
VERMILION COUNTY
CPOs Sanford and Cottrell located two
individuals rabbit hunting without permission
of the landowner. The individuals were issued
citations for the violation. Three written
warnings were issued for other violations of
the Illinois Wildlife Code.
CPO Cottrell cited a Danville resident for
upland game hunting without permission of
the landowner. He received a complaint that
the person had done this for multiple years,
and the hunter had received prior warnings.
South Zone – Captain Jim Mayes District
11 – Sgt. Brian McReynolds (Counties:
Clark, Coles, Cumberland, Douglas,
Edgar, Moultrie & Shelby)
MOULTRIE COUNTY
CPO Greuel cited an Aurora man for fishing in
a restricted area from a boat below the Lake
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Shelbyville Dam on the Kaskaskia River.
Sgt. McReynolds and CPO Greuel responded to
the report of a missing/overdue waterfowl hunter
on Lake Shelbyville. The subject was located and
was uninjured. The subject’s cell phone ceased
operation due to the cold weather.
SHELBY COUNTY
CPO Barnes cited a Moweaqua subject for
failure to check traps every calendar day. The
trap was left unchecked for five days.
CPO Barnes investigated the destruction of a
trap line. After a lengthy investigation, CPO
Barnes issued a written warning to a family
member of the trapper; and the family member
paid for the replacement of the damaged traps.
While conducting compliance checks for
waterfowl hunters, CPO Mieure issued a
Sullivan man and a Greenup man two citations
for unlawfully hunting geese over a baited field.
Both men admitted to placing ears of corn among
their decoy spread. Photos were taken of the
baited area, and a field report was submitted.
District 13 – Sgt. Eric Manker (Counties: Bond,
Clinton, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery,
Randolph, St. Clair & Washington)
MADISON COUNTY
CPO French arrested a subject for unlawful
take of a nine-point buck.
MONROE COUNTY
CPO Schachner handled a theft case involving
a ground blind and some miscellaneous items.
The perpetrator was caught on the victim’s
trail camera the night of the theft. During the
investigation, the ground blind was located
lying on the suspect’s porch. The subject was
not at home, but he later denied stealing the
ground blind. Theft charges are pending.
CPO Schachner handled a complaint regarding
dogs running deer. A local landowner and
his young son have had multiple deer hunts
ruined by a neighbor’s dogs chasing the deer
off their property as they hunted. Several
other area landowners/hunters have also
complained about the same dogs roaming and
chasing turkeys and deer. The owners of the
dogs were warned by CPO Schachner on two
separate occasions (several months apart)
about allowing their dogs to chase deer. At
the time of the second visit, one of the dog
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Police . . . continued
owners was also cited for criminal trespass to
real property. The third visit to the dog owners
by CPO Schachner resulted in another citation
for allowing dogs to pursue/harass deer.
District 14 – Sgt. Jeff Cariens (Counties:
Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin,
Jefferson, Pope, Saline & White)
FRANKLIN COUNTY
CPO Lay investigated a hunting without
permission case which led to the hunter having
his FOID card disqualified/revoked after it was
learned he had a criminal history arrest in
another state involving a mental impairment.
JEFFERSON COUNTY
CPO Folden checked several groups of duck
hunters on Ten Mile Creek State Fish and
Wildlife Area. One subject was observed
transporting an uncased firearm on a boat
while returning to the boat ramp. CPO Folden
issued one citation for the infraction.
CPOs Folden and Williams responded to a
report by hunters and site staff of people
hunting the Rend Lake Wildlife Management
Area Waterfowl Refuge. Upon arrival, five
subjects were located returning to their trucks
that were parked on the Refuge. Four of the
subjects had been hunting and advised they
had used Google Maps the night before to
find a good spot to hunt at Rend Lake. It was
discovered that one shotgun was unplugged,
and two of the hunters did not possess
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hunting licenses or waterfowl stamps. The
remaining two did not have state or federal
waterfowl stamps. Despite their choice of
hunting location, the group had not taken any
waterfowl during the hunt. Citations were
issued, including unlawful possession of a gun
in a refuge and unlawful entry into the Rend
Lake Refuge. Four shotguns were seized.
POPE COUNTY
While conducting deer enforcement during the
second shotgun deer season, CPOs Johnson
and Somers identified a truck with Georgia
plates. CPO Johnson located a hunter and
asked if any other hunters were hunting the
area. The hunter named the Georgia subject.
CPO Johnson has received multiple complaints
over the years regarding that same subject
hunting with a rifle. In the past five years,
CPO Johnson has cited the subject for hunting
without permission and accessory charges
to the unlawful take of deer. The subject
was in possession of a shotgun during each
of those checks. Upon further investigation,
CPO Johnson encountered the subject quickly
walking across a field without a gun. CPO
Johnson observed the subject to be nervous
and advised the subject to take him to the
location of the rifle. The subject eventually
agreed and took him to a location of hidden
cased gun. CPO Johnson unzipped the case
and found a fully loaded Browning .30-06 rifle.
The subject was cited for no blaze orange and
hunting deer with a rifle.
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CPO Buhnerkempe received a trespass
CPO Johnson received a call of a subject
complaint from a hunter who found a duck
shooting deer with a pistol from a truck.
blind on his lease. After investigating the
CPO Johnson got a description of the truck
incident, CPO Buhnerkempe located the blind.
and located it at a nearby deer camp. CPO
Several illegal traps were also found on the
Johnson obtained a full confession and seized
property. The blind and traps belonged to a
a Smith and Wesson 9mm pistol. The subject
juvenile from a nearby residence. The father
was cited for hunting from the truck, hunting
of the juvenile was cited for hunting without
from the roadway, having an uncased gun in
permission and trapping with no trapping
a vehicle, hunting more than 30 minutes after
license (parental responsibility). The juvenile
legal hours, unlawful attempt to take antlered
received two written warnings.
deer, and hunting without a deer permit.
CPO Roper received a trapping complaint.
SALINE COUNTY
Upon investigating the complaint, several
CPO Diggins issued one written warning for expired
trapping violations were discovered. CPO
registration, one written warning for failure to
complete daily logs for forest transportation, and
Roper observed several land set traps sitting
directly next to exposed animal carcasses.
four written warnings for speeding violations. He
One of the foot hold traps had no identification
also issued one salvage tag.
tag affixed to the trap. An illegal snare trap
District 15 – Sgt. Dave Hyatt (Counties:
was also discovered. CPO Roper issued two
Clay, Crawford, Edwards, Effingham,
citations and one written warning to the
Fayette, Jasper, Lawrence, Marion
trapper. The illegal snare was seized.
Richland, Wabash & Wayne)
District 16 – Sgt. Kris Taylor (Counties:
FAYETTE COUNTY
An Ohio resident pled guilty to multiple
Alexander, Jackson, Johnson, Massac,
Perry, Pulaski, Union & Williamson)
wildlife violations, including failure to retrieve
WILLIAMSON COUNTY
waterfowl. CPO Compton observed the subject
CPO Somers cited two Louisiana archery
shooting ducks and making no effort to retrieve
*CURRENT SPEC
hunters
permission.
them. The guilty pleas were
theunits
resultas
of low
a as
Used
$1800for hunting without
8x20 - One Trip “N
waterfowl enforcement detail
Carlyle
Unitsatinthe
stock
at ourMultiple
Peoriaarchery
yard deer permit violations were
$2,850
also addressed.
Lake State Wildlife Management Area.
plus
tax & delive
WABASH COUNTY

STORAGE CONTAINERS
20 FT & 40FT NEW or USED

BUY OR RENT

FREE DELIVERY • FREE ESTIMATES
BLUEPRINT SERVICES AVAILABLE

NEW
or
USED

Mon- Fri. 7:30am – 5:00pm • Sat. 8:00am – 12:00pm
1009 SR 97 • Havana, IL

309-543-2251

PLEASE LIKE US ON FACEBOOK, SEARCH LA CROSSE LUMBER- HAVANA

DECATUR BATTERY

Automobile
Farm
Industrial
Marine
Motorcycle
Commercial
Imports

NEW & REBUILT BATTERIES

Discount Center • 543 N. Van Dyke
Free Installation • “A Battery for Every Need”

Midwest Leading Battery & Accessories
Supplier to the Outdoorsman!

CALL TODAY!
309-697-6299
MODIFICATIONS AVAILABLE:
DOORS & WINDOWS, LOCK BOX
VENTS, INTERIOR FINISHES, HVAC
108 N. Commerce Pl. Peoria, IL 61604
309-697-6299 Mobile-Maxx.com

PICK UP A PARTY GIFT BASKET!

* FREE ICE *

WITH BEVERAGE PURCHASE
(Must Have Cooler)

START YOUR REND LAKE VACATION AT:

SPORTLAND LIQUORS
IN CHRISTOPHER, IL AT HWY 14W

(618) 724-4332
MON-THU: 8AM-10PM • FRI & SAT: 8AM-12MID • SUN: NOON-6PM

EXIDE
BATTERIES
Hours:
M-F 9-5
SAT 8-11:30 Dwight Hill •

MOBILEMAXX.COM

(217) 429-6642

LIVE BAIT • WORMS • CRICKETS
COLDEST BEER AROUND!
FULL SERVICE LIQUOR STORE
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6 LOCATIONS!

CANTON, IL
2091 N. Main St. • 309-647-4416

GALESBURG, IL
3000 W. Main St. • 309-343-0327

MONMOUTH, IL
Hwy. 67 North • 309-734-3810

MACOMB, IL
1620 Jackson St. • 309-833-5508

KEWANEE, IL
800 Tenney Ave. • 309-852-6561

WEST BURLINGTON, IA
609 N. Gear Ave. • 319-752-7111

Animal Health
Automotive & Tires
Children’s Apparel
Cleaning & Disposal
Domestics
Drugs & Sundries

Hardware
Electrical • Electronics
Heat/AC & Ventilation
Farm Supplies
Housewares
Fishing
Hunting
Furnishings
Infant Needs
Footwear/Hosiery
Ladies & Mens Apparel
Guns

Lawn & Garden
Paint & Sundries
Plumbing
Sporting Goods
Tools
Toys

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB FOR MORE INFO ON FARM KING STORES!

FarmKing.com
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Chain Reaction with Kirby Schupp

The Shotgun Shop • PO Box 212 • Arnold, MO 63010 • 636-282-4379
theshotgunshop@hotmail.com • TheShotgunShop.net
15 years writing for the Adventure Sports Outdoors!

GUN “CLEANING” VS.
DISASSEMBLY-CLEAN-INSPECT

Expect when shooters are asked if
they clean their guns, the answer to be
yes, but when pressed to mention exactly
what they clean, it is likely just the barrel
bore and outside wipe-down. That is fine
for the basics but is understandable when
the mechanism of some firearms is complex
enough that almost no shooter does any
disassembly. Some offers for gun cleaning
at local shops have actually been nothing
like a complete teardown, instead relying
on some combination of soak, scrub,
or spray. The clue to note is a price too
low for professional gunsmithing shops
that provide experienced personnel that
thoroughly remove, and detail inspect the
parts after cleansing, prior to reassembly
and any testing.
In most cases of more in-depth work
at non-professional settings, the essence is

usually a field strip - i.e. removal of major
assemblies to allow more access – but
those assemblies are not getting more than
a soak or spray and/or toothbrush or air
nozzle to attack any accumulation. A few
may also do some extended soaking or a
dunk in an ultrasonic cleaner, but they are
still with removable parts still in place. In
essence, there can be no in-depth flushing of
any recess, blind holes, screw threads etc.
while parts still occupy those spaces, and
thus no expectation of removing crud, rust,
etc. from the list of potential malfunction
causes. Figure that type of cleaning is not
any more appropriate to long-term results
than giving a baby a bath without bothering
to remove the clothes – the cleansing
is obscured, and the inspections will be
incomplete. Such application should only
be considered as an expedient method
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for short term results and
not as a remedy with long
term reliability. This might
be called the “spray-n-pray
method, since there is a
hope no concealed defect
left undiscovered is found
out shortly thereafter, since
a shooter would likely
return with a poor attitude
from having serviceability
misrepresented.

Notice on these two assemblies
a major coating of crud, and the lower
assembly has considerable rust, as well.
The red arrows help indicate that the only
areas lacking buildup are those spots
worn off by contact rub with the adjacent
surfaces. All other residue has sufficient

tenacity to resist short term application of
many cleansers unless used in conjunction
with scrubbing – and that will have no effect
between the snug underlying surfaces.
The internal components will remain in
unknown condition if proper disassembly
for cleanliness and inspection is neglected.
See this next image set for internal parts
view of the upper assembly.

These two images are of parts in
compromised condition due to crud, for the
upper, and rust, for the lower. The upper parts
were removed from the very first assembly
in the first image set, as noted earlier, and
the buildup and lube residues are at such a
level to place into question whether those
parts would function if that lube thickened in
severe cold – and thus ruin a hunt or other

GENERAL STORE BAYVIEW
Why go anywhere else when you can find it here!

Stop by for a FREE
4x6 photo printed
from your Phone!

Coke & Pepsi Fountain
Drinks Available

Vehicle Title & License Services • Vehicle Sticker Renewals
Fishing & Hunting Licenses • Propane & Ice • Groceries
Household Items • Personal Products • Outdoor Items • Kid Toys
Party Items • Seasonal Items

Tanning Packages
Available

1520 Spring Bay Rd, East Peoria • 309-822-0707
OPEN MON-SAT 8am - 9pm • SUN 8am - 8pm
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even more critical episode (home defense?).
The lower part covered in rust adjacent to
the orange line was contained inside the
deep blind hole at the red line hook end. This
level of corrosion has already become an
impediment to proper function, and not much
more would have been necessary to freeze
the parts inside that recess and make intact
removal even more difficult than it had been
to extract these stuck parts for this picture.
Long term neglect does have consequences,
and ample opportunities to properly clean
out kept being skipped – perhaps because
the mechanism hadn’t failed (yet) or
expending effort and/or money was not
considered important. The alternative factor
is that a sudden failure can spoil a hunting
trip that had
much more
investment
than the cost
of a proper
cleaning, so
penny wise
and all that.
T h i s
dysfunctional
shotgun
contained an

obvious residue (looks like a bit of straw at
the right end, as well) that came into view
when the mechanism was opened. Once
again this shows that mud, once dried, can
block full motion of parts. (The impediment
of the locking was so bad that the designed
safety aspect actually prevented the trigger
from connecting, which is fortunate since
the barrels were not securely locked and
being fired like that could not be good for
those parts) The expedient of brushing
free this clod works for this one specific
area, but if this section got unintentional
contamination, consider what might have
fallen into the opening below and migrated
farther into the internals. This possibility is
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something that is best not left to chance.
Some of the lower parts later removed
showed enough residue to warrant deep
cleaning, but fortunately due to the design,
there was little ingress (mud/straw) because
of minimal gaps present that restrict room
for grit to pass through. The parts that extend
(such as the two top pieces) can possibly
have motion blocked, so external crud still
has places for impeding function. There
is, however, no assurance that a particular
design can be less affected by the typical
firing residues and externally exposed dirt
or field residue – not to mention moisture
exposure in all forms. Certain lubricants
and protectants, stainless metals, coatings,
etc. can have an influence on the corrosion
or effects of the inevitable exposures, but
the only way to continue function as crud
builds up is to have room for the residue
and not reach the level to have parts motion
severely affected. Consider the Mossberg
500 design with parts gaps (one version
passing mil-spec testing) vs. the Swiss
watch stopped by an eyelash as opposite
ends of the dirt tolerance spectrum.
When having a technician work on
mechanisms, the thought process put into
one aspect of work offerings can be used

You can find
Vanilla Bug Spray at
these fine dealers:

VIDEO GAMING

Full Service Restaurant Serving Steaks, Seafood & More!
Tues.-Sat. • Lunch 11-2 • Dinner 5-9
Tues: Chicken Dinner Special & Excellent Pasta Dishes
Thurs: All-You-Can-Eat Walleye • Fri. & Sat.: Roasted Prime Rib

BUSINESS FOR SALE!
410 Locust St. • 309.244.9488

OPEN 7 DAYS!
Tutt’s is a complete supply
store for fishing, camping
& much more…

for judging expectations of what other work
might rate. In this example, using shortcuts
to get things priced more cheaply or hurried
through a process (without disclosing the
inherent limitations as previously noted)
may be an indicator of other jobs being
short-cutted. If the owner is left unaware of
what might remain hidden or unrealized in
the process that could affect the reliability
or have reduced accuracy in the work, you
may not deduce the problems unsolved
until too late to undo. A failed shot in the
wrong circumstance will cost more than the
priciest work.
When a complex frame mechanism
is completely apart, the most efficient
exam and verification of parts condition
becomes possible. Realize that there is a
difference between what is expected and
what is accomplished – if there is room to
stretch a definition by avoiding the details
of what specifically is being offered. This
is the type of work done here to verify
that your problems are dealt with properly.
Make sure that details are provided by
any shop you patronize in order to avoid
disappointment later.

STOP THE BITING GNATS
& MOSQUITOES!
VBS, Inc.

VanillaBugSpray.com

Amboy Sporting Goods, Amboy, IL
Bishop’s Ace Hardware, Springfield, IL
Nord Outdoor Power, Bloomington, IL
Riverside Bait and Tackle, Pekin, IL

309.346.1044

HUNT QUAIL, PHEASANT & CHUKAR!

Right next to
MILLE LACS LAKE
27358 State Highway 18
Garrison, MN 56450
320-692-4341
Fish@TuttsBait.com
www.TuttsBait.com

Call Greg: 217-871-3500
(217) 642-5895
www.big-oak.com
www.huntingparadise.com
email: hunt@big-oak.com

2058 Old. Rt. 121 • Lincoln, IL 62656
DAY HUNTS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
Membership Fees • $200/yr.
Corporate • $1,000/yr.
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COONHUNTING AND
ITS ROOTS

By Paul Frederick, Salem IL • fredericksbarbershop@gmail.com
Many sportsmen have good memories
of coonhunting in days gone by. Maybe
it was with Dad or Grandpa. Perhaps
a family friend or neighbor had a few
hounds and let you tag along. Whatever
the circumstance it seems like I hear new
stories about a youngster going on their
first wild raccoon hunt nearly every week.
The first coonhunters probably started
in this country shortly after the first settlers
arrived. They, of course, were not setting out
to solely hunt raccoon but meat was meat and
coon meat is edible, if not exactly a delicacy
in our modern times. With the introduction
of dogs to the sport of chasing wild game a
more unified method of coonhunting became
more and more apparent.
In the mid-1800s breeders of
specialized hounds for the sole purpose
of coonhunting entered the scene. Though
many of these names are lost to history
some prominent breeders are still known

to the fanciers of the breeds they began.
Names like Henry and Birdsong (Redbone
Coonhound), Maupin and Walker (Treeing
Walker Coonhound), have been forever
linked with the sport they loved by their
tireless devotion to their breed.
By the turn of the twentieth century
the basis for the current coonhound breeds
were in place. As early as 1900 the United
Kennel Club would register it’s first breed
of Coonhound (American Black & Tan
Coonhound) and the selective breeding
by backwoods hunters and sportsmen
would slowly develop into a more
cohesive standard of what each breed
would eventually become. By registering
coonhounds and adopting Breed Standards
UKC would lead the path for breeders to
follow to ensure their hounds were bred to
type and would carry on their ability to tree
coons to their ancestors.
In the 1920s a new sport emerged

WINDBREAK TREES
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that would take the coonhound breeders by
storm. Breeders and fanciers, always looking
to prove the superiority of their hunting stock,
organized Field Trials and Water Races to
compete dogs head-to-head.
The Field Trial format was simple and
easy to both understand and set up. A
raccoon hide (or a drag with scent) would
be dragged over a course. The hide would
then be hung in a tree (or a live caged coon
would be put in the tree). A group of dogs
would then be turned loose to run the scent
to the tree. Each “heat” (as these groups are
called) would then be awarded a line winner
(dogs who crosses a line somewhere toward
the end or middle of the drag course) and a
tree winner (dog who successfully trees the
hide or drag first).
Field Trials became immensely
popular. Events such as Leafy Oaks or
the Kenton Nationals drew hundreds of
dogs in several heats to prove who was
the best coondog in the world. The names
of the winners would become household
words among coonhunters and stud fees
and pups out of a national winner would
sell for big money.
Water races followed the same format
as Field Trials except the dogs swam after
the hide, drag, or caged coon across a
body of water. Again points were awarded

for crossing the line or treeing first and it
became a popular spectator sport.
While both Field Trials and Water
Races were fun to watch (and are still
popular today) breeders and fanciers of the
coonhound breeds realized they were not
comparable to the conditions a coondog
would face on a wild coonhunt. By the late
1930s coonhunters began to experiment
with ways to properly evaluate dogs in
the woods against other hounds. Though
slowed by WW2, organized “Wild Coon
Hunts” began in the mid to late 1940s and
slowly started becoming more popular.
In 1948 the American Coon Hunters
Association (ACHA) held its first-ever
ACHA World Championship in Wickliffe,
Kentucky. A Redbone Male named
Dan and owned by Leroy Campbell of
Mississippi won that first World Hunt and
soon the entire coonhunting community
was bit with the competition bug.
During the first decades of competition
coonhunting the ACHA World Championship
became “the” hunt to win. Peaking at over
600 dogs in the 1980’s, names of early hunt
winners can still be found in pedigrees
today. Dogs such as Merchant’s Bawlie,
Deep River Mike, Stan’s Sailor Boy, Van
Zant’s Sam, and Finley River Spot are known
throughout the coonhunting community

WHITE PINE • NORWAY SPRUCE • ARBOR VITAE
CALL FOR TREE SIZES AND PRICES

GRADY CHRISTMAS TREE FARM, LLC
(309) 362-2204 • (309) 645-7658

4816 S. Stone School Road • Trivoli, IL 61569 • 2 mi. west of Trivoli on Rt. 116, 4 1/2 mi. south

BUY • SELL • TRADE

SALES & SERVICE ON ALL OUTBOARD MOTORS!

FU LL S ER V IC E RESORT! OPEN YEAR ROUND!
C A LL FO R BROCHURE! 1-800-222-2537
www. ZippelBay. com
6 0 8 0 3 9 t h S t . N W • W i l l i a m s, M N 56586

CHARTER FISH MINNESOTA’S LAKE OF THE WOODS AT

ZIPPEL BAY RESORT!
WALLEYES • NORTHERNS • WILDLIFE • CABINS • JACUZZIS • FIREPLACES • CHARTERS • CAMPING
BOATS • CANOES • KAYAKS • PADDLE BOATS • LODGE • DINING • LOUNGE • HOT TUB • FLOATING GAZEBO
HEATED SWIMMING POOL!!

3 Night Cabin / 2 Day CHARTER

Starting at $390/person • Deluxe Cabin $460/person

310 Derby St. • Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 346-7018

Let us
help you
keep your
boat in
the water!

Like Us on Facebook.com/ShipmanMarineandGun

Week cabin

Starting at $840 • Deluxe Cabin $1740
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because of the ACHA World Championship.
In the early 1950s a group of coonhound
enthusiasts approached the United Kennel
Club (UKC) of Kalamazoo, Michigan about
licensing Wild Coon Hunts. UKC had been
registering coonhounds since 1900 and
was familiar with the sports of both Field
Trialling and Water Races. A committee was
put together of coonhound breeders and
enthusiasts and in 1953 the first UKC Licensed
Nite Hunt was held in Ingraham, Illinois.
Around this same time the idea
of associations formed solely for the
advancement of particular breeds of
coonhounds began. Associations such as
the American Black & Tan Association,
Treeing Walker Breeders & Fanciers
Association, National Plott Hound
Association, National Redbone Coonhound
Association, and others were founded in
this era. The largest of these organizations
were later called UKC Chartered
Associations and were giving the kennel
club suggestions and recommendations
about breed standards and Nite Hunt rules.
While we’re on the subject of Nite
Hunts and the rules that govern them
we should pause for a moment and
explain how these rules came about. It is

probably a new idea to non-coonhunters
that there is a system in place in order
to judge coonhounds on wild coon hunts
and determine which one is the winner for
that particular hunt.
In the beginning of Nite Hunts the
rules were pretty basic and not very
practical. Four dogs would go out with
a Judge (who did not have a dog in the
cast of dogs) and after a set period of
time (2-3 hours typically) the Judge would
determine which dog was the best. Of
course this led to some heated debates
as each hunter would prize certain traits
higher than other traits and each hunter
would have their own opinion.
After years of trial and error a basic
template was created that is still used by
most Nite Hunt sanctioning bodies. The
dogs would be broken up into four-dog
casts. Each hunter, or handler, would be
responsible for their dog. A Judge would
keep track of the scores of each dog as the
handler would strike (let the Judge know
the dog is barking “on the ground” or on a
track) and tree (when the hound had treed
a raccoon). The first dog to either strike
or tree (as declared by it’s handler) would
receive the most points while the others

Sporting Clay Range
Released Bird Hunts
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would be given points of lesser value. If a
raccoon was seen in the dog’s tree these
points would be plussed. If off-game was
seen or a tree without a coon the points
would be minused. If there was a place
of refuge in the tree (a visible den) then
the points would be circled. At the end of
a prescribed amount of time (today 1-2
hours) the plus points would be added
together, the minus points deducted, and
winner would be chosen. If a tie happens
the circle points come into play.
For many years the prominent hunts
wee sponsored by the ACHA and UKC. Large
events such as the World Championship,
Little World Hunt, Autumn Oaks, Grand
American, etc. grew and became institutions
in the coonhunting world. In 1978 UKC started
it’s own World Hunt which has grown to one
of the most prestigious in the sport.
By the mid-1970s competition
coonhunting
was
booming.
An
entrepreneurial man by the name of Jarvis
Uphers wanted to start awarding money as
prizes for these wild coon hunts. Not finding
support in any existing registry, Jarvis
began his own hunts under the moniker
Professional Coonhunters Association.
Now named Professional Kennel Club (PKC)
they sponsor hunts throughout the country
and award many thousands of dollars

each year. Their annual World Hunt held
in September in Southern Illinois awards
$27,000 to the first place winner!
Today the average coonhound is
registered in 3 - 5 registries and may
compete in hunts by each. Although UKC
and PKC remain the “top dogs” (pardon
the pun) of the Nite Hunt world, other
registries offer hunters variety in titles and
recognition. Supply companies now cater
to coon hunters and their dogs and even
travel to the largest events to sell direct
to the consumer. Magazines dedicated
to coonhunting promote the sport and
spotlight winners. All of this from a sport
many don’t even realize is going on in
most areas of the United States.
The registration of dogs has also
grown by leaps and bounds in the last
decades. Now it is not unusual to have
a hound whose ancestors can be traced
for 7+ generations! The days of grandpa
breeding Blue and Spot and hoping for the
best is over as dedicated breeders and
hunters choose the premium hunting stock
to carry on the lineage of coon treers.
Next month we’ll talk more about
the recognized breeds of coonhounds,
the breed associations, and the genetic
diversity found within coondogs.

618-753-2003

Located on Rte. 111, 3 mi. S. of
Chesterfield, or 5 mi. N. of Medora, IL

Check out our Prices at:
www.jokerswildsportingclays.com

Kamron’s Buck

Open:
Wed., Thurs. & Fri. 1:30pm-Dusk
Sat. & Sun. 8:30am-Dusk

B&B LIVE BAIT
Wholesale & Retail
Since 1983

Find a Full Line of Bait & Tackle
Pond Feeding Available

LINE-X IS MUCH MORE THAN A BEDLINER
We strive to make an emotional
connection between consumers and the
LINE-X brand itself. Consumer awareness
of our extensive capabilities is crucial
in establishing this connection.
LINE-X bedliners provide unmatched
protection, and customization, for a truck bed.
All LINE-X bedliners are backed with a
Nationwide Lifetime Warranty.

1025 LaSalle Street • Ottawa, IL 61350
Call: 815.433.0432
Email: knowbetter40@yahoo.com

CENTRAL ILLINOIS LINE-X
Business Hours
Monday – Friday 8:00am – 5:00pm
Closed Saturday and Sunday
5619 N. Galena Rd. • Peoria Heights, IL 61616

Ron Baudino . . . over 30 years in Business
Wholesale Supplier of Live Bait to Retailers

P: (309) 633-1380 • F: (309) 633-1385
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LAMBERT CATCHES RECORD-BREAKING LIMIT
TO TAKE LEAD AFTER DAY THREE OF FLW TOUR AT
KENTUCKY LAKE PRESENTED BY COSTA SUNGLASSES

Day-Two Leader Randy Haynes Withdraws
from Competition, Jason Lambert Hauls in
30-pound, 8-ounce Limit to Vault into Lead
GILBERTSVILLE, KY – Pro Jason Lambert of
Michie, Tennessee, caught a five-bass limit
Saturday weighing 30 pounds, 8 ounces –
surpassing the record that he already owned
for the largest single-day limit ever caught
on Kentucky Lake in FLW Tour competition–
to catapult into the lead at the FLW Tour at
Kentucky Lake presented by Costa Sunglasses.
Lambert will bring a commanding 19-pound,
3-ounce lead into Championship Sunday, where
the final 10 pros will compete for up to $125,000.
Lambert trailed Day Two leader Randy
Haynes by 2 pounds, 4 ounces, starting today’s
competition, but gained his massive lead after
Haynes, in an unprecedented move, decided to
withdraw himself from the competition.
Shortly after takeoff, Lambert and Haynes
both arrived on the same area – a well-known
community hole at the north end of the lake, and
a spot that both anglers fished on days one and
two. Lambert arrived first, and the two anglers
fished side-by-side for several minutes. Lambert

caught several keepers quickly. Frustrated by
the situation, Haynes chose to leave the area,
return to the ramp and withdraw from the
event. Haynes finished the tournament in 12th
place and received $12,000.
Lambert ended up catching a limit from the
area, but landed an additional three largemouth
– including a 9-pounder – at his next stop that
upgraded him past the 30-pound mark.
“I actually found those fish [at the second
location] yesterday afternoon. It’s a place that
I’ve fished in the past, but I hadn’t seen them
there [this week] until I pulled up on them and
they were eating some gizzard shad,” said
Lambert, who was also crowned champion
when the FLW Tour last visited Kentucky Lake
in 2016. “I hadn’t caught anything there, but
when I saw that happen I knew there were
some fish down there.”
Lambert said he used 5- and 7-inch
Castaic Jerky J soft jerkbaits on a Scrounger
Head jig to catch his fish, a bait he’s relied on
all week. It’s also the exact lure that caught
the bulk of his weight in 2016.
“I probably wouldn’t have gone to my

second area this morning had I not caught
a good limit early on,” said Lambert. “I had
around 20 pounds when I left the first spot, so
I went there and idled over them and found
that there were more fish down there than I
thought. I got a couple 5-pounders and was
done after I caught the giant.”
The Tennessee pro said he plans to go
out Sunday and finish strong, even with his
commanding lead.
“I’m going to start out tomorrow at the
second stop from today. If I can catch two
or three good ones in the morning, we’re
going to have some fun and try and break the
100-pound mark.”
The top 10 pros advancing to the final
day of competition on Kentucky Lake are:
1st: Jason Lambert, Michie, Tenn., 15 bass, 74-6
2nd: Scott Martin, Clewiston, Fla., 15 bass, 55-3     
3rd: 
General Tire pro Mark Rose, West

Memphis, Ark., 14 bass, 52-2
4th: Josh Douglas, Isle, Minn., 15 bass, 51-4          
5th: 
Jeff Gustafson, Keewatin, Ontario,
Canada, 15 bass, 51-1          
6th: John Cox, DeBary, Fla., 15 bass, 50-11          
7th: Michael Neal, Dayton, Tenn., 14 bass, 48-14  
8th: Cody Meyer, Auburn, Calif., 15 bass, 47-9      
9th: Pennzoil Marine pro Matt Arey, Shelby,
N.C., 15 bass, 47-1        

Lambert, Jones, Fennel
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10th: Alex Davis, Albertville, Ala., 13 bass, 47-0       
Finishing 11th through 30th are:
11th: John Hunter, Shelbyville, Ky., 15 bass,
46-9, $12,000
12th: Randy Haynes, Ripley, Miss., 10 bass,
46-2, $12,000
13th: Andy Morgan, Dayton, Tenn., 15 bass,
45-12, $12,000
14th: Costa pro Dylan Hays, Sheridan, Ark., 15
bass, 45-11, $12,000
15th: 
Brandon Cobb, Greenwood, S.C., 15
bass, 45-8, $12,000
16th: 
Bill McDonald, Greenwood, Ind., 14
bass, 45-6, $12,000
17th: 
Quaker State pro Scott Canterbury,
Odenville, Ala., 14 bass, 45-3, $12,000
18th: 
Tyler Stewart, West Monroe, La., 14
bass, 44-2, $12,000
19th: 
Brandon Mosley, Choctaw, Okla., 15
bass, 43-13, $12,000
20th:        Jordan Osborne, Longview, Texas, 14
bass, 43-10, $12,000
21st: Lowrance pro Austin Felix, Eden Prairie,
Minn., 11 bass, 43-2, $10,000
22nd: Koby Kreiger, Bokeelia, Fla., 14 bass, 4213, $10,000
23rd: Jim Dillard, West Monroe, La., 15 bass,
42-4, $10,000
24th: Scott Dobson, Clarkston, Mich., 12 bass,
41-15, $10,000
25th: Cabela’s pro Clark Wendlandt, Leander,
Texas, 15 bass, 41-8, $10,000
26th: Kid Casters pro Charlie Evans, Berea,

Ky., 15 bass, 40-3, $10,000
27th: Timmy Thompkins, Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
12 bass, 36-12, $10,000
28th: Joseph Webster, Winfield, Ala., 11 bass,
35-10, $10,000
29th: Polaris pro David Dudley, Lynchburg, Va.,
11 bass, 34-15, $10,000
30th: Abu Garcia pro Tim Cales, Sandstone, W.
Va., 11 bass, 32-13, $10,000
For a full list of results visit FLWFishing.com.
Overall there were 123 bass weighing 401
pounds, 7 ounces, caught by 29 pros Saturday.
The catch included 21 five-bass limits.
Ronny Webb of Dyersburg, Tennessee,
won the Co-angler Division and $25,000 Friday
with a two-day total of nine bass weighing
26 pounds, 14 ounces, followed by Stephen
Crawley of Bush, Louisiana, who finished in
second place with eight bass totaling 25-4,
worth $7,600.
In FLW Tour competition, pros and coanglers are randomly paired each day, with pros
supplying the boat, controlling boat movement
and competing against other pros. Co-anglers
fish from the back deck against other coanglers. The full field of anglers competed in the
two-day opening round. Co-angler competition
concluded following Friday’s weigh-in, while
the top 30 pros based on their two-day
accumulated weight advanced to Saturday.
Only the top 10 pros now continue competition

NEW FLY LURE

The Newest Innovation to Hit
the Fishing World in 75 Years!
Use the FLICK FLY® on a
fly rod or a spinning rod
TROLL IT
for
best results!
All g

ame

Nymph Style

Streamer Style

fish!

So, what’s this?
You guess! It
So you want big
was caught while Trophy smallie
crappie - troll a
trollig during Flick
caught while
Flick Fly
Fly® testing.
trolling a no. 1.0
Bobber Anne with
Trolling does it!
Flick Fly
a whiper caught on
streamer Flick Fly

Wet Fly Style

ough

All r

fish!

Young and old ladies find the Flick Fly when trolled, a
deadly lure when using on a spinning rod.

Check with your local sporting goods dealer or contact: For a FREE Brochure
call Toll Free:
1-877-623-2099
or
17910 87th St. • Becker, MN 55308 www.gapen.com

THE GAPEN CO.
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Sunday, with the winner determined by the
heaviest accumulated weight from the four
days of competition.
The total purse for the FLW Tour at Kentucky
Lake presented by Costa Sunglasses is more than
$930,000. The event is hosted by the Kentucky
Lake Convention & Visitors Bureau.
Throughout the season, anglers are also
vying for valuable points in hopes of qualifying
for the 2018 Forrest Wood Cup, the world
championship of professional bass fishing.
The 2018 Forrest Wood Cup will be on Lake
Ouachita in Hot Springs, Arkansas, Aug. 10-12
and is hosted by the Arkansas Department of
Parks and Tourism and Visit Hot Springs.
The final 10 anglers will take off at 6:30
a.m. CDT Sunday from Kentucky Dam State
Park, located at 7792 U.S. Highway 641 N. in
Gilbertsville. Sunday’s weigh-in will be held at
the park beginning at 4 p.m.
Prior to the weigh-in Sunday, FLW will
host a free Family Fishing Expo at Kentucky
Dam State Park from noon to 4 p.m. The Expo
is the perfect opportunity for fishing fans of
all ages to meet their favorite anglers, enjoy
interactive games, activities and giveaways
provided by FLW sponsors, meet characters
from the “Paw Patrol” children’s television
show, and learn more about the sport of
fishing and other outdoor activities.
Television coverage of the FLW Tour at
Kentucky Lake presented by Costa Sunglasses
will premiere in high-definition (HD) on NBC

Sports Network (NBCSN) June 27 from Noon1 p.m. EST. The Emmy-nominated “FLW”
television show airs on NBCSN, the Pursuit
Channel and the World Fishing Network and is
broadcast to more than 564 million households
worldwide.
For complete details and updated
information visit FLWFishing.com. For regular
updates, photos, tournament news and more,
follow the sport’s top anglers on the FLW Tour
on FLW’s social media outlets at Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Snapchat.
FLW is the world’s largest tournamentfishing organization, providing anglers of all
skill levels the opportunity to compete for
millions in prize money in 2018 across five
tournament circuits. Headquartered in Benton,
Kentucky, with offices in Minneapolis, FLW
and their partners conduct 286 bass-fishing
tournaments annually around the world,
including the United States, Canada, China,
Italy, South Korea, Mexico, Portugal, South
Africa and Spain. FLW tournament fishing
can be seen on the Emmy-nominated “FLW”
television show, broadcast to more than 564
million households worldwide, while FLW
Bass Fishing magazine delivers cutting-edge
tips from top pros. For more information
visit FLWFishing.com and follow FLW at
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and
Snapchat.

On Beautiful Reelfoot Lake, TN
STAY FOR ONE DAY OR A MONTH!

We guarantee your stay to be
relaxing & enjoyable!
Come as a guest, leave as a friend!

FREE WiFi in all the Cabins!
Cottages with Kitchen
Phone • Cable TV • Pool

COME VISIT THE
“QUAKE LAKE”

Like us on
Facebook!

Crappie, Bass, Catfish,
Bluegill, Ducks, Geese,
Eagle Watching…
WE HAVE IT ALL!

HOME OF 8-TIME NATIONAL CRAPPIE
CHAMPION RONNIE CAPPS!
Watch his TV show, “Crappie Time”
on the World Fishing Network.

Call Toll Free: 888-465-6523
or 731-253-6523
www.lakereelfoot.net
boyettesresort@lakereelfoot.net
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OUTDOOR
CONNECTION
By
Gerald
A.
Sampen,
O.C.
Salesman

Salt Water Or Fresh??? This Issue In
Alaska, Both At Same Lodge AF3
If there is a place in your mind’s eye that
can clearly picture the perfect Alaska- and you
can yearn it- then come with us to Alaska’s Kenai
Peninsula. It’s all here on the Kenai, exactly
how you pictured it; hundreds of square miles
of impossible beauty and bounty; a seemingly
endless expanse of rolling forests, mountain
meadows, hidden lakes, whispering streams,
turquoise glaciers and all of it teeming with rare
species of North American wildlife...including
some of the largest game fish on earth! Fish for
Alaska’s world-record king salmon, feisty reds
or pinks, trophy rainbow trout, dolly varden,
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REMEMBER: Outdoor Connection offers fishing, hunting and outdoor adventures over a large part of the world. We
book virtually any size group or party; from a single moose or bear hunter, a family fishing trip, an Alaskan yacht
cruise for 10, corporate group trips, incentive trips, conventions and trips to help for fundraising.
NOTE: Do you have a (bucket list) for Outdoor Adventures, hunting and/or fishing, plus????? If you are looking for
a bucket list trip, give us a “holler”, we probably “REP” a lodge or outfitter that has just what you are looking for.
As far as Argentina dove hunting, we probably represent one of, if not one of the best outfitters in Argentina. They
can also provide world class waterfowl, wood pigeon “with decoys”, perdiz, and the mighty red stag plus some
fishing if you so desire, keep Outdoor Connection in mind. “One stop worldwide shopping from approximately 300
plus lodges and outfitters, for your hunting, fishing and outdoor desires. All are pre-inspected. Remember, if we
represent them we’ve been there!!!!!! - Gerald A. Sampen (OC Salesman)

WORLD CLASS FISHING FROM FLORIDA TO
CANADA, ALASKA TO MEXICO AND IN BETWEEN
char, steelhead and arctic grayling in many
freshwater areas while giant Pacific halibut, ling
cod, rockfish and salmon await you in Alaska’s
premier saltwater fishing grounds. Experience
the adventure of flying into out remote Bear
Viewing Lodge, kayak a glacial lake, view wildlife
on a Kenai Fjords National Park Cruise, flight see
Denali National Park or walk a tundra trail while
on safari with Great Alaska. Plan your Alaska
vacation with us and be rewarded with a “trip of
a lifetime” from a reputable operator with over
20 years of experience in sports fishing, nature
tours and adventure travel vacations in Alaska’s
National Parks.
Fishing: Twenty years of unmatched

variety amid quality fishing bring our friends
back year after year for the “Great Alaska
experience.” Whether seasoned fly angler
or first time spin fisherman, our variety of
experience, volume of fish, comfortable
accommodations, fine cuisine and available
round-the-clock fishing is your assurance of an
excellent fishing trip.
Combo Trips: From our very first days
as an angling destination, clients have
requested packages that include sightseeing
and adventure travel options to share with
their family. Many guests opt for “concurrent”
trips. Some members of a party can fish while
others take a glacier cruise, sea kayak, hike or

raft, with everyone returning to the lodge at
the end of the day to swap stories.
Nature Safaris: Since 1987, we have
been providing uncommon adventures for
those who want more in a vacation. Over
the years, we have fine tuned out itineraries
until they have become what they are todayintimate adventure travel in small groups to
unique places. Alaska is known as “The Great
Land,” however its very size bellies the delicate
nature of its ecosystem. Traveling in groups of
6-12, we are able to access areas that might
otherwise be “too small” or delicate to support
the typical groups of 15-25 that travel across
the state. Brown bear viewing, glacier cruising,

OPENING HOURS
Wednesday - Saturday
10:00am – 7:00pm
135 Radio City Dr.,
Unit E,
North Pekin, IL 61554

Phone: 309-583-0259
Email: nimmogunsandgear@yahoo.com
www.nimmogunsandgear.com

Wessel Sports Outdoors
All New Fishing and Tackle Equipment.
Specializing in Bass, Panfish and Catfish
Turkey Calls and Ammo
101 E. Main St, Teutopolis, IL 62467
Email John at John@gotowessels.com

217-857-3553
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scenic rafting, sea kayaking, hiking, canoeing,
flightseeing and mountain biking are just a few
of the adventures that await you.
Brown Bear Viewing: Our remote
brown bear viewing camp is located on the
shores of Cook Inlet in a rugged wilderness.
Of all Alaska’s wonders, perhaps none will
stamp your memory more than photographing
or fishing with these magnificent animals. The
camp is situated on the edge of Lake Clark
National Park, at the foot of Mount Iliamna
and will quite simply, take your breath away.
Your 50 minute flight to the camp will pass
over active volcanoes, huge glaciers, alluvial
floodplains and rugged mountains before
landing on the shoreline near camp. The
number of bears seen on each trip differs,
with the possibility of seeing none, however
the camp’s incredible location, great staff and
the flight into and out of camp alone are worth
the price of admission. (Alaskan weather can
occasionally cancel flights.) The camp itself
sits in the trees between the mountains and
the shoreline- custom “weather- port” cabin/
tents are on raised platforms and sleep two
with wooden floors, solid doors, propane
heaters and twin beds and porta potties
(showers are available.)
Meals are family style featuring fresh
seafood, meats and pasta, and wine.
AF3 Info pack: Welcome to Great Alaska!
Anglers have been traveling from across
the globe to experience Alaska fishing with us
for over 30 years. From the first visitor to fish
their waters in 1949 to today’s sophisticated
traveling anglers, one thing has remained
constant memorable service and a variety and
quality of fishing that keeps people returning
year after year. Whether you are a seasoned
angler or a group or family touring Alaska for
the time, you will have the trip of a lifetime!
Legendary Location: Located at the heart
of the Kenai Peninsula, we sit on 25 acres of
prime mid-river property at the confluence of the
Kenai and Moose rivers. This central location
allows us to easily access the entire Kenai, along
with 6 other wadefishing streams plus offshore
Halibut, Cod, Chinook and Coho in 3 saltwater
areas. Add to this our 3 fully staffed remote
locations and you have what is simply the most
versatile lodge based angling experience in the
state. Whether your emphasis is trophy Kings
and Silvers on conventional or fly tackle, world
class Rainbow and Char or Sockeye and halibut
you’ll find it at Great Alaska.
3 Star Lodge: We believe that your hours
off the water should be nearly as memorable
as your time on it. You can expect amenities
such as welcome baskets, “coffee to your
door” wakeups, mints on your pillow, daily
maid service, private riverfront cabins with
bath, nightly happy hour and fantastic meals.
1st Lodge: Located in Lake Clark National
Park, this lodge (chosen 1of 8 best bush camps
worldwide by Outside Magazine) is a remote
camp with a touch of luxury. Fine wines,
great meals and heated cabin-tents combine
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with “bear country”. In addition to a once in
a lifetime opportunity to view and photograph
brown bear in the wild, your guides will escort
you on hikes or beach combing excursions in
one of Alaska’s true treasures. From 6/159/10 the clear stream fishing for Silver, Chum
Salmon and Char is some of the world’s finest.
Accessible only by air, our lodge will be all you
dreamed Alaska could be.
2nd
Lodge: Perched on a ridge
overlooking the Moose River and the Kenai
Mountains, this lodge is perfect for those
anglers looking for a more rugged fishing
adventure. Comfortable riverside tent cabins,
with showers available, are your base for daily
Kenai fishing excursions.
• Lodge Services
•Video Library
• Laundry Service
• Taxidermist		
• Nightly guided fishing
• Smoking of your catch
• Fly Fishing Instruction
• Courtesy phone/fax/email		
• Conference Room
• Cigar Humidor
• Personal Wake-ups
Daily Fishing Options
(all options are available seasonally – you will
need to check availability)
SPIN OR FLY
• Riverboat fishing for King, Silver, Red and
Pink Salmon
• Drift boat fishing for King, Silver, Red and
Pink Salmon
•
River drift boats and wading for trophy
Rainbows and Char
•
Wade fishing excursions (fly or spin) for
steelhead, Rainbow, Salmon, Char, and Grayling
• S altwater halibut in 3 separate locations
• S altwater Kings and Silvers in 2 locations
• R emote flyout fishing and Float Tubing
•Overnight at remote bear camp
• Canyon floats
• Nightly guided shore fishing

• Fly Fishing Classes
Following the Days Adventures
Fishing isn’t the end of your lodge day –
those keeping salmon and Halibut will direct the
custom filleting of their catch while others pose
for pictures with the carved “bear family” on
the beach. Complimentary happy hour and Hors
D’ Oeuvers are at 7:00 pm every night where
guides and staff relive the day while LJ and
Kathy gather your input to plan the next day’s
fishing. Later, Kathy will try to pry everyone
from the bar for the chef’s entrée. Dessert on
the deck and complimentary after dinner cigars
from the humidor accompany views of Harding
Icefield and the turquoise Kenai River.
Evening Activities
The sun shines late most of the summer,
so after dinner activities are an important part
of your itinerary.
Fly fishing instruction, card games,
fireside “Robert Service” readings, Costa Rica
slides, Alaskan Adventurer’s, a guided tundra
trail hike, fishing on the beach by the campfire
or canoeing to our permanent tent camp. It’s
your choice while our guest at Great Alaska!

In Mexico Saltwater Fishing MXF3
1st MXF3 Resort Brochure: About Us
This hotel is the gem of Baja’s East Cape,
spanning the beachfront of the town of Los
Barriles. Situated along a beautiful white
sand beach, this first-class resort offers full
amenities for anglers and families alike. The
magnificent infinity edge pool and resort style
swim-up bar overlook the magnificent Sea of
Cortez. The hotel wholly operates its own boat
fleet and all charters can be pre-arranged as
part of your vacation package. The Jacuzzi
pool is a favorite spot to relax, and the inside
bar features a full selection of fine wines
and liquors, plus ice cold local beers. This
destination offers air conditioned oceanfront
rooms, oceanfront/poolside rooms, palapa
roofed cabañas, garden rooms, and two
bedroom/2 bathroom luxurious condominiums.
Newly renovated, our hotel rooms are
modern, clean, and very comfortable. Rooms
can sleep from one to four people per room
and come equipped with telephones, minifridge, and some rooms come with satellite
TV. Condos feature a spacious living room

Located in the beautiful Piney Region of Central Missouri.
It’s really Hog Heaven! Beautiful lodging accommodations!

Hunt Hogs • Rams • Black Buck
Spanish Goats • Sika • Elk
Fallow Red, Whitetail & Axis Deer

Call Justin at 314-952-4346
www.stonecreekhunting.com

6-YEAR

POWERTRAIN
WARRANTY

ON COMPACT UTILITY TRACTORS
You can search from one end of Illinois
to the other. You will not – we repeat –
you will NOT find a 6-Year Powertrain
Warranty on a compact utility tractor
that equals the one that comes
standard with every John Deere
Compact Utility Tractor.

PETERSBURG • 18517 Kelly Street • 217-632-7767
HAVANA • 1105 State Route 97 • 309-543-6303

Sloans.com
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and large bedrooms, verandas, satellite TV,
and complete kitchen facilities including fullsize refrigerators, all dishes, glassware and
utensils, microwave oven, stove, double sinks,
and coffeemakers. Condos can sleep five to
six people comfortably with one king bed,
two queen beds, and a fold out couch. The
tap water is drawn from mountain springs and
certified for purity -- 100% safe to drink. Most
vacation packages include your hotel room,
charter boat rental and three meals daily in our
luxurious but casual dining facility. Inspired by
the lush natural setting, our spa offers a tropical
spa experience with a range of therapeutic
and beauty enhancing treatments. Licensed,
experienced professionals furnish an inviting
and relaxing atmosphere. Facials, manicures
and pedicures, waxing, body scrubs and
wraps, acupuncture treatments, and massage
therapy deliver physical rejuvenation. Pilates,
yoga, and samba classes are available. The
recently completed 9-hole executive golf
course and driving range are a nice alternative
for those taking the day off from fishing. Other
land lover activities include ATV rentals,
horseback riding, eco-tours, and shopping
excursions to Cabo San Lucas and the capital
city of La Paz. For world-class sport fishing and
a resort experience in a lush tropical setting
offering all the creature comforts, they are
the first choice. Their fishing/resort packages
are surprisingly affordable and can be 100%
customized to meet your exact needs and
group size-from 2 to 200 people.
Optional Meal Packages: Optional
meal package can be purchased per person per
night (kids 5-12 = $20.00, kids under 4 are free).
Meal package will include breakfast, lunch and
dinner at our fabulous restaurant. Choose from
a variety of menu options as you dine oceanfront
under the stars or in the air conditioned dining
room. Includes a gourmet breakfast buffet and
boxed lunch for fishermen.
2nd MXF3 Resort Brochure: Welcome
Located on the East Cape region of Baja
California Sur, Mexico and situated on Baja’s
world renown Sea of Cortez, this area is known
world-wide as one of the premier vacation and
big game fishing spots in the world! It consistently
produces huge numbers of blue, black and striped
marlin, sailfish, dorado, wahoo, yellowfish tuna,
rooster fish and much more. If phenomenal fishing,
spectacular diving, windsurfing, kayaking or just
relaxing and having “fun in the sun” is for you,
then you deserve the best!
History: Nearly a century before the
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock, Spanish
explorers in Mexico sent word back to their king
of an amazing cape (“cabo”) or promontory,
jutting out into the Pacific. It was full of rare
flowers, birds and of even greater interest,
pearls. Here, flowering deserts, towering
mountains and lush foliage come together in
what is now known as Baja California Sur, 700
miles south of the United States’ border. The
most glowing reports are centered on a large,
open bay on the east side of the cape, well up
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into the fabled Sea of Cortez. It is here where
your unforgettable vacation begins!
Fishing: Big game fishing is unforgettable
here! Our fast, sleek cruisers are part of the
newest and biggest big game sport fishing
fleet in Baja. If you’re looking for the finest,
new fiberglass 28’ or 32’ cruisers with highly
skilled local skippers and deckhands or close
to the action fast and sleek 23’ or 25’ super
pangas, there is a boat and skipper for you!
All of our boats are fish-catching machines
equipped with radios, live bait wells, ice
chests, sunshades, marine heads and fish
savvy skippers. You can bring your own tackle
or rent it at a nominal cost. While catch and
release is encouraged for all billfish, species
such as tuna, dorado and wahoo make great
table fare. We will clean, package and freeze
it for easy transport home.
Diving & Snorkeling: Dive into
paradise! Baja California’s breathtaking East
Cape Region- the closest thing to swimming
in a life-sized aquarium. While enjoying the
hotel, you can be picked up room side and be
delivered to some of the world’s most prolific
diving and snorkeling areas. Large parrotfish
peck away at coral, stopping every few
seconds to look at you. Multitudes of colorful
fish surround you as you drift through your own
private aquarium. You continue wide-eyed as
a lobster scurries between rocks and garden
eels peer out of the sand.
This is some of the best diving in Baja,
in the world for that matter! With top-quality
boats, gear, instructors and most of all, a
superb location, you can’t go wrong!
Accommodations: The hotel is a unique
26 room, fully air-conditioned resort. It is great
for small groups, families or an intimate
getaway. You will enjoy family-style indoor/
outdoor dining, impressive hand-carved indoor
bar, tropical gardens, superb service and
affordable rates.
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MXF3 Information Packet: Accommodations
We offer an enchanted tropical setting
that is a world apart from the hustle and bustle
of over-commercialized resort areas. Just a
two minute walk north and you will find all the
comforts of a first rate, service oriented resort
with authentic Mexican charm. Guests will
find this intimate setting to be a nice change
from the “mega resorts” found in other areas

of Baja. With only 26 rooms, we are able to
offer a slightly more personal touch for all its
guests. Located right on the shores of the East
Cape, we offer breathtaking views of the Sea of
Cortez. Our guests can choose to stay in either
an air conditioned ocean view room or garden
room. We have 20 recently remodeled ocean
view rooms and 6 newly remodeled garden
rooms. Rooms here can accommodate from

13950 IL Rt 29 • 2 miles south of Pekin, IL

www.WatkinsMarine.com • 309-348-3072
Pontoons

Customer Service Index #1 at Watkins Marine for ‘08, ’09, ’10 & ‘12!
“We service all Mercury and
Mercruiser motors under factory
warranty, no matter where you bought
it, plus most brands of outboards!”

Show Times & Admission Fees:
Sat.: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Sun .: 9:00am - 3:00pm
(Friday Set-up Time: 12-noon - 9pm, Tables $45)
Admission: $6

Master Technician w/Fast Service
We’ll get you back on the water in no time!”

CONSIGNMENT BOATS
WANTED!
Authorized Mercury Dealer - See us for the BEST PRICES!

JUNE 23-24 - BELLE-CLAIRE EXPO
200 South Belt East, Belleville, IL

JULY 21-22 - INTERSTATE CENTER
1106 Interstate Dr., Bloomington, IL

AUGUST 25-26 - BELLE-CLAIR FAIRGROUNDS
200 South Belt East, Belleville, IL

OCTOBER 6-7 - BELLE-CLAIR FAIRGROUNDS
200 South Belt East, Belleville, IL

OCTOBER 13-14 - SPRINGFIELD, IL FAIRGROUNDS
801 E. Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL

ECA Inc. • PO Box 138 • Centralia, IL 62801 • 618-495-2572
Visit us on Facebook! ISRA.org
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one to four people per room. The ocean view
rooms come with three beds, a mini-fridge,
and telephone service. The newly remodeled
garden rooms are located in the quietest part
of the hotel. Each room includes two double
beds and telephone service. The garden rooms
are perfect for those guests looking for a little
rest and relaxation in a quieter setting. Our
hotel is perfect for small groups, families or an
intimate hideaway. Most vacation packages
here include your hotel room, charter boat
rental and three meals daily in their indoor/
outdoor dining room with spectacular ocean
view. Our sport fishing fleet offers quick access
to world famous fishing grounds teeming with
five billfish species, plus dorado, tuna, wahoo,
and over 80 other species. English speaking
captains with years of experience pilot 28-32
foot fiberglass cruisers and 23-25 foot super
pangas. Fillet and freezer services, as well as
a smokehouse, are available to prepare your
catch for your trip home. Our fishing/resort
packages are surprisingly affordable and can be
100% customized to meet your exact needs.
Gear List Per Angler
• 4 rods and reels with 25#, 40#, 60#, and 80#
• 1 two-speed reel, Spectra optional
•
6-5 inch tuna feathers in green/black,
purple/black and dorado colors
• 2/0, 4/0, 5/0 circle and J hooks and 7/0 to
9/0 J hooks(about 1 dozen each)
• 3 each 6 and 12 oz torpedo sinkers
• 2 bait catchers (or 3 $20 bills)
• 2 six inch natural color cedar plugs (rigged)

•
100# and 200# mono for leaders with
sleeves for crimps
• 12 large black swivels and snaps in 250
pound test size
• 2-11 inch marlin feathers (rigged) in green/
black and green/yellow colors
• 2-Braid Products wahoo bombs
• 2-Braid Products trolling lures
• Assorted 5 inch casting lures if you desire to
fish from shore (crocodile)
Things you’ll want to bring on your trip:
• Passport (Birth Certificates will no longer be
accepted)
• Ice Chest to take you catch back home
• Sunscreen
• Hat
• Sunglasses
• Hair Dryer
• Light Fishing Gear
• Light clothing (T-Shirts and Shorts)
• Tennis Shoes
• Swim Suit
• Dive Card (For Scuba Divers)
• Mask, Fins, and Snorkel
• Sweat Shirt and Wind Breaker in the Winter
and Spring
Fishing Day: Step-By-Step:
The night before you are scheduled to
go out fishing, you will need to check in with
the “Boat Dispatcher”. He will assign you to
a specific boat, and he will take your lunch &
drink order for the next day.
The next morning, after you’ve had your
breakfast, you will head down to the beach to
board your boat. You will go down to the dock
located on the beach in front of your hotel.
There you will wait for them to call out your

boat name. When you hear your boats name,
you will step up and board your boat for the day.
A regular day of fishing starts at 7:00am
and ends at 3:00pm. Once you are on your
assigned boat, you will be introduced to your
captain. At this point it is a good idea to tell
the captain what it is you would like to catch
that day. Sometimes the captain will advise
you on what types of fish they have been
catching. Next you will head to purchase your
bait. Bait is sold right off shore, off of a panga.
You will generally pay $25-$30 for bait. This
will give you enough bait for 2-4 people. Then
it’s off to the fishing grounds!!!
After your day of fishing, you will head back
to your hotel. Most captains like to be back at
the hotel at 3:00pm, so depending on how far
out you are, you will start heading in anywhere
from 2:00pm to 2:30pm. Once you arrive at the
hotel, you will be greeted by the hotel staff.
They will ask you what you would like done
with your fish. You can either have it hung for
pictures, or you can have the hotel fillet and
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freeze your catch for you. These are all done
at no charge to you, except for any gratuity
that you would like to give. There are also
other services offered to you for an additional
fee. Vacuum packing and smoking are now
offered at all three resorts for a small fee.
They do suggest that you bring your own zip
lock bags if you are not planning to have your
catch vacuum packed. The hotel uses regular
plastic bags and will write your room number
on it and hold it for you in their walk in freezer.
The day you check out, you will go to the
front desk and advise them that you would
like your frozen fish taken out of the freezer
and placed in your ice chest. They recommend
doing this one hour prior to departing the
hotel. You will then take your ice chest filled
with frozen fish to the airport, where you will
check it in as luggage. You will need duct tape
to tape your ice chest shut (do not tape ice
chest shut until it has been inspected by the
airline when you check-in).

If you are interested in any of the adventures featured in this article or in any of the
other adventures that Outdoor Connection offers give us a call. These adventures
make excellent gifts for high school and college graduations, weddings, birthdays,
anniversaries, fund raisers and Christmas. TIME TO BOOK NOW!
Your Outdoor Connection Salesman:
Gerald Sampen • 27 N. Bennett St. Apt. 202 Geneva, IL 60134 • 217-376-3873
Your Outdoor Connection Agent:
Justin Montgomery • 217-871-3118 • Email: Justin.Montgomery78@gmail.com
www.MontysOutdoorConnection.com

WE STOCK A LARGE DISPLAY OF JON BOATS, BASS BOATS & PONTOONS!
700 E. LINN RT. 9 E • CANTON, IL 61520

CALL US: 309.647.3421
www.BuellsMarine.com
Consignments Wanted . . . We Sell FAST!

15% OFF MOST ACCESSORIES*
*Some Restrictions Apply.

SALES & SERVICE
Lowe ST175

Ranger 178

Lowe 1648

Lowe SS210

See us for Special Pricing on all Lowe Models

*

Lowe Rebates up to $1500! Check out many other rebates & factory Incentives on Boats & Motors . . . Ask for Details!

FIND CENTRAL ILLINOIS’ LARGEST SELECTION OF BOATS & MOTORS WITH A LARGE ACCESSORY DEPARTMENT! SUPPORT SMALL BUSINESSES . . . BUELL’S MARINE IS LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED.
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VISIONS OF THE
CHASE

By John Simeone

“The only mistake dogs ever
made was to make man their best
friend.”.........the author
Blinded by grief, He became possessed
by the dark side of obsession. Hubert
the Nobleman, in the 7th Century AD,
retreated into the Ardennes Forest after
the death of his wife during childbirth. So
was the obsession known to his fellows,
he was warned not to go hunting on Good

Autumn Olive and
Honeysuckle removal.
Herbaceous invasive plants
mechanically removed and
follow-up chemical maintenance.
Mike McKim
Invasiveprm@gmail.com
invasiveplantremoval.com

309.981.9716

Friday, but he released the hounds on the
track of a great Stag. Hours past as Man,
Hounds and Stag played out a death race
only to be culminated in the finality of the
kill. Exhausted, the great stag came to
bay encircled by the unrelenting hounds,
Hubert raised his bow. Then came a flash
of light, and a flaming cross appeared
between the antlers of the stag. A voice
from the Almighty told Hubert to change
his ways or face damnation, not so for
the mere act of hunting but the sin of
obsession in striking out against God’s
creatures. Hubert obeyed the command
and was saved from the fires of perdition.
He became known as the Apostle of
Ardennes, now the Patron Saint of Hunters
and Hunting Dogs, his special breed of
dogs that lasted over one thousand five
hundred years is the St Hubert’s Hound,
commonly known as the Blood Hound.
In Hemmingway’s classic short story,
The Most Dangerous Game, it relates how
the human mind becomes obsessed with a
blood sport to the point of insanity as the
hunter goes beyond the realm of the thrill
of the chase for game, into a dark side of
those who have hunted armed men long
enough and like it prefer nothing else. Most
soldiers returning from the battle field that
have hunted armed men will tell you, it is
not liked at all, only the necessity of service
to justice keeps this alive in reality.
To this day we have the Hunting and
Tracking dogs that do amazing work with
their human counterparts. The dogs are
bred with uncanny ability in their genetics

The Apostle of Ardennes and Mike and Ben the English setters of Billy Franklin
to sniff out drugs, find a lost child, or
aid in the capture of felons. There is no
technology yet invented that can beat
the nose of a tracking dog. Legendary
Blood Hounds have been known to track
individuals for hundreds of miles, while
hunting dogs point and retrieve game birds
or can tree a Mountain Lion. Police dogs
can be trained to grab and hold bad guys,
find illegal drugs and sniff out bombs all in
the same animal. To this we salute some
of the Men, Women and Dogs that work
together as hunters and peace officers.
I grew up with English Setters,
Bobwhite Quail and My old friend Billy
Franklin. It was the best of times watching
Mike and Ben work the coveys, point and
retrieve. All the fields we hunted are now
subdivided and no one really quail hunts
any more. Military service intervened, and
I had my first real life experience with a

tracking dog.
As an MP Patrol Supervisor, I had
my pick of partners big Dale Smith was
just about right at six foot eight. It was

MAX’S

COINS & FIREARMS
“SEE THE ROUND MAN FOR A SQUARE DEAL!”
GOLD & SILVER IS AT AN ALL TIME HIGH...
TURN THAT OLD JEWELRY INTO CASH!
OPEN M-F 9-5 • SAT 9-2 or by Appointment

217-774-4748

141 E. Main Street • Shelbyville, IL

OPEN 7 DAYS • 20+ YEARS OF SERVICE EXPERIENCE
Service on most Outboards, Mercruiser Sterndrives • Minnows, Fishing Equipment & More in Stock!
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shot by a hunter. The trail was laid down
by the instructor which was two hours old
when the trail began. All the time it was
pouring down rain, I thought to myself,
“Yea Right.” In all my outdoor experience
I was about to find out you can teach
old dogs new tricks, every dog in the
aggregate trailed 300 yards and found the

deer leg, it was just plain amazing.
Of the dogs represented Labrador
Retrievers, Austrian Hounds, and
Dashounds (That’s right Weeny Dogs) of
which I have personal experience, I liked
them all. The instructors were just plain
outstanding and highly informative.
I just had to show off, Ann and Dan.

Left & Above: These were the
conditions rain and high water.
Jimbo White and Marz who found
the deer leg in fine style.
a cold and boring night circa 1978 at Fort
Richardson Alaska when we came upon
a rape in progress in a Taxi Cab. Smitty
actually grabbed the first subject in the
act while I drew down on the second, but
he was fast and made it out of range. I
turned and saw my back up the MP Dog
handler and pointed in the direction of
the perpetrator. In an instant the German
Shepard was on the trail and captured the
bad guy just as he made it in the barracks.
There was no time to think about the thrill
of the chase we just got the job done.
I have seen two boar dogs and two
patrol dogs killed in action over the years.

The boar dogs just got too close and the
boar cut them open. One patrol dog met
his demise when a skilled martial artist
took him out with a single stab of a
switchblade knife while the other dog was
sent in and shot by a barricaded subject.
This inspired my quote that the only thing
dogs ever did wrong was to make man
their best friend.
It was a cold rainy day at Catahoula
Lake Louisiana for a Tracking dog seminar.
Your basic impossible swamp in a down
pour, as I thought to myself there is no
way a dog can track in the rain. I quietly
convinced myself this was an exercise
to practice being miserable. But to the
trackers the show must go on, so I donned
my rain gear like the good outdoor writer.
Now the dogs themselves, in this case
were being taught to find wounded deer

www.greatlakesboatco.com

Like us on FACEBOOK

Hydraulic dredging
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Visions of the Chase . . . continued

They never had any training but they love to sniff around in the yard.
When I managed to get a shot from my back yard deer stand, it was
Cry Havoc and let slip the Weeny Dogs of War. It only went about
100 yards but they got on the trail and found what they were looking
for. I’m pretty sure they didn’t know what the heck it was but they
were pretty proud of themselves.....Pass it on.
Left & Above: Noah and Shooter
grew up together Every Good Dog
should have a Boy

CANOE THE MACKINAW RIVER!
Canoe & Kayak Rental • Pick Up & Drop Off Available
Can Accommodate Group Outings

DIRT CHEAP DAY IS EVERY 3rd SATURDAY!

Birthday Parties • Company Outings • Bachelor Parties • School Events
702 Smith Street • Mackinaw, IL

2 LOCATIONS:
3711 Amber • Pinckneyville, IL
618-357-2711
477 Hwy 6 West • Oxford, MS
662-236-7773

Find Details & Pictures of Inventory at:

MooreBrothersAutoSales.com
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THE BULLET TRAP!
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3-Fields • Pro Shop
www.Area52Paintball.com

CSI MANUFACTURING INC.

You can own the vacation home of your dreams for less than you think!

866-937-5544 • www.csihomesonline.com • PO Box 138, Cambridge IL 61238

THE “CABIN”

Experience state-of-the-art
indoor recreational target shooting!

279 N. Front St. Macon, IL 62544

Visit our New Online Store!
Our pro-shop, The Gun Vault, is now
open for business. We carry a variety of
firearms and accessories. We also accept
guns on trade and consignment.

(217) 764-5678
The-bullettrap.com

The Bullet Trap is available for private
parties and special events.
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Rustic Pine Millwork • Six-Panel Pine Doors • Vaulted Ceilings • EL Baseboard Heat
Tile Floor-Kitchen/Bath • Cedar Siding or Log Siding • Pine Wood Floors
Pella Double Hung Windows • Natural Hickory Cabinetry • Rustic Lighting
Modular Construction • Ready for Occupancy approximately 3 days after delivery
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COOKING Showroom loaded with New
WILD
& Pre-owned Boat Specials!
by Marlene Odahlen-Hinz
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“I’ve got all this venison, now what do I
do with it?”
For most of us the meat we get from the
game we harvest is almost as important as the
actual hunt itself. A lot of hunters have the
meat processed into jerky or sausage. At our
house we prefer to grind the meat or cut it into
steaks, chops, and roasts. When mixed into your
favorite dish most people can’t tell whether they
are eating venison, bear, elk, or beef.
POT MEALS
Chili is probably the most popular use of
game meat. Few dishes are more welcoming
on a cold winter day than a steaming bowl of
chili. It can be served over rice, mashed, or
baked potatoes then topped with shredded
cheese, sour cream, chopped onions or diced
fresh tomatoes if your creative juices kick in.
As the cook, you are in control of how hot or
mild the chili will taste with the variety and
amount of peppers, onions and spices you use.
Stews allow me to use meat taken from
the neck, shoulder, and lower legs. Plus, it
lets me experiment with red wines. Not only
does wine add flavor but also a pleasant
aroma as it simmers either in my crock pot or
Dutch oven.
Soups can be a meal in themselves
with the blending of beans, corn, cabbage,
potatoes, or mushrooms. My favorite soups
to which I add browned ground venison are
the creamed ones like potato, cauliflower,
cheese, and broccoli. Since wild turkey in my
opinion is the most difficult meat to cook (I
find it very dry), soup is where I use a lot of
my ground turkey meat.
MAIN DISHES
You can substitute ground venison for
any casserole recipe calling for ground beef.
Lasagna, shepherd pie and stroganoff are
mouth watering favorites at our house. Each
year our state congressmen/women have a
“hot dish” competition and last year Rep.
Collin Peterson took home the honors with
his “Right to Bear Arms” which featured
meat from a bear he’d actually shot.
The tenderloins of any game animal
are easy and quick to fix. Just put butter in a
pan, add fresh mushrooms, a little garlic, and
onions. Remove after 2-3 minutes and using
the same pan cook the tenderloin tips (5-9

minutes depending on size of tips).
Steaks cut from the backstraps are a
favored meal for us. We prefer to have them
with a thickness of about ¼ inch, so they sear
quickly. I also like to use that size when I
have more time and can make schnitzel.
Roasts using a crock pot can’t get
much easier especially if you use one of
McCormick’s® cooking bag and seasoning
mix. The bag makes clean-up a breeze and
the seasonings are all natural.
APPETIZERS
Dove breasts wrapped in bacon, skewered,
and placed on a grill for about 10 minutes add
adventure to any meal. Mushrooms stuffed
with sausage or cooked ground venison and
mixed with shredded cheese, herbs and bread
crumbs add elegance to then baked 6-8 minutes
are a real taste treat.
Every year my husband and I assist in
the kitchen for three different “Wild Game
Dinners” at Tinucci’s Restaurant in Newport,
MN. All three dinners are very well attended
and the NWTF along with two local high
school trap teams benefit from the event.
These fundraisers are always looking for
donated wild game so don’t forget to share
your bounty for a good cause.
Bear or venison sliders are very popular.
BBQ bear ribs are hands down a crowd
pleaser. Pheasant alfredo with penne pasta
is also a favorite among the attending
diners. Adding Italian seasoning to ground
bobcat and using it as a topping on pizza is
a menu item that is still talked about today.
One of the NWTF members always brings
several gallons of his home made wild turkey
sauerkraut soup which doesn’t last long.
The evening explodes when a sportsman/
woman brings in less common game such
as bobcat, alligator, antelope or mountain
lion. BUT we are always up to the challenge
on how to present these exotic meats in an
appetizing and appealing way.
TIP: Adding bacon to ground game meat
adds flavor as well as fat. (We grind 1 lb of
bacon into every 5 lbs of bear meat.)
TIP: Buy a cookbook that features only wild
game recipes.
TIP: Experiment with various seasonings,
rub and wine.
Until next month, don’t forget to take
your daughter, granddaughter or niece
bowhunting.

2018 Ranger Reata 220C Pontoon

2018 Ranger Z519 Bass Boat

2018 Ranger RT188 Aluminum

Details at www.bedford-sales.com
Email questions to
bedfordsales@sbcglobal.net
or call 815-942-1333
879 Bedford Road, Morris, IL
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DO THESE 5 THINGS THIS SUMMER
TO SHOOT A BUCK THIS FALL
By Bernie Barringer

FROM IMPROVING BEDDING AREAS TO
LOGGING TIME BEHIND A SPOTTING
SCOPE, YOU SHOULD SET ASIDE TIME FOR
SUMMER HUNT PREP BEFORE THE FALL
SEASON.
If you’re sitting here reading deerhunting articles in the spring and summer, I’d
say it’s safe to assume you’re a pretty serious
deer hunter. Like most deer hunters, I think
about whitetails year-round, but most of my
preparation and scouting activity is done just
before the season opens. Most years I hunt
from opening day right through the final bell.
However, these days I find myself involved in
deer hunting tasks year-round, especially in
the summer.
I like fishing as much as the next guy,
probably way more than most, but I believe
it’s really important to take a few days to
concentrate on hunting chores during the
summer months. I have found that there are
a few specific things I can do during the dog
days of summer that will significantly up my
odds of shooting a buck in the fall.

Authorized Dealer

Preseason work has been paying off big
for me. I have gone into each hunting season
feeling much more prepared and confident
that ever before and my success, especially
in the early season, but really all season
long, has proved the value of this preseason
work. I encourage you to take some time to
do these five tasks and I think you will agree
that they are well worth it.
1. TRIM SHOOTING LANES: Saplings
and brush grows up around your treestands
every year. If you wait till the last minute
to trim it, you may alert the deer to your
presence. They know their woods intimately,
and some fresh cut trees lying around right
before the season opens might put a mature
buck on edge.
In the summer, you don’t have to worry
about drops of sweat on the ground and you
can pile the trimmings in a way that will
move the deer past your stand. Using a pile
of brush to gently guide movements only
works if it has been done well ahead of time.
Some of these subtle brush piles can make

Doubet Seed Co.
Dusty Polhemus

Horse Feed - Pet Foods - Exotic Pet Food - Livestock Feeds - Bird Seed
Bedding - Hay - Straw - Special Order Feeds - Lawn & Garden

9701 W. Farmington Rd
Hanna City, IL 61536

PHONE: 309-565-4271

the difference between having a
deer move past your stand out of
range versus have the buck you
want standing right in your shooting lane.
This guiding doesn’t have to be a big
operation. Even a couple limbs can cause
the deer to alter their movement by walking
around them rather than pushing through.
On private land with permission, you can
even hinge-cut a tree and drop it across a
trail to block it.
2. IMPROVE BEDDING AREAS: My
friend and Iowa big-buck nut Jon Tharp
taught me this one, although he says it
didn’t originate with him. During the winter,
Jon does his hinge cutting to improve the
amount of sunlight getting to the forest floor,
but in the summer, he actually creates deer
beds. That’s right, individual beds where he
wants the deer to lie down.
Bucks do not like to lay on sticks and
stones, so you can make a nice bed with a
rake by clearing out a small area. Bucks like to
put their back against some kind of structure
just like a big bass would, so deer beds are
best made with some kind of cover next to it.
A downed log or deadfall tree is great; a small
brushpile works as well.
Bucks will bed down where they feel
secure and you can create a feeling of security
for them that will keep them from wandering
over to the neighbors by making a group of
individual beds that allow them to see what’s
in front of them and have a barricade behind
them. By doing several at differing angles, you
allow the buck to use the one he prefers in
various wind directions.
3. PLANT A THROW-AND-GROW
BRASSICA FOOD PLOT: You don’t have to
be a farmer to plant a food plot. There are

a couple simple tactics that work very well
with little effort. You can till up a small
clearing in the woods and rake in some
brassica seeds. Plants like turnips, kale,
forage rape, sugar beets and radishes all
work really well. The best time to do this
is early August right before a rain. Deer
do not pay much attention to these plants
as they grow throughout the late summer
into early fall so they have time to become
established. But once cold weather arrives,
the deer pound them. These plants become
more palatable after a hard frost turns the
starches in them to sugar. The deer are
piling into them during the early archery
season. Perfect timing. Strike right away
because they get cleaned up quickly.
Another easy plot can be created if
you have a treestand on the edge of a crop
field. By raking these seeds right between
the rows of corn or soybeans in front of your
treestand, you’ve created a mini food plot
of your own. OF course, if you don’t own
the land, you’ll need permission, but most
farmers will allow this. They might look at
you a little funny until they see the results,
but it can’t hurt to ask.
When the corn or beans are harvested,
the brassicas are sitting there ready for
the hungry deer. With the right planting
timetable, these little secret spots are often
at their peak in perfect timing for the October
archery seasons.
4. KEEP THOSE SCOUTING CAMERAS
WORKING: Far too many hunters wait
until just before hunting season to put out
their scouting cameras. I have a half-dozen
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cameras working all summer. I have them
on mineral sites and in bedding areas. Not
only is it fun to watch the bucks’ antlers
grow and the fawns rapid-daily maturing,
but you can learn a lot about the deers’
preferred travel corridors. This is important
information that will help you pattern the
deer later on.
In the summer, you can be a little
more aggressive about moving about in
areas the deer are using. While you would
never consider violating a buck bedding
area during the fall, you can safely check a
camera in there every couple weeks during
the summer. Spray down with Scent Killer
to reduce your intrusion and check the
cameras no more than twice a month. Check
just prior to a rain whenever possible.
Additionally, cameras help keep tabs
on which bucks are in the area. By taking
an inventory of them, you can make a “hit
list” or at least have a feel for the property’s
potential. Without a knowledge of what
bucks are living in the area, you might decide
to hold out for a 140-class buck or better
when there aren’t any. Possibly the best
way to get an inventory of the deer is with
a pile of corn near their normal feeding area.
You’ll get a picture of most every deer in the
area within a week or so. Check your local
regulations before doing so.
5. SPEND TIME BEHIND A SPOTTING

SCOPE: By the end of July, bucks have their
headgear nearly fully grown. At this time,
they may be more visible during daylight
than any other time of the year. They readily
feed on soybeans and alfalfa during the last
couple hours of daylight. Find a high point
where you can mount a spotting scope
to your truck’s window and watch their
evening movements into the fields. This will
help you keep track of the bucks and where
they like to enter the field in the prevailing
conditions. Take note of the wind direction
and where the bucks enter the fields during
these conditions. This info will help you
choose stand locations.
Bachelor groups of bucks are together
at this time and nothing makes your heart
beat faster than seeing a bunch of nice bucks
together in a field you will be hunting in just a
few weeks.
So, don’t spend all your time lying by the
pool or fishing in the summer. You could be
missing out on some enjoyable work that could
pay off in a big way when the season rolls
around. Consider trying a couple of these tactics
and just see if it doesn’t improve your hunting
come fall.
BONUS: IMPROVEMENTS ON PUBLIC
LAND: Most of these tips are aimed at
people who hunt private land. It might
surprise you to find that you can use all five
of these strategies on public hunting land in

Spring Fishing Packages
March 15 - May 18

Summer Fishing Packages
May 20 - Oct. 1

2 Day Getaway Package: $299 PP
3 or 4 Day Reelfoot Package: $399 PP
5 Day Blue Bank Package: $689 PP
1 Week Sportsman’s Package: $749 PP

many states. Until a few years ago it never
occurred to me to improve deer habitat on the
public land I hunt, until one day when I was
scouting I came across a half-acre of nice
green plants. Seems someone had planted
a small food plot of forage rape in a natural
clearing right front of their treestand. Certain
that this was illegal on state land, I called up
the game warden and was told that there is
no law against it in Minnesota.
From that point I realized that there
are many things I could do to improve even
the public hunting properties I hunt. I have
improved the bedding areas, created deer beds,
inventoried the deer, altered travel patterns by
blocking and improving trails and even scattered
seeds of plants deer find desirable.
Of course, by helping yourself, you are
helping everyone else that hunts that land.
And there is the possibility that you may
arrive to hunt and find someone else taking
advantage of your hard work, but I have found
that more often than not, most other hunters
do not even notice the improvements I have
made and I now know some things that most
hunters don’t, such as where the bucks are
bedding and how they are travelling through
the property. I have a better inventory of
the bucks that live on the property and their
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Finding the deer feeding areas
will help you pattern the bucks,
then get trail cameras out early
to learn more about them.
Photo by Bernie Barringer
feeding and bedding patterns.
For sure, check your state laws before
you do anything. Each state is different in
their laws, and many public lands are county
or federal, which brings even more possible
liberties or restrictions into the mix. And there
are normally workarounds you can use. For
example, if it’s not legal to cut brush to direct
deer traffic, you can pile dead branches you
gathered from the area. Be creative!

2 Day Getaway Package: $299 PP
3 or 4 Day Reelfoot Package: $299 PP
5 Day Blue Bank Package: $529 PP
1 Week Sportsman’s Package: $569 PP

CALL TODAY! 1-877-258-3226
www.BlueBankResort.com
Is your pond ready for next season?
We can help!
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35 ESSENTIAL RESOURCES FOR HUNTERS WITH GUN DOGS
By James Rhys Clark

Owning a gun dog means
devoting yourself to the ongoing training and
immaculate care of a working dog. While
this may seem like an exhaustive possibility,
fortunately, there are many great resources
out there to help the gun dog owner carry
out this responsibility.
Ensuring your safety and the safety of
your dog needs to be your first priority.
Hunting with a dog can be an
exciting adventure, but it can also be very
dangerous. Dog owners need to keep up with
training and grooming. They also need to
have information on the latest gun dog gear.
The resources in these articles will
help you to stay on top of all of this and
more! Whether you like surfing the internet,
reading a traditional book or watching

informative DVD’s, we’ve found a resource
that will meet your needs.
Websites for Avid Hunters with Dogs
1. SportDog: This is a website dedicated
to hunting, training, and tracking of working
sports dogs. The site offers educational
articles, training tips, support and apparel.
2. Gun Dog Central: Here is a gun dog
website that offers a little bit of everything,
from articles to shopping resources, to
trainer recommendations. The site itself is
quite unorganized and messy, but it’s filled
with a wealth of resources.
3. Gun Dogs Online: This resource has
everything from forums to articles to hunting
dog supplies. A well reputed and active
website, the average gun dog hunter will
find everything they need here.

4. Gun Dog Breeders: This is a website
that offers breeder resources for the hunter
looking for healthy gun dog stock. It’s also a
great resource for owners looking to breed
their gun dog.
5. AKC Gundog Resources: This one
is a subpage of the AKC website that lists
information on the current AKC Gun Dog
Championship.

Forums for Gun Dog Owners
6. Gun Dog Forum: A forum specifically
designed to bring together gun dog hunters
to answer questions about gun dog hunting,
this provides resources for purchasing gun
dogs, help to track dog pedigrees and tips
for keeping gun dog owners up to date on
pertinent news.
7. Gun Dog Breeders Forum: Here is a
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forum dedicated specifically to the breeding,
selling, training, and hunting experiences of
gun dog breeders and those who hunt with
gun dogs. The majority of this forum is focused
on breeding and selling gun dog stock.
8. Versatile Dogs Forum: This is a
forum that focuses on all hunting dogs and
the activities that they take part in. A nonspecialized group, this is a forum that offers
a little bit of everything for the avid hunter
and sporting dog owner.
9. Duck Hunting Chat: Duck Hunting
Chat is a forum that is specifically for gun
dog owners who participate in duck hunting.
This means that this forum more often than
not focuses on retrievers and their owners.
10. Refuge Forums: This is another forum
community dedicated to duck hunting and
most often retriever breeds. A well organized
and active forum community, there are many
great resources and plenty of friends to be
made here.
Professional Organizations for Gun Dog
Owners
11. NAGDOG: NAGDOG is the North
American Gun Dog Organization. This
organization is designed specifically to
provide gun dog hunting opportunities to
gun dog hunters and their dogs.
12. NAHRA: NAHRA is the North
American Hunting Retriever Association.

Unlike NAGDOG, NAHRA is dedicated only
to hunters with retriever hunting dogs. The
organization offers club locations as well as
event and training information to retriever
gun dog owners.
13. NAVHDA: NAVHDA is the North
American Versatile Hunting Dog Association.
A nonprofit organization, NAVHDA dedicates
themselves to fostering, promoting, and
improving the various hunting dog breeds
across North America.
14. The Positive Gun Dog Association:
This is an association that is built upon
a modern movement to use non-aversive
training methods when training gun
dogs. Although not as popular as other
professional organizations, the positive
training method approach is beginning to
pick up in popularity.
15. The American Hunting Dog Club:
Established in 1986, the American Hunting
Dog Club promotes safety, conservation, and
sportsmanship in the hunting community
and offers many events and activities for
hunting dog owners and their dogs.
Best Books for Hunters with Gun Dogs
16. Training with Mo — How Maurice
Lindley Trains Pointing Dogs by Martha H.
Greenlee: A best seller among gun dog
owners and trainers, Training with Mo
focuses on training pointing dogs with a

compassionate approach.
17. The Ultimate Guide to Bird Dog
Training by Jerome B. Robinson: A favorite
book of Steve Snell of Gun Dog Supply,
this book combines traditional and modern
approaches to training a gun dog to perform
up to standard.
18. Gun Dog by Richard Wolters: A
book designed for the pointing dog owner
who intends to train their own dog, Gun
Dog focuses on tailoring training approaches
to the mental development of the hunting dog.
19. Training the Versatile Hunting
Dog by Chuck Johnson: A bestselling book
from Chuck Johnson, this paperback focuses
on using the natural talents and instincts
of the hunting dog to create a successful
training approach.
20. How to Help Gun Dogs Train
Themselves, Taking Advantage of Early
Conditioned Learning by Joan Bailey:
Another bestselling book that focuses on
using a dog’s natural talent, this step by step
guide is filled with bright and descriptive
pictures and details the importance of a gun
dog’s first 12 months.
DVD’s for Gun Dog Owners
21. Smart Work and Smart Fetch – Evan
Graham’s Retriever Training DVD series:
These training DVD’s focus on the use of
the retriever as a gun dog and cover basic
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training to advanced essentials.
22. Fowl Dawgs DVD Series with Rick
Stawski: The Fowl Dawgs DVD series covers
everything the gun dog owner needs to know
about training their dog from a professional
and successful hunting dog trainer.
23. Chris Akin’s Duck Dog Basics Series
Training DVDs: This basic training DVD
series from Chris Akin focuses on duck dog
training using a more positive approach.
This is a favorite DVD series among gun
dog hunters who believe in a low-pressure
approach to training their dogs.
24. George Hickox DVDs: George
Hickox is an experienced trainer of hunting
dogs and has a long track record of success
with his training approach. This DVD series
is a bestseller on Gun Dog Supply’s website.
25. Tom Dokken Training DVDs: An
affordable DVD training series, the Tom
Dokken DVD series covers everything
from picking a puppy to preparing for hunt

VISIT OUR TWO
LOCATIONS!

1168 E 1500 North Rd.
Taylorville, IL
and
2512 W. Main St.
Shelbyville, IL

B&R Construction has new & used
Barges, Custom Barges & Work Boats . . .
They can design one for you!

217-287-2335 • BandRmarine.com
SALES & SERVICE ON MOST MARINE
MOTORS, BOATS & TRAILERS!

Boat Docks • Boat Lifts • Boat Houses
Pavilions • Shorewalls • Seawalls • RipRap
SEAARK ALL-WELDED ALUMINUM FISHING BOATS

BargesandWorkboatsforSale.com
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35 ESSENTIALS . . . CONTINUED
testing. Dokken’s approach is tried and true
and despite being an affordable DVD set,
the information that these DVD’s offer is
invaluable.
Best Magazines for Hunters with Gun Dogs
26. Gun Dog Mag: The most widely
recognized quality publication in the gun
dog community, Gun Dog Magcovers
questions and answers, gun dog resources,
and articles of interest.
27. Pointing Dog Journal: A magazine
dedicated specifically to pointing dog
owners, this publication provides articles
from seasoned professionals on vet care,
training, and hunting with pointers.
28. Eastmans’: Another general
hunting magazine, Eastmans’ offers both
a hunting journal and bow hunting journal.
This is certainly the less gundog centered
magazine on the list, but it still makes for an
interesting read for the average hunter.
19. Field and Stream Magazine: A
more general magazine aimed at hunters
and outdoorsmen, Field and Stream doesn’t
always focus on hunting and hunting dogs,
but they always offer quality content for the
hunter.
30. Bird Dogs Afield with Paul Fuller: An
online video publication, Bird Dogs Afield is a

free publication with both video and written
articles on bird dog hunting. This publication
provides information on training and care of
the hunting dog as well as articles on hunting
itself.
Best Gun Dog Supply Stores
31. GunDogSupply.Com: This is one
of the most comprehensive online stores
offering gun dog supplies from equipment to
training books.
32. DogsUnlimited.com: Here is
another comprehensive online store that
offers everything from field trial supplies
and training DVDs to customized kennel
signs.
33. Lion Country Supply: LCS focuses on
providing hunting dog supplies and supplies
for the hunter. Uniquely, they also offer
seminars to hunters and gathering events.
34.EverythingGunDog.com:
EverythingGunDog.com is a huge online
resource for gun dog supplies including
kennel and grooming products to field
specific items. Additionally, they also offer
a loyalty rewards program.
35. Gun Dogs Online: This is another
online retailer that carries all of the big
names in hunting dog equipment. With
hunting supplies for the hunter and for the
hunting dog, Gun Dogs Online offers the
best of the best brand name products.

Over 25 Years
of Experience

RETRIEVER TRAINING –
TAKING AN INITIAL LINE
From Tri-Tronics Retriever Training Book,
By Jim and Phyllis Dobbs with Alice Woodyard
Reprinted by permission of Tri-Tronics Inc.

We recommend that you first teach
your dog lining before you attempt multiple
marks or marks that incorporate obstacles,
diversions or other hazards. By emphasizing
lining before advanced marking, you
have control of the dog’s course from the
beginning so that the dog will understand
that a straight line out and back will be the
only acceptable route.
Teaching lining includes teaching
the dog two basic skills: taking a good
initial line, and carrying that line despite
influences, such as wind, terrain and old
falls. This article will cover the first skill,
teaching the dog to take an initial line. For
descriptive purposes, we will consider the
“initial line” to be the first 20 yards that the
dog runs.
Precise Alignment Drills: To get a
good initial line in retriever training, your ability
to control the dog’s precise position at heel
becomes very important. Precise adjustments
make it possible for you to aim the dog where
you want it to go. Remember, you and the dog
are a team. A quick adjustment from you can

Call Us & Save!

help the dog when it seems unsure of a mark
and teamwork is essential when lining the dog
up to run a blind.
Perfecting precise alignment at heel
requires regular practice, but the results will
give both you and your dog an important
skill that is needed for doing advanced work
in retriever training. The following eight drills
are designed to teach your dog to sit straight.
They also teach it to move with you and
align itself in the direction you are facing.
Since the following drills are new
concepts that you are teaching the dog, in
most cases, you will not use the Tri-Tronics
collar. Just use your voice, leash and rattle
stick for guidance.
Alignment Drill 1 - Square Pattern:
Heeling in a square help teach the dog to
align itself in the direction you are going.
Four decoys on the ground provide a pattern
for the drill and are also a distraction which
the dog must learn to disregard.
Practice heeling the dog on leash, going
in both clockwise and counterclockwise
directions while making square corners
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around the decoys. Use a rattle stick to
correct the dog if it forges ahead or hugs
your leg, and use the Tri-Tronics collar if the
dog checks out the decoys or lags behind.
By practicing these square corner drills, you
are helping your dog learn to pay attention
to your body language, which is the basis for
precise alignment.
Alignment Drill 2 - Backwards
Heeling: Training the dog to heel backwards
is essential so that you can subtly align it
in the heel position. To teach backwards
heeling, you must keep the dog from moving
away from you, so keep your leash snug, and
place the dog between you and a fence.
Command “Heel.” Take one step
forward, then start moving backwards. As
you move backwards, lightly rap the dog
across the front feet with a rattle stick
and guide it with the leash. The fence will
prevent the dog from turning around and
the rattle stick will motivate it to move
backwards.
Then command “Heel” and take a few
steps forward along the fence line, followed
by “Heel” and a few steps backwards. If the
dog does not step backwards when you do,
tap in front of its feet and guide it back.
If the dog starts to sit as you move
backwards, immediately move forward
to prevent it from sitting. Then command
“Heel” as you step backwards and repeat the

drill. Continue along the fence, a few steps
forward, a few steps back, until the dog will
move forward and backward with you.
Now try moving your left leg in a
pendulum motion, one step forward, one
step backward. Repeat this until the dog will
automatically follow your left leg without
the use of the rattle stick or a command.
Practice this drill until the dog will move
backwards when off leash and away from
the fence.
Alignment Drill 3 – Backward Pivot:
Once the dog will move backwards reliably,
teaching it to pivot backwards is the next
step. Say “Heel” and pivot on your left leg,
turning counterclockwise. Use the leash, to
hold the dog snugly in the heel position and,
if necessary, use the rattle stick to make it
move backwards as you pivot 360 degrees
to the left.
Alignment Drill 4 – Return To Heel:
By using the backwards pivot, you can easily
teach the dog to get into the heel position. Start
by reviewing the Backwards Pivot Drill. Next,
have the dog sit. Step away a quarter turn so
that you are facing the dog’s shoulder, and then
command “Heel.” If necessary, use your rattle
stick to motivate the dog. If your backwards
pivoting drill has been thorough, the dog should
move backwards into the heel position.
Once the dog is moving into the heel
position from a 90-degree angle, stand

2 Great Locations . . .
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$149.00 Per Person + Tax

(Min. 2 days and 2 nights)
Book 7 nights get the 7th night free.
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facing your dog and repeat the drill until it
will quickly move into the heel position. This
makes a nice “return to heel” and allows
you to align the dog correctly for the next.
Alignment Drill 5 – One Step
Realignment: The One-Step Realignment
Drill will help the dog learn to sit straight in
the heel position. Sitting straight at heel is
an essential skill for the dog if it’s to take a
good initial line.
With the dog sitting beside you,
command “Sit” and take one step forward.
Wait a moment, then command “Heel.” As
the dog comes up to the heel position, make
sure it sits straight.
If its rear end crowds behind you, use
your right foot to prod its hip as it sits. If
the dog’s rear end flares away from you as
it sits, practice heeling and sitting next to a
curb or something similar which will guide
the dog into sitting straight.
Make sure that whatever you do to
help guide the dog to sit straight is done
as the dog is in the act of sitting. It doesn’t
do any good to correct the dog after it sits
crooked. It won’t learn how to get into the
proper position on its own just because you
reposition it.
After the dog has perfected sitting
straight when you step forward, begin
taking one step backwards and say “Heel.”
Make sure it sits straight. Next, practice

taking one step left at a right angle across
the front of the dog, and have it heel into
that position. Then practice taking one step
to the right, making a quarter turn away
from the dog. Finally, practice taking a side
step away from the dog.
Eventually you should be able to leave
the dog on a sit and step away at any angle.
When you say “Heel,” the dog should
realign itself accurately next to your leg in
the precise direction you are facing.
Now repeat the one-step drills, but
instead of leaving the dog on sit and taking
a step, have the dog move with you as you
step away. Command “Heel” as you take
one step in any direction.
These drills can be mixed in with other
lessons. It takes time, but eventually the dog
will form a habit of sitting straight at heel,
which will put its body in the proper position
to take the correct initial line.
Alignment Drill 6 – Forward Pivot:
When the dog is good at doing one-step
drills to the right, teach it the forward pivot
and the command “Close.” This drill enables
you to align your dog to the right. It will also
enable you to pull the dog in close to you
when you are on the line.
To start, make several quarter turns
to the right, telling the dog “Heel” each
time. Then instead of commanding “Heel,”

continued on page 81
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WATERFOWL 2017
DUCKS UNLIMITED AND
SWEETWATER BREWING COMPANY
PROTECTING NATURAL HABITATS

Show your support by picking up a
SweetWater Protect Natural Habitats
variety pack, from now through August
MEMPHIS, Tennessee – For the
third consecutive year, Ducks Unlimited
is a proud partner and beneficiary of
SweetWater Brewing Company’s Save
Our Water program – an annual advocacy,
awareness and fundraising campaign that
includes a $100,000 donation from the
brewery divided equally among five partner
organizations, including DU.
 	 This year, a portion of sales from
SweetWater’s Protect Natural Habitats
variety pack is included in the campaign.
Available on retail shelves May through
August, this special 12-pack of bottles
or cans includes fan favorite brands 420
Extra Pale Ale, Goin’ Coastal IPA with
pineapple, TripleTail Tropical IPA and the
new summer seasonal brew, Tropical
Lover Berliner Weisse.
Atlanta, Georgia, based SweetWater
Brewing Company founded their Save
Our Water program in 2006 with Atlanta’s
Chattahoochee Riverkeeper and has grown
to include other partners as the brewery’s
distribution covers 22 states. In 2016,
SweetWater broadened the annual Save
Our Water campaign to include five nonprofit partners, including Ducks Unlimited,
whose missions include conserving and
protecting natural habitats as well as clean
water initiatives.
Each year, in addition to their $100,000
donation, SweetWater asks fans to join
in the effort with their own donations
to partner organizations, resulting in a
cumulative total of over $1 million for clean
water initiatives around the nation.
“SweetWater’s contributions from this
campaign allow Ducks Unlimited to raise
unrestricted revenue, which is critical for
our mission,” said Jim Alexander, DU senior
director of corporate relations. “Having the
flexibility to put this money to work in our

highest priority landscapes is important to effectively delivering on-theground conservation. Clean water is essential for waterfowl, wetlands
and wildlife. It’s also essential for brewing high quality beer.”
To learn more about SweetWater and their Save Our Water
campaign, visit www.sweetwaterbrew.com/saveourwater.
SweetWater Brewing Company, named for the founder’s favorite
creek to paddle in Atlanta, celebrated 21 years in business in February
and is the 15th largest craft brewery in the nation, according to
Brewers Association. The award-winning lineup of beers includes
SweetWater 420, IPA, TripleTail tropical IPA, Blue, Goin’ Coastal
IPA with pineapple, and Hop Hash Easy IPA. Seasonal releases offer
palate pleasing variety, along with an experimental, one-time-only
Dank Tank series, limited batches from The Hatchery pilot system and
progressive barrel aged styles in The Woodlands Project series.
Ducks Unlimited Inc. is the world’s largest nonprofit
organization dedicated to conserving North America’s continually
disappearing waterfowl habitats. Established in 1937, Ducks
Unlimited has conserved more than 14 million acres thanks to
contributions from more than a million supporters across the
continent. Guided by science and dedicated to program efficiency,
DU works toward the vision of wetlands sufficient to fill the skies
with waterfowl today, tomorrow and forever. For more information
on our work, visit www.ducks.org.
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THE ART OF DUCK HUNTING
The Hautman brothers hunt North
Dakota and reflect on the connections
between art and conservation.

MEMPHIS, TN – Ducks Unlimited’s latest
online film joins the Hautman brothers on a
special waterfowling trip to North Dakota.
Joe, Jim and Bob Hautman are renowned
wildlife artists and perennial winners of
the federal duck stamp contest.
Watch the film at www.ducks.org/
dufilms.
“The great thing about hunting in
North Dakota mainly is not just the beauty
of the landscape but there’s so many ducks
there and so many different species,” said
Jim Hautman. “So for us to be able to hunt
the prairies is a real treat.”
Waterfowl hunters 16 years of age
and older are required to buy federal duck
stamps. Revenue from this program is
used to conserve habitat for waterfowl
and other wildlife. While hunting in the
heart of the Prairie Pothole Region, the
brothers saw the results of the duck stamp
program on the landscape.
“It’s a great feeling to see the Prairie

Pothole Region and then you see a sign
with ‘Raised by Duck Stamp Dollars’ and
it really makes you feel good to know that
your artwork helped in preserving some of
this land,” said Bob Hautman.
Every year, artists from across the
country submit paintings to be judged
for potential use on the duck stamp.
Contestants are judged on the quality of
their art and how well they illustrate a
specific theme.
“It’s just an extra bonus on top.
We love to paint, and we love to paint
wildlife,” said Joe Hautman. “And then
to have it be used as a part of a program
that’s such a benefit to wildlife and to
all the people that use it, it’s just really
satisfying to see how much can be made
out of a little painting.”
DU Films is a unique online film series
from Ducks Unlimited, the world leader in
wetlands and waterfowl conservation.
Each film features thrilling hunting
footage but also tells a story about
waterfowl hunters who are passionate
about hunting and giving back to the
resource. DU Films presents all of this
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through breathtaking waterfowl footage
and intimate conversations with hunters
across North America.
The 2018 season includes six films.
DU will release one film per month this
spring and summer.
DU Films is produced by Rock
Road Creative and sponsored by Mossy
Oak, Drake Waterfowl, Winchester
Repeating
Arms,
Winchester
Ammunition and Yeti.
Ducks Unlimited Inc. is the
world’s largest nonprofit organization
dedicated to conserving North
America’s continually disappearing

FOOD PLOT
SEED $8.50
PER BAG

waterfowl habitats. Established in
1937, Ducks Unlimited has conserved
more than 14 million acres thanks to
contributions from more than a million
supporters across the continent.
Guided by science and dedicated to
program efficiency, DU works toward
the vision of wetlands sufficient to
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visit
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MINNESOTA’S NORTHWEST ANGLE

June 2018

By Joe Henry

There is an area in the northern
section of Minnesota’s Lake of the Woods
that is, well, let’s call it special. Special,
that is, if you appreciate a variety of
wildlife, thousands of islands, a relaxed
way of life, and of course, world class
fishing. If you have been there, there is a
good chance you are a return visitor. If you
have not been there, this is an adventure to
add to the bucket list. This area is way too
special to miss.
In thinking about Lake of the Woods,
it helps to think about it in basically three
parts. First, the Rainy River on the south end
flows into the lake. Second, Big Traverse
Bay is the large body of water in the middle
that rivals a great lake. The third section is
on the north end, starting at Garden Island,
and is where the majority of the 14,552
islands of the lake begin. This area is the
northernmost point of the contiguous U.S
called the NW Angle.
Only about 100 people live full time
in this entire area. Deer and bear most
certainly outnumber people. The Angle
Inlet School is the only surviving one room
school in MN. In fact, I had the opportunity

to attend the school play last year and it
was fabulous. 100% of the students
performed in the play…all five of them!
Enrollment has nearly doubled since then.
The NW Angle is detached from the
main portion of MN and is bordered on
three sides by the Canadian provinces of
Manitoba and Ontario. Consequently,
when driving to the Angle, you actually
enter into Canada for about 40 minutes and
then enter back into MN at the NW Angle.
For that reason, visitors are required to
proper documentation such as a passport
for crossing the border.
Some visitor’s avoid customs by boating
up or in the winter, via snow machine
across the ice thus staying in MN waters.
This means about a 40 mile boat ride or
snowmobile ride from the south end. Some
resorts offer a transport service across the
lake to the Angle. It’s as easy as parking
on the south end at the transport services
parking lot, load your gear on the boat or
track rig, depending upon the season and
your adventure begins.
When you arrive, the Angle has about
12 resorts catering to primarily anglers.

Although you are amongst nature, you don’t
have to sacrifice the modern conveniences
unless you want to. Many resorts have
Wi-Fi, satellite dishes, air conditioning and
full meal plans.
Some visitors prefer to disconnect
from the world and stay in a log cabin that’s
more traditional without the frills. Either
way, the lake life and beautiful scenery in
these parts will draw you in.
Some call this area God’s Country.
The absolute breathtaking beauty and the
positive feelings this area invokes upon
people’s souls is contagious. About half
of the resorts in these parts are on the
mainland called Angle Inlet. These resorts
offer the opportunity to drive your vehicle
right to your cabin. The other half are
amongst the islands in the area. In this
case, the resort meets you at Young’s Bay
with their boat and transports you, unless of
course, you bring your own boat.
In the winter, an ice road is plowed to
most of the island resorts from Young’s Bay
allowing guests to drive right to their resort.
World Class Fishing. This area
really has it all. The first decision to

The Northwest Angle is the
northernmost point of the
contiguous United States,
is where the 14,552 islands of
the lake begin and is home to
about a dozen fishing resorts.
make is whether you are going to fish MN,
Ontario or both. For those who prefer to fish
the MN side, there are thousands of spots
and the possibilities are limitless. Because
this area of the lake borders Canada, many
visitors will fish Ontario, if nothing else,
to explore an extra 40 miles of fishing and
wilderness by water.
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Lake of the Woods is named The
Walleye Capital of the World for good
reason. Walleyes thrive and are and seem
to be everywhere. As a result, fresh
walleye shore lunch or an evening fish fry
are the norm in these parts.
If you chase muskies, you are aware
of this area’s reputation. It is tough to turn
on a Saturday morning muskie show and
not see Lake of the Woods a good portion
of the time. With so many islands, bays,
rock points, saddles, humps, red cabbage,
etc, this is a muskie angler’s dream. Both
the MN side and Ontario side hold good
numbers and trophy fish over 50 inches.
One fish taking a back seat in popularity
is the smallmouth bass. Smallies are
often caught by walleye anglers, but not
often targeted. Bass thrive amongst the
thousands of islands and are everywhere.
Anglers often comment they cannot believe
how unbelievable a bass fishery this area is
and that nobody fishes for them. Walleyes
rule in these parts and that’s just the way
it is.
Other fish that are prevalent and you
will catch are saugers, pike, jumbo perch and
crappies. In certain parts of the lake, whitefish
and lake trout abound and are a blast.
Local Guides. Fortunately, this area
has a number of passionate guides who

work with the resorts and know the lake
well. They are excellent at making the
fishing adventure about you and what you
want to catch.
As a bonus, most of them have
perfected the shore lunch. They actually
have special recipes for the fish batter,
potatoes and beans. Prepared fresh on an
island, a delicious meal of fresh walleyes
has a tendency to diminish the quality of
the more typical fish fry back at home.
In addition to the fishing. If you want
to mix it up a bit, there is a lot to offer.
Garden Island State Park. Right in
the heart of fertile walleye waters is Garden
Island. Docks are available to tie your boat.
Sand beaches and shoreline for miles to
explore. This is a great spot to enjoy lunch,
hike, geocache or simply explore.
Ft. St. Charles. Take in some history
at historic Fort St. Charles on Magnuson
Island in MN. This fort is preserved and
was used for trade and exploration back in
1732. Docks are available and the public is
welcome to explore and take pictures.
Massacre Island. Stories vary over
time, but in a nutshell, 21 explorers were
massacred by the Sioux Indians who believed
guns were sold to their rivals. Most of the
explorers were beheaded. A Jesuit Cross still
resides at the top of the island.

Salmon Catcher Lodge

Luxury Lodging • Fishing Packages • Eco Tour Packages
Bear Viewing • Day Trips • Corporate Excursions
Featured on

with Larry Csonka

Alaska lodges all offer the same but
we give you more!!!
Begin your Kenai adventure
now By scanning our
complimentary resources app!

Painted Rocks. Centuries old Indian
rock paintings on Lake of the Woods
stand as remnants of the area’s earliest
inhabitants. They are believed to be 800
– 900 years old. These rock paintings still
mystify historians and chemists. Even
though the art is considered primitive, the
materials used by the early artists to create
it have not been equaled in modern times
as evidenced by their durability through
centuries of exposure to the climate.
The NW Angle is an absolute oasis of
open water and ice fishing, hunting, wildlife
and a variety of outdoor activities. It’s an
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area that does not get a lot of attention.
It’s also an area that once you visit, you can
bet you will be back.
For more information about
the NW Angle, contact
Lake of the Woods Tourism at
www.LakeoftheWoodsMN.com
or at 1-800-382-FISH.
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THOSE FASCINATING DEER
ANTLERS
By Bob Robb

DEER ANTLERS ARE ONE OF THE FASTESTGROWING TISSUES IN ALL OF NATURE.
GROWTH IS REGULATED BY HORMONES
CONTROLLED BY THE PHOTOPERIOD, OR
LENGTH OF DAY.
Today’s deer hunter is not unlike
his ancestors in many ways. Though the
technology and needs have certainly
changed, we still hunt to feed our families
and answer a primal urge. And like primeval
man, we are enamored with antlers.
You can see this fascination by looking
at the etchings and paintings on cave walls
the world over, where ancient hunters
created their own trophy room long before
the art of taxidermy was perfected. They also
used antlers and horns in a practical way,
making everything from tools, weapons and
ceremonial garb from them. Antlers were
often featured prominently in ceremonial
dances to celebrate the prowess of the tribe’s
best hunters.
Modern hunters are so infatuated with
antlers that they spend inordinate amounts of
time and money helping deer grow them. Food
plots, mineral licks, protein supplements,
habitat manipulation and management —
many think about it 24/7/365. In spring and
summer we watch antlers grow, and that
begets questions: How do they grow? What
are they made out of? What is this furry
velvet we see early in their development, and
why does it go away?
Antlers are one of the fastest growing
tissues in all of nature. The process for
whitetails is regulated by hormones
controlled by the photoperiod, or length
of day. The primary hormones responsible
for antler growth are testosterone and IGF
(insulin like growth factor). Biologically,
fluctuating testosterone levels initiate the
peeling off of the velvet and the casting off
of the antlers, while IGF that is produced
in the liver promotes actual antler growth.

As the days grow longer from winter to
spring to summer, a corresponding drop
in melatonin production kick-starts the
hormone cycle for antler growth. Without
diving into too much biology, basically a
buck’s brain measures the length of day by
the amount of melatonin produced. In turn
this influences testosterone and IGF levels.
This is why the bucks that are late in the
velvet shedding process are usually yearling
bucks and older bucks past their prime —
they have lower levels of testosterone than
prime-of-life bucks.
Antler growth begins with the pedicel,
located on the frontal portion of the skull and
which is the base from where antlers form.
“Buttons” begin to grow from the pedicels
when bucks are about six months old. During
the spring and summer growing season
the antlers are covered in a very fine, soft
membrane we call velvet. Underneath this
furry membrane, a rich supply of blood and
nutrients flows through veins running on the
outside of the antlers and back down to the
base. During the growing stages, antlers are
high in water and blood content and low in
dry matter. The dry matter at this stage is
around 80 percent protein and 20 percent
phosphorous and calcium. Once hardened,
antlers are about 60 percent phosphorous
and calcium and 40 percent protein.
When in velvet, antlers are very
vulnerable. Bucks are intuitively aware of
this and are very careful during the growth
process, one reason it’s common to see bucks
out in the open when they are in velvet.
Injuries to the velvet can result in abnormal
points or, at times, complete deformation. As
a side note, leg and pedicel injuries can also
lead to deformed antlers. Injuries on the rear
legs affect the opposite side antler, where
front leg or shoulder injuries will affect the
same side. Research shows this oddity may
be from the buck’s ability to pull or redirect
nutrients for healing the injured leg. Also,
injuries to the pedicel can happen from buck
fights during the rut, which can cause part of
the pedicel to shed with the antler. If these

Catquiver Mini
injuries are bad enough, they can sometimes
affect antler growth for several years.
Following the summer solstice (June
21 in 2018), days start getting shorter and
the testosterone levels in bucks begin to
rise. This slows the antler growth cycle,
which begins the process of hardening of
the antlers. Bucks now grow what we call
the “burr” at the base of the antler. The burr
cuts off the blood supply to the velvet. In
less than a day the drying velvet is rubbed
off on trees and bushes, leaving the buck
with a blood-stained rack he will continue
to polish for several days.
Rarely does a buck not shed his antlers,
instead keeping velvet-covered antlers that
continually grow throughout the year. This is
known as cryptorchidism, and these bucks are
often called “cactus bucks.” Cryptorchidism is
the result of an injury or castration of the testes
which alters testosterone levels. The age at
which the injury occurs will determine the
severity of antler deformation or interruption
in the normal antler cycle. An older buck
that has a testes injury or castration while
in hard antler will likely shed its antlers early
due to the sharp decrease in testosterone
production. The following season, the buck
may grow a rack that is permanent and stays
velvet-covered and growing.
For most of us, deer hunting is a way
to reconnect with Mother Nature, a time
to escape the pressures of the go-go world
in which we live while providing the finest
organic protein on earth to our families. Yet,
like ancient man, the modern deer hunter also
reveres exceptional antlers. Because they are
rare, they take our breath away and leave us
in awe. And so, like our ancestors, we dance.
Do you have any unique antler stories
you’d like to share? Drop me a note at bob.robb@
grandviewoutdoors.com, I’d love to hear from you!
www.grandviewoutdoors.com
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RETRIEVER TRAINING . . . CONTINUED

command “Close” each time you step and
repeat several quarter turns with this new
command. The dog will go with you out of
habit. When the dog is proficient at making
quarter turns, repeat the drill with oneeighth turns.
Any time the dog is slow in following
your command, repeat the drill three times
in a row, each time giving a leash correction
as you move and command “Close.” The dog
will soon try to beat the leash correction
by moving promptly when it hears the
command “Close.” When it succeeds, tell it
“Break” and throw a fun bumper.
Alignment Drill 7 – Locking On: A dog
that leans forward in anticipation of being sent
is very likely to go in the direction its leaning. In
this drill, you can teach the dog to lean forward
by using birds instead of bumpers.
With the dog sitting at heel, toss a bird
just a few feet in front of you. Now drop
your hand forward and over the center of
the dog’s head just high enough so that it
doesn’t have to duck under it. Hesitate until
the dog leans forward in anticipation of
being sent, then send it immediately.
With repetition the dog will
automatically lean forward when you
drop your hand. Be sure to hesitate just a
moment before sending the dog; otherwise,
it will interpret the lowering of your hand as
its signal to go.
Alignment Drill 8 – Push-Pul Drill:
Dogs become worried and lose confidence
when you “fuss” with them too much at
the line as you try to get them to look in the
direction you want them to go. This drill will
help your dog learn to move with you. Once
it readily accepts subtle realignment cues
from the movement of your left leg, you and
your dog can work together as a team to get
lined up in the correct direction.
By moving your left foot forward or back,
you’ll find that you can push the dog’s head
away from you or pull it toward you when
it’s sitting at heel. The dog will have some
tendency to do this naturally; in the “PushPull” drill, you enhance this tendency by
sending the dog as soon as it moves with you.
With the dog sitting at heel, toss two
white bumpers that are 45 degrees apart
and about 20 feet in front of you. Make sure
the dog can see both bumperson the ground.
When the dog looks toward one, calmly
say “NO.” Then move your left leg one
step forward or back, whichever causes
the dog to turn toward the other bumper.
Immediately say “GOOD” when it makes the
adjustment. Drop your hand, hesitate, and
send the dog “Back.” Now repeat the drill,
but from now on, have the bumpers in place
so that the dog doesn’t see them thrown.
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FISHING EVENT A GREAT CATCH FOR
FAMILIES AT PERE MARQUETTE STATE
28TH ANNUAL TWO RIVERS FAMILY FISHING FAIR ON JUNE 9

GRAFTON, IL – For a day filled with fun and
educational activities for the entire family,
check out the Two Rivers Family Fishing Fair
on Saturday, June 9 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Pere Marquette State Park near Grafton, on
Illinois Route 100.   
 	 The 28th annual Fishing Fair will
include a wide variety of favorite activities
from previous years. Participating children
will find a new and improved catch-andrelease bluegill pond, where young anglers
can have their photograph taken with their
catch; the popular One-Cast station, where
everyone wins a prize; and, bowfishing
stations where children can shoot at moving
targets in a pool, or at a 3D target. Every
child who completes at least seven stations
will receive a prize and have the chance to
catch a trout in the trout pond.
 	 A 4,000-gallon mobile aquarium Texas Bass Tanks with Brad Campbell - will
be featured this year, stocked with many of
the fish species found in the Illinois River.
Fishing seminars will be presented all day,
featuring local experts providing a variety of
fishing information. “Camo the Clown” will
be back at the fishing fair this year, and the
Lodge Brothers will be returning as part of
the event entertainment. There will be food
available for purchase throughout the day.  
 	 “We want to get kids to get hooked on
fishing, and not on some of the less desirable
things that are available for our kids to do,”
said Scott Isringhausen, Illinois Department of

Natural Resources Urban Fishing Coordinator.
“Thanks to our generous sponsors, we are
able to continue to offer this free event. We
are very fortunate to have the support of the
Phillips 66 Wood River Refinery as a Premier
Sponsor, along with Farm and Home Supply,
Cabela’s of Hazelwood, Walmart, the Jersey
County Board, and many others.”
 	 The event is hosted by the United
States Army Corps of Engineers, the
National Great Rivers Research and
Education Center (NGRREC), Two Rivers

National Wildlife Refuge (administered by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), and Pere
Marquette State Park (administered by the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources).
 	 There is no charge to attend the Two
Rivers Family Fishing Fair, or to catch a fish,
and parking is free. No fishing license or
fishing gear are needed to participate in the
event. For more information contact: Two
Rivers National Wildlife Refuge at 618-8832524 or Pere Marquette State Park at 618786-3323 ext. 1.
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HIGGY’S STAND
By Don Higgins

SUPPLEMENTAL
FEEDING AND CWD
IN ILLINOIS

Supplemental
feeding of deer was
banned in Illinois several years ago when
CWD was confirmed in the state. It has
been long enough now that some Illinois
deer hunters have bought into the idea
that supplemental feeding is a bad thing.
The commonly promoted theory is that
when deer are concentrated at a feeding
location they are more likely to spread
disease within the herd. There are some
big holes in this theory however and while
I certainly do not claim to be an expert on
CWD I bet by the end of this article there
is a good chance you will have learned
something you didn’t know regarding this
topic and may even change your mind on
the idea of supplemental feeding.
Many whitetail biologists have
shifted their view on supplemental
feeding in recent years and a lot of
Illinois deer hunters think it is time that
we rethink the supplemental feeding ban

in Illinois. In fact, increasing the levels
of some key nutrients in deer diets could
very well make them less susceptible to
disease.
Let’s start with the fact that deer are
naturally very social animals who live in
family groups and constantly groom each
other and feed in very close proximity
to each other. Their “communication
system” has them all urinating in the
same scrapes which they also will smell
and/or lick. They also all commonly use a
licking branch for communication where
every deer in an area will lick and chew
on the same branch. These natural actions
by deer are surely more prone to the
spread of bodily fluids than supplemental
feeding.
CWD was first found in Illinois in 2002
not long after it was found in neighboring
Wisconsin. Illinois immediately banned
any use of feeds or minerals for wild deer
within the state and began an extremely
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aggressive sharp-shooting
campaign to eradicate deer
in areas where CWD was
found. At that time much less
was known about CWD so
this original approach to try
to control the spread of the
disease may not have been
out of line at that time.
What many either don’t
know or fail to acknowledge
is that since that time
millions of tax-payer dollars
have been spent on these
efforts in a losing cause. In fact the
number of Illinois counties with confirmed
cases of CWD has increased over fourfold. I will remind you that this happened
while supplemental feeding was banned
in Illinois and while the extensive sharpshooting campaign was going on.
Year - # of Counties with confirmed
CWD cases
2003 – 3
2004 – 4
2005 – 4
2006 – 5
2007 – 5

2008 – 4
2009 – 5
2010 - 5
2011 – 10
2012 – 8

2013 – 12
2014 – 13
2015 – 14
2016 – 13
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Clearly the current approach to
managing CWD in Illinois is not working.
CWD is spreading and will continue to
spread. Is it worth it to continue to spend
millions of tax-payer dollars to fight
this losing battle? Many Illinois deer
hunters think it is time for a different
approach and many wildlife biologists
agree. Recent cutting-edge science has
changed the thinking of these respected
professionals who once bought into the
ban on supplemental feeding and the
expensive eradication programs that
have proven to be failures.
Today’s science has led to the
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development of cutting–edge nutritional
products specifically for whitetail
deer. These products are being used
in significantly increasing volumes
by captive deer breeders around the
country as they witness the benefits
first-hand. Many of these captive deer
breeders claim to see lower incidence of
disease as well as better survival rates
of diseased animals.
Some opponents of supplemental
feeding claim that deer can get every
nutrient they need from the crops and
other plants growing in fertile Illinois
soils, but this is simply not true. Wild
deer can certainly survive in Illinois
without supplemental nutrition but can
they “THRIVE”? Consider this analogy
- An Illinois farmer may be able to grow
corn and soybeans in his fields without
any fertilizer yet essentially every ag field
in Illinois gets an application of fertilizer
every year. This is to supplement those
nutrients which are in shortest supply and
thus limit plant health and production.
Let’s consider this same analogy with
an Illinois livestock farmer. A good Illinois
cattle farmer will have his cattle grazing
on lush pastures planted to specific
grasses and legumes. He will take it a
step further by fertilizing his pastures
to maximize the plant production and
ultimately the production of his animals.
Even with his cattle grazing on the most
intensively managed pastures, he will
also supplement his cattle’s diet with
mineral and vitamin products to keep
them in the best health possible.
Ask any veterinarian and they will

tell you that animal health, including
“disease prevention”, always starts with
nutrition. An animal whose nutritional
needs are being fully met is much better
able to ward off health challenges
including disease. This absolutely
applies to deer as well as livestock, pets
or even humans.
Could an Illinois farmer grow crops
without ever fertilizing his fields? Sure
he could, but the resulting harvest would
be much less because the plants in his
fields would not get their nutritional
needs met and would be much more
susceptible to diseases and other
stresses.
Could an Illinois cattle farmer raise
cattle without supplementing their diets
with minerals and other nutritional
products? He certainly could but his
animals would not be as healthy and
would be more prone to disease issues.
They would also have all sorts of other
issues such as slower growth rates and
more reproductive issues.
In either case the crops and cattle
would “survive” but they certainly
wouldn’t “thrive”. This is the very
same concept with Illinois deer herd.
Supplemental feeding nutrient dense
products could very well make them
better equipped to ward off disease
threats. While the intentions may
have been good with the supplemental
feeding ban in Illinois, it may have
actually had the opposite effect than
was intended.
Those who have fully “bought-in” to
the current ban on supplemental feeding
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wild deer in Illinois routinely lament
that lifting this ban will destroy the
Illinois deer herd. Really? Supplemental
feeding of wild deer is currently allowed
in significantly more states than where
it is banned. The deer herds in those
states seem to be faring very well.
What’s more, many of those states also
have confirmed cases of CWD and yet
still allow supplemental feeding. There
is absolutely no basis for this concern.
Opponents of supplemental feeding
also like to mention the “numerous
studies” showing that supplemental
feeding “spreads diseases”. I have yet
to see a study that actually proves that
a single deer contracted CWD through
sharing a feeding location with other
deer. Most of the “scientific studies” I
have seen are little more than opinion
pieces based on assumptions without
the facts from actual in-field studies to
back up the opinions shared.
Let me further destroy the antisupplemental feeding position with a
very interesting fact. There have been
multiple situations where a captive deer
was found to have CWD. Every deer on
those farms was killed and submitted for
CWD testing and yet not another single
deer on those farms had CWD. Think
about that; these deer were all confined
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and fed in the very same feeder every day
for years and the one animal with CWD
did not spread CWD to the others!
There are many factors involved in
spread of disease such as susceptibility
(some genotypes may be resistant), dose
of infective material, immune function
of the animal and especially for CWD,
incubation time. Supplemental feeding to
date has not shown any correlation with
spread of CWD.
Deer hunters will often wonder why
various state game agencies give so
much attention to CWD when another
deer disease, EHD (Epizootic Hemorrhagic
Disease) kills thousands of times more
deer every year than CWD ever will. To
the casual observer this makes no sense
at all but this is where the politics of
CWD comes into play. It is the very same
politics that has caused rational people
to blindly follow the CWD scare without
having any idea why CWD is so bad and
why they should fear it.
CWD is caused by a prion which is
briefly described as an infectious protein
particle that causes various transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs).
Mad-Cow disease is a TSE as is CWD in
deer. These prions essentially eat holes
in the brains of the animals they infect.
In a nutshell, someone came up with
the idea that CWD may at some point
“jump the species barrier” and infect
humans that consume the meat from a
CWD infected deer. This radical idea is
literally driving the whole CWD scare but
it HAS NEVER HAPPENED in spite of the
fact that it is estimated that every year
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people unknowingly consume many tons
of venison from CWD infected deer.
My personal opinion regarding CWD
would be a whole lot different if there was
true science behind the idea that CWD
could jump the species barrier and infect
humans. That just simply is not the case
however and as the years go by, wildlife
biologists in growing numbers are seeing
this as the conspiracy theory that it really
is. On the other hand, some biologists
have bought in so deep that they can’t
reverse course. In my opinion, it makes
about as much sense as killing your pet
dog because you don’t want distemper to
“jump the species barrier” and infect you!
As stewards of this magnificent
natural resource it is time to open our
minds and look at this issue in a new
light. Currently the Illinois legislature is
considering senate bill SB-2493 which
would make supplemental feeding of deer
legal in Illinois only on private property
and only outside of hunting season. This
bill is still a long ways from becoming
law but it really puts the issue of CWD in
Illinois at a cross-roads. Do we continue
to ignore facts and spend millions of taxpayer dollars on a program that is clearly
not working? Or do we embrace the latest
science and try a new approach, one that
would not only benefit the Illinois deer
herd but also benefit Illinois residents,
deer hunters, farmers, business owners
and even the coffers of the state of
Illinois? A growing number of Illinois deer
hunters believe this change is long overdue.
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TEAM RATH WIN BIG AT
THE 2018 SEAARK BOATS
OWNERS INVITATIONAL

MONTICELLO, AR (April 30, 2018) –More
than 350 anglers from 22 states competed
in the 8th Annual SeaArk Boats Owner’s
Invitational Saturday, April 28 on the waters
of Lake Wheeler in Decatur, AL. Anglers from
across the United States competed for more
than $85,000 in cash and prizes, including a
chance to win a brand new SeaArk ProCat 200
with Suzuki DF200ATX, Marine Master Trailer
and American Canvas Cover valued at $50,000.
The event kicked off on Friday, April 27
at the Captain’s Dinner with check-in and
late registration. Participants were treated
to a dinner catered by Whitt’s BBQ while the
SeaArk Tournament Committee reviewed
the rules and answered any last-minute
questions. Stephen Higgins of Nashville,
TN, won a $500 drawing donated by Decatur
Morgan County Tourism.
Saturday’s main event began at 6:30
am with an organized blast-off to start the
tournament. Final weigh-in began at 3:30 p.m.
with all boats back to the harbor. A large crowd
was in attendance to watch it all take place.
During the day, SeaArk partnered with Pond
Hopper Nation for a “Teach A Child To Fish”
event. The kids event provided free fishing poles
and goodies to local kids who participated. They
were also able to meet the SeaArk Pro Staff and
practice their fishing techniques.
Steve Henderson, President of SeaArk
Boats, stated “the Owner’s Tournament
is one of our favorite events we conduct
each year. We get to see old friends, make
new friends, get valued input for improving
our product, see large fish, and most of
all, we get to see the joy in people’s faces
when they weigh a fish or win a prize. This
segment of the industry continues to grow
and we are very proud to be a part of it. The
cat fishing community includes some of the
best people that you could ever meet.”
The team of John Rath of Athens, IL, and
Corey Rath from Sherman, IL, took the firstplace check for $6,600 with 185.58 pounds.
Jesse Linscott and Justin Diehl of Sumner,
MO, snagged second place with a weight
of 160.27 pounds to take home $3,200.
Third place went to Justin Neece and Brent
Riddle of O’Dessa, MO, who finished with
5 fish weighing in at 149.68 pounds. Big
Fish winners were Team Rath who caught
a blue cat weighing in at 93.22 pounds to
win an additional $2,500. The Goose Egg
award went to Ken and Thomas Luttrell of
Ramsey, IL for not weighing in and the Little
Cat award went to John Cooksey age 5 for
being the youngest participant, each went

home with $500. The winners of the ProCat
200 package were Jamie Bardsley of Perry,
AR and Jim McCabe of Mountainburg, AR.
The SeaArk Tournament Committee weighed
in 441 catfish totaling 7,780.27 pounds. All
were released back alive into Lake Wheeler
via the Fat Cat Chute.
Sponsors for the event include Suzuki
Marine, Marine Master Trailers, Whisker
Seeker Tackle, LINE-X®, Monsters on the
Ohio, Welsco®, American Canvas Products
and the Decatur Morgan County Tourism.
For more pictures from the event please visit
the SeaArk Boats Facebook page or website.
About SeaArk Boats: With over 59
years of experience in boat building, SeaArk
Boats (owned by Correct Craft) is the industry’s
premier aluminum fishing boat known for
outstanding product quality and excellent
customer service. Mostly known for heavyduty aluminum boats built specifically for catfishing, SeaArk also builds bass- and crappiefishing boats, jon boats, duck boats, and bay
boats, offering a wide variety of tunnel and
jet tunnel hulls. For more information visit
www.seaarkboats.com.
About Correct Craft: Celebrating
93 years of excellence in the marine
industry, Correct Craft is a Floridabased company with global operations.
The Correct Craft family includes Nautique,
Centurion, Supreme, Bass Cat, Yar-Craft,
SeaArk, and Bryant boat companies,

1st Place Winners
Pleasurecraft Marine Engine Group, and
Aktion Parks. For more information please
visit www.correctcraft.com.
About Decatur-Morgan Tourism:
The Decatur-Morgan County Tourism is a
not-for-profit organization promoting tourism
and economic growth in Morgan County. For
information on special events and attractions
throughout Morgan County, contact the
DMCT at 800.524.6181 or 256.350.2028; or
visit its website at www.decaturcvb.org.

ProCat 200 Winner

Big FishWinners

Pond & Lake Weed Removal Tool
Toss-Retrieve
Unload-Repeat

989-529-3992 • WeedGatorProducts.com
Performs C.P.R. Cuts • Pulls • Rakes
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HELPING CLIENTS
CATCH MEMORIES ONE
FISH AT A TIME
Lake Shelbyville

217-520-3653 • www.englandexpenditions.com

RUN WALLEYE RUN!!!

As May ends and June begins so
does some of the best walleye and
sauger fishing of the entire year on Lake
Shelbyville. Lake Shelbyville is going to
have a great walleye and sauger season
this year with a healthy class of fish
ranging from 18-22 inches.
First, one of the most successful
techniques, and a client favorite, is fishing
with my Okuma line counting reels and
pulling spinners. I make my own custom
spinners and I tip them with a minnow.

With the use of a bottom bouncer I can
control the depth of my bait.
Fishing flats that lead into a drop-off
or lead to a portion of the river channel
are places that I have the best successes.
Locating baitfish is a major key in walleye
and sauger fishing. Birds dive bombing the
water or any major top water disturbances
are indicators of large schools of baitfish.
Those baitfish attract the predator fish
like walleye and sauger. Using baits that
“match the hatch” is a great lure option

WORLD-CLASS QUALITY HUNTS AROUND THE WORLD!
TED TESTED! • TED ABUSED! • TED APPROVED!

Bryan, Jason and Travis after a great day!!
now. Berkley Flicker Shad crankbaits are a
great multi-purpose bait that produce great
numbers of walleye and sauger now. Flicker
Shad crankbaits are good to troll and good
to cast also. Shad are one of the primary
food sources for walleye and sauger. Lake
Shelbyville has a healthy shad population
making those walleyes and sauger very
healthy and fun to catch!!! With the
warmer weather here and the water
temperature rising this will induce the
walleye and sauger to eat more frequently

throughout a 24-hour day. Another great
place to fish is any under water rock hump
or series of humps. Walleye and sauger
will move from shallow to deeper water
throughout the day, so do not be afraid
to fish the shallower water as well. Wind
blown points, shorelines or islands are
other places to fish now to find walleye and
sauger. With the wind pushing the baitfish
into the shorelines a mudline is usually
created. That mudline is the ambush area
for walleye and sauger. The baitfish cannot

CRAPPIELURES.COM
SPRING SALE in progress!
Hand-tied Jigs, Lead Heads,
Plastics and more!

Ice Fishing Jigs Available

CELEBRATING 30
Years in business!
Prefer a catalog? Call 217-224-6794
FREE Bonus with each order

“Helping Clients Catch Memories One Fish at at Time”
Ted Nugent

Shemane Nugent “Queen of the Forest”

Call Paul or Toby to book your dream hunt of a lifetime!
517-750-9060 • TedNugent.com • Facebook.com/tednugent

Lake Shelbyville, IL

MATT ENGLAND

Professional Fishing Guide • matt@englandexpeditions.com

217.520.3653 • www.englandexpeditions.com
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Bryan, Jason and Travis with 13’s!!

Dave and Jerry Slabbed Up!
see the walleye and sauger waiting to
attack making fishing through a mudline a
very good place to find a walleye or sauger.
Another way to fish for walleye and
sauger is with live bait. Live bait options
I prefer are minnows, night crawlers and
leeches. Fishing drop-offs with slip corks,

Steve and Robert
with a double limit!
drifting a night crawler on the bottom, or
tipping a 1/4oz lead head with a leech are
very successful ways to fish. Fishing with
live bait is a slower pace technique that
SPEEDS up without much notice. Walleye
and sauger will run with live bait much
more than they will with artificial baits
making the fight an instant memory!!!
Last month I had an amazing crappie
fishing month. I would like to share
this one particular guide trip I had in

early May with Jason Burdin, Travis
Schuler and Bryan Bauer. The crappie
pattern at this time was shallow early
and going deeper as the sun got higher
in the sky. Lucky for us, that day had
the perfect overcast skies allowing
the crappie to stay shallow the entire
day!!! From the start Jason, Bryan
and Travis were catching fish all using
different techniques. It did not matter if
it was casting, vertical jigging or using
corks with minnows; we were having
success with all three. During our trip
we boated over 200 crappie and all four

of us limited out!!! Travis and Bryan
finished first and continued to sport fish
until Jason and I caught our limits. The
fish that we kept that day ranged from
10.5-13.5 inches long. These guys are
pictured at the cleaning station with
their haul of crappie and they are also
holding fish that are all over 13 inches
long in another picture!!! See you guys
for some walleye and sauger action!!!
CATCHING MEMORIES ONE FISH AT
A TIME!!! To book a trip visit www.
englandexpedtions.com or call (217)
520-3653.

Maroa: 217-794-2292

Peoria: 309-699-6231

www.FourWindsRV.com
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Call Reagan and
Book Your Trip Today!

309.642.8106

Reagsguideservice@gmail.com
www.centralilcrappieguide.com

June 2018

FISHING CENTRAL ILLINOIS
WITH
REAG’S
GUIDE
SERVICE
By Reagan Smith

Wow, it has been a busy month! I have been so busy making memories on the water
with families and friends and also celebrating so much in my personal life with graduations,
graduation parties, multiple weddings, my birthday, five-year anniversary with my beautiful
wife, and celebrating our first Mother’s Day. I am really looking
forward to this upcoming month and seeing what it holds for the
fish. I have had fun trips with some great people this last month,
but I am excited for June. I will most likely be done on Clinton after
June and spend more time on Lake Springfield and at Sangchris.
This last month I had the opportunity to take out my oldest customer
yet and two of his friends. These guys have traveled all over the place
to fish from different states to other countries! Having a 93-year-old
man on your boat was a little nerve wrecking but he could take those
three foot white caps and 25 mph winds like a champ! He got a kick
out of the fact that I thought he was about 73 years old. That day we
caught a ton of fish just to get to our keepers and we had an awesome
time. It was inspiration to me to take care of myself, so I could be the
93 year old man out in the boat still!   
Another fun trip was with my friend Mack and his son-in-law Dan.
These two guys don’t get to fish much due to work and family. Mack
is a boat mechanic who has worked on boats for years and he stopped
me one day near one of the places he works. He tells me how he
is always working on installing and fixing something on a boat but
doesn’t ever get out to fish. He said when he does get out to fish
that he doesn’t catch much. SO… the morning we took them out, he
did not know how to use an open face reel and I realized then that
he really does not get out much! Towards the end of the day, Mack
had an 11.25-inch white crappie that was our biggest one between
the three of us throughout the day. That is a good-sized crappie for
Clinton, but then, out of nowhere here came Dan with a 12 inch white
female crappie and he had to make sure we all knew he had officially
caught the biggest one of the day! That day we caught well over 150
fish between the three of us. It was
really something special getting
to hear Dan tell me that the most
crappie he has ever caught before
today was a mere two crappie. That
being said, I think Dan and Mack
will be back again for more crappie
fishing in the future and I can’t wait
to spend the day with them again.
I think that one of my most fun
trips I have had this year so far was
with this family of three: Dad, Mom
and son. They love to go fishing
and spend time outside enjoying

June 2018

God’s creation, but the problem was that
they did not catch any fish. To my knowledge
they said that they did not catch any fish yet
this year. I had my work cut out for me, so I
thought… just a few minutes into the trip we
stop at the first spot and first cast, both Dad
and son catch a fish. FIRST CAST! Son was
ecstatic and the look on his face that early
in the morning around 8:00am, was worth
the whole trip! We did not catch limits that
morning on our half day trip, but we did
something better. We made memories on the
water. I would go as far to say that we caught
anywhere from 75-100 fish in just 4 hours. I
was later told that the son said that “it was
the best day of my life!” I don’t know if it was
that he caught a ton of fish and he ended up
with the biggest fish of the day or if it was the
boat rides riding the waves of other boats and
driving around the lake learning where they
could come to shore fish, or if it was when we
cleaned the fish at the end of the day, or the
simple fact that he got to spend a Saturday
morning with his Mom and Dad catching
fish non-stop for four hours. I had so much
fun with them I ended up staying out a little
bit longer just because their son was such a
blessing to have in my boat. This kid was the
most respectful young man I have ever met,
always “Mr. Reagan” “please” “thank you”
“sorry.” I kept reminding him “you are not
crappie fishing unless you are losing baits.”
That being said we had a lot of snags and silly

Skeeter SL190
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hang ups from learning to cast different ways,
but that was it. It was a learning experience
and I am confident they can now go catch fish
on their own, but they are also welcome on
my boat anytime! We had a competition at
the end of the day to see who could catch
more fish. Mom and Dad were on a team
and son and I on a team.   It was a close
competition, but I think we won. I thoroughly
enjoyed having this family on my boat and
would love to take them again. I have said it
before: Reag’s Guide Service is not about just
catching fish, but it’s about making memories
with family and friends. Those memories
made could be as simple as just the trip, or
how we had 30 snags, or how my son caught
his personal best crappie, or something that’s
just funny to each other as an inside joke for
years to come.
June is sure to be an interesting month,
that’s for sure! This whole spring has been
very interesting. In May, I was catching fish
on one body of water that are all over the
place in pre-spawn, post-spawn and spawn.
With our late spawn, I’m not sure if we will
continue to catch our crappie shallow for the
first few weeks of June or if they will end
up moving back to deeper water, holding to
brush before they move out to the channels
and go deep. I know usually in June that I
fish brush in the morning about 10-15 feet
deep looking for crappie and as the day
progresses I then fish a slip bobber with a

variety of baits and/or minnows set at about
3-4 foot deep. I fish any sort of cover or
structure I can. The crappie will move off
of the banks but if you were catching them
in a cove that has deeper water or structure,
do not be afraid to look there. I believe that
the majority of the time after the spawn the
white crappie will go deeper and the black
crappie will remain a little bit more shallow
for a while.   Just put those electronics to
work and if you don’t have electronics and
just want some simple information such
as how deep are you catching them, what
baits are you using, etc. - don’t hesitate to
give me a call (309-642-8106), shoot me an
email (reagsguideservice@gmail.com) or a
Facebook message. I am always willing to
help out a fellow angler as
much as I can!
I want to give a big shout
out to all of my customers
who have booked this last
month and those who are
already on the schedule for
these upcoming months.
Without all of you, living my
dream would not be possible.
I wish everyone the best and
I hope that everyone has an
awesome month of fishing
regardless of the species that
you target. Tight lines and
God bless!

ILLINOIS’ PREMIER SOUTH
FORK JON BOAT DEALER!
Landau A’Lure 212 Fishing

G3 X24SS Pontoon

15993 Cambria Road • Hurst, IL 62924
Open Mon-Fri 8am - 5pm • Sat 8am - 3pm

www.HarrisonsSportShop.com
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SPORTSMEN URGED TO TAKE
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST TICKS
By GVO Staff

SPRING AND SUMMER ARE HUNTING,
FISHING, CAMPING, AND HIKING
SEASONS. IT IS ALSO THE TIME OF
YEAR WHEN TICKS ARE OUT. TAKE
PRECAUTIONS AND AVOID TICK BITES.
THEY CAN BE MUCH MORE THAN JUST
AN INCONVENIENCE.
TOPEKA – Ticks are no laughing matter.
Chances are if you’ve ever spent much
time outdoors you’ve found one or two
or three attached to you. Besides being a
pain to remove they can cause serious and
sometimes fatal reactions.
Thanks to The Kansas Department of
Health and Environment and the Kansas
Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism
for providing a few tips to help make your
outdoor adventures tick free.
DRESS APPROPRIATELY
Wear protective clothing when
practical (long sleeves and pants). Clothing
should be light-colored to make ticks more

visible. When hiking, wear a long-sleeved
shirt tucked into pants, long pants tucked
into high socks and over-the-ankle shoes
to keep ticks out. Products containing
permethrin, which kills ticks rather than
merely repelling them, can be applied to
clothing and equipment but not directly
to skin. Garments must be allowed to dry
thoroughly before wearing. Clothing and
tents pre-treated with permethrin are
available, and the protection can remain
active through several washings. Be sure
to follow label directions.
USE DEET AND INSECT REPELLENTS
Insect repellents also reduce the risk
of being bitten. When outdoors, use insect
repellant containing 20 percent to 30
percent DEET on exposed skin and clothing
for protection that lasts up to several hours.
Follow the directions on the label. Other
repellents registered by the Environmental
Protection Agency can be found at http://

“CO-CHI-1” Charter
Lake Michigan Sport
Fishing At Its Finest!
Fish in Comfort aboard the fully equipped Charter Boat “CO-CHI-1” out of NORTH
POINT MARINA at the Wisconsin-Illinois border.
• Fish on a large clean boat with a friendly, knowledgeable captain
• Fish with a PROFESSIONAL CHARTER SERVICE
(We do a better job because Salmon fishing is our FULL-TIME business)

cfpub.epa.gov/oppref/
insect/.
PLACES TO AVOID
Ticks are usually
found on vegetation close to the ground.
In addition to regular mowing, avoid
wooded or bushy areas with tall grass and
leaf litter and walk in the center of trails.
FREQUENT SELF CHECKS
Check yourself at least every two hours
for ticks when outside for extended periods
of time. Pay special attention to areas in and
around your hair, ears, armpits, groin, navel
and backs of the knees. Promptly remove
a tick if one is found. The sooner a tick is
removed, the less chance it will transmit a
disease to its host. If you find a tick, grasp
the tick with tweezers as close to the skin
as possible and slowly pull it straight out.
Do not crush or puncture the tick and try to
avoid touching the tick with your bare hands.

Thoroughly disinfect the bite area and wash
your hands immediately after removal. Be
sure to also examine pets and gear, as ticks
can ride into the home on animals, coats,
backpacks and blankets, etc.
Symptoms of tickborne disease can
include any unusual rash and unexplained
flu-like symptoms, including fever, severe
headaches, body aches and dizziness.
Prompt treatment with antibiotics can
prevent serious illness or even death.
See your doctor immediately if you have
been bitten by a tick and experience any
of these symptoms.
For more information about tick-borne
diseases, visit cdc.gov/ticks/resources/
Hunterfactsheet.pdf and cdc.gov/ticks/
diseases/. www.grandviewoutdoors.com

JOES BOAT
COVERS

North Point
Marina

WE HAVE AVERAGED 11.5 FISH PER TRIP FOR THE LAST 35+ YEARS!
For information and reservations call or write:
CAPTAIN Mike Smith. “CO-CHI-1” Charters,
P.O. Box 43, Winthrop Harbor, IL 60096

(847)872-1191

Open 7 Days a Week! All Year - Call Any Time!
All of our Covers are Custom Made
Right Here In Our Shop
Most Covers Finished in 3 to 4 Days
Call for the Lowest Price with Highest Quality!

Call Reagan and Book Your Trip Today!

309.642.8106

Reagsguideservice@gmail.com

www.centralilcrappieguide.com

Call Joe @ 217-632-2210
or Mobile # 217-891-0737
14245 Boy Scout Trail, Petersburg, IL 62675

www.joesboatcovers.com
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TOTAL

“Better Results from Better Training by Better Trainers”

CONCEALMENT
GAME BLINDS

FINDING THE OUTDOORS

Manufactured by Miller’s Storage Buildings
1955 CR. 1700 E. Arthur, IL 61911

By Thane Hunt

Getting outside provides many health
benefits. These benefits range from
physical health to mental health. You don’t
often hear someone say, ‘I can’t wait for
the weather to break and it to be sunny,
so I can sit inside’. Once the weather is
nice most of us think of hiking, fishing,
bike rides or going to the lake. If you are
a person with a disability, the ability to do
these things can be quite costly. To hike
in the woods can tend to require special
mobility equipment. Adaptive bikes are
quite costly as are fishing poles and reels.
However, there are several ways to offset
some of the costs or spread them out.
Some states have low interest loans set
aside for person with disabilities.
In Illinois, there is a program called
Illinois Assistive Technology Program
(IATP). This program has several aspects
to it. They have a testing center in
Springfield, where you can go test
different adaptive equipment that is
available in the market. This includes
everyday equipment to some sporting
equipment as well. IATP also offers
Illinois residents a low-interest loan
program. This program allows loans
for assistive devices. These devices
range from communication devices to
powerchairs. Utilizing this type of loan
program can allow people to purchase
the outdoor adaptive equipment so they
can enjoy the outdoors.
Another way to find affordable
adaptive equipment is buying it used.
There are many groups on Facebook that
offer used equipment. The equipment
can range from everyday durable medical
equipment to off-road chairs - power and
manual - and outdoor equipment. Many
times, the prices are low, sometimes onethird what the equipment can cost.
The third way is to have a benefit
to cover some, if not all the cost of the
equipment. Many of the companies
that sell the higher cost items have

217.543.3206

experience in running fundraisers and are
more than willing to help. Many local
fraternal organization like Moose Lodges,
American Legions, and VFWs will allow
the use of their halls for low or no cost.
Adaptive outdoors equipment can be
quite costly, and most insurances won’t
cover the cost of them. Utilizing the methods
above can help people get the outdoor
adaptive equipment that they need to be
able to get outdoors and enjoy themselves.
If you have equipment that you use or have
used as sports person with a disability and
would like to share it, please feel free to
contact me at thane@huntsgungetaway.
com or call 309-338-0990.
Train Hard and Stay Safe.

HUNT’S GUN GETAWAY, LLC
IL CONCEALED CARRY INSTRUCTOR

“Better Results from Better Training by Better Trainers.”
We have real world experience with over 50 years of Law Enforcement
Experience & are IL Certified Instructors for Concealed Carry, as well as
NRA Certified Instructors, teaching an IL Certified Curriculum.

Hunt’s Gun
Getaway

Thane Hunt, Owner/CEO
309-338-0990
thane@huntsgungetaway.com
www.huntsgungetaway.com

We are now offering NRA Instructor Development Workshops.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
• HUNTING - FISHING
• CAMPING & TRAPPING SUPPLIES
• NEW & USED FIREARMS
• BRADLEY SMOKERS
• FFL TRANSFERS
• HUNTING & FISHING LICENSE

205 East Main St., Knoxville, IL 61448
life@greatoutdoors3.comcastbiz.net

309.388.0159

TERRY HOWARTER

DENISE SHEPHERD

These Blinds & our Cabin
have been developed with
input from hunters like you.
Miller’s will customize your
Blind or Cabin with many
more options you may need.
Call for more info.
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pumps the blood, but
the light of a creature
comes from its mind.
I felt so uneasy
not having her head.
It really bothered me.
However, after putting
fresh dirt on her
bones, and tapping
it down good with
cinderblocks on top,
I kept smelling that
By A.K. Thompson
foul odor of decay
Easter Sunday, March 27, 2016. I got
while I walked the yard and messed with the
myself a beer around 11:15 a.m. I decided
chickens. It dawned on me that her skull had to
against attending the family potluck down at
be somewhere around the property – that was
the old Pomona School House – instead I had
the odor. I grabbed River dog and leashed her.
work to do. I had discovered the previous day,
Newfoundland dogs must have been bred with
much to my horror, that my dog Lola’s body
a hound because she has a nose on her like
had been dug up by any manner of critters. My
you wouldn’t believe. She and I made short
dog Red had alerted me to this information by
work of it and found Lola right away.
the terrible smell coming off his coat, as he
In that odd moment staring at her skull,
had no doubt been rolling in her remains –
which had not decomposed yet except for the
most likely chewing on them, too. So, Sunday
skin, I decided I would keep it. In the May
was devoted to repairing her grave, which
2016 issue of ASO I wrote, “This—her skull,
was easy enough, but when I was putting
my dog—this, she is mine—I’m keeping her
her pieces – what was left, anyway – back
with me.” And so, I did. Now a little over two
together, I could not find her head. This
years have gone by, and I finally decided it
was horrifying to me. I do not know what, if
time to turn over that bucket of dirt. It was
anything makes a skull any more important
sunset, and I brought the old drywall bucket
than a toe bone or your tailbone, but a skull
over to the edge of the field behind my house.
holds much more significance to me. I think
I gently tipped it over and slowly released
the spirit, or the soul lived in there – a heart
the earth inside. Instantly I could make out

RETURN OF MISS. LOLA

BACKCOUNTRY HUNTS
OUTFITTING IN: NEW MEXICO & TEXAS

Mule Deer • Whitetail • Elk • Antelope • Turkey • Aoudad
Spring Turkey • Javelina • Feral Hogs • Exotics

FULL TIME OUTFITTER FOR 31 YEARS!
OUTFITTING FOR RIFLE, MUZZLELOADER & ARCHERY
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the brown bones as the dirt crumbled away
in a slow cascade. I pulled the skull and
jaw bones from the pile, and immediately
exclaimed, “How sweet! She’s perfect!”
There, on a dusky Friday evening I was
holding my dog in my hands once more. Bugs
and time had done their job. Now it was my
turn to go to work. I started cleaning her skull
a few days later—first, by gently washing all
the dirt away, and then on to a quick boil in
water, dish soap, and a little bleach. Her skull
is dark from the dirt I guess, so I am thinking
a soft scrub and soak with some baking soda
and hydrogen peroxide may be the way to go.
Then I will articulate her jawbones, and she
is ready for however I will keep her. I have not
decided exactly what I am going to do yet.
Much of my collection is kept in the natural
state of how you might see the bones, as
they would lie in a field—but Lola is not part
of any collection—she was my dog. I am
leaning toward creating something beautiful
with her skull—adding vibrant color to it—
turning it into a work of art.
I wrote in that same 2016 article, “I
wanted color to be inside of her – I wanted
to fill her with joy and warmth.” Now is my
chance to put the color back into her spirit.
Though this certainly is not any typical ritual for
a dog-owner, I like interacting with the bones.
It does something for me spiritually. The bones
feel good in my hands. It may sound morbid,
but I hope someone would love me this much,

and I think it is
love. The reality
and
rawness
of holding the
most basic part
of a creature
in my hands
and
knowing
that I poured
cavernous
amounts of love
into this dog, and
she gave me that
same love back ten-fold. When I do finish her
skull, she will be placed next to Guinness’s
ashes. Two bulldogs, dearly loved, who are
still with their momma. Amen.
A.K. Thompson is a museum curator and
writer who makes her home in northern
Illinois where she raises chickens and
spends her free time with the dogs. She
holds a Master’s Degree in Writing and
Consciousness from the New College
of California, and an MFA in Creative
Writing from Southern Illinois University.
She has served as an Assistant Editor for
the Crab Orchard Review. Her work has
appeared in STORY Magazine, Surreal
South -- An Anthology of Short Fiction
and Poetry, The Smoking Poet, and The
Chiron Review among others. Email A.K.:
akdirtchurch@gmail.com

MIDSOUTH TACKLE
Making Jigs Since 1978

128 CR 108 • Jonesboro, AR 72404

870-935-4914
Check us out on the web…
www.midsouthtackle.com/shop.asp
Manufacturers of Quality Crappie Jigs
Made for Fishermen by Fishermen for 32 Years!

Member of the New Mexico Council of Outfitters & Guides
Members Safari Club International • Lifetime Member of the NRA

575.361.1053 • BackCountryHunts.com
stevejones@backcountryhunts.com

With Purchase
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INFECTIONS FROM TICKS AND MOSQUITOES ON THE
RISE! STAY PROTECTED & SPREAD AWARENESS WITH
GIANT MICROBES THIS SUMMER
With tick and mosquito infections
on the rise, GIANTmicrobes is inspired by
organizations like the CDC to help spread
awareness this summer and help educate
people on why it’s important to stay
protected from them!
GIANTmicrobes are plush microbes,
organisms and cells only a million times
actual size, that aim to educate the public
in an entertaining and adorable way! Each
microbe includes a printed card with fun,
interesting and educational facts so your
child, student, family or travel buddy can
explore and learn about the invisible… or

not so invisible life going on in our world
today. From Lyme Disease, West Nile and
Zika Virus, to Tick, Flea, Mosquito and Aedes
Mosquito - GIANTmicrobes has an adorable
critter for every occasion!
According to the CDC, from 20042016, nine new germs that spread from
mosquitoes and ticks have been discovered
and introduced to the U.S. and illnesses
from the bites of the mosquito, tick and
flea have tripled in the U.S. with more than
640,000 cases during that time.
Since the world is constantly changing,
so are the diseases we may be exposed

Run Galesburg Run
June 3, 2018

Knox County Fair
June 10 - June 14, 2018

Semi Truck Cruise In
June 16, 2018

Great Balloon Race
July 27 - 29, 2018

to - what an innocuous itch and red bump
could mean for one, may mean a deadly
disease for another. More than one million
people worldwide die from mosquito-borne
diseases, as a result, these insects cause
more suffering than any other organism.
Partnering with the Global Lyme
Alliance, a portion of all of the sales from
Lyme Disease is donated to this charity.
Check us out online! https://www.
giantmicrobes.com
MORE INFO: GIANTmicrobes is an
educational gift company that develops and
markets health, science and nature products.

Since its founding in 2002, GIANTmicrobes
has introduced more than 400 products
based on microorganisms, cells, vitamins
and other biological concepts - a millions
times actual size! With distribution in over
30 countries, the GIANTmicrobes brand
is loved by students, scientists, teachers,
health professionals & anyone with a healthy
sense of humor. Humorous, educational,
collectible and fun, who wouldn’t want to
cuddle up with E.coli or play with a stuffed
waterbear and red blood cell?
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Sean & Tom Reynolds
877-246-4869 • www. stroutfitters.com

JUNE BEGINS THE SUMMER
PATTERN FOR STRIPERS
June should begin the summer
pattern for stripers but this year we may
well be still in our late spring pattern.
Our spring was 3 weeks behind schedule
and the water temperature did not reach
the levels to drive the stripers below
the thermocline until much later than
previous years. Norfork Lake will warm
up and our thermocline will be around
34’. The thermocline will set in, but you
should be able to catch stripers early in
the morning feeding in the brush. Once
the thermocline does set in the stripers
will stay below it during the day because
the water above the thermocline does
not contain enough oxygen for a striper
to survive.

Our live bait fishing consists of a 4oz
sinker with a 6’ leader counter down to a
specific depth. Our bait is usually gizzard
shad, but we will use threadfin shad
when the water is high. Beginning in
the summer pattern, the stripers will be
around the thermocline, so I usually set
my lines around 38’. I also use two floats
with 2 oz weights set at 37 and 40’ set
way back from the boat. There are days
when the best bite comes from the floats.
Stripers begin to feed on flats and edges
of channel swings early then move out to
deeper water. Do not be afraid to look for
schools of stripers in 80 to 100’ of water
later in the morning. Until the water gets
too warm the stripers will be scattered

all over the lake. In early June the Crystal
Cove area, Float Creek, Diamond Bay are
good mid-lake areas to fish. The lower
area of the lake beginning in Big Creek
and Brushy Creek just east of Hand
Cove are my go to places to fish. I then
continually to move out towards the dam
fishing the points and flats until I can find
a consistent pattern.
The Crappie spawn will be delayed
this year with the colder water, so you
will still find crappie shallow in the first
part of June. With the higher water our

This ad paid for by combination of private and state matching funds

crappie spawn should be very good. Every
year we have high water the crappie
spawn class had been great. Once they
move out of the shallows they will start
roaming the flats and deeper brush piles.
Spider rigging in the 10 to 15’ flats in
the creeks will be the most productive
until the water warms up and drives the
crappie deep. The white crappie will
move to the deeper brush piles first while
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the black crappie will
stay in the shallow
water until the lake
hits the high eighties.
The best creeks for
crappie are Big Creek,
Brushy Creek, Pigeon
Creek, and Bennett’s
Bayou off of the main
lake. The upper lake
areas are Red Bank,
Calamity, and Bryant
Creek.
Bass fishing in
June should be great
this year with the
higher water. The bass
will stay in or near the
submerged buck brush and will be hitting
top water, swim baits, and spinner baits.
Pitching jigs and worms in the brush will
be very effective both on the main lake
and up the creeks. Throwing a spinner
bait on a windy bank later in the morning
will produce lots of good bass.
The catfish will be spawning and
on Norfork Lake the most productive
methods of catching them are limb lines,
trot lines and jugs. In the high-water
years limb lines are the most effective.

I use small blue gill hooked to a heavy line. Set the bait
where it is just in the water about 1”. You will need to
keep checking these lines since the action can be very
fast. Please when you’re done fishing make sure you
remove your trot and limb lines since
they cause lots of damage to people and
animals if left hanging.
Tom & Sean Reynolds have fished
Lake Norfork for over 51 years and they
STRIPERS • HYBRIDS
guide out of Tracy Ferry Marina; you can
GUIDED FISHING TRIPS
reach him at www.stroutfitters.com, 870Lake Norfork • Mountain Home, AR
421-1541 or on Facebook.
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STR Outfitters

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS • CONSIGNMENT
ACCESSORIES STORAGE!
2018 LUNDS IN STOCK

1625 FURY XL TILLER/SS W/MERC 50 4S
1650 REBEL SS/TILLER W/ MERC 90 4S
1775 IMPACT SS W/MERC 115 4S
1875 IMPACT SS/XS W/ MERC 150 4S
1975 PRO V SPORT LOADED DEMO MODEL!
1875 CROSSOVER XS W/MERC 150 4/S
3 MODELS PREDATORS
** TOTAL (14) 2018 MODELS IN STOCK**

IMAGINE . . .

Sean & Tom Reynolds

Check out our blog at http://stroutfitters.blogspot.com

www.stroutfitters.com

877.246.7896

YOUR PHOTO HERE!

These memories will last a lifetime ....

LET US RIG YOUR BOAT WITH
THE LATEST ELECTRONICS!

CONSIGNMENT BOATS WANTED

LUND Impact 1875

Bulk Oil Refill Deals!
FINANCING AVAILABLE!

1414 S. Stark St • Davenport, IA • 563-326-2431

110 4-H Park Rd.
Eureka, IL 61530
eurekalocker@gmail.com
www.bittnermeatco.com
DAY TIME NUMBER:
(309) 467-2731
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COMPUTER
WOES
by Diana Storrs

After recently experiencing a major
breach of my laptop’s security, which
resulted in an appointment with the Geek
Squad, I remembered my last computer
problem. The year was 2005. This is a story
of a time that was less complicated, for me
anyway. My computer at that time was not
a laptop.
I had a little black box that lived under
my desk. I knew it was happy when its four
little lights were on and blinking. Next to
the lights was a little button that was the
bane of my computer usage. The soul of my
computer resided in that box and one day it
entered purgatory. Again.
I found the billing statement from my
provider and called the 800 number for

Internet Support. A recorded message came
on. This message sounded as though it had
been recorded in the warehouse while noisy
work was being done. I did catch the words
“cable view”, “floods” and “no service for
a week or longer.” This was followed by
another recorded message urging me to
take the time to answer their survey on how
good their service was. I declined.
I then called the 800 number for 24hour customer service; same unintelligible
message and again the offer to please
answer their survey. I could not contact my
carrier’s website because I had no service.
I called a friend who accessed the site and
found another 800 number. I called this
one and actually connected with a person.
After completely verifying my legal right
to existence, my heritage, any identifying
marks and my true hair color, the nice
young man started asking me questions
about the nature of my call. He was able
to tell me that I had somehow connected
with the universal message that dealt with

the flooding in Iowa and that this was not
the cause of my current problem. I learned
that he was in Florida and his name was
Marlin. Of course, it was. That’s what
they fish for in Florida and I believe that the
folks that answer the phone are allowed
to choose an alias. This helps when they
must assume a new identity as part of the
Tech Support Protection Program. Marlin
asked if it was okay that he put me on hold
in order to locate someone who actually
knew something about computers, in order
to help me. And, did I mind that there were
twelve people ahead of me? Of course not.
I clamped the phone between my chin and
shoulder and started to paint the bathroom.
It was twenty minutes later that
I realized I had developed a love-hate
relationship with the man’s voice that
kept asking me to “please hold as the next
available support person would be with me
soon.” I began to rely on his soothing voice.
He was as faithful and predicable as a
trusted lover. Then, in true lover’s fashion,
I began to hate his very predictability and
the monotonous tone of his voice. After
35 minutes he reluctantly released me
as promised to the next available person.
Katrina. Her name was Katrina. If she had
chosen her name, she must have known
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the psychological effect this name would
have on victims of computer disasters.
While Katrina walked me through the
steps of debugging my system, all of which
I had already tried, twice; I learned of her
dogs and cats and how they somehow
affected her personal computer. As I had
neither dogs nor cats, I was not clear on
how this information would benefit me.
But as the tech support people have the
caller in their complete power, it behooves
one to be a sympathetic listener.
I believe the tech support people
possess mystical powers.
Somehow
Katrina was able to focus her power
through the phone line and into my little
black box. When she had me gently press
that little button next to the lights, she was
able to coax the non-cooperating lights
back into their cheery, blinking, little selves
again. One slightly stiff neck and a partially
painted bathroom later, I was once again
able to worship at the altar of www.com.
Fast forward thirteen years. I now
have a laptop and there is no little black
box involved. One day an ominous warning
popped up while I was doing what I
normally do on my laptop. According to
the notice, my entire world was about to
implode, and I needed to call the phone

HICKS TRADING STATION
Southern Illinois’ Largest Gun Shop

RIFLES • SHOTGUNS • PISTOLS

Get in a real handgun trining class! Improve marksmanship
skills and gun handling skills, learn defensive shooting, get better
prepared, and increase your survival rate. Come see what you
don’t know about defensive shooting and self defense.
I guarantee you will leave class with improved marksmanship
skills, defensive skills and a new outlook on self defense.

Come visit with Kevin & Sam and choose
your next gun from over 2000 Guns In Stock!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
4952 State Rte. 13 • Pinckneyville, IL 62274

(618) 357-2583

hicksforguns@gmail.com • www.HicksforGuns.com

COURSES OFFERED:
• NRA Basic Pistol Course
• Pistol Marksmanship Course
• Advanced Handgun Skills
• Intro to Defensive Firearms / Home
Invasion
• AR-15 / Carbine Course
• I owa Permit to Carry Weapons (CCW)

319-371-6698

Email: tmfirearmstraining@yahoo.com

tmfirearmstraining.wordpress.com

Sales Rep: Gerald Sampen • 217-376-3873
Agent: Justin Montgomery • 217-871-0524 • jmontgomery@jamig.com www.

MontysOutdoorConnection.com
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number provided in order to avoid total
disaster. Not only would my laptop suffer
an excruciating death, my phone, my
husband’s phone and computer would
face a similar fate. As I am a “By the Book
Betsy,” I called the number immediately. I
not only gave the nice “tech” person who
answered, complete access to everything
on my computer; but I am embarrassed
to admit that I also scanned a check for
a sizable amount to this gentleman. As
instructed, the “Pay to the Order Of”
was left blank. He would kindly fill in the
correct name. No need to trouble me with
that little detail.
At this point, I am sure any sensible
person would have seen all the red flags.
However, sensible obviously is not my style
when dealing with all things computer
related. I will skip the gory details of
what happened next. It is not a pretty
story, but it does win me the Dunce of the
Decade award! All our financial accounts
were compromised. After I confessed my
computer sin to my husband, he wisely
advised me to call for legitimate tech
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support. An appointment was made, and
I took my terminally ill laptop to the Geek
Squad. The professional and competent
people there not only cleaned up my mess
but consoled me by saying this happens
to many people. It is one of their most
frequent trouble shooting issues.
After my laptop was released from
the intensive care unit, my husband
and I spent a considerable amount of
time canceling and reopening bank and
investment accounts. I am a much wiser
and less trusting computer user as a result
of my near miss with financial ruin. My
new motto is, “Question everything! Don’t
believe everything that pops up on your
computer!” Just like fake news, there are
fake security notices. Beware of Category
1 computer scams!

Carter Mann age 11 enjoying an evening with his grandpa Roger Mann.
Thanks to Roger for sending us this great photo.

On the Chippewa Flowage

Call to Book Your Ice Fishing Trip!

New 2017 Rinker 236 BR QX23
with 350 MAG

New 2016 G3 Boats Talon 17
PFX All Vinyl

New 2016 Landau 250 C Atlantis
Cruise with VF150LA SHO

New 2015 Landau 212 Alure
Pontoon W/70 Yamaha

LICENSED & INSURED

715-558-8732

fish4walleye53716@yahoo.com

DeanosGuideService.com
Find us on

Discounts as big as a house.
Or condo. Or apartment.
See just how big your savings could be.
Your savings could add up to hundreds of dollars when you put all
your policies together under our State Farm® roof.

GET TO A BETTER STATE™. CONTACT AN AGENT TODAY.

We have a
fine
selection
of new &
quality
pre-owned
boats!

Heated
Showroom
Financing
Available

statefarm.com®
623 E. Jackson, Macomb, IL 61455
Bus: 309.833.2400 • Cell: 309.333.0100

www.Alansf.com

Alan Thompson, Agent

www.greatlakesboatco.com

Like us on FACEBOOK
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And Auctions!

7 WAYS TO TURN A PROFIT FROM
YOUR SPRING-CLEANING PROJECT

By Credit.com

Clearing out clutter from your home is a
great way to start spring cleaning. But before
you start throwing stuff away, you should
consider the potential value of unwanted items.
With a few extra steps, you can give your clutter
a second life and earn some money doing it.
Here are seven ways to turn a profit from
your spring cleaning project.
1. Consignment stores: If you have
unwanted clothes and fashion accessories that
are still in good shape, consider taking them to
a consignment store. These stores will do the
work of reselling your clothes and give you a cut
of the profits, saving you the hassle of selling
or donating the items yourself. And if you don’t
live near a local consignment shop, you can ship
your clothes directly to an online consignment
store like thredUP.
2. Pawnshops: Pawnshops will give

you a loan in exchange for just about anything
with cash value, including jewelry, electronics,
musical instruments, and more. To reclaim your
stuff, you’ll have to pay the loan back within
a predetermined time frame. Or, you can just
walk away, pocketing the money and letting the
pawnshop claim your stuff.
Remember, any loan you get from a
pawnshop will probably be a fraction of the
item’s real value.
3. Electronics recyclers: Throwing
away old electronics is not an environmental
or cost-effective method of disposal. Instead,
you can take your old cell phones, televisions,
computers, and more to a business that recycles
them. Some companies like Best Buy and Target
will give you store credit for old electronics,
while others like Gazelle or BuyBackWorld
offer cash. Either way, you’ll be helping the

9926 W. Guinivere Drive,
Mapleton, IL 61547 • $209,900

environment and earning some value from your
unused tech.
4. Garage sales: Bargain hunters will
be happy to hunt for treasures among your old
things. You can sign up for the next community
yard sale or simply pick a weekend to use your
front yard as a marketplace (make sure to put up
signs around the neighborhood a few days ahead
of time). As you clean out your clutter, make sure
to sort items into categories and assign each a
fair price. You can always donate what you don’t
sell, which brings us to our next tip…
5. Charitable donations: You can donate
old clothes, furniture, and other items to local
charities or national organizations like the
Salvation Army. While you won’t get cash, you
can request receipts for your donations. During
tax season, you can use these receipts to tally
up your itemized donations and reduce your
taxable income, giving you a bigger tax refund
or a reduced liability. Save your receipts!

6. Online listings: It might be worth the
effort to sell your bigger ticket items online. For
example, old collectors’ items might fetch a
great price on websites like eBay or Craigslist.
7. Trade-ins: Many stores will sell your
used clothing, books, video games, and more.
Even when retailers don’t pay cash for trade-in
materials, they will probably offer store credit.
Keep an eye out for trade-in materials that can
be traded for cash or store credit.
This article was written by Brian
Acton and originally published on Credit.com.

We love to
finance outdoor
adventure!
More Service.
More Sales.

Enjoy recreation in everyday living. Imagine looking out your kitchen window
overlooking YOUR OWN private beach on motorized Lake Lancelot. Swimming in
the lake creates lots of fun and relaxation. Enjoy the private deck & patio. This
home has an abundance of fantastic features: 3 full baths, 3 bedrooms, LR, FR
and finished lower level. Updated flooring, fireplace in FR, and a charming Boat
House with dock. Make this choice lakefront house your next HOME! Pool
assessment to be paid by Seller!! Come home to the beauty of lake living.

Nancy Koch
Coldwell Banker
The Real Estate Group
101 W. Jefferson St.,
Morton, IL 61550
309-263-7400 • 309-696-8198
nkoch@colwellhomes.com

25455 HICKORY CT.,
TREMONT, IL- $264,900

•H
 ickory Hills- Quiet Country
Subdivision
• S pacious Well-Maintained
Ranch on ¾ Acre
• 4 Bedrooms/3 Bath
• P henomenal 4-Seasons
Room with Sunken Hot Tub
• L arge Partially Finished Bsmt
• Lots of Storage
•G
 as Fireplaces in Living
Room and Rec Room
• 2 Car Garage
• Dining Room/Formal, Dining
Room/Informal, Island, Pantry
• This is a must see!

2689 SE WINDERMERETREMONT! $299,900
•Very Well Maintained All
Brick Beauty
• Exceptionally Well Built
• 4 Bedroom
• 2-1/2 Bath
• Grand Staircase
• Large Lot
• Central Air
• Fireplace- Wood
• Tremont Schools

150 S Main St.
Morton, IL 61550

Vance

MARY ANN

309.696.3444
MaryAnnVance.com
Each office independently
owned and operated
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AMERICANS HAVEN’T BEEN THIS
OPTIMISTIC ABOUT HOUSE PRICES
SINCE JUST BEFORE THE CRASH

By Quentin Fottrell

House prices are soaring and, despite
warnings from some analysts, most
Americans believe they will continue to soar.
A majority of U.S. adults (64%)
continue to believe home prices in their
local area will increase over the next
year, a survey released Monday by
polling firm Gallup concluded. That’s up
nine percentage points over the past two
years and is the highest percentage since
before the housing market crash and Great
Recession in the mid-2000s.
The level of optimism is edging closer
to the 70% of adults in 2005 who said
prices would continue rising. That, of
course, was less than one year before the
peak of the housing market bubble in early
2006, which was largely fueled by a wave
of subprime lending. (Roughly one-quarter
of respondents in both 2005 and 2018 said
they believed house prices would remain
the same.)
In 2009, during the depths of the
Great Recession, only 22% of Americans
believed house prices would rise. But
optimism about the housing market has
made a slow recovery—along with the
market itself—in the intervening years.
Today, only 10% in the Gallup survey
believe prices will fall. That compares to
5% who felt similarly pessimistic in 2005,
just two years before the crash.
Opinions vary between the West and
East coasts, and renters and homeowners.
Some 70% of homeowners see prices
continuing to rise versus 59% of renters.
Only 59% of Western residents see
prices increasing, compared to a range of
65% to 68% in
the other parts
of the U.S.
(The median
sale
price
of a home
in California
is more than
double that in
the rest of the
country.)
Gallup
first
asked

members of the public their views about
the housing market in 1978 and, over the
last 40 years, the percentage of people
saying it is a good time to buy a house has
never fallen below 50%. Gallup notes that
people likely answer the question in terms
of both housing market conditions and their
views about buying a house as a long-term
investment.
“Along with 2006-2008, 1978
represented another low point,” the
report said. “That year, interest rates
on mortgages were around 10%. The
all-time high percentage saying it is a
good time to buy a house was 81% in
2003, when home prices were increasing
rapidly and the federal government and
banks were devising policies to increase
home ownership.”
The property market has gained steam
in the last 12 months. The national median
list price now rests at $273,663, roughly 20%
higher than in both March 2015 and March
2005. Between 2015 and 2016 the national
median listing price only rose 4.8%, but rose
by 7.4% over the last year. And yet some
housing analysts are less optimisticthan
many people surveyed by Gallup.
There are signs that the U.S. housing
market could be overheating. The number
of U.S. homes being flipped—bought
and sold within a year—reached an
11-year high last year with more than
200,000 homes being flipped for second
consecutive year, according to research
firm Attom Data Solutions. Flipping
peaked at 334,000 homes in 2005, again
just before the market’s peak.

FOR ALL YOUR FARM & REC LAND BUYING,
SELLING AND 1031 EXCHANGE NEEDS
PROPERTIES FOR SALE:

Peoria County- 267 Acres

Brad Belser
Fulton County- 40 Acres

Tazewell County- 79 Acres

ING

PEND

Fulton County- 46 Acres

SOLD
Peoria County- 24 Acres

G
N
I
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N
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Fulton County- 24 Acres

Fulton County 7.5 Acres Lakefront Lot

Jim Ferguson
FULTON COUNTY
24.5 acres, tillable
7.5 Acre Lakefront Lot
FULTON COUNTY
40 acres, timber, ponds,
manicured grass
TAZWELL COUNTY
79 acres,
Along Illinois River
BUREAU COUNTY
79 acres
MCLEAN COUNTY
8 acres with home
and pond
MCLEAN COUNTY
15 acres
PEORIA COUNTY
40 acres with pond
PEORIA COUNTY
267 acres

www.ilfarmandrecland.com
BRAD BELSER

JIM FERGUSON

(309) 231-1449
(309) 830-3777
brad@ilfarmandrecland.com jim@ilfarmandrecland.com
ilfarmandrecland.com
ilfarmandrecland.com
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MCLEAN COUNTY SPORTSMEN’S
ASSOCIATION AND YOUTH
ANTLER
HUNT
2018
By Shae Birkey
On April 14, 2018 my two boys and I
made the trip out to Comlara Park north of
Bloomington, IL for a shed antler hunt that
was being put on by the McLean County
Sportsmen’s Association. I’d heard about
this event for the past 3 or so years and
finally made it happen for our family.
Over 100 people showed up despite
some drizzle and overcast conditions and
over 150 antlers were distributed in the
tallgrass prairies. Each little one went
home with at least one antler to add to
their collections. We met some buddies
with their little ones and I was able to
talk with some of the many volunteers
there regarding what the Sportsmen’s
Association was all about. All I can say
is that an organization like this is exactly
what I’d like to see in the Peoria area—a
combination of organizations coming
together to get kids outdoors and giving

back to their local community through
well planned events and fun for all. I was
impressed.
Mike Steffa, Director of Comlara
Park and a member of the Sportsmen’s
Association, also provided some
background that I’ve included below.
The McLean County Sportsmen’s
Association began in November of 1991
as the idea of a business man, Ron
Hamilton - then owner of Guns & Game; to
promote the positive image of sportsmen.
It began as an association comprising of
local hunting & fishing groups such as:
• The Whitetail Bow Hunters
• Mackinaw Valley Bow Hunters
• Central Illinois Bass Club
• Bloomington-Normal Bass Club
• Mackinaw Valley Bassmasters
• Kickapoo Muzzle Loaders
REELFOOT LAKE
WASHOUT~WATERFRONT

280 MAGNOLIA DRIVE
TIPTONVILLE, TN
REELFOOT LAKE
Brick Residence with 152.63
Ft. of Waterfront. 1/4 Mile
from Reelfoot Lake. Dock &
Boathouse.
3 Bedrooms - 2 Baths - Leaded Glass Door - Oak Cabinets - City
Water & Sewer - Screened In Back Porch Facing Washout.
250 ACRES HUNTING & FARM LAND - SHARON, TN ON
MIDDLE FORK/OBION RIVER - LOTS OF TURKEY, DEER,
DUCK HUNTING - 3 FLOATING BLINDS & BOAT HOUSE 40 ACRES CROPLAND

ON-LINE AUCTION - REELFOOT LAKE
$240,000 FISH FLASH FREEZING EQUIPMENT
(6) Carrier Carlyle Condensing Units, Evaporators, Digital Controls •
20’ x 33’ Walk-In Freeezer, Steel Floor • Fish Gutting Machine

Bid On-Line Only-Ends May 31st - See Auction Catalog

Website: www.alexanderauctions.com

Alexander
AUCTIONS & REAL ESTATE SALES

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, CAI, Auctioneer ~ TL9 ~ TFL 107
239 University Street, Martin, Tennessee 38237

Office: (731) 587-4244 * Email: alexanderauctions@frontiernet.net

• McLean County Pheasants Forever; and
the McLean County Chapter of Ducks
Unlimited
In three short months these groups
completed plans to hold a Wild Game
Banquet, the first of a 26 year run. The
purpose of the banquet was to raise money
and to help McLean County charities;
especially those involved in assisting
young children & the great outdoors. The

first banquet raised over $20,000 for local
charities, and in the years since over a
half a million dollars has been raised
to continue helping children in McLean
County.
These individuals and organizations
are some of those that have been supported
by the McLean County Sportsmen’s
Association throughout the years:
• American Jr. Baseball Inc.

kiesewetter online auctions
Bidding Ends June 3rd

House at 2633 North Dechman, Peoria, IL 61603

Bidding ends June 5th

Fabrication Shop with 25,000 Sq. Ft. & 15.6 Acres.
17383 E. State Route, Fairview, IL 61432

Bidding ends June 6th

Peoria Office Building- 2627 North Sheridan,
Peoria, IL 61604

Bidding ends June 8th

5.5 Acres East Peoria, IL- 108 Fairview,
East Peoria, IL 61611

Bidding ends June 9th

Jaguar XJ Vanden Plas 1988

Bidding ends June 12th

Real Estate Auction- 585 Roosevelt,
Creve Coeur, IL 61610

Bidding ends June 30th
Coca Cola Collectables

Bidding ends June 30th
Coin Auction

Bidding ends June 30th
Model Car/Truck Auction

Bidding Starts June 10th
Antiques and Collectibles

Kiesewetter Auction Services • 309-699-3800
for more detailed information see
www.kiesewetterauction.com
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• Big Brothers & Big Sisters
• Bloomington / Normal Bass Club
• Bloomington DARE Program
• Bloomington Firefighters Food Baskets
• BNGSA
• Boating Safety Education Classes
• Boys and Girls Club
• Children’s Discovery Museum
• Children’s Health Care Council
• Comlara Park/Evergreen Lake
• “Custer” Club Unit 5
• DU Green Wing Program
• Easter Seals Camp at Lake Bloomington
• Fishing Has No Boundaries
• Friends of EverBloom
• Good Fellow Fund
• Heyworth Christian Youth Group
• High School Bass Fishing Teams
• High School Wingshooting Teams
• H.O.O.A.H. – Helping Out Our American
Heroes
• Hunter Safety Education Classes
• ISU - Metcalf Lab School
• ISU Trap & Skeet Club/Quail Unlimited
Chapter
• ISU Bass Fishing Team
• Kids Fishing Derby (Large Derby Held At
Miller Park – Bloomington)
• Kiwanis Club
• Legion Baseball

1625 NIGHTHAWK CT.,
PEKIN, IL - ONLY $579,900

•
LeRoy Rifle and Pistol Club’s Youth
Program
• Lexington Cops & Kids Program
• Marc Center
• McLean Co. Archery Workshop
• McLean Co. DARE Program
• Metcalf Special Ed.
• Miller Park Fishing Derby
• Muscular Dystrophy Association
• Normal DARE Program
• Panola Prairie Sportsmen’s Club

1717 CALIFORNIA RD.,
PEKIN, IL - ONLY $274,900

• Parkside Jr. High Special Ed.
• Pheasants Forever
• Providing Deer meat to the needy
• Special Olympics
• St. Jude Telethon
• Stanford’s Sportsmen’s Club
• Troop 57 Boy Scouts
• Unit 5 Special Olympics
• W.D. Boyce Boy Scout Council
• Well Child Association
• Whitetails Unlimited

1807 OAKWOOD DRIVE,
PEKIN, IL - $249,900
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• Wingshooting Clinics
• Youth Antler Hunt
• Youth Pheasant Hunts
In addition to these, McLean County
Sportsmen’s Association has also
provided/funded internship opportunities
to college students at the McLean County
Department of Parks & Recreation, the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources,
the ISU Biology Department, and the
Illinois Conservation Police.

600 WASHINGTON STREET,
PEKIN, IL - $194,900

BEYOND PHENOMENAL! SELLER MAY BUY
BUYER’S HOME. WOW! PANORAMIC LAKE
FRONTAGE! PHENOMENAL LANDSCAPE ACCENT
THIS CUSTOM HOME W/4,880 FINISHED S.F.!
ENTERTAINER’S DREAM! LOWER LEVEL OFFERS
WALK OUT W/GORGEOUS KITCHEN FULLY
APPLIANCED, FAMILY RM, REC RM, LEADING
TO HUGE PATIO. SKYLIGHTS W/RAIN SENSORS,
PLATFORM AT WATER EDGE, ANDERSON WINDOWS
& FRENCH DOORS, DBL REVERSE TRAY. MAPLE
CABINETS & STAINED GLASS.

NEED A HEATED OUTBUILDING? SPECTACULAR
1 ACRE YARD ACCENTS THIS BEAUTIFUL HOME!
UPDATES GALORE: NEWER SLATE FLOORING, NEWER
OAK STAIRCASE/FLOORING, GRANITE, PHENOMENAL
WINDOW TREATMENTS, CERAMIC SHOWER, ROOF
2007, A/C 2006, AND MORE! SEE ASSOC DOCS FOR
DETAILS! PLUS: AMAZING OUTBUILDING 24X42
W/PROPANE HEATER, ELEC AND ATTIC STORAGE!
PANORAMIC VIEWS FROM 16X27 DECK W/GAZEBO!
HURRY! RARE FIND! NEW ROOF ON HOUSE,
OUTBUILDING & GAZEBO COMPLETED 10/2017.

BEAUTIFUL OAKWOOD DR! BEAUTIFUL SETTING!
BEAUTIFUL SPRAWLING RANCH IS ACCENTED WITH
HUGE 3 STALL GARAGE (936S.F.),
HARDWOOD FLOORS, WONDERFUL MF LAUNDRY...
AMAZING POTENTIAL IN BASEMENT! UPDATES
INCLUDE: KITCHEN UPDATE 2011, FURNACE
REBUILT 2016, WATER SOFTENER AND WATER
HEATER 2016, RADON REMEDIATION 2004,
MASTER BATH 2015, DRIVEWAY AND ROOF 2010,
APPLIANCES 2012, WASHER 2013!
COVERED PATIO! REAR DOOR ON 3RD STALL!

SPECTACULAR WASHINGTON ST. HOME!
THIS HISTORIC HOME IS GORGEOUSLY
UPDATED BOASTING PHENOMENAL WOODWORK,
BUILT-INS, OPEN STAIRCASE, WOOD FLOORS,
NEWER SLIDER, NEW ROOF, BRICK PATIO, VINYL
FENCE, NEWER HIGH EFFICIENT WATER HEATER,
CUSTOM BLINDS...BEAUTIFUL KITCHEN!

2801 BLACK OAK DRIVE,
PEKIN, IL - $254,900

7676 PIN OAK DRIVE,
MANITO, IL - $234,900

1716 WINGED FOOT DRIVE,
PEKIN, IL - $499,900

2625 W. JACKSON,
MORTON, IL - $224,900

WHAT A BEAUTIFUL HOME! WOOD
FLOORS ACCENT MOST ROOMS!
CLASSIC 2 STORY HOME BOASTS NEW PAINT
(WALLPAPER REMOVED), AMAZING
WALK-OUT REC ROOM AND WONDERFUL
FENCED YARD! VERY DESIRED
HICKORY HILLS OFFERS FINEST LOCATION!
MOVE-IN CONDITION... HURRY! NICE! NICE!

WOW! ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL!! CHARMING HOME
IS ACCENTED BY HUGE WRAP AROUND DECK, FIREPIT,
12’X12’ TREE HOUSE, NEW ROOF & FURNACE 2009,
WATER HEATER 2014, WHOLE HOUSE WATER FILTER
2014...GORGEOUS RHODESIAN TEAK FLOOR, STYLISH
“BARN DOORS”, CUSTOM ISLAND, DECK CONCRETE
COUNTER TOP...ENDLESS IMPROVEMENTS!!
PANORAMIC VALLEY & WOODED VIEWS...STUNNING
VISTAS!!! ISLAND/STOOLS/PLAY GYM/POOL
TABLE/GAME TABLE/GRILL STAYS...APPLIANCES
NEGOTIABLE!AMAZING CONDITION...AMAZING PRICE!

SPECTACULAR!! PANORAMIC SERENE
LAKE FRONTAGE ON LUTTICKEN’S LAKE!
EIGSTI BUILT, THIS SPRAWLING RANCH
OFFERS COMFORTABLE ELEGANCE!
ULTIMATE OF STYLE & STELLAR
APPOINTMENTS OFFERING BARRELED CEILING
HALLS, 9’ CEILINGS, FULL GLASS WALL W/FRENCH
DOORS TO 60’ COVERED PORCH,
BUILT-INS GALORE, MAPLE FLOORING...PLUS:
NEW ROOF & NEW REFRIGERATOR!
LUTTICKEN LAKE FINEST LOCATION!!

HERE IT IS! 6.85 ACRES BORDERING MORTON
PARK DISTRICT GOLF COURSE...
PHENOMENAL LOCATION! WRAP AROUND
DECK ACCENTS THIS CHARMING HOME!
HOME BOASTS MANY UPDATES INCLUDING
NEWER APPLIANCES, WATER HEATER 2015, NEW
FURNACE 2016, 200 AMP ELECTRICAL...
PLUS 3 STALL GARAGE GREAT PRICE!
GREAT OPPORTUNITY!

LADENDORF
&
GAMBETTI

Coldwell Banker
The Real Estate Group
2816 N. Court St.
Pekin, IL 61554
Phone: 309-347-5540
Mary Ann Ladendorf
Cell: 309-241-5610
mladendorf@coldwellhomes.com
Baylee Gambetti Cell: 241-7700
BayleeGambetti@gmail.com
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A DEER’S VISION: IT’S THE
STUFF OF SUPERHEROES
By Dave Samuel

A DEER’S VISION ADVANTAGE ISN’T
REALLY ABOUT THE ABILITY TO
SEE COLOR. INSTEAD, IT’S ABOUT
DETECTING
MOVEMENT
AND
SEEING REALLY WELL IN LOW LIGHT.
There are a ton of reasons that a
deer spots you before you see them.
For years the debate was all about
color vision and the belief that wearing
fluorescent orange put hunters at a
distinct disadvantage. Truth is, they don’t
see orange as the orange we see, and
we’re still at a disadvantage when it
comes to deer spotting you.
DEER COLOR VISION
To get us started, let’s look at a
few basics on deer color vision. Deer
do not see well in the longer and middle
wavelengths (oranges, greens, yellows,
browns, and reds) in the visible color
spectrum. These colors appear in shades
of gray or yellow. Where they see very
well is in the low wavelengths — the
blue range. Does this mean that wearing
blue jeans makes me more visible to
deer? Yes, that’s probably correct.
And since they can see really well
in the blue range, using detergents with
brighteners puts more blue-range UV
colors on our clothes and thus makes it
easier to be seen by deer. Is that right?
Though it’s a bit more complicated than
that, in essence, that is apparently true.

A DEER’S VISION, A HUNTER’S
CLOTHING AND LOW LIGHT
First as noted, the blaze orange
color we see is not blaze orange for deer.
It’s probably a shade of gray (unless you
wash your clothes using detergents
with brighteners). Second, clothes of
one color, orange for example, will be
a blob of gray to the deer. Big blobs
of color are probably easier to see by
a deer, than a camo pattern. You don’t
want big “blobs” of any color. Thus,
camo patterns help that problem. Camo
patterns of greens, browns, grays, etc.
will break up that “blob.”
Deer have other vision advantages
that we do not have. Their low-light
vision is enhanced because they can
open their pupil three times wider than
we can. This allows the eye to admit a
lot more light. Additionally, they have lots
of rods, which are the receptors needed
for low-light conditions. One researcher
suggested a human’s ability to see
orange compares to a deer’s ability to see
in low light. The conclusion was that in
very short wavelengths (in the UV range),
where we can’t see those UV colors at
all, deer can see them, and they can see
them better than we see blaze orange.
It’s scary how well deer see in low light.
I’ve watched several hunting shows
on television that talked about how you
shouldn’t bother to hunt during the full

$1,250,000

54.41 ACRES

GREAT HUNTING & FISHING!

581 Twp Rd 150E, Toulon
Your own private paradise! Charming log
cabin on 54 acres with 6 acre lake.

$399,500

4.94 ACRES

MOVE-IN CONDITION

$639,900
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LAKE FRONT

FISH OFF YOUR BACKYARD!

10209 W. Bridgeport Way, Hanna City, IL
Extraordinary home on a 2.4 acre lot overlooking lake. 4 car garage & 2 docks.

$349,500

3 ACRES

OUTBUILDING

1192 Upper Spring Bay Road, East Peoria
Country living on almost 5 acres. Awesome
outbuilding with in floor radiant heat.

10031 Voorhees Road, Edwards, IL
Spacious home on over 3 gorgeous acres. 3
car attached garage plus morton building.

BUYER INCENTIVE

SPECTACULAR VIEWS

$740,000

PARKLIKE YARD

12912 N. Salem School Court, Dunlap
Exquisite Scott Lewis built home on a
private cul-de-sac lot. Finished lower level.

$284,500

6.5 ACRES

ACCESS TO POND FOR FISHING
2205 County Rd. 810E, Washburn
Custom home on 6.5 wooded acres.
Full, finished basement.

$649,000

21 ACRES

PRIME NORTH PEORIA LOCATION
10322 N. Eveningside Drive, Peoria
21 acres at the corner of Alta Road &
Knoxville/Route 40.

$174,500

6 ACRES

ACROSS FROM GOLF COURSE
2204 Centennial Drive, East Peoria
Great 6 wooded acre building site in a
beautiful setting.

Each office independently owned and operated.

$349,500

1.5 ACRES

208 Regal Lane, East Peoria
Open & airy 4 level home with river,
wooded and downtown views!

$349,000

6.5 ACRES

ACCESS TO POND FOR FISHING
2209 County Rd 810E, Washburn, IL
Charming home on 6.5 beautiful wooded
acres with shared 3 acre stocked pond.

$88,500

3.45 ACRES

WATERFRONT PROPERTY

11616 W. Jubilee Hollow Ct., Princeville
Gorgeous 3.45 acre waterfront property
for your dream home!

$675,000

3.6 ACRES

BUYER INCENTIVE

8144 N. Crab Orchard Court, Peoria
Extraordinary Fletcher Lankton designed
home on 3.6 acre wooded lot.
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moon because the deer could see at night
and thus, fed all night and were inactive
during the day. Think about this for a
minute. Deer do a lot of moving around
at night, so through evolution they
have eyes that function at night. If they
couldn’t see well at night, when there is
no moon, they’d bed all night and feed all
day. But that isn’t the case.
It also isn’t the case that when the
moon is totally dark, deer are out there
stumbling around, walking into trees.
Why not? Because their eyes have a
number of adaptations that allow them
to see extremely well in low light. Maybe
the moon affects deer movements and
the rut, maybe not? But deer do not need
moonlight to see at night.
DEPTH PERCEPTION AND VISUAL
ACUITY
The eyes of deer are not as
close together as ours so their depth
perception is not good. They can spot
a hunter moving, but may not readily
know how far away you are. Compare
that to humans or predators. Our eyes,
and the eyes of predators, are close
together
giving better binocular vision.
Cramer_June_18_ASO-2.qxp_Layout 1 5/16/18

Really important for predators out their
searching for a meal.
Though having eyes further apart
reduces depth perception, it does have an
advantage for deer. Having eyes further
apart gives deer the ability to cover a lot
of ground with their eyes. The added rods
also give deer an extraordinary ability to
detect movement. What hunters need to
take away from all this is that movement
is what does us in. So, don’t make
unnecessary movements on stand. If you
have to move, do so very slowly. And
wear gloves.
This whole movement issue centers
around visual acuity. Turns out that
humans have sharp central vision, good
visual acuity, whereas deer do not. When
you focus on one spot, as you are right
now in reading this, going from one word
to the next, things in the periphery are not
clear. They are blurred. When you focus
on one spot, the further away from that
spot, the blurrier it gets. Try it. Being able
to see that word clearly is called visual
acuity. In fact, when you go to the eye
doctor and look at those “AE@” charts,
your visual acuity is being tested.
What about a deer’s visual acuity?
11:49 AM Page 1

University of Georgia research showed
that deer have 80 percent less acuity
than we do. The reason ours is good is
because we have an optic fovea that is
located in the center of the retina and it
is packed with many, many cones. That
means that when we focus on one spot,
we can see it clearly. On the other hand,
deer have a band of photo receptors
across the retina, rather than one central
spot. This allows a deer to scan a wide
field of view all at once, without moving
their eyes, but they do not have as many
cones in this narrow band as we do.
Thus, the acuity to focus on one spot is
not great. If you have a deer standing at
80 yards facing in your direction, looking
at you, they will have difficulty seeing
you if you do not move. But, if they are
not looking directly at you, because they
have those photo receptors all across
the eye, they can see you. However, not
clearly. Move, and your busted. Even
when they aren’t looking directly at you.
Since deer have poor visual acuity,
slow movements are harder for them
to detect, and of course, wearing
camo helps. OK, not totally. Movement
even when wearing camo, will get the

Great Oak Run Area Properties!

111 Birch Court, Dahinda, IL
Beautiful 3BR/2BA lakefront ranch.
$399,900

8075 N. Oak Run Dr., Dahinda, IL
4BR, 3BR cedar-sided lake front home.
$398,000

382 Charter Oak Pl., Dahinda, IL
3BR/2BA lakefront home.
$299,000

8081 Oak Run Dr. North, Dahinda, IL
3BR/2BA lakefront ranch.
$279,000

572 Knox Hwy 26, Galesburg, IL
4BR/3BA log sided home on 5.88 acres.
$279,900

200 North Shore Place, Dahinda, IL
3BR/2BA ranch with extra lot.
$224,000

204 Northshore Place, Dahinda, IL
3BR/2BA home in a park-like setting.
$220,000

349 Rustic Oak, Dahinda, IL
Beautiful 2BR lakeview home.
$206,000

357 Charter Oak Pl., Dahinda, IL
3BR/2.5BA seasonal lake-view home.
$175,000

Lot 125 Lakeside • $199,000
185 Timberline • $165,000
8020 Oak Run • $120,000
Lot 155 Poplar • $99,700
8078 Oak Run • $79,000

245 Pine Ridge Court • $74,000
E. Knox Road 1600 • $29,900
124 & 125 Lake View Rd. • $28,500
Lot #1 North Lakeview • $23,000
446 Pleasant View Circle • $16,000

184 Briarwood Place • $13,000
173 Timberline • $5,900
2024 Forests View Rd. • $3,000
Lot 147 Forest View • $3,000
185 Spruce • $3,000

H H H Build Your Dream home on One of These Great Oak Run Lots! H H H
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attention of deer. We all know that. If
you flip up your arm, even in camo, you
enhance the chance of being seen by a
deer, even one that is not looking directly
at you. Truth is, that it’s movement that
does the hunter in, and it is camo that
allows you to move and sometimes get
away with it.
Consider this question. Do you think
a deer has a better chance of seeing you
move your hands if you are wearing camo
gloves or if you are not wearing gloves?
The defense rests its case.
The key then, relative to deer vision,
isn’t so much color, but rather their ability
to see really well in low light, and their
ability to detect movement. If on stand
you flip your arm up, even in camo, you
enhance the chance of being seen by a
deer, even one that is not looking directly
at you. Combine that with their ability
to see better at dawn and dusk, and you
start to understand that when it comes to
a deer’s vision, there’s more than meets
the eye.

CONTACT TIM WEIR
Henderson-Weir Agency, Inc.
timrweir@yahoo.com
309.359.3741

10 Kent, Mackinaw, IL 61755
$249,900

10 Sussex, Mackinaw, IL 61755
$262,500

Solid Log Home with Cathedral Ceilings on
Double Wooded lot. 3 Bedroom,
2 ½ Bath Home in Heritage Subdivision.
Large Room Sizes Throughout.
Heated Garage and Lots of Wildlife

3 Bedroom, 4 Bath, Single Family Home
on .96 Acre Double Lot in Heritage
Lake Subdivision, Updated kitchen with
Cambria quartz countertops

4 Victoria Way, Mackinaw, IL 61755
$199,900

111 Giles, Mackinaw, IL 61755
$155,900

Heritage Lake Subdivision, 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath Home on Double Lot.
Totally Renovated and updated

3 Bedroom, 2 ½ Baths Home
adjoining 10 Acre City Park.
Roof, Furnace and AC All New in 2009

See more at: www.hendersonweir.com
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8 SUREFIRE WAYS TO RUIN
A DUCK HUNTING DOG
By Keenan Crow

Training a duck dog can be both the
most rewarding, and challenging project to
take on as a hunter. To do it correctly, one
must be able to anticipate potential hunting
scenarios, and then recreate them in a
controlled environment.
Note from the author: Every dog is
different from the next, and a dog’s bloodline
no-doubt plays a large role when it comes to
natural born hunting instincts. Some dogs
will simply pick it all up, and be ready to
hunt sooner than others. In the end, as long
as you have the time and patience, (you’re
going to need plenty of it) and avoid these
eight common mistakes, you too can develop
a reliable gun dog.
Your dog’s first lesson must be taught
only after developing a firm grip on basic
obedience training (sit, stay, come, heel).
Once you have built that solid foundation
up, it’s time to start on some more advanced
training.
However, be cautious about moving onto
the next steps here. Rushing, or attempting to
force a dog to become a champion waterfowl

hunter can really ruin your gun dog.
Here are 8 of the most common mistakes a
duck-dog owner will make and how you can
avoid them:
1. Make Him Gun Shy: Every hunting
dog needs to be properly introduced to
gunfire, and there’s no faster way to ruin
a dog than rushing this step. You need to
provide tons of positive reinforcement, and
gradual exposure to gunshots. Don’t plan on
blasting your favorite shotgun around your
dog the very first time out. Instead, start with
a .22 and shoot it from a distance. Eventually,
you’re dog will be totally accustomed to
shots being fired in close range.
2. Force Him in the Water: Fortunately,
most dogs love the water. In fact, you might
struggle more getting him to exit rather than
enter, but there are some dogs who show a
little apprehension to the idea of swimming,
especially young pups. Patience is key here.
Take your dog to a shallow pond or lake and
coax him in no further than belly-deep. Let
him build confidence on his own, and before
you know it, he’ll be doing blind retrieves

Lehde Auction Service
66 West Gaebe St.
Addieville, IL 62214

(618) 559-5082 www.lehdeauctionservice.com
Illinois State License# 441.001704

Large Or Small Your Auction Deserves A Good Call

right before your eyes!
3. Fake Him Out on Dekes: This one is
somewhat self explanatory.
Just about every duck hunter I’ve come
across uses decoys, and just about every new
duck hunter always asks, “how does your
dog know not to retrieve the fake ones?” It
doesn’t come natural for dogs to know what
a decoy is, so it just takes a little introduction
for them to get to know that the dummies
aren’t as fun to retrieve as the real ones. Run
through a quick decoy walkthrough on land
first, then toss a dummy into the mix. You will
eventually get the feeling that your dog is
aware of your spread and can now move the
decoys out to your desired location.
4. Let Him Rock the Boat: This one
goes back to moving your dog through his
training too quickly. Remember, we said the
advanced lessons start only after your dog
displays some basic manners, and if you skip
that step, you could end up with a fidgety,
over-eager hunting partner. There’s nothing
worse than that!
5. Allow Him to Break: Steadiness to
shot is the name of the game, and this can
often be the hardest lesson for your gun dog
to master. It goes back to the simple “stay”
command, but with all the commotion and
birds hitting the water, your dog will want to
launch itself from your blind and do its job.
It’s important to nail this step down quickly so

June 2018

that your dog will only release when you say
so. Trust me, this will save a lot of headaches
when greenheads start flying overhead.
6. Make Sure Your Dog is Ready for
the Unexpected: Some birds will dive or try
to swim away after hitting the water, so it’s
important your dog is aware of this before
he’s in the field doing it for real – a better
prepared dog is a better performing dog.
7. Surprise Him with a Follow-up
Shot: Since we’re on the topic of crippled
waterfowl, it’s not always enough to have a
dog that can cruise through water and chase
down a swimmer. It’s also important that your
dog knows you may shoot over him while he’s
swimming to retrieve a lively bird, and that
when you do he needs to stay on task.
8. Send Him to Retrieve a Fully Grown
Goose Before He’s Ready: Sending your
gun dog to retrieve a full-sized goose should
only be done after he’s had some practice. He
needs to learn how to handle a bigger bird
that might even put up a fight on the way
in. Practice retrieves with a big dummy and
watch. If your dog still struggles to deal with
a full-sized dummy, he’s not ready to tangle
with a live honker. Keep honing his skills, stay
positive with him, and soon he will turn into
that magical duck dog you’ve always.
www.outdoorhub.com

Hoyland Auctions
NORMAN BIRKEY RETIREMENT
FARM EQUIPMENT AUCTION
SATURDAY JULY 28 AT 10:00AM
AUCTION LOCATION - 500 SE MAIN STREET,
HOPEDALE, IL

OLIVER 1655 & 770 TRACTORS, HIGH HOE,
SPRAYER, END LOADER, 2110 DISC,
GRAIN TRUCK, PICK UP TRUCK, WAGONS,
RIPPER AND MORE. MANY IN MINT CONDITION
AND SOME PURCHASED NEW

LAWRENCE LANGE
PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION
JUNE 23RD AT 9:00AM

HELD AT OKAWVILLE COMMUNITY CLUB BUILDING
511 SOUTH HANOVER ST., OKAWVILLE, IL 62271
Jim Lehde
IL License #441.001704
618-559-5082

AUCTIONEERS:
Cowboy Kolweier
IL License # 441.001530
618-3142917

Steve Ehinger
IL License #441.001981
618-304-8737

Hoyland Auctions
4882 Delavan Rd, Delavan, IL 61734

309-244-7140 or 309-696-0614
Randy Hoyland #440000419
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DALE JONES AUCTION FACILITY

Performance Auction Park, 2007 SE 3rd St. • Aledo, IL
FARM * RECREATIONAL LAND
& RESIDENTAL REAL ESTATE
MACHINERY, LIVESTOCK
& MUCH MORE…

Lehde Auction Service
66 West Gaebe St.
Addieville, IL 62214

(618) 559-5082 www.lehdeauctionservice.com
Illinois State License# 441.001704

Large Or Small Your Auction Deserves A Good Call
Jim Lehde
IL License #
441001704

AUCTIONEERS:
Cowboy Kolweier
IL License #
441001530

Steve Ehinger
IL License #
441001981

kieswetter auction
CALL 309-699-3800
FOR YOUR AUCTION NEEDS,
OR FISHING POND MEMBERSHIPS!
810 Fischer Rd. • Creve Coeur, IL

309-699-3800
email: rssp01@comcast.net
KiesewetterAuction.com

PALMER AUCTION SERVICE
Kevin Palmer Illinois License #040000858

Palmer Auction Service is located in Manito, IL, and has been
serving Central Illinois and surrounding areas since 1981.
Consider an Auction for Retirement, Moving, Business
Liquidation, Settling an Estate, Farmland or Real Estate

PHONE: 309-253-2128 • airsprayinc@yahoo.com
WWW.PALMERAUCTIONSERVICE.COM
30106 E. Manito Road, Manito, IL 61546

(309) 582-SOLD (7653)
dale@soldatjones.com
www.soldatjones.com

S&S LICENSE SERVICE
All Motor Vehicles, ATV’s and Boats
Specializing in Boat Trailer
and ATV’s with no Title
OWNERS- MIKE, TROY AND TIM
519 NE PERRY ST., PEORIA, IL 61603

CALL: 309-674-9532
EMAIL: titlemike@gmail.com
www.sandslicenseterminal.com

CONTACT US TODAY FOR PUBLIC
AUCTIONS OF QUALITY ANTIQUES,
COLLECTIBLES, HOUSEHOLD, FARM
MACHINERY AND REAL ESTATE.
License #440000140

1340 County Rd 500N
Eureka, IL 61530
Phone 309-467-6028

www.schmidgallauctions.com

Hoyland Auctions
CALL RANDY FOR ALL
OF YOUR AUCTION NEEDS
4882 Delavan Rd, Delavan, IL 61734
Randy Hoyland #440000419

309-244-7140 or 309-696-0614
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NOW’S THE TIME TO ORDER CHESTNUT HILL
FOOD-PLOT TREES FOR SPRING PLANTING

June 2018

By GVO Staff

AMONG
MAST-BEARING
TREES,
PLANTING FOOD PLOTS WITH CHESTNUT
TREES IS AN EXCELLENT CHOICE. STUDIES
HAVE SHOWN THAT CHESTNUTS ARE
NUTRITIONALLY SUPERIOR TO ACORNS
MAKING IT AN ATTRACTIVE LURE FOR
DEER AND OTHER GAME ANIMALS.
Hunters know mast-bearing trees are
the new must-have attractant for wild game,
both big and small. With springtime upon
us, now is the time to order from Chestnut
Hill Outdoors’ carefully selected stock to get
the most of the spring growing season.
Mast-bearing trees – those that
produce nuts or fruit – provide wildlife
with natural nutrition while drawing more
animals to your hunting sites.
Chestnut Hill Outdoors cultivates
and grows trees that offer excellent mast
production, hardiness and blight resistance,
ensuring you get the most value and
satisfaction from your investment.
TIPS AND PLANTING INSTRUCTION
Chestnut Hill Outdoors offers detailed

planting tips about every
aspect of the planting process
including:
• When to plant
• How to choose the best
locations
• How to prepare the soil
• What to plant for your area
• Why Dunstan Chestnuts?
Studies have shown that
chestnuts, once the most common mastproducing hardwood in the eastern U.S., are
nutritionally superior to acorns, containing
approximately 40 percent carbohydrates
compared to 10 percent for white oak acorns,
10 percent protein compared to only 4 percent
for white oak acorns and 2 percent fat,
compared to 10 percent in acorns.
They grow faster and produce fruit at a
much younger age, 2 – 5 five years compared
to as much as 20 years for some white oaks.
They also grow bigger, potentially reaching
60-80 feet tall and becoming prolific mast
producers. They lack the cyclical nature
of oaks and flower later in spring, after

late frosts that could cause widespread
acorn failures. Last but not least, Dunstan
Chestnuts are known for their proven blight
resistance and superior nut quality.
Chestnut Hill Outdoors, exclusive
producers of the Dunstan Chestnut, times
its shipments to arrive in different plant
hardiness zones at the optimal time for
spring and fall planting. These trees are
extremely popular and will sell out quickly,
so be sure to get yours early.
Whether you’re interested in apple
trees, pear trees, persimmons, oaks or the
world-famous Dunstan Chestnuts, Chestnut
Hill Outdoors is the go-to source for the best

To order, go
to ChestnutHillOutdoors.com
wildlife-attracting trees available. Don’t
let another growing season go by without
creating the perfect food-plot lure for your
fall hunting.
To order, go to ChestnutHillOutdoors.
com and select the type, quantity and even
the age of the trees you’re looking for. Your
carefully packed trees will be shipped to
your door, ready for planting. Or you may call
Chestnut Hill at call (855) 386-7826.

10118 Illinois Route 100, Schuyler County, Browning, IL 62624- $695,000

Spacious 4 bedroom, 4 ½ bath rural home on 21 acres • Open floor plan on main levels lets each room flow to the next • Sun Room off the kitchen
A large natural stone fireplace in living room • Custom Kitchen with granite counter top island that feature a gas cook-top and prep sink
3 large bedrooms upstairs each with a large alcove and its own private bathroom with double sinks and tub/shower combo • Master bedroom has a jacuzzi tub
Built in book cases • Laundry room is set up as a summer kitchen and has a walk-in pantry • Game room with with pool table and lots of room for entertaining
3 levels of the home have an outside balcony • 90’x150’ shed with sliding doors on two sides • Approximately 8,300 sq. ft. of living space

Lacey Cunningham

Land Specialist/Broker
Legacy Land Co. LLC
217-322-8278
lcunningham@legacylandco.com
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ANNIE’S CONKLIN CORNER
Spring has Sprung!
Spring is such a Happy time. Birds
are singing, Grass is Greener, Trees are
in full bloom. Spring is an attitude lifter.
We are busy in the shop this time of the
year, Elva can’t keep up with boat covers,
Rudy has made many Convertible Boat
Tops, Andy is busy with window shades
and garage door screens. Install one of
our screens and you have room for that
cook out or get-together with friends
without the bugs. Bugs try to get in but
to no avail. If you are without a garage
door screen give us a call. Now think of
that wonderful sunroom or big window
that is so wonderful to let the sun shine
in, But oh, come June or July we now
have shade, call us about our Rollease
Sun Shades in many colors to choose
from. Come see us.
On the Conklin side, let us talk about
Fastrack for Dogs this time. No matter
if you have 1 dog or a whole kennel of
dogs the Fastrack Animal Supplements
are for you or rather your dog. It may be
an old dog with stiff joints or new born

pups. You will find that Fastrack is needed
for a happy healthy life. The Adult Dog
Supplements Supplies nutrients at levels
not found in dog foods it provides high
levels of 10 chelated minerals, vitamins
A,D,E,K,C and B Complex with highly
bioavailable nutrients. The Fastrack Senior
Dog is developed for aging dogs helping
with joint issues. The Fastrack Canine
treats aids digestive health and replaces
unhealthy dog snacks. But the one you
want to keep on hand at all times is the
Fastrack Canine Gel which is used in the
periods of stress caused by diseases,
whelping treatments, vaccinations,
transportation, or other challenges,
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34998 Route 9, Mackinaw
$649,000
MLS #: 1191958

1450 NE Windermere,
Tremont - $299,900
MLS #: 1191544
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certain negative changes occur internally
in the digestive system. Fastrack Canine
Gel supports their aptitude and immune
system so your animal can reach their
highest potential and “Remember a puppy
saved is a puppy earned.” Call 217-5435197 or 217-543-3007.

Melvin & Annie Otto

Strawberry Jam Spread
1C. Strawberry Jam
1C. Butter
1C. Powdered Sugar
1 Bar Cream Cheese
Mix together at room
temperature then refrigerate.
Spread on Hot Rolls.
Enjoy!

ARTHUR EVENTS:
Come Join Us In Some Summer Fun
Over These Next Few Months

1749 State Hwy 133 • Arthur, IL 61911
Otto’s Canvas: 217-543-3007
Conklin: 217-543-5197
www.Conklin.com

Strawberry Social June 1 & 2
Friday Night and Saturday
Haiti Sale Friday and Saturday
Oct. 26 & 27
And More Dates to come!
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24945 Spring Creek,
Washington - $299,900
MLS #: 1192330

WATERFOWL PROPERTIES FOR SALE!
303 S East, Danvers
$230,000
MLS #: 1192288

201 Wildwood, Groveland
$189,900
MLS #: 1190980

13948 S 14th, Pekin - $171,500
Acreage Super River Valley
View - MLS #: 1175315

SCHUYLER COUNTY, IL
460 Acres | $1,500,000

CASS COUNTY, IL
358.71 Acres | $630,400

• Turn-key waterfowl property
• Endless miles of levee and

• Waterfowl and big deer

drainage ditches in place

• 4 bed, 1 bath cabin
• Morton building with
heated floors

NEW PRICE!

100 Madison, Mackinaw, IL
61755- $65,000
MLS# 7099203

3631 Castile, Peoria, IL
61615- $124,500
MLS#1193289

Gaye Lynn Green

MANAGING BROKER/REALTOR®
(309) 657-1774
gayelynngreen@hotmail.com

201 Ripper St., Pekin, IL
61554- $99,900
MLS# 1194097
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Sold on a One Time Show

• $318, 696 income over

along the Illinois River

• 1 bed, 1 bath cabin
• Levees and water control
structures are already
in place

• Borders Sanganois State

the next 14 years

• Over $500,000 in levee

improvements are done

• Ducks Unlimited had a large

influence and helped design
this acreage making it an
outstanding waterfowl property

• 5 water management cells

where water can be controlled
through culverts/riser systems

• 150 acres can be dried out

for annual crops of millet,
buckwheat and corn (dry year)
and rewatered/flooded

MATT COX
www.LandGuys.net
Graduate,

100 Walnut, East Peoria, IL
61611- $179,900
MLS# 1193734

Fish and Wildlife Area

PUTNAM COUNTY, IL

262 Acres | $890,000

Realtor®

309.221.1764
matt@landguys.net

Institute

LANDGUYS, LLC | Licenses in IL, IA, IN & WI

2925 S. Meadowbrook Rd., Suite G | Springfield, IL 62711 | 217.899.1240
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BANG UP FATHER’S DAY
GIFT IDEAS

Just like fishermen, golfers and other
individual sport participants, shooters
can be difficult for which to find gifts. The
ideas that I’m about to pass along are not
strictly shooting, but can cross into other
avenues, and not just outdoor sports.
Target shooters always need targets.
They can fall into several categories,
with paper and steel being the principle
materials.
If you are on a very low budget, or the
kids want to do something, they can go

to the computer and download and print
some free paper targets. Otherwise, I
would suggest some Shoot-N-C stick on
paper targets. For air guns you might want
to take a look at some of their heavy paper
targets that fit into their pellet trap.
Self-healing targets are another very good
idea, especially for the 22-caliber shooter.
Do-All Outdoors makes some of the best
in this variety for which I would suggest
the Knock Out Disks and swinging Bowling
Pin, Stop Sign and Gong.

June 2018

Also, from Do-All is the Blast Back,
which is a metal paddle type target
system where you shoot two targets that
lay down, and when the third is shot it
will reset the other two. Along the same
line is a reset type metal target that will
flip up with the final hit dropping all back
in place. Spinners are also in the metal
variety, which when hit do as the name
implies – spin.
For further information on DoAll targets visit the web at www.
doalloutdoors.com.
Before leaving the target ideas,
something a little heavier in construction
is the AR500 steel targets made by a new
company called Twister River Targets
out of LeClaire, IA. Tim Montag has a

lot of great products, but the ones that I
would suggest for a gift would be the set
that includes 4 different size disks and a
stand; and the Bullseye AR500 that has a
large steel plate with a hole in the middle
and 4-inch plate behind it. Not only does
the Bullseye provide some good plinking
of metal, but it also hones the skills of

Henry Repeating Arms
Campfire Mug

Gamo Swarm with Do-All Outdoors
Blast Back target set

When It’s Time to Sell…
• Farmland, Hunting & Recreational Land, Residential & Commercial Real Estate
• Machinery & Equipment • Business Liquidations • Estate Auctions

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED IN THE AUCTION PROFESSION SINCE 1963!
CONTACT US TODAY WITH YOUR AUCTION NEEDS

JACK LOWDERMAN MONTE LOWDERMAN
309-255-0330
309-255-0110

BRENT LOWDERMAN CODY LOWDERMAN
309-221-9621
309-313-2171

CODY CRUM
217-248-7282

Proven, Consistent & Reliable Nationwide Experience

www.lowderman.com
LOWDERMAN
Auction & Real Estate
Auction & Real Estate

309-833-5543

Generationsof
of Experience
Experience//AATradition
Traditionof
of Results
Results
44Generations

MEMBER
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being a sharper shot to hit the bullseye.
Further information and ordering can be
found at www.twistedrivertargets.com.
As with the targets shooters always
need ammo, whether powder or airguns.
My suggestion for 22 shooters is anything
of CCI or Federal Premium, for pellets
RWS has performed well for me, and BBs
have been Hornady Black Diamond and
Umarex Steel. Of course, they can be
picky, so if you don’t know their favorite,
or don’t want to make a decision, get
them a gift certificate at the local ammo
dealer, or an online store like Sportsman’s
Guide, MidwayUSA or OutdoorLimited.
com, where there are some of the best
ammo prices to be found, as well as
sales. All of these can be found at their
respective websites.
Here is an item that is good for the
father and his dog called a Pet Dek. This
folding board type item turns the back
seat of any vehicle into a flat area that
makes it better for your dog and pet
carrier, or extra storage. I’ve found it
works great for hauling guns and supplies
to the Shoot ‘N’ Plink™ headquarters’
firing range or hauling my MotorGuide
hand controlled trolling motor. I was even
told about it being used to haul an injured
person and transporting wedding cakes.
I guess you could say that the sky is the
limits for ideas of use. The nice thing is
if you want it out of the way it will fold
up quickly and redeploys just as quickly.
More information and ordering can be
found at www.petdek.com. There is also
a video on the Dan’s Fish ‘N’ Tales® You
Tube channel.

Knives are another popular item,
and with that a suggestion, which should
be a big pleaser, is one of the Coast RX
models. These have rapid blade assist
opening, which makes it easy to flip open
a knife with one hand. They also have
a locking switch on the side, which is
used for locking the knife shut to prevent
accidental engagement or locking the
blade open. I have the RX300 and its
bigger brother 350, both of which I find
myself using about daily for just about
everything where a sharp cutting utensil
is needed.
Coast also offers another idea of a
couple of new lights – HX3 LED Cliplight
and FL75R Headlamp. The HX3 has an
adjustable front area, with a clip that
will go on the bill of a cap, pocket, or
wherever. It also has two lights – one
regular and the other infrared. As for
the FL75R, it is a rechargeable unit via
USB, which can use the rechargeable
battery, or 3 AAA batteries to power the

3 intensity settings and a red light. It also
has an elastic headband, which makes
it great for many situations, especially
when working on about anything outdoors
where a light is needed, and you need
both hands free. Information on all of the
Coast Products mentions, plus more, can
be found at www.coastportland.com.
Knives were just mentioned, which
brings up an idea of a knife sharpener.
Many people already have a Work Sharp
electric tool/knife sharpener. There
is now a pocket size knife sharpener,
which is very compact, has a diamond
sharpening surface, and ceramic honing
bar, along with blade angle guides. It will
fit easily in you pocket, and a very good

Umarex NXG multi-pump rifle with
an OTW Red Dot scope
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idea for carrying in a range bag or tackle
box. Work Sharps website is at www.
worksharp.com.
Here is an idea of a gift that was told
to me by a person who received his CCW
classes as a gift from his wife. This is
something a person would not expect.
However, be sure they want it, which you
will probably know from conversations
prior to the time. This would have to be
checked out on costs for whatever state
you are a resident as the cost of classes
and state fees vary greatly.
There are several pistols that I would

Spinner and Reset Flip Up targets,
along with a couple of Catch 22
storage boxes for holding 50 rounds
of 22 ammo

AUCTION SCHEDULE
Twisted River Targets’ Bullseye
AR500 steel target

SUNDAY JUNE 3RD AT 12:00PM
RHUBARB RUMBLE
HELD ON SITE: 507 S COLLEGE AVE., ALEDO, IL
SATURDAY JUNE 9TH AT 9:00AM
FARM, CONSTRUCTION &
OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT AUCTION HELD AT
PERFORMANCE AUCTION PARK, ALEDO, IL
SUNDAY JUNE 10TH AT 12:00PM
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE REMAINING
ANTIQUE STORE INVENTORY AUCTION
HELD AT 217 S. COLLEGE AVE, ALEDO, IL

Call for all your
Auction Needs
Specializing in Estate,
Antique &
Sportsman Auctions

SATURDAY JUNE 16TH & 17TH AT 10:00AM
OUTSTANDING FIREARMS AND
ANTIQUES ESTATE AUCTION
WE ARE ASSISTING OUR FRIENDS AT GALLIVAN
AUCTIONEERS WITH THIS PHENOMENAL ESTATE
AUCTION IN TERRE HAUTE, IN

SATURDAY JUNE 23RD AT 10:00AM
OUTSTANDING COLLECTOR AUTOMOBILE, RACE
CAR ESTATE AUCTION, WE ARE ASSISTING OUR
FRIENDS AT GALLIVAN AUCTIONEERS WITH THIS
PHENOMENAL ESTATE AUCTION IN TERRE HAUTE, IN
SUNDAY JUNE 24TH @ 10:00AM
OUTSTANDING ANTIQUE ESTATE AUCTION
WE ARE ASSISTING OUR FRIENDS AT GALLIVAN
AUCTIONEERS WITH THIS PHENOMENAL ESTATE
AUCTION IN TERRE HAUTE, IN
SATURDAY JUNE 30TH
11 ACRES OF FARM/RECREATIONAL LAND,
2018 FORD F150, JOHN DEERE GATOR,
& PERSONAL PROPERTY
HELD AT PERFORMANCE AUCTION PARK, ALEDO, IL
SATURDAY JULY 7TH AT 10:00AM
FIREARMS & SPORTING EQUIPMENT AUCTION
HELD AT PERFORMANCE AUCTION PARK, ALEDO, IL

DALE JONES AUCTION FACILITY

Performance Auction Park, 2007 SE 3rd St. • Aledo, IL

(309) 582-SOLD (7653)

17055 E. 1825th St.
Bushnell, IL 61422

dale@soldatjones.com
www.soldatjones.com
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suggest, but for the target shooter the
one that stands out most is Browning’s
Buck Mark. Added to this could be a
second gift of the matching Buck Mark
Reflex sight to fit on the top rail for
the Practical Plus. This is definitely a
favorite of mine for the true meaning of
Shoot ‘N’ Plink, as it is rare to miss with
sights that are perfectly adjusted, and
especially with the Reflex mounted. Visit
the Browning website at www.browning.
com for further information.
For the western shooter I would
suggest the Heritage Rough Rider. Not
only is it affordable, but a very sturdy
revolver for the price. I would suggest
getting the combo model where the extra
22-mag cylinder is included. The one I
had was a straight-sight, 6-inch barrel,
6-shooter, but they are also available in
shorter and longer barrel versions, as
well as with fiber optic sights, and larger
capacity cylinders. More information is
available at www.heritagemfg.com.
Henry Golden Boy rifles are always a
welcome gift, but if you want something
different take a look at Henry’s Frontier
24-inch Long Barrel, which comes in two
versions – threaded and non-threaded.
It has the famous white diamond/brass
bead sights, which are dead on target.
Both versions are available in 22 and 22
magnum models. The threaded barrel
unit has a shorter tube magazine because
of the fact that a full-length magazine
will not pull out if a suppressor or
compensator is screwed onto the barrel.
In most places the Long Barrel can be
found for between $200 and $300. For
further details go to www.henryusa.com.
For the person who is a Henry fan,
and already has the rifle of their dreams
something displaying their pride in Henry
could be given. One such gift would be a
campfire mug, which can also be found
on the Henry USA website.
Airguns are a big part of the sport of

target shooting. I have two favorite rifles
– Gamo Swarm break barrel and Umarex
NXG multi-pump. The Swarm comes
with a great scope, has a 1,300-fps
velocity, and uses a 10 round magazine.
I’ve found it ranging in price from $170 to
$270. As for the Umarex NXG, I like this
rifle because of the flexibility of multipumps for varied velocity and the ability
of shooting BBs and pellets. There is
also a rail for mounting scoped of which
I’ve tried a Tasco standard and OTW red
dot, both of which have worked well. It
is a good target gun for all ages, and
better yet, can be found between $45
and $65. More details can be found for
these guns at www.gamousa.com and
www.umarex.com.
There are still a ton of ideas floating
around my office notes, but this will at
least give a start for those who are totally
stumped.
Happy Father’s Day!! Until next
time, shoot safe and have a great day of
plinking.
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kiesewetter online auctions
Bidding Ends June 3rd

House at 2633 North Dechman, Peoria, IL 61603

Bidding ends June 5th

Fabrication Shop with 25,000 Sq. Ft. & 15.6 Acres.
17383 E. State Route, Fairview, IL 61432

Bidding ends June 6th

Peoria Office Building- 2627 North Sheridan,
Peoria, IL 61604

Bidding ends June 8th

5.5 Acres East Peoria, IL- 108 Fairview,
East Peoria, IL 61611

Bidding ends June 9th

Jaguar XJ Vanden Plas 1988

Bidding ends June 12th

Real Estate Auction- 585 Roosevelt,
Creve Coeur, IL 61610

Bidding ends June 30th
Coca Cola Collectables

Bidding ends June 30th
Coin Auction

Bidding ends June 30th
Model Car/Truck Auction

Bidding Starts June 10th
Antiques and Collectibles

Heritage 22 combo Rough Rider
revolver with satin finish and
camo colored grip

Kiesewetter Auction Services • 309-699-3800
for more detailed information see
www.kiesewetterauction.com

FARM & CONSTRUCTION
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
SATURDAY JUNE 16, 2018 @ 9:00 AM
TREMONT, IL

PLEASE CALL, EMAIL OR FAX TODAY.
ACCEPTING CONSIGNMENTS UNTIL FRIDAY JUNE 15TH
AUCTIONEERS
Do-All Outdoors Self-Healing
Stop Signs

Cal Kaufman
1-309-696-9019

Brent Schmidgall
1-309-202-8378

TREMONTCONSIGNMENTAUCTION@YAHOO.COM OR FAX 309-246-5072
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ACORNS: WHY DO
DEER LOVE DEEZ NUTS?

a cupule, which isn’t unique to just acorns.
Its purpose is to hold and protect, same as a
mother’s womb or a beer koozie.
ACORNS ARE A NUTRITIONAL
POWERHOUSE. Let’s say a deer eats 100
grams of acorns (3.5 ounces), here’s what the
nutritional value for that deer looks like: 40
grams of carbs, 23 grams of fat and 6 grams
of protein. (For comparison, a boiled egg and a
half cup of black beans each have 6 grams of
protein also, but zero carbs).
WHICH ACORNS DO DEER LIKE BEST?
Whitetails prefer certain species of acorns
over others. This is largely due to an acorn’s
level of tannic acid. The less, the better. The
tannins are bitter and can make the acorn’s
protein more difficult for deer and other
animals to metabolize. It’s worse for other
animals like cattle, where the tannic acid can
cause ulceration and kidney failure.
Here’s a list of oak trees with the most
preferred acorn-producing tree listed first and
the least-preferred listed last:
1. White Oak: Low tannic acid level makes this
the sweetest of all acorns. Generally, they
produce a heavy mast crop every third year
and a decent crop every year.

2. Pin Oak: Low to medium tannic acid level.
Typically produces a crop every other year.
3. 
Water Oak: Low to medium tannic acid
level. Typically produce a crop every year.
4. Red Oak: Medium tannic acid level. Deer
usually won’t feed entirely on red oak
acorns because of their bitterness.
5. Black Oak: Produces a crop every other year.
Medium to high tannic acid level. Usually a
good spring food after winter thaw.
6. Bur Oak: This is a very large acorn with
medium to high tannic acid level. The
large size makes them more attractive for
consumption.
7. Live Oak: Typically produces a crop every
year. Lower in preference due to high tannic
acid levels.
- Oak tree preferences courtesy of Realtree.com.
CAN HUMANS EAT ACORNS? Yes.
Native Americans depended on acorns as part
of their diet, particularly the Yurok and Karuk
tribes of California. The shelf-life of an acorn
– which Native Americans would store up to
two years to compensate for off years when
the mast crop wasn’t abundant – made these
nuts useful as an insurance food staple.
BUT WOULD HUMANS WANT TO
EAT ACORNS IF THEY TASTED THEM? Not
so much. And that’s because of the bitter
tannin. According to National Public Radio,
acorn “consumption is pretty much limited to
Korean cuisine (which favors an acorn jelly),
and several Native American Tribes.” And our
digestive systems don’t fair much better than

those of
cattle – the
tannin can
damage
our kidneys
too.
B u t
the tannin
can be removed. And some are willing to go
to the effort to do it. That motivation is likely
due to the renewed interest in eating locally.
Consumers want to know the origin of their
foods and acorns are abundant for many living
in a variety of countries and regions across the
world.
HOW MUCH EFFORT DOES IT TAKE
TO REMOVE THE TANNIN IN ACORNS? You
can read about the process and learn how to
do it thanks to Hank Shaw, a wildlife chef and
fixture in the hunting community. From start to
finish, preparing acorns to eat involves shelling,
then leaching the acorns in water to remove the
tannin, then grinding the acorns into flour.
WOULD ANYONE EVER WANT TO STOP
AN OAK TREE FROM PRODUCING ACORNS?
Why yes, as turns out someone would. This
particular someone wrote into Better Homes
& Gardens and asked how an oak tree might
be stopped from producing its mast crop.
What’s behind the need to neuter oak trees?
The acorns make mowing difficult.
And … that’s why it’s easy to
dislike pampered Americans. www.
grandviewoutdoors.com

1511 N. Kickapoo Creek Rd.,
Peoria, IL 61604- $349,900

145 Farmview Court,
East Peoria, IL 61611- $269,000

1199 Sunset Drive,
East Peoria, IL 61611- $230,000

By Amy Hatfield

DO DEER PREFER SOME SPECIES OF ACORNS
OVER OTHERS? IF SO, WHICH ONES? AND WHAT
ABOUT HUMANS? HAVE THEY EVER DEPENDED
ON ACORNS AS A CRITICAL FOOD SOURCE?
Acorns. Deer love these nuts because
they’re large in size allowing deer to consume
them quickly, and they’re packed with nutrition.
It’s like a protein bar for wildlife.
If you search the terms “deer” and “acorns”
there are over a half million search result. Much
of the content targets deer hunters looking for
tips on how to leverage acorns in a way that
can boost hunter success. Topics can include
how to plant thriving oak trees in your food plot,
how to select the best hunting site when acorns
are everywhere and what to expect when your
hunting lease is full of oaks, but the mast crop
is damaged by a harsh winter.
But what about the acorn itself? What’s in
an acorn? Why’s it such a lure for deer and other
wildlife? And how come you don’t see humans
eating acorns just the same as other nuts?
WHAT’S IN AN ACORN? Depending on
the oak species, acorns take between 6 to 24
months to mature. The acorn is a single seed
wrapped in a leathery shell and situated in

29405 E. County Hwy 27,
Glasford, IL 61533- $300,000

You’ll love this charming, 1.5 story home w/
spectacular panoramic views of 10 acres! This
3 BR, 2.5 BA, 2-c garage boasts many updates:
granite counter tops (‘16), new AC (‘14), hickory
cabinets (‘08), new appliances (‘15) and city
water with 2 wells on the property. Enjoy the
sunken LR w/ fireplace on those cold winter
days. Property offers 30x30 outbuilding, walkout
bsmt, lg private bkyd, plus a great deck w/ easy
access to the patio. Don’t miss the chance to
wake up to awe-inspiring sunrises and drift off
to sleep each night w/ tranquil sounds of nature.
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8.6 AC w/this secluded home boasting heavy
wooded timber for privacy. You will be in awe of
the stunning 2-story home w/wraparound covered
porch featuring 3000+ sq ft of living space w/
beautiful finishes. Recent updates incl: vanities
in guest & master BA, Refaced Kitch cabinets &
Granite tops, garage drs (‘15) new appliances,
washer/dryer & Shed (‘14) driveway resealed (‘15),
Generator, concrete & gravel (‘16), solar panel
(installed ‘16), heated 20x40 in-grnd pool. All trim,
interior doors, & half BA have been repainted, most
door & some BA hardware has been updated.

Great place to raise a family on 1.3 acres! This
spacious 3 BR, 3 Full BA home is Custom-Built
and will not disappoint. Take advantage of what
this home has to offer from vaulted ceilings to
the Informal dining area & breakfast bar w/all
appliances staying! Beautiful open main floor, with
laundry room, and lots of storage space. Finished
basement with large Rec room is the perfect place
for family and friends. From your deck to the large
yard you will have multiple places to entertain.
Added bonus is the 32x18 heated outbuilding.

RYAN BLACKORBY TEAM
803 W. Pioneer Parkway, Peoria, IL 61615
Office: 309-657-6787 • rblackorby@maloofrealty.com

This 3 BR, 3 BA home will NOT disappoint from
the beautiful river views & lrg beach area to the
extensive updates! Updates include: roof & siding
(17), new flring (18), washer & dryer (16), custom
main level BA cabinet (18), granite BA countertops
(18), new formica kitchen, and bcksplsh (18),
painted deck (18). The wlkout bsmnt offers a great
fam rm w/ a fp and a summer kitchen/hobby rm.
You will have multiple places to entertain friends
& fam on the deck, patio, or 3-season room. Enjoy
gorgeous summer nights looking out over the
water w/ stunning sunsets.
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Nationwide TV
Marketing with
Midwest Expertise

GIFTS FOR THE
FISHING FATHER

So just what are you going to get for
the fisherman on your Father’s Day list? Kind
of difficult to decide when he has every lure
under the sun, and you can’t even figure out
what he is talking about on a lot of the stuff.
Well, hopefully this column can help nudge
a few ideas.
First, how about something to store that
arsenal of lures? I recently found a system
that I love for organizing everything into a
couple of bags. Plano has a Duffle Bag with
3600 stowaway boxes, but I’ve removed
some of these and replaced them with the
Wraps and a 3201 small spinnerbait box. All
of that is for the middle compartment. On the
ends there are 4 very roomy pouches that I
use for several items including more bags of
worms. There is also a zipper compartment
that opens near the top opening in which
I’m storing a 3700 Pro Latch box organized
for my Xpoint and Daiichi hooks as well as
various size worm weights.
Another tackle bag called a Weekend
bag, is used with one 3601 for B-Fish-N H20
Precision jig heads and Road Runner head;
and one Wrap for Natural Forage Baits Lil
Killer and Swim Bait, and B-Fish-N AuthentX
Ribb Finn, PulseR and Moxi; all of which is
my finger jigging kit.
These are just a couple of ideas that
Plano can provide but are some of their

newest. They also have a special V Box for
kayak anglers, and again, the Wraps are
great for that group of anglers.
For further details on these Plano items
and others visit www.planomolding.com.
While an angler may have a lot of lures
he can always use soft plastics, as they
are often used up quickly. The main point
is to know what species is being pursued.
If it is bass I would definitely say go with
two companies – Natural Forage Baits and
B-Fish-N. NFB has many of the conventional
type designs, and yet still has a little
different twist, one of which is having
Kick’N Bass Attractant cooked into the
lures. The B-Fish-N side of things has a lot
of ribs in their lures with the famous 4-inch
worm that is great for about any technique
of bass fishing, and the minnow type baits
of the aforementioned Ribb Finn, Moxi and
Pulse-R. More information, as well as direct
ordering can be found at www.nfbfishing.
com and www.customjigsandspins.com.
Some people like going out and picking
up there own nightcrawlers. Coast Products
has the perfect lights. One is a FL75R
Headlamp that has an elastic band to wear
on your head to keep both hands free to pick
up the slippery bait. It has a rechargeable
battery, which can be substituted with
three AAA batteries. It also has three light

Specializing in Farm,
Ranch & Hunting Properties
Premier Farm Realty Group welcomes
Illinois Land Specialists
Monte Lowderman and John Van Zant

Monte Lowderman
mlowderman@pfrgrp.com
309 255 0110

Dale Dunn
dale@pfrgrp.com
636 443 9481

John Van Zant
jvanzant@pfrgrp.com
309 241 3312

John Grzanich
jgrzanich@pfrgrp.com
309 338 2208

We Want Your Rural
Property Listings!
A membership to the Rock Island
Conservation, as with many clubs
around the country that have fishing,
would be a very good gift idea.

Something different in the fishing
boat of things – a miniature bass boat
that looks like the full-size version,
which is called a Bass Bandit.

8733 Commercial Blvd, Pevely MO 63070 | 636-443-9481
PremierFarmRealtyGroup.com
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intensities, as well as a red light. The other
light is a very small, adjustable head clip
light that can be worn on a pocket or bill
of a cap. Not only does it have a regular
LED light but also an infrared light. This
one could be great when night fishing and
trying to tie a line in the dark, or whatever
else needs to be done. For more information
about these lights and others go to Coast
Products at www.coastportland.com.
When it comes to rods, reels and line
anglers can be a very picky bunch. Because
of that, unless you definitely know what
they want, a gift certificate for their favorite
fishing tackle retailer may be the best idea.
The same holds true on items in the marine
end of things, unless you want to go whole
hog and buy them a Mercury outboard or
MotorGuide trolling motor, but even then,
you better find out for sure.
Another thing that could be very
welcome is a membership to a local club
where there is fishing. One such organization
in the Quad City area is the Rock Island
Conservation Club. They are located on
the Illinois/Iowa border, so a membership
could be from people on either side of the
river. If living in that area check them out
at www.riccnews.com. There are other such
organizations in other communities, so take
a look around and ask local tackle dealers.
Kayak fishing is becoming huge and

has grown to the point of having kayak bass
tournament circuits. Hobie makes one of
the best fishing kayaks that I’ve seen with
a complete select of Mirage models. No, I
don’t use one, as I prefer to be standing on a
solid bass boat deck, such as my old Ranger.
You can check Hobie’s fishing products out
at www.hobie.com/fishing-kayaks.
Another boat that I recently stumbled
upon is called a Bass Bandit. These are oneman bass boats that are actually a small
boat that looks just like a full-size fiberglass
bass boat. It would be perfect to team with
the aforementioned Mercury outboard in a
smaller tiller arm style, and a Tour Edition
82 pound thrust MotorGuide trolling motor.
These are a very unique boat and might be
a great higher priced gift for the father that
likes fishing alone. No, I have not used one
of these either, but would love to give them
a try. Further information can be obtained
by going to www.bassbanditboats.com.
An idea that would be good for
the younger father would be a lifetime
fishing license. Depending on your state’s
regulations, many of the lifetime licenses,
such as mine in Illinois that I got in the 80’s,
will carry over to being able to be used later
in life if the person moves out of state. The
local tackle dealer does normally not sell
these, but they should be able to steer you
in the right direction.
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Something that can be used with
lures is Kick’N Bass Attractants. There are
several “flavors”, but I would recommend
a selection of Kick’n Crappie, Anise Shad,
Crawfish Garlic and Java, which would cover
most species. However, if the person is a
trout or catfish angler, then you would need
to get both the Kick’n Catfish and Kick’n
Trout, as both will work for the two species
of fish since they are cheese based. You can
also get the Saltwater Shrimp, which will
work for catfish as well as during the icefishing season. Go to www.kicknbass.com
for direct ordering instructions.
There are a ton of other ideas, but these
are a few that may spark some other ideas.
Don’t forget to include a subscription to
their favorite outdoor publication, Adventure

Sports Outdoors, for which further details
can be found in this magazine.
Have a wonderful and safe Father’s
Day. Until next time, get out on the water,
and have a great day of fishing.

Kick’n Bass Java is a great attractant,
which is also one of the scents
available in the Natural Forage
Baits soft plastic lures.

Plano always has products that
make great gift ideas such as
shown here in the Weekend, Duffle
and Wrap products.

Kayak fishing is becoming a big
part of the sport, and Hobie
make a very nice series of fishing
kayaks called Mirage.

JUNE 2ND AT 9:30AM
Antiques and Collectibles
RR Metamora
JUNE 9TH AT 9:30AM
Charles Kiblinger Estate, Goodfield, IL
Mary Lou Tayler Estate, Metamora, IL and others
Antiques & Collectables, Household Goods,
Glassware & China, Tools, Outdoor Items
Held at the Auction Barn
JUNE 16TH AT 9:30AM
Antique and Collectibles
Held at the Auction Barn
See our website
for all the details
to all of our
upcoming auctions
www.schmidgallauctions.com

704 Main St. • Macon, MO
660-385-2516
www.LolliBros.com

ALTERNATIVE
LIVESTOCK &
TAXIDERMY
AUCTION

JULY 11-12-13-14

LARGEST SALE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD!
2 HUGE SALE RINGS!
Wed. 11th

9am Pink Tag Taxidermy Auction

Thurs. 12th

9am: Blue Tag Taxidermy Auction
10am: (Sale Ring) Nursery
Ratites, Llama & Alpacas,

Fri. 13th

9am: Elk & other Deer, Camel,
Zebra, African Hoofstock, Buffalo,
Cattle: Zebu, Miniature Dexter,
Highlanders, Watusi, Brahma.
Sheep & Goats

Sat. 14th

9am: Mini & Standard Donkeys,
Mini Horses, Special Horse &
Pony sale
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HEMORRHAGIC DISEASE
CAN BRING A SILENT DEATH
TO WHITETAIL DEER

By David Hart

INFECTED DEER BEGIN TO SHOW
SYMPTOMS WITHIN A WEEK OF
BEING BITTEN BY A MIDGE CARRYING
THE VIRUS. THEY DEVELOP A HIGH
FEVER, ONE REASON MANY DEAD
DEER ARE FOUND IN OR NEAR WATER.
It’s supposed to be just another
late-summer scouting trip, but the
unmistakable stench of death leads you
down to the ribbon of water that flows
through your land. There, just a few
feet from the stream, lies a bloated, flycovered carcass of a velvet-antlered buck.
Poachers? You don’t see any visible sign
of trauma, so you back out and continue
on your way. A hundred yards later, you
smell it again. By the end of the day, you
count four dead deer on your land.
O-Bryan_May
1 4/17/18
Odds are18_ASO.qxp_Layout
those deer fell victim
to

epizootic hemorrhagic disease, more
commonly called EHD or HD. The odds
are also pretty good that you found those
deer during a particularly dry year.
WHAT IS IT?
Hemorrhagic disease is a viral
infection transmitted by biting midges,
a tiny insect often called no-see-ums,
punkies or sand gnats. Although they
are smaller than a common gnat,
biting midges can inflict an unpleasant,
itching bite to humans, especially when
numerous midges descend upon a victim.
They don’t transmit HD to humans.
It is often called “blue-tongue,” which,
according to University of Georgia wildlife
disease researcher Dr. David Stallknecht,
12:09
Page 1 type of virus than EHD.
is PM
a different
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“Both are hemorrhagic
diseases and deer can be
infected with either one.
For all practical purposes,
they are essentially the
same thing,” he says. “You
can’t tell them apart by
looking at a sick or dead
deer, either. The symptoms
are nearly identical.”
Infected deer start to
show symptoms within a
week of being bitten by a
Was this buck the victim of HD? Unlikely.
midge carrying the virus.
Learn why. Picture by David Hart
They develop a high fever,
which is one reason so many dead deer
mud. Drought also brings more deer
are found in or near water. Researchers
to the water remains, concentrating
believe infected animals try to lower
deer around those areas with lots of
their body temperature by lying in the
those insects. In fact, there is a direct
water. They also drool, become lethargic
correlation to drought and the intensity
and have no appetite. In many instances,
of an outbreak.
the outer sheath of their hooves will fall
The disease is endemic, meaning
off. Death can take weeks.
it is a naturally-occurring part of the
ecosystem. Researchers aren’t exactly
Disease outbreaks in whitetails are
sure how the various HD and blue-tongue
most common throughout the Southeast,
viruses survive through the winter, but
particularly in dry years. That’s when
disease outbreaks typically subside once
mud along pond, river and creek banks
cold weather sets in. The midges either
are exposed, creating additional habitat
die or are far less active.
for the midges, which lay eggs in that

Property Available

Mike O’Bryan
(309) 635-8901

Commercial
(309) 687-5069
commercialpeoria.com
3622 N. Knoxville
Peoria, IL 61603

40 Acre Recreational Property
2,590 sq. ft. metal building with living area.
Ideal for deer and turkey hunting.
Knox Road 1400E, Maquon, IL
NEW! 235 acre farm with 160 acres tillable
and 2 miles of Spoon River frontage.
Excellent deer & turkey hunting
11344 N. First Street, Chillicothe, IL
NEW! Nearly 6 acres waterfront property
just off the Illinois River.
204 E. Ten Mile Creek Rd. East Peoria, IL.
Hard to find acreage close to town!
12.96 acres. Metamora School District.
South of Trivoli (Peoria County), IL
Hard to find 19 acres near Trivoli.
Ideal remote home site or affordable
tract of hunting ground.

The Most Marketing for Your Property!

Specializing in Rural Properties
with over 40 years of experience!
Call Me for All of Your Real Estate Needs

JOHN GINDER

3622 N. Knoxville Ave, Peoria, IL 61603

Cell 309-696-7270
Office 309-687-4802

Each office independently owned and operated

14309 N. IVY LAKE RD.,
CHILLICOTHE, IL 61523- $172,500
Own your own mini country home. Enjoy the
wrap around covered porch facing south &
east. Bright sunny bow window, vaulted wood
ceilings, Hickory cabinets & wood floor in the
updated kitchen. 5 apple & 1 pear tree. Large
yard for a garden. The huge Morton building
has a loft for storage & 3 cars. 2nd bath has
a greenhouse window. Main level laundry. Appliances include, work, but not
warranted. Original wood floors upper bedrooms. Sold as-is!

1621 E. RESTHAVEN RD, UNIT 2,
PEORIA, IL 61615- $114,500
Conveniently located duplex. Rents easily.
Appliances included in both units.
Each has laundry room. Large partially
fenced yard. Great investment property.

Alice K. Moss

GRI,ePro, Pre-License Instructor,
C.E. Instructor, Broker

2507 N. Main St. • East Peoria, IL 61611
Mobile: 309-453-5300
Office: 309-698-0099
www.AskForAlice.com
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CWD VS. HD
It’s important to understand the
difference between hemorrhagic disease
and chronic wasting disease (CWD).
Some hunters don’t know the difference
and often refer to one disease when they
mean the other. While HD can be fatal,
CWD is always fatal. It is a neurological
disease caused by an abnormal form of
a cellular protein found in the central
nervous system. An infected animal’s
immune system does not respond to the
disease. Worse, it is contagious. If that’s
not frightening enough, it can remain
viable in the environment for years. Fire
doesn’t destroy it. Neither does a bleach
wash.
CWD is a relatively new disease. It
was first diagnosed in captive mule deer
in Colorado in the late 1960s. Researchers
still aren’t sure where it came from, but
some believe it is a variation of scrapie,
a similar disease found in domestic
sheep. It has since been found in wild or
captive deer or elk in 25 states and three
Canadian provinces.
While the number of deer killed so
far by CWD is a fraction of those killed
by HD, wildlife managers are much more

fearful of the long-term impact of CWD.
“CWD is far, far worse than
hemorrhagic disease. It has the potential
to be a significant source of mortality in
deer,” says Quality Deer Management
Association director of education Kip
Adams. “We are already seeing declines
in populations in areas where it has been
established for a long time, which means
we will likely see a reduction in hunting
opportunities in the future. It continues to
be discovered in new places, too, so this
isn’t a localized problem.”
Adams acknowledges that deaths
from HD can be devastating, especially
when a large percentage of the deer
herd succumbs to the disease. The
good news is that populations tend to
bounce back quickly. Fewer deer on the
landscape now translates to better and
more available food and cover for those
deer that remain. Does tend to have more
fawns when conditions are good.
“That rebound can be interrupted
by severe winter weather in the north. If
populations are already depressed from
HD and they get hit with a really severe
winter, then we can expect populations
to take longer to rebuild,” says Adams.

FIRST, THE GOOD
NEWS
That didn’t happen
in northern Montana
after an estimated 80
percent of the state’s
famed Milk River
herd died from HD in
2011. Mild winters
in the following
years
prevented
additional
deaths.
That, combined with a
reduction or complete
Sloughing hooves are a good indication that
elimination
of
the deer survived hemorrhagic disease.
antlerless tags in the
In some places, survival rates can be as high as
region, helped speed
80 or even 90 percent. Photo: David Hart
the herd’s recovery.
“We had another pretty severe
percentage of a local population, most
outbreak on the western side of the Milk
outbreaks typically kill just a small
River herd in 2013 and we also eliminated
fraction of a local deer herd. Stallknecht
doe tags in that area,” says Montana Fish,
says die-off rates can vary and are highly
Wildlife and Parks biologist Scott Hemmer.
localized. When outbreaks occur in north
“That herd is not totally back to where
Georgia, for instance, mortality rates can
it was, but it is doing much better. We
be as high as 40 percent. Outbreaks in
allowed one doe tag this year where we
southern Georgia experience almost no
were offering two prior to the HD outbreak.”
mortality. That’s because whitetails that
Hemorrhagic disease is not always
survive an infection tend to develop an
fatal. Although it can kill a large
immunity to it. Where outbreaks are more

Rock City IL

30 private acres - mostly ALL
woods with a 3000 sqr ft home!!
From every location on this
property you will experience
the sights and sounds of nature.
The 4 bedroom , cedar sided
home sits nestled in the trees of
this park like property,
complete with a campsites,
atv / walking paths and
3 bridges that cross over the
properties winding creek.
There is a 24 x 40 heated,
attached garage, a heated
dog house w/ large kennel
& a Classic wood boiler.
Into deer hunting, picking
berries and morel mushrooms, Haylo Properties/Keller Williams Realty
815-440-1739
or collecting native grasses?
Every season brings a new
tricia.angell@kw.com
adventure here.

TRICIA ANGELL,

The LIFESTYLE Realtor

$399,000

www.hayloproperties.com
Licensed in IL & WI
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frequent, more deer build an immunity. On
the other hand, where it is less common,
death rates tend to be higher.
Researchers also now know that the
severity of an outbreak is not related to
deer densities.
“For a while, the science community
thought outbreaks were more severe in
places with a high abundance of deer,
which would seem to make sense,” says
Adams.
The disease is not contagious,
though. It is not spread through animalto-animal contact like CWD. Instead,
deer only become infected after being
bitten by a midge carrying the virus.
Since the insects are highly mobile, they
can bite deer over a large area, no matter
how high densities are.
NOW THE BAD
These days, reports of HD outbreaks
are coming from every corner of whitetail
country. That’s likely due to two reasons,
figures Adams. First, various huntingrelated media outlets are more likely to
report on the disease. With countless
web sites dedicated to hunting, it’s
easier to stumble upon some sort of

article related to HD. It’s just publicized
more frequently.
“Social media really spreads reports
of outbreaks, too,” he says. “It’s hard
not to hear those two letters if you are
a hunter and you are connected to social
media.”
There is another, more sinister
reason HD is making the news more
frequently. Outbreaks are occurring in
places they have never occurred before,
they are more frequent and in many
instances, more intense.
“We don’t know why it is showing
up in places it’s never been seen before.
We suspect climate change is allowing
the vectors (biting midges) to spread
their range into places they would not
have survived before,” says Stallknecht.
“There is no question it is tracking
northward into new states.”
Connecticut saw its first outbreak
ever this year, there have been repeated
and severe outbreaks in Michigan and
New York in the last 10 years. Outbreaks
in New Jersey are occurring about every
three years now.
“It used to be every 10 or 20 years,”
adds Stallknecht.

If that’s not frightening enough, he
says an increasing number of midge
species are carrying new variations of
HD and blue-tongue. These new viruses
may be coming from the tropics, possibly
a result of warmer weather.
“There is a lot we don’t know still.
We know that all the HD and blue-tongue
viruses infect deer, but we don’t know
much about how or why these various
diseases are expanding their range,” he
says. “There are at least ten new exotic
blue-tongue viruses established in the US
now.”
WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Nothing can be done to prevent
future disease outbreaks and because
it is a virus, there are no possible
vaccinations to prevent infections.
Besides, it’s simply not realistic to treat
enough deer to have an impact. Neither
is providing additional water resources.
They do occur during dry summers, but
some years, outbreaks either don’t
happen at all or they are minimal.
“The only thing you can do when
your deer herd has been subjected to an
HD outbreak is to protect the does. They
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are responsible for the fawn crop, so the
fewer does you shoot this year, the more
deer you will have in the population next
season,” says Adams.
If you find dead deer in the late
summer and early fall, report it, agree
Stallknecht and Adams. The more data
a state wildlife agency has, the better
the science community can understand
hemorrhagic disease and its broad
impacts to deer and deer hunting.
Whether or not it will have a
noticeable long-term impact on deer
populations remains to be seen. As
outbreaks increase in frequency and
intensity, some areas may indeed see a
decline in populations.
“We just don’t know what it means
in the long run,” says Stallknecht.
“There are so many things to sort out. I
hunt property in Georgia that has seen
a decline in deer numbers, but other
things like changes to the habitat, coyote
predation and a continued high harvest
of antlerless deer all play into population
dynamics. We can’t just single out
hemorrhagic disease.”

Michaeline Harrison
COLCHESTER TOWNSHIP, MCDONOUGH COUNTY, IL

Wildlife not from
this property.

Broker
Mobile: 309-338-2949
Office: 309-647-1502
michaelineharrison@gmail.com
418 N Main St • Canton, IL 61520

Wildlife not from
this property.

MILE LOAD ROAD, LEWISTOWN, IL 61542 • $173,000
More photos can be found at kennedysarff.com

Kennedy-Sarff Real Estate, LLC
Darell Sarff
217-652-2356 • dsarff@hotmail.com

43.27 ACRES DEER HUNTING & FISHING ALONG THE SPOON RIVER.
CAMPING. 17 ACRES TILLABLE, NONE FLOODING.
CRP PROGRAM PAYMENT OF $2,288 A YEAR TILL 2022.
A PERMANENT EASEMENT ON ACREAGE ON THE RIVER BOTTOM.
CASH RENT INCOME $1,700. • OWNER WILL CASH RENT.
A ROAD EASEMENT TO THE PROPERTY
THE TILLABLE ACREAGE & BOTTOM BLUFF DO NOT FLOOD.
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NRA Day at the ISRA Range
16th Annual Range Open House

Bonfield—near Kankakee
Saturday, June 16, 2018
10:00am – 4:00pm
All law-abiding citizens are invited, even those
who do not own a gun or have never fired a
gun before.

Photo by Lorraine Darnall.

Factory representatives from major manufacturers will answer your questions about your
favorite firearms. Test-fire the guns of your
choice and try your hand at archery, too. A
small fee for ammunition will be required.

A BB gun and an air rifle range will be set up
for our younger guests—a great opportunity to get the whole family involved, RAIN
or SHINE! Food and soft drink vendors will be on site to make sure you don’t go
hungry or thirsty.

Photo by Lorraine Darnall.

The ISRA Range amenities:
• Free safety orientation
• Covered firing points
• Shoot a variety of firearms
superivsed by our instructors.
Shooting disciplines will include:
• Rifles
• Pistols
• Shotguns
• Muzzleloaders
• Airguns
• Archery
• Covered picnic pavilion
• Indoor restrooms and showers

Photo by Bruce Crooks.

Again this Year!

• Military encampments and reenactments for WWII, Vietnam and the French
and Indian War.
• A variety of military vehicles and an MP
guard booth will be on display.

Photo by Bruce Crooks.

We invite you to attend and encourage other
firearm enthusiasts to join you at this worthwhile
event. We’re looking for a small army of volunteers to donate their time and expertise. If you are
interested in helping out, please call us at 815635-3198, or e-mail member@isra.org. NRA
Day at the ISRA Range will be held in Bonfield,
near Kankakee.

DIRECTIONS TO THE ISRA RANGE

Photo by Lorraine Darnall.

Bring Your Family & Friends!
FREE Admission!
FREE Parking!
The fine print: Persons prohibited from possessing firearms will not be admitted.
Persons under the age of 18 years must be accompanied by an adult, but are otherwise
certainly welcome. Eye and ear protection will be provided and is mandatory at all
shooting areas. Security will be provided by the Kankakee County Sheriff’s Department.

The ISRA Range is located on Warner Bridge Rd.,
1589 N 7000W Rd., in Bonfield (near Kankakee).
Via I-57 from the North:
Exit at Manteno (exit 322). Turn right (west) and go approximately 8 miles to Warner Bridge Road. Turn left (south) and
go 8½ miles to the ISRA Range.
Via I-57 from the South:
Exit at Kankakee, Route 17 (exit 312). Turn left (west) and
travel approximately 9 miles to Warner Bridge Road. Turn
right (north) and go 1½ miles to the ISRA Range.
Via I-55 from the North:
Exit at Braidwood, Route 113 (exit 236). Follow Route 113
south through Braidwood and Custer Park approximately 13
miles to Warner Bridge Road. Turn right (south) and go 4½
miles to the ISRA Range.
Via I-55 from the South:
Exit Dwight Route 17 (exit 217). Turn right (east) and go
approximately 26 miles to Warner Bridge Road. Turn left
(north) and go 1½ miles to the ISRA Range.
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Manufacturers of Quality
Hardwood Products
• Kiln Dried Lumber
• Flooring
• Trim
• Mulch
•D
 istributors of
Appalachian Doors &
Old World Stair Systems
• T rim Standard &
Custom Made
• Stair Systems & Parts

Chuck, Marie & Mark Corsaw
Family Owned & Operated Since 1968

OPEN M-F: 7-4 • SAT 8-12 • EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

• Interior Door
• Pre-Hung or Slabs
• Hardwood Mulch
• Wholesale & Retail
• Hardwood Floors
• Custom Jams Built to
Your Specs
• Kiln Dried or Green
Lumber

BUYERS OF STANDING TIMBER
GOOD TIMBER MANAGEMENT, SELECT CUT
26015 North County 2 • Smithfield, IL 61477

309-293-2055
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THE BOAT TO OWN

Wide, deep, tough and fast!

STORM CAT 230
TM

The new Storm Cat is the big water boat everyone is talking about. The deep v pad hull runs smooth and fast, the spacious 23’
long by 102” beam and deep 28” sides, allow you to ﬁsh bigger, rougher water from this wide and stable platform.
The .150 gauge aluminum construction means the Storm Cat can take the pounding of
waves and heavy barge traﬃc.

www.excel-marine.com/stormcat | 801-352-8011

Suzuki's powerful, quiet and fuel eﬃcient 4-strokes
give boaters the performance and reliability they
demand.

www.suzukimarine.com

Available with a full height top and side/back enclosure.

